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ABSTRACT 

Transforming knowledge means transforming the research process. 

Through the lens of emotions and feelings, in this study, I 

explored how the process of marital separation, while experienced 

as unique and quite personal, is fundamentally shaped by the way 

our society is organized socially. I located this study within a 

feminist critique of the sociology of knowledge and I merged a 

sociology of knowledge approach with feminist methodology. I used 

the theorized life history to study social structures, collectives, 

institutional change and their dynamics as they impinge on or are 

reconstituted in our personal lives. 

I conducted intensive and extensive interviews with an opportunity 

sample of 20 women and 10 men, some of whom were partners of a 

separating couple, about their experience of marital separation. 

I focused on the major themes of the interviews which included the 

process of moving out, ideologies and realities of the legal 

process and practice, violence as socially organized, and issues 



and concerns about parents and their children. I considered, 

reflected upon and analyzed what the participants said and the ways 

in which they said what they said--with considerable emotion and 

feeling. I considered how it was different than what was known or 

represented in the mainstream literature on marital separation and 

divorce. I then considered some of the implications of this new 

knowing. 

If we consider emotion in relation to the sociology of knowledge, 

then the potential for generating new knowledge becomes visible. 

This knowledge challenges a Western epistemology that has tended to 

dichotomize emotions and reason. When we examine the social 

context in which women and men feel their emotions and investigate 

the personal and social meanings given to these experiences, we can 

see that emotions can vary by gender as well as other variables. 

We can also see that emotions and feelings are integral to 

knowledge, to the process of knowing, and to dimensions of 

political possibilities and change. The emerging themes, evolving 

theory, implications for policy and practice, and recommendations 

for future research are outlined. 
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PREFACE 

W e  need imagination "not merely f o r  changing 
institutions but for human redefinition; . n o t  merely for 
equal rights but for a n e w  kind of being: 

Adrienne Rich, 1 9 7 9 ,  p .  155 



THE SEARCH FOR MESNING 

The search for meaning in human activity presents an 

extraordinary challenge. The very experience of the search for 

meaning in social situations changes the experience. To quote 

feminist philosopher Mary Daly (19781, "gynocentric" research 

methods require . . .  Ifthe free play of intuition in our own space, 

giving rise to thinking that is  vigorous, informed, 

multidimensional, independent, creative, [and] tough" ( p .  23). 

Daly also argues that "gynocentric writing means riskingN (Daly, 

1978, p .  24) 

Sociology as a Creative Att Form 

Within the context of the challenge Mary Daly presents, I 

understand sociology to be both a social science and a creative 

art form which can enable the researcher to draw from the 

strengths of the past, explore and illuminate the present social 

meaning of our lives, and imaginatively present a context for the 

creation of visions for a new weave for the future. 

The artist's interest i n  form or style is concerned with the 

illumination of reality, with the exploration of the unknown, and 

with the interpretation of the physical and social worlds. 

Therefore the a r t i s t  must be concerned with the realm of 

knowledge (Nisbett, 1976) . Human knowledge is a constructed f o m  

of experience and therefore a reflection of mind as well as 

nature. Knowledge is made, not simply discovered. The forms 



through which we represent our conception of our social world 

have a major influence on what we are able to say about it, and 

it also influences what we are likely to experience (Eisner, 

1991, p. 7-8) . Creative pursuits in the social sciences are 

often not acknowledged, nor given their full value. In the 

academic world the focus has been primarily on intellectual or 

rational thought processes, with the exclusion of the emotional, 

intuitive, spiritual, and creative components of human 

experience, though they are present and interacting in all of us. 

Nisbett (1976) has emphasized, in his book Sociolocrv as an Art 

Form, that there is still a great deal we do not know about 

creativity. But this much is clear: 

The problems, insights, ideas, and forms which come to 
the artist and to the scientist seem to come as often 
from the unconscious as the conscious mind, from wide, 
eclectic, and unorganized reading, observing, or 
experiencing, from musing, browsing, and dreaming, from 
buried experiences, as from anything immediately and 
consciously in view. They come . . .  as often from the 
"left-handed" processes of feeling and intuition as 
from the "right-handedtt channels of logic, empirical 
directness, and reason. It is one of the most 
brilliant living physical scientists, William Libby, 
who has declared essential [author's emphasis] 
scientific method to be "rape followed by seductionM 
(Nisbett, 1976, p. 19) . 

Creative forms are not always linear. They can spiral, ebb, , 

flow, move to and fro, circle, dart, mix with highs and lows. 

Similar to the mathematicians, physicists, biologists, and 

chemists who work with chaos theory and who pose problems that 

defy accepted ways of working in science (Gleick, 19871, artists 

have an eye for pattern, especially patterns that appear on 

different scales at different times. what the artist and the 



scientist have in common is their desire to understand the world, 

to reduce its complexity, even chaos, to some kind of ordered 

representation, looking for the whole (Gleick, 1987, p .  5) . So 

too is my process of coming to know, to see, to be myself in 

relation to what I have come to know, to see, and to be in the 

process of doing this research. 

The poems, which follow in this Preface, emerged when I was 

struggling to make sense of all of the experiences shared by the 

women and men who participated in my exploratory research study 

on the social construction of the process of marital separation. 

I found that the traditional methods of organizing and 

categorizing the data, the standard methods of the working with 

the research material in written and computerized forms, and the 

traditional methods of analyzing and presenting the data created 

many frustrations for me. The salient issues were not always 

articulated specifically by the participants themselves. Rather, 

the salient issues emerged from the data as I struggled to bring 

some order to the knowledge that was building in the midst of the 

research process itself. 

I present the poems as an introduction to the research 

process itself, as an entry point into exploring the deeply 

troubling experiences of many of the women and men I interviewed, 

and as an example of the developing theoretical approaches that 

emerged as I worked with the data in the earlier stages of 

writing this thesis. 
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How can I say what cannot be said? It is the dilemma 
of finding the way to bridge the gap between rational 
linear reality and that other realm for which we do not 
have a complete language. The closest we can come is 
through poetry. 

Shekhinah Mountainwater, 1 9 9 1 ,  p .  138 
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SEARCHING FOR MEANING 

~oemsl Margaret Malone Fall 1992 

THE PROCESS 

Thoughts Thinking 

Being Moving 

Flowing Going 

Growing 

I go around in circles until 
I see 

t h e  circles as a whole. 

MOVING OUT 

Moving 
the motion 
the process 
the growing 

Moving 

Moving 
pacing 
flowing 
going 
where? 

This is my story 
This is where this piece began 

the knowing 
the flowing 
the moving out. 

T h i s  poetry i s  a compilation of my emotions in relation t o  
and indeed in reaction to the participants experiences and include 
my personal processes of coming to know and see some of the ways in 
which our lives are socially organized. 



QUESTIONS? 

Who is woman 
Who is man 
How is it we treat each other as we do 
How does it happen as it does? 

Where does it begin 
How does it get located in ourselves 

How can we remove it? 

We must know ourselves 
How it is done 

How it is put together. 

TEE RESEARCHER 

The researcher as a medium 
a conduit 

for another mode of telling 
for another way to be. 

TBE WORK 

I have to put aside the people who say 
do not tell. 

I have to draw on the strength of those who know. 
The change will flow from them 

to the others. 

The message gets lost in the words 
they ramble 
they abstract 
they cover 

See the picture in small pieces 
linked together 
to the whole. 



EMOTION 

Angry reaction 
Something not right 
Leaving it alone. 

Returning to it 
Beginning to know 
To know differently. 

THE bDODE OF TELLING 

The mode of telling is another form 
another structure 
another method 

There are many modes equally compelling 
the painting 
the art form 
the theatre 
the story 
the pen and paper 
the telling of 
the knowing 

Use all forms to tell 
to know 

Keep it all flowing until it is told 
the violation 
the pain 
the sorrow 

Don't let it stop until it is done. 

FAMILY SECRETS 

Family secrets 
Do not tell 
Do not show 
They will know 

Break the cycle 
Open the doors 
Shed the light 
Over the floors 



WHO DO I BECOME? 

W e  w e r e  naive 
Why didn't we see 

W e  were silenced before.  

Young lady that will be enough 
Don1 t tell 
Can't talk 
Can't say 

Who do I become? 

COVER UP 

Alcohol 
Cover up 

Open up 
See 

Emotions 
Feel 

Know 
See 

Be 

TBB INTERVIEW 

Being together 
Seeing toge ther  
Knowing together 
Then apart 

Moving on 
Moving out 
Moving to be 



KNOWING AND SEEING 

What are words? 
connectors. 

What are emotions? 
seers - 

TALKING 

What do we say 
How do we say it 

Who will hear it 
What will they hear? 

They will hear their own knowing. 

SILENCE 

Silence opens 
doors 

Being silenced 
closes 
doors. 

A PLACE TO BE : THE T M  

We work well together - the team 
she trusts 
he trusts 
they can be. 

But to be 
they cannot be 
together. 

So they move apart 
move ou t  
to be 
for each 
their own 
person. 
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Another knowing 
Another shaping 

Another closing- 

It is written 
~t stays 
the same. 

It is not moving 
flowing 

growing. 

TEE LAOQYERS 

They know 
the law 
itself. 

The law 
does not 
see. 

It is words. 

Where are the people 
behind the law 
the ones not seen. 

They hide 
as they glide 
over our lives. 

THE FINANCIAL 

The financial - a process 
Did not want to do it 
Did not like to do it 
Left it 
Returned to it 
Reacted to it 
Anger 

Did it 
Lost it! 
His was so different! 



WHAT IS THIS ABOUT? 

He came home 
I was there 

I want a moving target 
Run 

I tried to run 
1 slumped 
I fell 

He shot 
I screamed 

He pulled the hair from my mouth 
He said they were blanks 
T h a t  made it okay. 

THE RAPE 

I had had a miscarriage 
No sex for 3 weeks 
He came in and out 
Slept ou t .  

Week three. 
He came i n  and i n t o  
I screamed w i t h  pain 
He cont inued . 

I asked why? 
I couldn't help it 
I got carried away! 

The pregnancy 
It is menopause 
It is not 

It is so 
Celebrate 

Desecrate 

It is o the r s  
ltfs not mine 

~t is me. 
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STAYING ALIVE 

Love 

Hate 

Love 

caring 
holding 
sharing 
being. 

closing 
crippling 
striking 
shut. 

open 
flowing 
moving 
growing 

Love is . 

Hate isnt t! 

SHE BEATS HIM 

Caring 
holding 
sharing 
disconnection. 

Hurting 
crushing 
denial 

of her being 
in relation to him. 
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GOOD AND EVIL 

Good and evil 
each is within us 

is possible 
is present 
is there 

We must see them, 
know them 
recognize them. 

It takes hold of us - the evil can 
takes us away from where we are 

from who we are 
from where we can go 
from what we can be 

Exorcise the evil! 

VIOLENCE WHAT IS VIOLENCE? 

It is the judge who beats his wife 
whose wife beats her daughter 
whose daughter is then held responsible for the suicide of 
the mother. 

Then carries the violence inside her for 20 years 
who then tells her stories 
to a world that does not want to hear 
to sons who do not want to hear 
to daughters who do not want to hear 
to a world that tries to silence. 

Who is the judge? 
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Who are the chi ldren 
the  ch i ldren  we c a r e  f o r  

Who a r e  the  chi ldren 
the chi ldren  who do not want to hear 

Who a r e  the chi ldren 
the  ch i ldren  who have seen 

Who a r e  the chi ldren 
the  ch i ldren  who are used 

Who are t he  chi ldren? 

They are us 

W e  are t h e  chi ldren!  

Who i s  the  mother 
who bea ts  the  daughter 
who takes t he  daughter 
t o  the  s laughter?  

She is he 
he is she  
w e  are one 
See 

WE0 IS THE JUDGE? 

H e  w a s  the chi ldren 
H e  w a s  t h e  chi ld  
H e  saw 
H e  was used 
H e  became who he i s  
He is  us  

We judge 

W e  a r e  the  judge ! 



The judge came out of the shower this morning 
the flowing over 
the cleansing 
the clearing 
the knowing 

He is me 
I am he 
We are one 
He is US 
We are 
We be 

Free 

KNOWING TOGETaER 

1 do not think we need to separate 
because of what we know. 

Some people feel they must 
Because of where they have been 

what they know 
what they have seen. 

Others do not 
Because of where they have been 

what they know 
what they have seen 

Because they know differently 
see differently. 

We must know collectively 
See together 
Be together. 

Celebrate the differences 
Celebrate the similarities 
But know we must 
To bring about change. 

Collect all the knowers 
the  seers 
the  doers.  

To complete the circle of knowing. 



THE JOURNEY 

If I had not made the journey to where I am 
I would not be able to hear in the  w a y  I hear. 

The  essence of being 
is seeing. 

DOING : WHAT IS DOING? 

Doing what needs to be done 
what needs to be done 

needs to be done 
to be done 
t o  be 

done. 



PART I 

Chapter One 

INTRODUCTION 

In every life there are experiences, painful and at 
first disorienting, which by their very intensity throw 
a sudden floodlight on the ways we have been living, 
the forces that control our lives, the hypocrisies that 
have allowed us to collaborate with those forces, the 
harsh but liberating facts we have been enjoined from 
recognizing. Some people allow such illuminations only 
the brevity of a flash of sheet-lightening, that throws 
a whole landscape into sharp relief, after which the 
darkness of denial closes in again. For others, these 
clarifications provide a motive and impulse toward a 
more enduring lucidity, a search for greater honesty, 
and for the recognition of larger issues of which our 
personal suffering is a symptom, a specific example. 

Adrienne Rich, 1979, p. 215 



Introduction 

Diane: I was absolutely at my wit's end. I had never . . .  it 
w a s  so utterly painful. That I just simply could hardly 
function. I can't describe it other than just absolutely 
the most devastating pain and wrenching pain of my entire 
life. I had written a journal and all I could . . .  and this 
journal is just full of this sobbing, wrenching, heartache, 
tears and hysteria. And I can't go on and why did it happen 
to me . . .  on and on and on...Absolute devastation is the only 
word.. . (31-#1-22-85118751 . 1 

And then the other side of it was this roller coaster 
emotion. You gc up and say, "Thank God, he's gone." And 
then you go crashing down, IfHow can I live without him. M y  
friends will forsake rne.lt And then up and down and up and 
down. Probably I should have been back to my doctor for 
some tranquillizer but I decided that I would tough this one 
out. And I did take sleeping pills though for a while, and 
then I stopped them too. And I guess I spent three months 
in absolute, total anguish. That's the only word, I can't 
think of anything else for it. Utter shock and utter 
anguish (31-#1-224752886) . 

But anyway, the emotions that go through you . .  .therefs 
every emotion you can think of from hurt, frustration to 
rage, pain, jealousy. I don't know . . .  I can't figure 
anything more. And I would have never had made it without 
those friends--and never had made it without starting on 
therapy before she took off for her vacations, and without 
the doctor. There is no way. And loneliness, tremendous 
loneliness. And weekends were the pits and tremendous pain 
and tremendous fear of being alone. What's my life going to 
be like? (31-#1-23-918>927) 

[Diane is a 47-year-old university educated part-time 
employee, married for 22 years, and separated for 4 
months. She has three adolescent children.] 

Throughout the thesis I have used ( . . .  ) to indicate 
hesitations in the participant's speech. Often the women and men 
I interviewed groped for words, for w a y s  to express their thoughts 
and feeling, and for ways to tell their experiences. I have used 
( - -  ) to indicate connecting thoughts which may not have flowed 
into completed sentences. As I worked with the interview tapes and 
transcripts, it became very important to note the cadences of 
speech and thought patterns which the various participants used. 
At times it could signal increasing pain, lack of words to express 
the meaning the participants wished to convey and so forth. 



Bob: It's . . .  it's . . .  it's like being mentally raped. 
It's . . .  it's a...like, just ...y eah, that's it, totally 
violated, like just . . .  to be left for someone. 2 
It's . . .  it's . . .  very devastating. At least, to me it is. 
It . . .  it shakes you. It . . .  it doesnlt...it doesn't just hurt. 
It . . .  it . . .  it shakes you, you . . . y  ou feel ... 
It's like . . .  it's like literally falling. 
Have you ever fallen, like you know from a step ladder or 
something, landed on your back or whatever, and it's like 
this iarrinq feeling--You know, hitting your head or 
something like that. It just . . .  

And it hurts. And like I1m . . .  all I wanted was . . .  to be 
married once. I know we got married young...but I was 
willing to go through anvthinq just to make that marriage 
work. And to have somebody say, ''No, I don1 t have those 
feelings for you any more!" (51-#1-66>68-2094>2152). 

[Bob is a 33-year-old high school graduate with some 
college education who is employed as a tradesman. He 
was married for 12 years and separated for 3 months. He 
has one child. ] 

Ginny: I can certainly remember...certain fights or 
incidents that occurred that really made me feel so 
diminished that I felt . . .  it sounds so dramatic, but I 
really felt like something broke--in me. Some part of my 
heart just wasn't the same any more for something that he 
had said or done . . .  It hurt that much. 

And I just think . . .  and I felt like saying that to him 
sometimes too . . .  in terms of . . .  because he would question the 
fact that 1 didn't want to have sex. And umm, ...I would 
just sort of think, Why would anybody...who would want to 
get into bed with somebody who has just sort of told them 
they are the scum of the earth." (uneasy laughter) It 
doesn't make sense. And agh . . .  So I: think I walked around 
with a real sense of disappointment and sadness for a long 
time about that (15-#1-26-1017>1031) . 

[Ginny is a 32-year-old university educated self- 
employed professional woman, married for 4 years and 
separated for 5 months. She has no children.] 

Underlining words in the quotes indicates the participant's 
own emphasis. 

Pseudonyms are used throughout the thesis to protect the 
identity of the participants. The length of marriage and 
separation both refer to the point in time when either the 
participant or their spouse moved out of their matrimonial home. 
The date of the separation also refers to the point in time when 
the first interview took place. 



Marlene: I...a...(pause) It hasn't been a picnic 
since . . . u m m ,  April. but I really think, in looking back, 
the black hole was when I was still there--both of us--and 
even prior to that . . .  what lead up to . . .  well for the last two 
and half years of our marriage--I call that the black hole-- 
where I would cry and was emotional and not really feeling 
that I had a good grip on things. Now . . .  less so . . .  less 
pronounced . . .  still there---after I moved out but . . .  there was 
some relief. I think I did some of the grieving beforehand 
and a...I...a...(pause) did a lot of crying (25-#1-50- 
1952>1966) 

I don't know where I'm going but I sure ain't lost . . .  and 
that about describes it (25-#1-44-1674-1675) . 

There isn't a sense of urgency . . .  to get it fixed to resolve 
it, to push it down and deal with it to-day. If I've 
learned anything, it's patience over--that it will come. 
That the issues will bubble up and I will deal with 
them . . .  as best I can. That's not to prevent them from 
coming up again, but it's easier, it's more relaxed (25-#1- 
44-1675>1681) . 

[Marlene is a 37-year-old university educated 
professionally employed woman. She was married for 17 
years, and separated for 5 months. She has two school 
age children. ] 

Elaine: I would think if there is a common mind for you, 
amongst the people that you interview, and just a guess, 
is . . .  that they are people who have decided very actively in 
their minds that they don't want to get stuck there. They 
don't want to get stopped there. And umm, I know people who 
have chosen to stop living because they divorced. Not even 
when the mate was the one who'd gone off and had an affair. 
I mean, they could have gone off and had an affair. And yet 
they still have chosen that they are not going to live 
anymore (53-#I-58-2128,2136) . 

...g etting divorced is a passage in life and umm, I 
believe what we need is rituals around it. 

And while I have to be responsible for creating some of 
those myself, I guess but, you know, it would be real nice 
if society started to kick in on some too, umm...(53-#1-59- 
2143>2149) 

[Elaine is a 43-year-old university educated 
professionally employed woman. She was married for 22 
years and separated for 6 months. She has 3 adolescent 
children. 1 



Marital separation is one of the most profound experiences 

that human beings can undergo. The change processes set in 

motion by one marital separation are astonishing. The emotional 

roller coaster that accompanies these changes is singularly 

painful, wrenching and disruptive. But emotionally difficult 

experiences can also, if appropriate social supports are 

available, provide openings to know about ourselves differently, 

to see how our lives are in the main socially organized, and to 

discover new ways of Itbe-ing" together in our social worlda4 

Past research has documented--and this study confirms--the 

presence of intense anger, pain and a wide range of other 

emotions during the process of marital separation. Understanding 

what underlies all of this anger, pain and emotion may be a way 

to unravel this complex process, learn about the multiple 

interactions that occur, and move toward constructive social 

change. Without knowledge of the interplay among women's and 

men's experiences and the society in which we live, we have no 

way of getting at the subtle shadings of meanings in the 

statements made by people who are experiencing marital 

separation. It is essential to consider women's and men's 

perspectives so that they can be compared, contrasted, and 

Mary Daly argues that, "Be-ing is the verb that says the 
dimensions of depth in all verbs, such as intuiting, reasoning, 
loving, imaging, making, acting, as well as the couraging, hoping, 
and playing that are always there when one is really livingv (1985, 
p .  49). 



understood in relation to one another, and to their position in 

the larger social historical arrangement between the sexes in our 

society 

The Study 

The purpose of this research was to conduct an exploratory 

study of the actual experiences of women and men in the process 

of marital separation. I investigated how the process of marital 

separation, while experienced as unique and quite personal, is 

fundamentally shaped by the way our society is organized 

socially. I brought a critical perspective to this work as I 

analyzed the diversity, complexity, and multiplicity of 

experiences of the women and men I intenriewed. In this process, 

I explored and analyzed the meaning and impact of gender while 

maintaining an awareness of other variables in the uncoupling 

process- I also tracked the emotions and feelings of the 

participants as I searched for new ways to know and understand 

the marital separation process and to facilitate improvement in 

the lives of women, men and children in the process of moving 

out. 

To assist me in meeting my objectives I chose a qualitative 

design for this research because it is the best way to carry out 

an exploratory study of social interaction. Extensive and 

intensive in-depth interviews were conducted with 30 

participants, twenty women and ten men, some of whom were 

partners of a separating couple. In addition, as a research 



method, the theorized life history was a powerful tool for 

studying social structures and their dynamics as they impinge on 

and are reconstituted in our personal lives (Connell, 1990). 

This research is rooted in my understanding of the social 

construction of many of our relational experiences, the unequal 

structure of gender relations, the capacity for humans to 

accommodate and/or resist social structures, and on my belief 

that if interrelationships are denied, inequalities can be 

maintained (Hare-Mustin & Marecek, 1988) . 

Marital Separation as a Transf ormative Process 

Marital separation catapults people into one of the most 

ripping and painful transformations that people can experience 

(Goode, 1956; Jacobson, 1983 ; Levinger & Moles, 1979; 'Myers, ' 
1989; Riessman, 1990; Weiss, 1975) . Social systems become more 

visible during periods of transformations (Connell, 1987; 

Dollard, 1935; Garfinkel, 1967; Goode, 1956; LaRossa & LaRossa, 

1981; Lewis, 1959; Mies, 1991). This proved to be true in my 

research with people experiencing marital separation. 

In this study I located marital separation as centrally 

important in the transformation of women's and men's lives as 

References in the text for Canadian citations are noted with 
* before the author's name and date of publication, e-g., (*Myers, 
1989). There is a need to recognize that Canadian society is 
different than, for example, American society. In Canada, we have 
our own unique history, economic and legal structures and cultural 
identity. Therefore, it is important to recognize Canadian versus 
American research, though many researchers fail to differentiate 
between the two separate societies in their research. 



they moved through the process of deconstruction, construction 

and reconstruction of their realities. The early stages of 

marital separation plunge individuals into an intense state of 

anomie6. Quotes from the experiences of the women and men that 

introduce this chapter clearly highlight these processes. 

Marital separation and divorce have "entered the realm of 

normalcy, taking its place next to birth, marriage, and death as 

a cultural milestoneu (Trafford, 1982, p. xiii) . While we have 

some social and culturally specific rituals to help people deal 

with a death of a significant person in their lives, we still 

have few rituals that provide positive, constructive, and 

supportive ways for people experiencing marital separation to 

facilitate their emotional, practical and social journey through 

''moving out. " 

In the absence of constructive direction (Goode, 1956; 

Jacobson, 1978) women and men tend to try to fit new kinds of 

relationships into traditional patterns to which they do not 

conform. For example, the lack of language to describe the 

former spousal relationship, except in terms of the past 

relationship, such as, "exM or Vorxnerlt is an indication of this 

problem. To complicate this dilemma, the use of the terms "ext1 

One of Durkheimls (1951) major contributions to sociology 
has been his development of the concept of anomie as an explanation 
for the moral ills of contemporary industrial society. In general, 
anomie "refers to a relative absence or confusion of values and to 
a corresponding lack of clear regulations or norms for behaviour. 
People feel lost, disorganized, unsure of how to behave or what to 
believe in, so that their  lives come to feel meaningless or 
p~rposeless~~ (Hale, 1990, p .  149) . 



or Yomern are not in fact 'legal" until a formal divorce is 

granted. This leaves the maritally separated in an even more 

ambiguous situation. Some of the participants in my study 

address these dilemmas when they describe their varying 

experiences: 

Linda: I guess that's the thing, you don't . . .  because it's 
such a new situation, you don't know how you're supposed to 
act or react or, or deal with people or deal with, you know, 
how others are going to react [to you] (09-#1-48-1858s1863) . 

Gimy: Anyway I was at a party at the end of November and I 
met this man there--and just really hit it off. And w e  
ended up having this . . .  I don't know what you would call it 
-..an affair or whatever (nervous chuckle). Even for adults 
calling somebody a "boyfriend" or flgirlfriend"...I hate 
that; and yet all the other things are.. . (15-#1-10>11- 
366~378) . 

Ben: I think probably . . .  it's just an absolute crazy thing 
because I don't think there's ever been a social situation 
or any situation that I've been in . . .  that it hasn't been 
something that I have truly . . .  When I'm walking up to the 
person that I'm going to introduce my new partner to, I 
think, "How am I going to introduce her?" And that . . .  I 
don't ever recall not being in that situation. So . . .  I think 
that most times it's, "This is Phyllis" (03-#I-5-137>144). 

Not only does our lack of language to describe who women and 

men are in relation to one another in terns of heterosexual 

relationships create problems but the circumstances surrounding 

moving out can become even more problematic for women and men who 

are lesbian and gay. 

I continue to marvel at the remarkable courage, creativity, 

and resourcefulness of the women, men and children who undergo 

these experiences in the midst of so few community, professional, 

and social supports. The interview excerpts that introduce this 

chapter address the support felt by some women and men who were 



able to access knowledgeable therapists or others in their social 

networks to hear or validate their experiences. But these 

examples are far too few, 

It is for this reason that I have focused on women's and 

men's experiences of marital separation while it is in process to 

reveal the various social structures that underlie this 

transformative process. While some cursory work has been done on 

this process in the United States, in-depth analysis and 

theoretical work on the early periods of marital separation is 

quite limited in Canada. 7 

Sociology of Knowledge 

I searched for a theoretical framework which would encompass 

women's and men's experiences of moving out, as they perceived 

them, and would link the analysis of their experiences to the 

social historical context in which they took place. I chose the 

sociology of knowledge with its related theories, the social 

For examples of Canadian research on marital separation and 
divorce see: Anne Marie Ambert (1980, 1983, 1988, 1989); Baker 
(1980, 1983, 1991) ; Sev'er, 1992; Whitehurst, Robert N. et al. 
(1983 ) . Few Canadian researchers have focused on the early process 
of marital separation, that is, the period where one or the other 
partner has moved out of the matrimonial home. One example is a 
study conducted for the Ontari~ Minis t ry  of Community and Social 
Services by Arnold, Wheeler and ~endrith (1980) in which three 
interviews were conducted six months apart in the first 22 months 
following the participants separation. In the sample, only 6 
percent were male. All the participants had custody of their 
children. Beginning with social policy concerns for single mothers 
with children who were increasingly needing social 
these researchers focused on the process of marital 
Their work did not deal with the social construction 
separation, gender or emotions. 

assistance, 
separation. 
of marital 



construction of knowledge and realities. 

The selection of this theoretical framework for conducting 

this research arose from years of community work with women, men 

and children, as a community health nurse, mental health nurse, 

and a health promotion activist, and from my own experience of 

marital separation. These experiences have informed me that our 

l i f e  experiences, that w e  often assume to be individual, always 

occur in relation to our social context, that what we often 

consider to be private troubles are in fact social ills that can 

only be understood and explained when we examine social, economic 

and political factors (Mills, 1954) . The results of my research 

illustrate that when we examine these factors, it is essential to 

attend to a variety of other variables, such as gender, race, 

class, ethnicity, sexual orientation, age, religious convictions, 

personal experience and life history, that interplay with these 

social processes. Moreover, to mistake societal problems for 

individual troubles not only impedes the discovery of solutions 

to t h e  social problems, but may in fact add to the problem 

(LaRossa & LaRossa, 1981) . 

The use of this approach is important to avoid the problem 

of, on one hand, reducing individuals' experiences to, for 

example, psychological explanations, or, on the other hand, for 

similarly portraying the structural forces, such as the changes 

in the Divorce Act, in an overly deterministic manner. Such 

alternatives distort and simplify reality and deny the subjective 

experience of most people who undergo marital separation. When 



we dichotomize approaches8 we fail to situate the uniqueness of 

individuals' human responses in an ideological and social context 

and fail to appreciate and explicate the complexities and 

ambiguities that characterize these relational processes. 

Without an understanding of how our social historical world 

structures our experiences, the relationship between social 

structures, processes, and practices and our individual lives as 

women and men will remain invisible. 

I used a sociological focus for this research, noting that 

an individualistic perspective permeated much of the past 

research on marital separation and di~orce.~ The payoff of 

shifting from individualistic to sociological concerns was a 

greater understanding of the complex way in which social 

structures reciprocally interacted with the emergent aspects of 

women's and men's lives. I empirically examined the relational 

interaction of the social and personal processes and practices 

during the marital separation experience. 

For a critical analysis of the implications of dichotomous 
thinking see: Epstein, Cynthia Fuchs (1988) and Glendon, Mary Ann. 
(1987) . 

LaRossa & LaRossa (1981), in Transition to Parenthood, 
indicate there are three flaws with the individualistic approach. 
First, it stresses attitudes to such an extent that interaction 
patterns are often ignored. Second, the approach looks at health 
as a %tatusw, and thus fails to seriously consider the reciprocal 
relationship between health and other aspects of people's lives. 
Third, it has a distinct administrative bias toward bureaucratic 
efficiency rather than improving the quality of life. 



The Social Relations of Gender 

I also focused on gender, while maintaining an awareness of 

other variables. Since Durkheim (1897/1951) noted the 

differential suicide rates for both married women and men and 

divorced women and men and drew attention to, but did not 

actually investigate, the detrimental effects of marriage for 

women, few sociologists or other researchers have noted and/or 

addressed the gendered experience of marriage (Bernard, 1972, 

1982; Blumstein & Schwartz, 1983) and/or marital separation or 

divorce (Reissrnan, 1990; Weiss, 1979) . In a gender order where 

men are advantaged, though not all men are similarly advantaged, 

and women are disadvantaged, though not all women are similarly 

disadvantaged, the social relations of gender become an important 

area of study--particularly because major structural reform may 

appear to be, on a cursory assessment, against men's 

interests. 10 

m t i o n s ,  Gender and Knowledge 

Although the study of the sociality of emotions is 

relatively new to sociology, in this research women's and men's 

urgent need to talk and the predominant emotional content of the 

interviews indicated that the salient issues in the process of 

moving out might emerge when emotions became the lens through 

lo Connell (1987) indicates that gender order is not and never 
has been inherent in biology. Rather it has been socially 
constructed--a particular response to human biology (Connell, 1987; 
OIBrien, 1981; Lerner, 1986; Stoltenberg, 1989). 



which to see how the marital separation process is socially 

organized. Arlie Hochschild (1975; 1979; 1983) , an American 

sociologist whose path-breaking work on emotion work, feeling 

rules and social structures underpins my analysis, has suggested 

that we visualize the sociology of emotions as Itnot a rock in a 

separate field, but as a mineral found in all rock formations we 

study" (Ellis, 1993, p. 1) . Certainly the emotional experiences 

of the participants in this study lead into an analysis of 

several rock formations in our society, rock formations such as 

"the family," the legal and economic systems, and the structure 

of gender relations and violence. An analysis of the social 

construction and gendering of the experience of emotions within 

the context of the marital separation process sheds new light and 

new knowledge on how our social lives are organized. 

This knowledge challenges a Western epistemology that has 

tended to dichotomize emotions and reason (Seidler ,  1991, p. 8 5 )  . 

"Not only has reason been contrasted with emotion, but it has 

also been associated with the mental, the cultural, the 

universal, the public, and the male, whereas emotion has been 

associated with the irrational, the physical, the natural, the 

particular, the private and, of course, the female" (Jagger, 

1989, p .  145). 

In this research study I found similarities and differences 

between wornenls and men's experiences of emotions. But when we 

examine the social context in which women and men feel their 

emotions and investigate both the personal and social meanings 



that are given to these experiences, we can see that the meanings 

of emotions can vary by gender as well as by other variables. 

Therefore emotions can be contributors to and are, in fact, 

integral to personal and social knowledge and to the process of 

knowing. 

Emotion as integral to the construction of knowledge runs 

contrary to prevailing ideas about emotions and feelings. We are 

taught to think that our emotions and feelings are our own 

business. We learn to keep them to ourselves. They become 

individualized and privatized (Seidler, 

Furthermore, the separation, denial, or suppression of our 

emotions can lead to mental or physical health risks for both 

women and men (Showalter, 1987; Herman, 1992). This teaches us 

that our emotions and feelings cannot really give us knowledge 

about our experiences. In fact, we learn to separate our 

emotions and feelings from our everyday lives. 

Feminists who emphasize women's emotions in relation to the 

social context their lives, have argued that when w e  separate 

ourselves from our emotional experiences, we lose the possibility 

of learning that our emotions and feelings can not only be 

sources of knowledge for ourselves, but they can also help us to 

be critical of situations in which we find ourselves (Jagger, 

1989; Rich, 1986) . The integration of rational, emotional and 

bodily knowledge1' can lead to a more holistic knowledge of 

See Harrison (1985) for an approach to bodily mediated 
knowledge in relation to anger, Turner (1984) for an analysis of 
the body and society as it relates to social theory, and Currie and 



ourselves and our social world. This new knowledge can become a 

powerful means for collective criticism of the social 

institutions and structures that impinge on our everyday lives. 

The pervasiveness of individualism so dominant in 

psychological thinking has permeated the discourse on emotions 

and gender relations such that explanations of personal and 

social phenomena are often reduced to facts about individuals. 

Yet the meaning of femininity and masculinity and the workings of 

gender relations are embodied not only in individual experiences 

including our experiences of our emotions, but in the functioning 

of social structures, collectives and institutions. Connell has 

(1987) indicated that: 

Collective practice is not reducible to a sum of 
individual practices. In a strict sense there is no 
such thing as 'individual practice1 at all; the phrase 
is an abstraction from a tissue of relational conduct. 
Even masturbation involves socially constructed 
fantasies, techniques of arousal and a kind of minimal 
society in which you are the object of your own 
cathexis. 

So a personal life is a path through a field of 
practices which are following a range of collective 
logics, and are responding to a range of structural 
conditions which routinely intersect and often 
contradict each other. It is no wonder that theories 
of personal life which reify 'the individual' and his 
or her features--such as trait theories of personality 
and the scalar conceptions of gender-- give very little 
grip on reality. The structure of personality is not 
the structure of an object. It is a particular 
unification of diverse and often contradictory 
practices. 

This concept of personality is logically co- 
ordinate with the concept of an 'institution' being 
another empirical unification of practices (p. 222) . 

Raoul (1992) for an analysis of women's struggle for the body from 
patrichial construction of knowledge. 



In this sense then, the subordination of women for example, 

is embodied not only in experience, language and emotion, but in 

the sources of social, economic and political power such as the 

state and state laws. Until we k n o w  and see the interplay and 

interconnections between our personal experiences and the social 

context in which they occur, the necessary changes required to 

liberate women and, by association, men, from the shackles of the 

present organization of gender relations, will be truncated. 

Features of the Interviews 

The striking feature of the interviews was the compelling 

need of the participants to talk about their experiences of 

marital separation. And they did talk--for three to five hours 

at each of two o r  more interviews conducted, in most instances, 

within the first six months to a year of "moving out." But more 

importantly, women and men needed not only to talk, but to have 

their experiences heard and validated as real for them. 

Validation opens up the possibility for a YloodlightU to 

make visible " t h e  ways in which we have been living, the forces 

that control our lives, the hypocrisies that have allowed us to 

collaborate w i t h  those forces and the harsh but liberating fact 

we have been enjoined f rom recognizingw (Rich, 1979, p .  215) . 

Whether the floodlight makes sustained ltilluminations" possible 

may have a great deal to do with the context in which the 

floodlight is shone, the kinds and varieties of supports that are 

available, and the ability of individual women and men to endure 



the ambivalence of anomie, the intensity of their pain and other 

emotions, and the uncertainty of their future, of not knowing 

"where I am goingN (25-#1-44-1674). 

Embodied in women's and men's experiences of the process of 

marital separation was the most salient feature in all of the 

interviews: the expression of deeply felt emotions. Among the 

five major themes emerging from the study, emotions were the 

dominant issue for 95% of the women and 90% of the men. Emotions 

were visible as the participants were experiencing them, or as 

they talked about their experiences of emotions within the 

context of their process of marital separation. There were 

emotions that were expressed, revisited and shared; emotions that 

were confusing, perplexing and exhilarating; emotions that were 

joyful, sorrowful and painful. Additionally, emotional 

commitment and support or their absence were reoccurring topics. 

One of most unsettling and pervasive characteristics of many 

of the women's and some of the men's interviews was emotional 

and, in some cases physical abuse. Few recognized or used the 

language of abuse to describe their experiences. But the 

incredible pain that was expressed, both physically and 

emotionally, as they spoke of their lives was profoundly felt, 

not only by the participants themselves, but by this researcher 

throughout the research process itself. Listening to the 

stories, hearing and witnessing the pain, anger and frustration, 

working continuously with the audio tapes and transcripts brought 

me in touch with these emotions over and over again as I tried to 



make sense of all of these experiences. I could not remain 

detached and did not consider it ethical to do so in the midst of 

such human pain and suffering. 12 

The intention of my work was to bring into focus social 

structures in Canada as a set of contributory variables, 

indicating that the process of marital separation continues to be 

an incredibly painful, deeply perplexing, and emotionally charged 

"life crisis" for women and men. Even when some women and men 

tried to circumvent social structures such as stereotypical 

gender "rolesw or the legal system, they inevitably face multiple 

barriers to creating a healthier and more co-operative experience 

for themselves, their former partners and their families. 

The Need for Change 

We need to move the marital separation process from a very 

private isolating experience where personal blame and a sense of 

failure are prominent, to a more public and empowering 

experience. We need to make the private experience political in 

order to bring about conditions for change--changes that the 

participants themselves were hoping their involvement would 

facilitate. As Craig, a research participant, said in a recent 

communication : 

People in the midst of a messy divorce go through so much 
pain and suffering. I do hope that in your work, you are 
able to find ways to handle the process (12-L-24-Jan.I94). 

[Craig is a 33 year old, university educated man, who 

l2 In Chapter Four I outline in some detail my ethical 
considerations for this study. 



was married for 13 years and separated for 4 months.] 

gpistemological Questions Guiding This S t u d y  

In my search to know more about women's and men's lives, in 

the development of this project, I formulated some initial 

epistemological questions: 

What is it that we know? 

How do we come to know what we know? 

How can w e  know differently? 

As I moved through the analysis of this transformative process, I 

began to reconstruct my initial questions to relate specifically 

to this research project : 

What did we know before? 

What did the participants say? 

What do we know now? 

What are the implications of this new knowledge? 

Structure of the Thesis 

I have divided the thesis into two parts. PART I includes 

the introductory chapter in which I have outlined the purpose for 

and approach to my research on marital separation. In Chapter 

Two I provide a review of the literature and address the 

significance of the study. I introduce my developing theoretical 

framework and the methodology as it relates to both theory and 

practice in Chapters Three and Four respectively. 

PART I1 deals specifically with what the research 



participants told me about their experiences of moving out. 

Beginning with an overall synthesis and analysis of the content 

of the interviews, in Chapters Five through Nine I present the 

theme chapters that emerged from my analysis of women's and men's 

experiences. The heart of sociological analysis of qualitative 

research is " the  interpretation of social processes, purposive 

acts, and the structure of relationships which emerges from these 

interactionsw (LaRossa, 1977, p .  9). Therefore, I provide ample 

details so that the reader can assess the rigour of the research 

and to give a holistic and qualitative sense of the research 

itself. In Chapter Ten I summarize the emergent themes and 

evolving theory and present recommendations arising from the 

research. 



Chapter Two 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Because the purpose of this research is to embark on an 

exploratory journey into the experiences of the maritally 

separated, in this chapter I present a forward-looking but basic 

orientation towards the research on marital separation noting key 

areas of the topics covered to date and the methodological 

approaches that have been used. In Chapter Three and Chapter 

Four I address my theoretical and methodological approaches 

respectively, to the experienced, gendered and emotional world of 

women's and men's lives. 

Marital Separation: Forty Years of Research 

Marital separation and divorce are of theoretical interest 

to sociologists because they are adult life crises which catch 

individuals in ambiguous situations. American sociologist 

William Goode (1956) noted in his classic study, After ~ivorcel, 

that: 

Adjustment cannot mean conformity to the customs or 
tlmores.fl Our culture does not furnish a standardized 
and morally approved pattern of behaviour for the 
divorcee. We do not have mores for divorce adjustment . 

Goode1 s study was originally published in 1956 as After 
Divorce. The new title Women and Divorce more accurately reflects 
the content of his study. Goodet s research provides a contribution 
to sociological theory by analyzing "the processes by which mothers 
in an ambiguous social situation, in which the social structure 
does not specify their role obligations or their rights, are 
gradually moved by their role network into a new positionn (Goode, 
1956, p. i i i) .  



Furthermore, the couple has already violated the mores 
by getting into the difficulty in the first place (p. 
18) . 

Twenty years after Goode's study, a participant in another 

well-known American study on Marital Se~aration conducted by 

Robert Weiss, stated: 

I wonder if there are ways of making the process that 
people go through in separation more widely known. 
Because there is a vast ignorance of what the 
experience is among people who are, I don't know, 
social workers, psychologists. They don't understand. 
I think people don't realize the extent of the crisis 
in somebody's life. They feel that you made the 
choice, or the choice was forced on you, and you made 
an adjustment to it and that is that (Weiss, 1975, p. 
vi) . 

Close to twenty years after Weiss1 study and nearly forty 

years after Goode1s research, marital separation and divorce 

continue to create considerable pain, anguish, and disruption in 

women's and men's lives. In the revised edition of his book, 

Marriase, Divorce and Remarriase - published in 1992, ten years 

after his first edition, another American sociologist, Andrew 

Cherlin stated: 

. . .  despite all the activity and research and attention 
to these matters and despite a levelling off of the 
divorce rate, divorce and remarriage did not become any 
easier for parents and children . . . .  The widespread 
sharing of the experience of divorce did not assuage 
the personal pain adults and children feel when a 
family breaks up. It did not lead to much improvement 
in the precarious economic situation many divorced 
mothers find themselves in. And it could not 
substitute for the lengthy period of adjustment to the 
break-up of a family or to the presence of a new 
stepparent (Cherlin, 1992, p. 90) . 

Cherlin (1992) concluded that "this lack of progress tempers 

my enthusiasm about whether it will be easier to manage these 



transitions a decade from nowf1 ( p .  71). While presenting quite 

an interesting view of the ability of "the family" to adjust to 

changing circumstances, Cherlin did not provide a very optimistic 

outlook for the future. 

In her recent book, The Effect of Children on Parents, 

Canadian sociologist, Anne-Marie Arnbert2 noted that : 

. . .  divorced individuals are rarely studied from a 
perspective which brings into focus the entire social 
structure as a set of contributory variables in their 
adjustment or simply in their overall experience. Social 
causes of divorce have been widely debated. What need to be 
examined are the social causes of stress and failures after 
[emphasis in the original] the divorce, including societyt s 
failure to offer more selvices to such parents and children 
('Ambert, 1992, p. 169). 

Ambertls considerations in some ways parallel Cherlinls. 

She expressed concerns about people's adjustment to and overall 

experience of divorce, noting that social structures as 

contributing variables are rarely studied. Ambert also used the 

concept of "failure,It a concept which so often reoccurs in 

researchers' work on marital separation and divorce. Many women 

and men in the process of marital separation indicate that they 

feel that they have been a failure personally, that their 

partners failed them when they had needs to be met, or that their 

marriages were a failure. 

Researchers such as Spanier and Thompson (1984) have argued 

that divorce is a response to a failing marriage, not a failing 

institution; that the family system can remain strong even while 

divorce rates are high. In her research, Riessman 

Ambert is also the author of Divorce in Canada 

2 4  

(1990) noted 

(1980). 



that neither women nor men, working class or middle class, 

questioned the ideology of the companionate marriage. It was the 

failure of their particular partners to live up to the ideal that 

was defined as the problem, not the ideal itself- 

Researchers in the area of marital separation and divorce 

seldom provide an analysis of what social processes and practices 

underlie the sense of "failureN, who has labelled what as a 

Vailurev, how did the "failureu occur, and in what context. 

Rarely do researchers consider "adjustmentff t o  the lf failure" in 

relation to the interplay and interconnections of the life 

history of the individual women and men involved, the history of 

the relationship itself prior to the separation, the social 

relations of gender and the social relations of emotions in which 

relationships are immersed, the ideologies of marriage and the 

nuclear family, and the social historical context in which we 

live out our lives. Moreover, there has been a dearth of 

critical analysis about why there are so few constructive social 

guidelines to assist women, men and children in the process of 

moving out. 

Family Context 

In many Canadian (and American) studies of marital 

separation and divorce that are published in the mainstream 

literature, researchers have discussed the family in a social and 

political vacuum and have implied that women and men experience 

and are affected in similar ways by social structures ( e - g . ,  



*McVey & Robinson, 1982; *Kuzel & Krishnan, 1973; *Schlesinger, 

1970) . There is a dearth of Canadian studies in which 

researchers develop an analysis of marital separation and divorce 

and investigate either the politics of gender relations or how 

these processes are socially st~ctured ( fAmbert , 1980 ; *Baker, 

1991; +Sevler, 1992) . 

Feminist researchers have identified the prevalence of 

sexism in research (e.g., fEichler, 1988a). They have noted how 

the focus on gender difference, differences that are created by 

society, mask inequalities ( e  . g . , Hare-Mustin & Marecek, 1990 , 

and they have drawn attention to the fact that family literature 

suffers from monolithic, conservative, sexist, and 

microstructural biases ( e  . g .  , 'Eichler, 1 9 8 8 ~ )  . Indeed, 

feminist researchers have acknowledged the pervasive influence of 

gender arguing that it is vitally important to attend to gender 

asymmetry as a basic feature of social life (Cook & Fonow. 1990). 

Feminists have argued that researchers must be cognizant of 

economic factors such as women's lower wages in the labour force 

(*Armstrong & Armstrong, 1983, 1990; *Connelly, 1978; *Duffy & 

Pupo, 1992; 'Phillips & Phillips, 1983; *Silverat 1983) ; women's 

double workload, that is, paid and unpaid work ( e - g . ,  'Armstrong 

& Armstrong, 1978, 1990; *Luxton & Rosenberg, 1986; 'Luxton & 

Maroney, 1987); many women's and children's financial dependence 

on men (e . g . ,  'Ministry of the Attorney General of Ontario, 1985, 

See E i c h l e r  (1988a; 1988~) for a detailed analysis of these 
biases. 



1986 and June 1986) ; the increasing poverty of women and children 

( e . g . ,  'Ministry of Supply and Services Canada, 1986, 1990; 

*Morton, 1988; *Canadian Institute of Law Research & Reform, 

1981) ; the increasing lone parenthood for women (e .g . , *Moore, 

1987, 1988; 'Schlesinger, 1985) ; abuse of women and children 

(e.g., *Eichler, 1983; *Ellis, 1987a,b,c,d; *Ellis et al., 1987; 

*Ellis & Wight, 1987; *Johnson, 1988; *MacLeod & Cadieux, 1980; 

*Thorne-Finch, 1992) ; double standards of sexuality and the 

implications of women's "rolen as nurturer and chief caretaker 

within families and society at large ( e - g . ,  *Luxton, 1980; 

*McLaren, 1 9 8 8 ;  *Nemirof f, 1987; Valverde, 1985) and men's "rolen 

as breadwinner within the dominant masculine culture ( e - g . ,  

Bernard, 1981; Seidler, 1989; Connell, 1987, p. xi). 

There is also another body of literature in which feminist 

researchers have begun to document some of the bitterness and 

tragedy that can be associated with marital separation and 

divorce. For example, some of these researchers have begun to 

address the often contentious and at times tragic custody battles 

of some separating couples (*Boyd, 1993; *Crean, 1988; Chesler, 

1986; *Gordon, 1988; Smart & Sevenhuijsen, 1989), the "Father's 

Rightsu movement, and the courtst treatment of children's 

disclosures of sexual abuse during custody proceedings (*Carter, 

1990; Chester, 1986; kcrean, 1988) . Yet the results of this 

challenging and socially important work continues to be missing 

in much of the mainstream literature on marital separation and 

divorce. 



Mhrital Separation and Violence 

Recent Canadian and American studies have also revealed that 

separated and divorced women are disproportionately involved as 

victims of assaults4 and rapes5, that in a significant number 

of these cases their assailants are llex-partnersJM and that the 

violence occurs during and after the process of separation 

(*Ellis & Wight, 1987; *Johnson, 1988; 'Solicitor General of 

Canada, 1985; U.S. Department of Justice, 1986) . Surprisingly, 

the extent of violence that women and some men experience has 

been ignored in most of the mainstream literature on marital 

separation and divorce. When violence or abuse has been 

mentioned, often researchers have provided little or no analysis 

of the social context in which it is experienced (e.g., Spanier h 

Thompson, 1984 ; Riessman, 1990; Vaughan, 1986,  Wallerstein & 

Blakeslee, 1989) . 

In their extensive research on the sociology of masculinity, 

Carrigan et al. (1985) theorized that violence in gender 

relations is not part of the essence of masculinity as Nichol 

(1975) as well as some radical feminists have presented it. 

Rather it represents a measure of the bitterness of the struggle 

to reconstitute gender relations. Moreover, there exists a good 

For an historical analysis, see Backhouse, Constance 
PI9861 . Backhouse traces the historical roots of patriarchy in 
the law that vests all power in the husband and therefore sets the 
scene for widespread acceptance of wife-beating in nineteenth- 
century Canada. 

The American sociologist, Diana H. Russell (1990) provides 
a superb study on marital rape in the United States. See: Russell, 
Diana H. (1990). 



deal of theoretical writing but a shortage of actual empirical 

studies in which researchers have explored the dynamic processes 

through which femininity and masculinity are socially structured 

(Connell, 1987, 1990) . To date, little attempt has been made to 

place these complex and varied processes and practices within a 

socio-historical context--to investigate how marital separation, 

divorce, and violence are socially constructed. Research 'lforl' 

women and men versus "onn women and men must direct attention to 

epistemological considerations that include a critical analysis 

of social inequalities, power relations, and violence against 

women, some men and children. 

A Xultidisciplinary Perspective 

Approaching the literature on marital separation and divorce 

from a multidisciplinary perspective, assessing work in the 

fields of sociology, psychology, psychiatry, social work, and 

family studies, provides a basic, though somewhat limited 

understanding of what has become tlknown" of this process. 

Together with statistical analysis, the picture that develops is 

that marital separation and divorce is either a "social problemll 

or alternatively, a solution to the I1social problem of bad 

marriages" ('Ambert, 1980, p. 214) with significant personal 

dimensions. Interconnections between the personal dimensions and 

the social world are seldom made. 

The focus of past research can be roughly divided into three 

kinds. First, there are researchers who are concerned with the 



antecedents and causes of divorce which include historical (Glick 

& Norton, 1979; Goode, 1963 ; Weiss, 1975), sociological (Cherlin, 

1979; Levinger, 1965; Rosow & Rose, 1972) , race (Bernard, 1966; 

Norton & Glick, 1979) and social psychological factors 

(Furstenberg, 1976; Pope & Mueller, 1976) among  others (Kitson & 

Raschke, 1981) . Second, there are researchers who are concerned 

with the consequences of divorce. W n y  studies, for example, 

report that the divorced are less well adjusted than the married 

and the widowed (Bloom, Asher, & White, 1978; Somers, 1979) and 

that they are more likely to have physical and psychological 

symptoms (Kitson & Raschke, 1981; Verbrugge, 1979). Some 

researchers have drawn attention to the feeling of stigma and 

lack of support experienced by the divorced as illustrated by 

Goode (1956) and Kitson, Lopata, Holmes, and Meyering (1900). 

A third emerging theme deals with the processes that occur 

during and after the marital break-up (Duck & Gilmour, 1981a, 

1981b, 1981~; Duck, 1982, 1984; Kitson, Babri & Roach, 1985; 

Rodgers, 1987; Vaughan, 1986) . Unfortunately, theory is rarely 

explicit in the study of relational disengagement and dissolution 

(Duck, 1982, p. 28)  and t h e  divorce process (Rodgers, 1987, p. 

240). In fact there is a dearth of theory in the literature on 

marital separation and divorce as well as marriage (Kitson & 

Raschke, 1981; Kitson, B a b r i ,  & Roach, 1985; LaRossa & Wolf, 

1985) . 

A notable exception is Cheal' s (*1991) work on the state of 

family theory. In his critical analysis, Cheal (*I9931 draws 



attention to the fact that until the 1970's "systematic 

theorizing about family life was uncommon in Canada1' ( p  - 18) . 

However, since that time, feminist scholarship has created a 

major transformation in the study of families with their 

political commitment to overcoming the oppressive consequences of 

traditional family structures. Cheal (*I993 ) recommends that 

family theorists must deal with what is actually happening in 

families, noting the implications of recent changes that have 

I1helped liberate many women and men to reshape their lives along 

individual lines of their own choosingIt (p. 3 4 ) .  

Marital separation is often a very disorienting and 

frightening experience. Winn (1986) notes in her study, Men on 

Divorce, that two men used the same simile to evoke the 

experience of marriage breakdown and divorce. "They described it 

as like a first parachute jump--a paralysingly terrifying 

experience, its outcome unkno w n . . . "  (1986, p. 169). Respondents 

in Ahron and Rodgerst (1987) study of divorced families noted 

that they were unsure of Itappropriate" ways of interacting, often 

asking the interviewers how they were ltsupposedw to relate (Ahron 

& Rodgers, 1987, p .  114). In this continuing maze of anomie, 

women and men try to sort out who they are and how they are 

llsupposed ton relate to others as they deconstruct their previous 

marital relationships, construct and reconstruct new and 

differing relationships not only with their former spouses and 

their children, but with a11 those in their social networks. 

Complicating these changes, people in their social networks can 



be equally confused. Friends, relatives and co-workers can react 

to these changes in ways that can be supportive or contradictory 

to previous interactions, and indeed some may behave in quite 

unexpected and hurtful ways. These confusing circumstances can 

create even more difficulties for those who are in the process of 

moving out. Therefore, research that focuses on women's and 

men's experiences of moving out, with attention to the social- 

historical context in which these experiences take place, could 

bring valuable new understanding to the changes that are taking 

place in our gendered, emotional and social lives. 

The Process of mrital Separation 

M y  research focuses specifically on the process of 

separation from previously established marital relations, 

although many researchers tend to use marital separation and 

divorce as one and the same concept or to dichotomize the 

concepts and in doing so obscure the important factors of the 

nature of the marital separation experience. Furthermore, 

marital separations are more frequent than divorce ( * M c V e y  & 

Robinson, 1981; *Pike, 1975; Levinger, 1979). 

Some researchers conceptualize the breakup or disengagement 

of personal relationships and divorce as an event, a static point 

in time, rather than as a process. Others have advanced process 

views of disengagement (Bohannan, 1970; Bradford, 1980; Duck, 

1982, 1984; Froiland & Hozman, 1977; Kayser, 1993; Kessler, 1975; 

Salts, 1979; Vaughan, 1986) though their approaches are focused 



on the individual and are rarely addressed to the 

interconnections among the personal and social processes, 

patterns and socio-historical linkages. We must not 

underestimate the complexity of moving out and the interweaving 

of those processes that are a part of the experience of 

relationship dissolution. 

In Uncou~lins: Turnins Points in Intimate Relationshi~s, 

Diane Vaughan (1986) provides an example of an individualized 

approach. Vaughan specifically states that "in order to examine 

the sociological dynamics of uncouplingn she has "isolated 

individual experience from the larger environment in which it 

occursH (1986, p .  7). Her sensitive portrayal of uncoupling 

reveals many of the %imilaritiesW (1986, p. 9) of the processes 

that people go through. Because Vaughan artificially isolates 

the marital separation experience from the social context, and 

does not address the problem of gender-specific experiences, w e  

are not informed about the social influences and management of 

relationships. For instance, heterosexual marriage (and common- 

law and co-habitation) are socially acknowledged, socially 

sanctioned relationships with legal and, in many cases, financial 

and tax implications in Canadian society. These factors should 

be considered when assessing psychological response to breakdown 

or threatened disillusionment for women and men who are married. 

Moreover, many studies have used retrospective accounts of 

the marital separation process, for example, Spanier and 

Thompsonis exploratory study Partina: The Aftermath of Separation 



and Divorce (1984). Seventy-six percent of their sample had 

actually divorced by the time the researchers had their 

interviews with them. The other 24 percent eventually divorced 

but not until after the researchers1 initial interviews (1984). 

The predominant theoretical models stress the rational judgments 

that individuals make and fail to address the fact that 

individualst decision-making processes create strong emotions and 

feelings (Duck, 1982). 

1 understand the transfornative process of moving out of a 

marriage to be a dynamic, ongoing process which can occur over an 

extended period of time, beginning long before the actual 

"physical" moving out (Vaughan, 1986) and continuing in many 

cases, long after the lvlegali1 divorce {Duck, 1984; Wallerstein & 

Blakeslee, 1989) . 

Gender Relations 

While a limited number of American researchers have included 

both women and men, though not couples, and while they note some 

variations between women's and menls experiences, it was not 

their intention to focus on these variations nor to address the 

gendered experience or the structure of gender relations (Kayser, 

1993; Spanier & Thompson, 1984; Vaughan, 1986; Weiss, 1975; 

Weitzman, 1985) . In general, there is a dearth of published 

research on the experiences of both partners undergoing marital 

separation process. A n  exception is Catherine Riessman (1990) an 

American sociologist who conducted a study focused on "the 



interpretive process through which individuals make sense of 

their former marriages and their current livesIt ( p .  7) She 

interviewed women and men who had separated or divorced for no 

more than three years. Riessman's theoretical framework included 

personal meanings, social context, and gender relations in the 

family, noting both the personal and social processes. 

Except for a few studies in which researchers have used 

psychological approaches to explore attitudes toward intimate 

relationships (Rubin, 1983; Winn, 1986) and remarriage, men have 

been frequently ignored in divorce research (Arendell, 1986; 

Kitson et al., 1985; Weiss, 1979). Two exceptions are Michael 

Myers (1989) and Edward Kruk (1993). 

Myers (*1989) , addressed the severe psychological trauma 

associated with divorce that men sometimes experience, in Men and 

Divorce. He argues that men are not being properly helped in 

their efforts to cope. He portrayed men's experience of divorce 

as seen from a clinician's viewpoint, with sensitivity to a 

feminist perspective. While Myers attempted to place his 

analysis within a bio-psycho-social model, the approach was 

essentially problem-oriented and individualistic. 

Kruk's (*1993) study of father-child relationships before, 

during, and a£ ter divorce, focused on changes in the relationship 

that result from divorce. The main purpose of his research was 

to "further the understanding of service providers and policy- 

makers of the impact of divorce on non-custodial fathers and 

their disengagement from their children" ('Kruk, 1993, p- 4 )  . 



Researchers have acknowledged the importance and 

difficulties of gaining the perspectives of both partners 

(*Achilles, 1986 ; Furstenburg & Spanier, 1984 ; Rubin, 1976 ; 

Vaughan, 1986). The effects of the social definition of gender 

on the experiences of women and men in intimate relationships 

requires continued analysis (Blumstein & Schwartz, 1983; 

Arendell, 1986). 

Gender relations are not a "neatly-defined and closely- 

integrated systemv--a false assumption made by Parsons and many 

other structural functionalists (Carrigan et al., 1985, p. 5 9 8 )  . 

This is demonstrated by the impressive and comprehensive research 

by qualitative researchers such as Blumstein and Schwartz (19831, 

Komarovsky, (1987), Rubin, (1983) and Siege1 (1988). 

Emotions and Feelings 

As with most major life transitions, marital separation can 

give rise to a mixture of emotions. Researchers have revealed 

"symptomology" such as anger, hostility, resentment, excitement, 

guilt, doubt, anxiety, frustration, depression, loneliness, 

feelings of liberation and incompetence among those dissolving 

their marriages (Briscoe & Smith, 1975; Chester, 1971; Fisher, 

1974; Goode, 1956; Hetherington, Cox & Cox, 1978; Hunt & Hunt, 

1974; Jacobson, 1983; *Myers, 1989; Spanier & Thompson, 1984; 

Weiss, 1975). In fact Fisher (1974) said of the separating 

couple that while they were burning with feelings of anger and 

distrust, they were often told to be friendly and achieve an 



'amicable divorcef. Fisher concluded that there is no such thing 

as an amicable divorce (1974). The evidence suggests that 

marital separation cannot proceed without considerable "pain' 

(Jacobson, 1983, p .  2-3), regardless of the circumstances. Yet 

an in-depth analysis of what underlies all this pain and emotion 

continued to be overlooked by many researchers. 

Some researchers have noted that when children are involved 

in the marital separation process, the complexity of the issues 

increases markedly (Jacobson, 1983 ) of ten generating very strong 

emotions. For example, Jacobson (1983) has noted that much of 

the professional literature showed a tendency to over-emphasize 

the otherwise legitimate topic of maintaining the parenting role 

while discontinuing the marital. Jacobson further indicated 

that, in practice, he had seen this lead to indiscriminate 

invitations for divorced parents to join in counselling sessions 

on behalf of the child, suggesting a continuing undivided family 

unit when such a unit no longer exists. Such pretence can be 

very disturbing to parent and child alike. Unfortunately, 

Jacobson did not indicate that it is primarily the mothers who 

have custody of the children and that a large part of the 

complication and complexity may be directly related to the 

politics of gender relations both within and outside of families. 

The dilemma now being faced by so many parents around the 

issue of custody only serves to magnify this problem. Custody 

almost always represents power (Smart & Sevenhui j sen, 1989 : 

Weitzman, 1985) and as such, infuses the struggle and decision 



with all the emotional baggage of the unresolved conflicts 

between the spouses (Ahrons and Rodgers, 1987) . For example, the 

overriding principle in all custody and access disputes requires 

the best interests of the child to be served. Sections 16 (10) 

and 17 ( 9 )  of the Canadian Divorce Act, 1985, state: 

In making (a custody or access order] the court shall 
give effect to the principle that a child of the 
marriage should have as much contact with each spouse 
as is consistent with the best interests of the child 
and, for that purpose, take into consideration the 
willingness of the person for whom custody is sought to 
facilitate such contact. 

Some women's groups are concerned that this so called 

"friendly parent rule" could force women into joint custody 

arrangements, even in situations involving abuse (Payne & Payne, 

1991, p. 126) . Woint legal custody, without substantial time- 

sharing between the parents, can be a face saver for the non- 

custodial parent. It must not provide a means whereby the non- 

custodial parent can control the lives of the custodial parent 

and childn (Payne & Payne, 1991, p .  126). 

The movement toward joint custody is a powerful new trend 

reflecting current social changes (Furstenberg & Cherlin, 1991) . 

The implications of joint custody and custody battles for 

children have just begun to be investigated (*Boyd, 1993; 

Chesler, 1986; *Crean, 1988; 'Morris, 1988; Smart & Sevenhuij sen, 

1989). These trends make an investigation into how people 

experience the marital separation process that much more urgent. 

In addition, the relationship between "sex roles," marital 

status and "mental illnessn has received considerable attention 



in the social science and psychiatric literatures (Brodsky, 1968; 

Clancy & Gove, 1974; Gove, 1972, Gove & Tudor, 1973; Pohoray & 

Overall, 1970). Findings from these studies have indicated that 

women have higher rates of "mental illnesst1 than men and/or that 

they more often seek treatment for problems related to 

"psychiatrict1 distress (Warheit et a1 . , 1976) . The reasons for 

the differential rates have not been definitely established 

although a number of hypotheses have been ~ffered.~ Contrary to 

many earlier studies, Warheit et al. (1976), reported in Sex. 

Marital Status and Mental Health, that the strongest predictor of 

higher rates of mental illness were low socioeconomic status. 

Being female was also significant. The only significant marital 

status variable was being separated. Therefore being female, 

separated and in the lower economic status appeared to increase 

the apparent risk of "mental illness." 

Few researchers who investigate marital separation and 

divorce move past the fact that women have higher rates of 

"mental illness" in our society to look at the broader, more far- 

reaching explanations for the impact of the unequal position of 

women versus men in our society ( f  Firsten, 1991; Waring, 1988) , 

Warheit et al. (1976) study concludes that the 
disproportionately high rates of "mental illness" among women 
cannot be accounted for by marital status and its incumbent 
stresses and suggests other explanations need to be explored. No 
further analysis or directional guidelines were offered. 

In addition, there is considerable controversy about how one 
differentiates between mental health and/or illness in our society 
(Herman, 1992; 'Penfold & Walker, 1983; Showalter, 1987 ; *Smith, 



the unequal position of immigrant women versus imigrant men 

(+Pilowsky, 1991; *Skodra & Szekely, 1991), of women versus men 

in our present marriage formulation (*Backhouse, 1991) , and of 

women versus men who are moving out of a marital relationship 

(Arendell, 1986; *Finnic, 1993; Weitzman, 1985). 

While some researchers have noted that the majority of 

separated and divorced women are in the lower economic status 

(Albrecht, 1980; Arendell, 1986; Espenshade, 1979; *Finnie, 1993; 

*Ministry of the Attorney General of Ontario, 1986; 'National 

Council of Welfare, 1990; Weitzman, 1986; Whitehurst, 19831, 

seldom has the impact of being a separated woman with children 

but with few economic resources been investigated as a potential 

factor related to increased incidence of "mental illness." 

Moreover, the influence of how cultural ideas about :proper1 

feminine behaviour have shaped the definition and treatment of 

female 'mental health" concerns has seldom been taken into 

account (*Caplan, 1985, 1993; Chesler, 1972; Herman, 1992; 

Showalter, 1987). 

Some researchers have attempted to link marital separation 

to suicide (Heiman, 1977; Rose & Rosow, 1973; Stack, 1987; 

*Trovota, 1987; Wasseman, 1984) and to homicide (Heiman, 1977; 

*Johnson, 1987; Rose & Rosow, 1973). In these studies 

researchers have noted a higher incidence of these events in the 

lives of men. But analysis of gender and the strong emotions and 

feelings that are at the root of such actions have been virtually 

invisible. The social causes of much ill health (Fee, 1977; 



+Penfold & Walker, 19831, and indeed suicide and homicide, causes 

rooted in the structure of the system itself, have been evaded. 

An exception is a study by Rosemary Barnes ('1985). While 

Barnes did not focus on marital status as it relates to suicide, 

she did indicate that self-destructive behaviour had different 

meanings for women and men. Barnes found that "consistent with 

sex-role socialization, women may injure themselves as a ' c r y  for 

help,' a dramatic expression of feeling, or an indirect way of 

controlling others, whereas men may be more likely to injure 

themselves as a step towards the instrumental goal of suicidef1 

( p .  465). 

Violence and, for example, the potential for symptoms of 

depression as a result of being subjected to violence have been 

noticeably absent from the traditional frameworks used to study 

mental illness and mental health (*Caplan, 1993; Herman, 1992; 

NiCarthy, 1986). When researchers have drawn on the pre-existing 

frameworks to guide their studies, these aspects of many women's 

and some men's experiences were also missing from the mainstream 

literature on marital separation and divorce. 

New developments in the theories of masculinity and 

femininity which offer insight into gender relations and emotions 

also can provide insight into mental illness and mental health. 

For example, in a recent book, Seidler (1989) states that 

masculinity is an essentially negative identity learned through 

defining itself against emotionality and connectedness, while 

Bernardez-Bonesatti (1978) and Lerner (1985) indicate that 



femininity has been associated with emotionality and caring 

relationships. Carol Travis (1989) while not specifically 

addressing gender, explained that a social perspective helps us 

to understand the persistence and variety of the emotion of anger 

far better than reductionist analyses of its biology or its inner 

psychological workings. 

Attending to emotions and feelings within social-historical 

contexts, can help us to understand them as sources of knowledge 

which may be an integral dimensiorr of political possibilities and 

change (Seidler, 1989) . 

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACEES 

Qualitative Research (Canadian) 

Researchers have conducted a number of empirical studies 

that investigate marital separation and divorce in Canada 

(*Ambert, 1980, 1983; *Ambert & Baker, 1984; *Baker, 1984a; 

1984b; *Bracher & Krishner, 1976; 'Deckert & Langelier, 1978; 

*Grayson & Magill, 1980; 'Ishwaran, 1983; * P a l m e r ,  1971,1983; 

*Richardson, 1993; *Sevler, 1992; *Wheeler, 1980a, 1980b; 

*Whitehurst et al., 1983), the majority being quantitative 

studies. Together they indicate probability statistics on 

marriage and divorce, causes and consequences, and much more 

(*Boyd, 1983; *Davids, 1982; *Kuzel & Krishnan, 1973; +McVey & 

Robinson, 1981; *Palmer, 1971; 'Peters, 1976; 'Peters, 1987; 

*Pike, 1975; *Trovato, 1987); but the results of these studies 

indicate little of the experiences and feelings of the women and 



men who make up their numbers ('Whitehurst et a1 . , 1983) . 

Indeed, most studies were not designed to do so. It is 

unfortunate that qualitative family research has not been taken 

seriously by 

historically 

Life Eistory 

most family 

it was once 

Approach 

scholars (LaRossa & Wolf, 1985) though 

central to family studies. 7 

The life history approach has seldom been used in the study 

of marital separation, although two recent studies (Spanier & 

Thompson, 1984; Furstenberg & Spanier, 1984) have employed a 

"life course perspective." Participants for past research on 

marital separation and divorce were obtained primarily through 

clinical or group counselling settings (*Myers, 1989; Wallerstein 

& Kelly, 1980) and/or from the public records of divorce courts. 

The court method drew persons who (1) filed for divorce but had 

not received a decree, (2) obtained a divorce, or (3) separated 

and filed for custody or support (or were filed against) (Goode, 

1956; Spanier & Thompson, 1984; Weitzman, 1985). 

With few exceptions (e.g., Goode, 1956), the data dealing 

with the wproblemsll former spouses have in adjusting to 

separation and divorce have been drawn from clinical case studies 

' For one of the first studies to conceptualize families as 
social groups which went further in trying to chart the 
psychosocial interior of their subjects families, examining in 
detail the attitudes and values of family members and delineating 
how these attitudes and values were related to family behaviour, 
see: Thomas, W.I.; Znaniecki, F. (1918-20). Using a life history 
approach, it was the first interactionist study of family life. It 
is also a study of immigration and assimilation and of social 
disorganization resulting from industrialization and urbanization. 



and research on persons who attend discussion or counselling 

programs (e.g., *Myers, 1989; Weiss, 1975). With a focus on the 

social variables relating to the distribution of psychopathology 

in the population, persons who are separated or divorced are 

repeatedly found to be over-represented among psychiatric 

patients (Bloom, Asher & White, 1978; Bloom, White & Asher, 1979; 

Clancy & Gove, 1974; Gove, 1972; Gove & Tudor, 1973; Warheit et 

al, 1976) Attention to the ltproblemsfl has of ten led to the 

placement of this wprocessn into an "illness" model including 

labelling the individual as l?deviantlt and marital disruption or 

dissolution as a "failuret1 (Furstenberg & Spanier, 1984, p. 27; 

Bohannan, 1975, p .  263). A focus on "illness" or psychopathology 

may lead separating women and men to a sense of personal blame, 

guilt, decreased self-concept and shame. Researchers using this 

focus often neglect to address the dynamics within the marital 

relationship and the social-historical context in which it took 

place, which may have led to '?problem.lf This approach parallels 

the increased interest in those events that "appear to 

precipitate physical and psychological disorders, one of the most 

significant developments in the field of social epidemiological 

research in recent decades1? (Bloom, White & Asher, 1979, p .  184) . 

Even formal counselling may have already begun to shape the 

experience of the maritally separating to the extent that the 

person undergoing counselling will have "learnedf1 to 

It should be noted that many people who attend counselling 
and support groups are more likely to be white and middle class 
k g . ,  Wallerstein & Blakeslee, 1989; Weiss, 1975). 



conceptualize their experience into flprofessionalizedll 

therapeutic terms ( *  Caplan, 1 9 8 5 ;  Chesler, 1972; 'Smith, 1975; 

*Penfold & Walker, 1983) . 

Therefore, an approach that attempts to capture the actual 

experience of moving out while it is in process and to make the 

connections between the individual experiences and the social 

context in which they occurs may bring new insights and 

understanding to the social ordering of the chaotic, ever- 

changing, highly emotional process of moving out. 

Summary and Implications for Research 

Because the existing literature on marital separation and 

divorce fails to address, in most cases, the social ordering of 

our life experiences, we need a more comprehensive framework to 

capture the interplay and interconnections between individual 

experiences and the social context in which they take place. 

The emerging feminist challenge to conceptions of knowledge 

and reality that have dominated the  western intellectual 

tradition at least since the seventeenth century fonn the 

backdrop for this research project. Our knowledge of marriage, 

masculinity and femininity, families, marital separation, 

divorce, and emotions are rooted in sexist values ('Eichler, 

1988a) characterized by dualistic ontologies that sharply 

separate the universal from the particular, culture from nature, 

mind from body, reason from emotion, knowledge from experience 

(Fuchs Epstein, 1988; Jagger, 1989 ; Seidler, 1989, 1991, 1994) 



and men from women. 

Emotions are an indispensable, even if an unrecognized part 

of a l l  knowledge, in science as well as daily life. In the past, 

emotions have been suspected and even discounted by Western 

tradition as a reliable source of knowledge (Jagger, 1987; 

Seidler, 1989; 1991; 1994). Because my research is exploratory in 

nature, I searched for a framework that would accommodate the 

exploration into women's and men's experiences of the process of 

marital separation. M y  work on this project has led me to see 

"that emotions may be helpful and even necessary rather than 

inimical to the construction of knowledge" (Jagger, 1989, p .  

146). In Chapter Three, I present a developing framework in 

which I begin to bridge the gap between emotions and knowledge. 



Chapter Three 

THEORY AND PRACTICE 

. Theory does not express, translate, or serve to 
apply practice: it is practice. 

Foucault, 1977, p- 213 

Knowledge is crucial to every aspect of human lives; 
possession is empowering, its deprivation enervating 
disabling. Women [and men] have to be in positions 
they can know, if they are to effectively challenge 
oppressions that have shaped their lives. Epistemol 
have to be constructed that can produce these emanci 

its 
and 
where 
the 
ogies 
.patory 

effects. 

Code, 1991, p. xii 

Introduction 

In the theoretical framework that guides my study I draw on 

the sociology of knowledge with attention to some earlier 

innovative work done in this area including the social 

construction of knowledge and the social construction of reality 

(Berger & Luckmann, 1966; Mannheim, 1936; Merton, 1972; Schutz, 

1962; Watzlawick, 1984, 1990), together with recent feminist 

critiques and theoretical developments. The advent of feminist 

analysis provides a fresh and challenging critique of past 

knowledge, noting among many other features the lack of attention 

to, listening to, and really hearing the experiences of women in 

the construction of much of our present knowledge base (*Code, 

1991; Farganis, 1986; Klein, 1971; *Smith, 1990; Jagger & Bordo, 



1989) . 

To date, the use of these perspectives is unique in-and-of- 

itself, to the study of marital separation. Beginning from the 

standpoint of the experience of maritally separating women and 

men, I focus specifically on an investigation of the various 

processes and practices involved in the formulation of our 

understanding of marriage, families, relationships, marital 

separation, divorce, femininity and masculinity. Despite the 

continuing work on these phenomena, the processes by which they 

are made real and manifest, and how they shift in a changing 

socio-cultural environment, have not been well understood. This 

project is directed toward elucidating these processes. Through 

the lens of emotions and feelings, I search for new ways to know 

and understand the marital separation experience. The developing 

theoretical directions arising from this research will be 

discussed in more depth in Chapter Ten. 

Traditional Theories of the Sociology of Knowledge 

The theoretical perspectives of the sociology of knowledge 

and related concepts form the bases of my research project. In 

the area of the sociology of knowledge, there are subsets of 

theories, for example, the social construction of knowledge and 

the social construction of realities. Eminent among these 

theorists are Mannheim (1936) , Schutz (1962) , Berger and Kellner 

(1970) and Berger and Luckmann (1966) . Other disciplines also 

address Vonstructed realities." A collection of some of this 



work can be found in The Invented Realitv - : How Do We Know What 

We Believe We Know. Contributions to Constructivism (1984), 

edited by Paul Watzlawick. 

Briefly, these theorists discuss how people arrive at 

knowledge in terms of how it is socially constructed. They 

indicate that knowledge, both past and present, is put together 

by people in interaction within their social context--thus 

socially constructed. Putting aside the intellectual and 

philosophical debate on what "realityw is or if there is a true 

"reality." these theorists argue that peoplels sense of reality 

is socially constructed, such that it seems to be their o m .  

I have found the work within the sociology of knowledge area 

useful for trying to understand how we come to understand 

ourselves in our own cultural context. Along with so much of the 

theoretical work in mainstream sociology, gender is seldom if 

ever addressed in the theories of the construction of knowledge 

or how we arrive at knowledge (epistemology) . 

The Sociology of Knowledge 

Theorists who work within the sociology of knowledge 

framework argue that there is a "profound relationship between 

knowledge--broadly understood to mean ideas, values, and norms-- 

and the social and historical conditions under which that 

knowledge existsn (Farganis, 1986. p. 20). Sociology of 

knowledge theorists are "concerned with how different patterns of 

thought, or ideas develop and how they relate to the concrete 



empirical world around themn (Farganis, 1986, p .  20) . 

Theorists of the sociology of knowledge must also concern 

themselves with whatever passes for "knowledge" in a society, 

regardless of the ultimate validity or invalidity of such 

knowledge. And in-so-far as all human %nowledgell is developed, 

transmitted, and maintained in social situations, theorists of 

the sociology of knowledge must seek to understand the processes 

by which this is done in such a way that Ifa taken-for-granted 

'reality1 congealsv for women and men in a given society (Berger 

& Luckmann, 1966, p .  3). This knowledge is often referred to as 

Ncornrnon-sensefl knowledge. 

"Common sensew is what Gramsci referred to as "an embedded, 

uncritical, mainly unconscious set of perceptions and 

understandings of the world which constitute a lcommonl framework 

in a given era, culture, or social space" (cited in Code, 1991, 

p. 196) . 

The Social Construction of Knowledge 

Theorists of the social construction of knowledge refer to 

certain intellectual perspectives "which share with the sociology 

of knowledge, an emphasis on the world as constructed, that is, 

on an understanding of the world based on social actors being 

able to choose what the world means from what is, in reality, 

there or what they have been conditioned or allowed to perceive 

of as being theren (Farganis, 1986, p. 20) . 



While knowledge is socially constructed, it is, as Berger 

and Luckmann (1966) argued, the individual who gives it meaning, 

who understands or misunderstands it, who acts on that 

perception, who gives subjective meaning to the world out there. 

Sociology is concerned with the social factors that affect the 

choice of how one sees what one does. Simmel (1950), for 

example, understood the meaning of life as occurring in an 

interactive process--that in order to make sense of our lives we 

construct meaning through discursive practices. Other 

researchers have noted that one must take into account the social 

constraints that arise for people in the process of change. For 

example, Duck (1982) indicated: 

-..that partners wish to avoid and struggle to prevent, 
public demonstration of disaffection. Following from that 
is the assumption that such forms of ambivalence, indecision 
and oscillation as have been identified [in personal 
relationship disengagement and dissolution] are partly due 
to social pressures and strains coming into sharp conflict 
with personal, emotional ones . . .  that there are subsequent 
well recognized social constraints on the open expression of 
a desire to withdraw once it is formed.. . [that] these are 
due to the partners1 realistic recognition of the social 
sanctioning power of surrounding social networks ( p .  15). 

Berger and Luckmann (1966) argued that it is "individuals" 

who construct meaning, Berger and Kellner (1970) that couples 

construct a social reality, and the central idea of Reissf family 

model (1981) was that "the family1, through the course of its 

Reiss (1981) , a psychiatrist and family researcher, presents 
his new model of the "family. " With a focus on what Eichler (1988) 
would refer to as a monolithic model of the family, Reiss writes of - 

the "family paradigm as a central organizer of its shared 
constructs, sets, expectations, and fantasies about its social 
world. ~urther, each f amilyl s transactions with its social world 
is guided by its own paradigm, and families can be distinguished - 



own development, makes fundamental and enduring assumptions about 

the world in  which it lives." In other words, these researchers 

argue that constructions of knowledge are individual or family- 

based. Duck (1981a; 1981b; 1981~; 1982a; 1982b; 1984) and his 

associates1 extensive w o r k  on personal relationships extend the 

conceptual field of construction to include the contextual 

factors that must be taken into account in analyzing the 

experience of marital separation as a process. 

Social Construction of Reality 

Paul Watzlawick began his book, The Inventec 3 Rea lity, with 

the question, I1How do w e  know what we believe we know?" (1984, p. 

9). He indicated that what we know is generally considered to be 

the result of our exploration and understanding of the real 

world, of the w a y  things real ly are. But for ~atzlawick a "far 

more vexing problem" ( p .  9) was how we know. 

. . .  for if what we know depends on how we come to know it, 
then our view of reality is no longer a true image of what 
is the case outside ourselves, but is inevitably detemined 
also by the [mental] processes through which we arrived at 
this view (Watzlawick, 1984, p. 9 1 . 

This observation leads to an understanding that 'realityf is 

the "construction of those who believe they have discovered and 

investigated iti1 (Watzlawick, 1984, p. LO) . As human beings we 

have a need to know--to comprehend the 'realities1 of our lives-- 

and thereby to make some sense of reality and of our lives in the 

process. What Watzlawick did not address were the elements and 

one from another - by the differences in their paradigms" ( p .  2). 
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dimensions of power that are involved in specifying what is 

'I real . 

Traditional thinking has begun with a "basic assumption that 

a real reality exists and that certain theories, ideologies or 

personal convictions reflect it (match it) more correctly than 

otherstt (Watzlawick, 1984, p .  15) . For example, Berger and 

Berger (1975) indicated that: 

Definitions of reality may be both normative and coanitive. 
The former assert what reality oucrht to be, the latter what 
reality &. Most social situations, in one way or another, 
involve both these types of definitions; that is, most 
social situations are determined both by norms and by 
Wnowledge" (meaning, by the latter word, whatever Dasses 
for knowledae in this particular group) [emphasis in 
original] ( p -  371). 

Dichotomizing the I1ought" and the "is11, and setting them in 

opposing positions misrepresents the nature of the experience of 

life. The "ought" to be is indeed very much a part of the "ist1. 

This dichotomy can lead to misplaced sociological inquiry. As 

Russell Jacoby put it, "the social does not influence' the 

private, it dwells within itn (cited in Riessman. 1990, p .  15) . 

The movement to go beyond tlnormative" sociology to focus more on 

the everyday life and on the processes by which it is negotiated 

began in the 1950's with Garfinkel (1967), Glaser & Strauss 

(1967) and others - 

Schutz (1962), in his discussion of "the reality of the 

world of daily lifen indicated "that all interpretation of this 

world is based upon a stock of previous experiences of it, our 

own experiences, and those handed down to us by our parents and 

teachers, which in the form of 'knowledge at hand,' function as a 
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scheme of referencen ( p .  208) . 

According to Handel (1985), the view that social science 

involves interpreting people's own interpretations of themselves 

is fundamental in the branches of sociology that follow in the 

paths of such thinkers as Max Weber (1964), George Herbert Mead 

(1934) , and Alfred Schutz (1962) , as well as all those parts of 

psychology and social science influenced by Sigmund Freud (1950). 

While these areas of thought are at times quite diverse, the 

common basic assumption is that human action follows from 

people's interpretation of their life situation. 

One of the functions of sociologists is to discover and to 

report the human consequences of holding to certain values and 

practices, just as it is a function to discover and to report the 

human consequences of departing from these values and practices 

(Merton, 1982). How such departures come to be labelled 

"deviant" by society and constructed as Itsocial pr~blerns'~, and 

h o w  these "social problemsu are related to marital separation and 

divorce are central themes of this research. 

Feminist Challenges 

Feminism has implicitly and explicitly challenged both the 

methods and the theories that w e  have inherited within social 

theory, as well as the institutional relationships of knowledge, 

teaching and learning within which they are embodied. Feminism 

is a radical movement that bases its politics on, and in fact 

creates its politics, out of concrete personal experiences 



(Morgan, 1970) . 

Knowledge of our world, our lives, and our experiences is 

socially constructed. Knowledge of our world is also gendered. 

Our gendered knowledge shapes who we are, how we think, how we 

live, what we know, and how we come to know what we know ('Code, 

1991; Farganis; 1989; Jaggar & Bordo, 1989) as well as our 

attempts to know differently. Our gendered knowledge also 

intersects and interacts with multiple other variables such as 

class, race, ethnicity, age, sexual orientation, and ability. 

Often when knowledge is produced it is abstracted from 

people's everyday life. Education can function as part of the 

detachment process--detaching "constructed knowledgef1 from the 

realities of people's lives, people's experiences. we use words 

that cover up the personal experiences that led to the thinking 

in the first place. We need to make connections, not separations 

or detachments. 

By providing personal experiences, others can bring new 

interpretations to the experiences and thus create an environment 

that enables the search for meaning and understanding to be 

pushed even further. For example, Belenky et al.'s work on 

Women's Ways of Knowinq and Gilliganls work on moral development 

represented in her book In a Different Voice, have developed in 

relation to the earlier work of Perry and Kohlberg respectively, 

bringing new and sometimes quite different interpretations, thus 

furthering our "knowledge" of their work and of the complexity of 

human behaviour in general. 



Feminists have worked to reframe the construction and the 

presentation of knowledge by blending theory and practice into a 

dialectical and multifaceted process (*Code, 1991; *OtBrien, 

1981; *Smith, 1987, 1990). This process directs the development 

of knowledge to accommodate and integrate diverse accounts and 

contradictions from sources of personal knowledge, which can in 

turn be validated by becoming part of the theory. research is 

conceived within the context of the interconnectedness and 

interweaving of theory and practice. 

Epistemology and Methodology 

Two concepts are central to my critical approach to this 

research: epistemology and methodology. Epistemology is the 

study of how we arrive at knowledge. Educational theorist 

Madeleine Grumet (1979) wrote that epistemology refers to 

knowledge that is intersubjective, developed through social 

relations and negotiations. Social scientists Fonow and Cook 

(1991) articulated their understanding of epistemology as meaning 

"the study of assumptions about how to know the social and 

apprehend its meaning" (p. 1). These assumptions shape research 

questions, theory and methods, and have implications for research 

results as well as for recommendations dealing with policy and 

pact ice. 

An equally important consideration is raised 

Lorraine Code ('1991) who asks: Is the sex of the 

by philosopher 

knower 

The Greek word for understanding is episteme. 
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epistemologically significant? Whose knowledge are we talking 

about? In both these questions Code locates the position of 

women as central to epistemology. Code argues that women have 

been excluded not only from what is known, in terms of what 

knowledge is available and from access to that knowledge, but 

from the very processes that are involved in the construction of 

knowledge itself. Further, Code (*1991) examines and indeed 

unmasks the dominant epistemology of the Anglo-American 

mainstream and its claims to "occupy a neutral, transcendent 

place outside the epistemic struggles and responsibilities 

central to people's lives, however various their histories and 

locationsn ( p .  xi) . These concepts are important to my project 

because in the traditional development of theories of knowledge 

and dominant claims to "authority" and rlknowing," real life 

experiences of most women and some men have often been excluded. 

The means by which experiences are focused in the research 

process is one of methodology. In this study I understand 

methodology to mean "the study of actual techniques and practices 

used in the research process" (Fonow & Cook, 1991, p .  1) . 

Feminist epistemology and methodology have sprung from a critique 

of various disciplines1 biases and distortions in the study of 

women. Further, 

. . .  women who have come to recognize and accept feminist 
assumptions about the world will practice science 
differently in a world that legitimates those 
assumptions: they will use a different methodology, or 
set of practices, to observe and understand the world 
around themselves; they will be conscious of the intent 
of their studies and the uses to which their researches 
will be put; and they may even rename, and thus 



transform, the heretofore blacklisted or outlawed 
emotions, which have been kept out of scientific 
inquiry, those suspect Inon-rational1 approaches to 
reality (Farganis, 1989, p .  207-208) . 

Ideologies, Stereotypes, Myths, Assumptions, & wConanon Sensen 

One of the most powerful, profound, and often most elusive 

ways we come to I1knowf1 is through pre-existing and often 

unchallenged ideologies, myths and assumptionst3 stereotypes and 

belief systems we understand as real or given.4 This particular 

kind of knowledge is especially difficult to make visible, to 

understand, and to examine. Ideologies, myths, assumptions, 

stereotypes and belief systems become a part of what Grmsci 

referred to as "common sensev1 (Gramsci, 1971, p. 322, 328) or 

what Schutz ref erred to as llnatural attitudev (Schutz, 1962,  p .  

2 0 8 ) .  Because they seem to be so much a part of our life, to be 

somehow "natural," we seldom stop to consider, reflect, or 

question them on a daily basis or l1seeN a need to try to know 

Barbara Rothman (1989) defined ideology as "the way a group 
looks at the world, a way of organizing our thinking about the 
world. As a member of a group or society, an ideology shapes the 
way you see the world, and consequently shapes the way you see 
yourself, the way you experience your own body and life. Thus an 
ideology may place you on the outside of your own experience, 
leaving you with extraordinary contradictions between what you are 
experiencing and what you are thinking aboutl1 (p. 26) . Further, 
Rothman stated that "ideologies are political [emphasis in 
original] ; that is they rest on a power base. When an entire 
system of values, attitudes, beliefs, and morality of a society 
supports the dominant order, the term heqemonv [emphasis in 
original] , rather than ideology, is sometimes used. When people 
internalize that consciousness, it becomes part of common sensea1 
(p. 2 7 ) .  

For a insightful rendering of stereotypes and their impact 
on women, see: Code, Lorraine (*1987) . 



them better. Common knowledge is the kind of knowledge that 

generally remains out of awareness but that nevertheless 

profoundly influences our life decisions (Rubin,  1 9 9 4 )  . 

It is not until some "irruption of a !strange1 experience" 

(Schutz, 1962, p .  228) or "inner break" (Mies, 1991, p. 81) of 

significant magnitude occurs that forces us to question our 

ncommon knowledge," that we begin to see in ways previously 

unrecognized. The process of marital separation has the 

potential to be such a disruptive experience. If knowledge of 

these factors can be made visible for people to "see," then the 

potential l1to be1' in new and more creative ways can be 

facilitated. 

Lorraine Code (*1987) stated that "theorists of knowledge 

need to examine both the way stereotypes structure people's 

attempts to know other people and the moral-political 

consequences of the alleged knowledge derived from themw ( p .  196- 

197). She indicated that stereotypes clearly are crude 

epistemological tools. Yet a certain ease in their usage "often 

masquerades as knowledge, both for a stereotype-user, and for 

listeners or readers of that personls discoursen (*Code, 1987, p. 

197). We must be aware that "stereotypes [along with other 

ideologies, myths and assumptions] constrain possibilities of 

knowing wellI1 (*Code, 1987, p. 206) . Stereotypes often trap us 

into ways of behaving and being with one another, traps which 

need to be seen before they can be released to achieve "a 

reasonable degree of equality and a proper degree of autonomy" 



(*Code, 1987, p. 206). But these ideologies, stereotypes, myths, 

and assumptions are constructed, reinforced, maintained and 

sometimes reconstructed by people. 

In my exploratory study, what was made visible, among many 

other issues, was that social ideologies (e.g., traditional 

nuclear family), stereotypes (e-g., masculinity and femininity), 

myths (e . g . ,  if you are separating you must get yourself a 

lawyer) , and assumptions (e. g. , that the courts will always grant 

mothers custody of their children) are part of what underlie and 

shape women's and men's experiences of marital separation. 

Further, these ideologies, stereotypes, myths, and assumptions 

were represented and participant in various social processes and 

practices and embodied in everyday experiences. Moreover, my 

research validated Schutzls theory that: 

. . .  as long as the once established scheme of reference 
[ideologies, stereotypes, myths and assumptions] , the system 
of ours and other people's warranted experiences works, as 
long as the actions and operations performed under its 
guidance yield the desired results, we trust these 
experiences. . . . It needs a special motivation, such as the 
irruption of a lrstrangell experience not subsumable under the 
stock of knowledge at hand or inconsistent with it, to make 
us revise our former beliefs (Schutz, 1962, p. 228) . 

M y  research confirmed that such an "irruptionn could and did 

occur during the marital separation process. 

M y  use of the term "social constr~ction~~ is not intended to 

suggest that human beings are actually or completely 

"constructed" in and through social processes, practices and 

discourse: rather I argue that these factors are powerful 

elements in shaping social relations between people ('Dehli, 



1988) . Therefore, I take into account the processes and 

practices that shape the construction of gendered experiences in 

women and men in ways that make sexual differences appear 

"natural" and inevitable. 

Certainly within the realm of individual experience there is 

often a very complex sorting out of ltsocial knowledge" --an inner 

discourse that occurs as individuals interact with a society--a 

society which is extremely complex, contradictory and constantly 

changing over time. Jean Anyon (1981) has developed a 

theoretical framework that takes into account the perspective 

that social messages are neither fully accepted nor fully 

rejected by individuals. In her paper. Accomodation. 

Resistance. and Female Gender, she investigates the complex 

nature of the "subject1' making sense of and acting on her or his 

world. Anyon (1981) argues that complete acceptance as well as 

complete rejection of gender specific attitudes and behaviour is 

actually rather rare. Indeed a more accurate description of what 

occurs is a simultaneous process of accommodation and resistance. 

New Challenges: The Study of Emotions 

Exploring the social construction of our emotions and 

feelings present new challenges for feminist research.' Two 

interconnected aspects of the social construction of emotions and 

feelings are part of this process: first, the essential features 

For an insightful analysis of an emotion-management 
perspective in which one can understand the self, interaction, and 
structure. see : Hochschild, Arlie (1979) . 



of emotionality as lived experience in our gendered sense of 

identity; second, the social construction of emotions and 

feelings focusing on emotions as sources of knowledge and as 

integral dimensions of political possibilities and change. The 

central position of emotions and feelings in all areas of social 

life--personal, political, economic, cultural, inter-racial and 

religious--is indisputable but none are as contentious as those 

experienced within the social relations of gender. 

The social relations of gender and t h e  construction of 

femininity and masculinity are made visible through our emotions 

and feelings, among other factors, during the marital separation 

process. Emotions refer back to the person who feels, defines, 

and experiences them, and the process of being emotional locates 

the person in the world of social interaction (Denzin, 1984). In 

other words, the cognitive, bodily, expressive, emotive, and 

gendered person is located and interconnected in the social 

historical world. I consider emotions and feelings as linking 

concepts--linking the realities of our individual experiences as 

women and men with social, cultural, and historical sources of 

our experiences of femininity and mascul in i ty .  

In addition, our personal lives and collective social 

arrangements are linked in fundamental and constitutive ways. 

Personal experiences can no longer be readily dismissed as 

t l sub jec t iveN or "biasedw, but  must be recognized as opening up 

ways of locating ourselves within a shared experience of power 

and subordination. It is essential that "we retain the substance 



of our individual experiences as a theoretical resourcer1 

(Seidler, Experience taking real life as the 

starting point, its subjective concreteness as well as its 

societal entanglements" (Mies, 1991, p .  66) . 

Our experiences are shaped and fragmented in particular 

ways. Social theories, such as structural functional ism (Hale, 

1990 ; Parsons & Bales, 1956 ; Parsons, 1968) , which is so dominant 

in North America, often have fed into and sustained these 

fragmentations, rather than offering us ways in which we could 

develop a more transcendent vision. Developing interdisciplinary 

perspectives, 

psychological, 

which bring a critical 

philosophical, 

historical, and family 

analysis 

political, 

theories within a 

to sociological, 

economic, legal, 

feminist framework, 

opens up the possibility of knowing and seeing the 

interconnections and interplay of various social processes 

practices. Social theorist and philosopher Victor Seidler 

and 

argued that: 

Our established traditions are not merely intellectual in 
their consequences: rather they consolidate and sustain 
particular ways of thinking about ourselves and experiencing 
ourselves [and how others think about and experience us]. 
They are often implicit in the ways we live our lives ( p .  1- 
2) 

For example, "the femininer1 has often been identified with 

emotions and connectedness, thus being defined against reason and 

instrumentality, leaving women in a contradictory situation 

relation to their minds. "The masculiner1 has often been 

identified with reason and instrumentality, thus being defined 

against emotionality and connectedness, leaving men in a 



contradictory situation in relation to their emotions. These 

conceptualizations can lead to a denial of contradictions and 

discrepancies both within same gender categories as well as 

between gender categories. They can detract attention from the 

social historical context in which emotion and the social 

relations of gender are interconnected. They can deny particular 

realms of human experience, including sexuality, curtailing the 

full potential to live completely and healthily in our bodies, 

our minds, and our social-historical world. 

Furthermore, reason rather than emotion has been regarded as 

the primary focus for the acquisition of knowledge in Western 

epistemology (Jagger, 1989). In fact, reason and emotion have 

been set up as opposites with the major social significance and 

value given to reason. Dichotomizing emotions and reason, rather 

than understanding them as inextricably linked, renders virtually 

impossible the potential to truly know, to see, and to be 

ourselves with others in our social world. 

Peter Lyman, in his paper, "The Politics of Angeru stated 

that Iremotions not only transform one's frame of mind, but 

transform perception and thought as wellIr (1981, p. 6 0 ) .  In this 

statement, Lyman clearly connected emotions and thought. 

Moreover, he indicated that: 

A phenomenology of anger does not focus upon the means of 
expression of anger, but its meaning, the self-understanding 
of the world of the angry person. The purpose of this 
procedure is to begin by hearing what the angry speech is 
saying: by understanding emotion as a dialectic of self and 
the world. 

Anger is a response to a sense of violation; it is the 
emotion that guards the domain of the self and that which 



the self cares for (1981, p .  61). 

Emotions can senre as sources of insight and signals of 

rupture in social reality (Cook & Fonow, 1991, p .  9) . Moreover, 

emotions are socially constructed on several levels (Jagger, 

1989, p. 150) . 6  when we investigate emotions and the social 

context in which we experience our emotions, we can gain some 

insight into how our lives are socially organized. We can locate 

cracks which may be locations where we can begin to work for 

heal thy social change. 

Emotions and the Literature 

An analysis of the literature in related disciplines such as 

sociology, psychology, psychiatry, political theory, 

anthropology, medical history, the burgeoning fields of feminist 

and gender studies and the new field of men's studies, made it 

clear to me that there are theoretical and empirical gaps in the 

currently available body of work on emotions. Early work on 

emotions by Darwin (1955/1982), Sartre (1975)) Freud (1954) and 

others, categorized and examined various ranges of human 

emotions, with the greatest attention being given the "negativeu 

ones, including anger, fear, guilt and anxiety. 

However, categorizing and assigning a moral quality to 

emotions, such as "badll or "goodn may interfere with the 

Feminist researchers such as Haug (1987/92; 1992). and 
Crawford, Kippax, Onyx, Gault and Benton (1992) consider the social 
construction of emotions within an interdisciplinary framework and 
investigate emotions using Ynernory-workv as source material for 
their research. 



possibility of hearing what the "angry" or "anxious" person is 

actually saying. Germaine Greer has argued that, "Once an 

experience has been classified and sorted into component parts 

under headings, it has been nullified" (1992, p. 9). llLabelling 

alone creates no communication. It arranges people together as 

if they were thingsr1 (Mies, 1991, p .  80) . This may prevent the 

possibility of going beyond the surface expression of emotion to 

get an in-depth understanding of the social meaning attached to 

personal experiences of emotions. Moreover, moralizing emotions 

can "prevent the recovery of the history of the relation of 

domination, the nature of the violation, and thus the possibility 

of political analysis and action" (Lyman, 1981, p .  70) . 

More recent work by Denzin (1984), who considers the social, 

phenomenological, and interpretative perspectives; Hochschild 

(1979; 19831, who studies the interconnections of feeling rules, 

emotion work and social structures; and de Sousa (*1987), whose 

work focuses on the role of emotion in a rational life, have 

expanded the field of the study of emotions. 

Arlie Hochschildfs work is of particular importance because 

she is one of the innovative leaders in contemporary research 

into emotions. Hochschild (1979) proposed an emotion-management 

perspective as a lens through which to inspect the self, 

interaction, and structure. She indicated that this perspective 

allowed a closer inspection of the relation among emotive 

experience, emotion management, feeling rules, and ideology. 

Further, she stated the psychological effects of "rapid social 



changew or "unrestw could bring about a change in the relation of 

feeling rule to feeling. This change can lead to a lack of 

clarity about what the rule actually is due to conflicts and 

contradictions between contending sets of rules. 

This is very important to keep in mind, because i n  the 

process of marital separation, not only are emotions often in a 

state of upheaval, but social systems can be more visible during 

periods of transformations. Researchers have noted that strong 

feelings, for example, of anger are often predominant during a 

crisis (Fisher, 1977; Goode, 1956; Hetherington, 1978; Hunt & 

Hunt, 1977; Jacobson, 1983; Spanier & Thompson, 1984; Weiss, 

1975). Exploring emotions during major transfornative processes 

may help to illuminate the social structuring of our lives. 

Gender and Feeling Rules 

Feeling rules differ for women and men in our society 

(Bernardez-Bonesatti, 1978; Hochschild, 1979; Lyman, 1981; Rich, 

1979). The gendered variation of expression of feelings during 

this process of change is another focus for analysis of gender 

relations in the marital separation experience. 

Feminist psychiatrist Teresa Bernardez-Bonesatti (1978, 

1988) has argued that the gender role "femininity" requires that 

women lose their capacity for anger. Women learn to negotiate 

their anger about subordination by depoliticizing its expression 

or by internalizing it in the form of guilt, and the guilty woman 

then blames herself for the unfeminine emotion of anger, for 



having "failed as a womanv (1978, p. 218). 

Victor Seidler (1989) argued that men learn to treat 

emotions and feelings as signs of weakness. This makes it 

difficult for men to come to terms with their emotional lives and 

relationships, and hinders the identification of emotional needs, 

for as men are less sensitive to themselves, it is harder to be 

responsive to others. This is partly what makes the challenges 

of feminism threatening to men. As men identify with their 

independence and self-sufficiency, it can be a problem to 

acknowledge the nature of their dependency within 

relationships.' Seidler argued that as men learn to identify 

their own emotional needs, there will be less fear of intimacy 

(1989, p .  189). 

Seidler stated that as women and men learn to accept their 

emotional life as an integral part of their feminine and 

masculine identities, there will be a basis for creating equality 

in our relationships and for developing a different kind of 

presence in relationships (1989, p. 157) . Clearly, in our 

present social arrangements, gender relations are infused in many 

instances with the social relations of power. Moreover, gender 

tells us what clothes we should wear, what parts of our bodies to 

shave, how to laugh, what sex to be attracted to, and even 

whether it is okay to cry and in what circumstances (Kaufman, 

1993). Under these circumstances there is often little social 

' For additional reading on the nature of dependency for women 
and men, see: Siegel, Rachel J. (1988) . 



support to motivate men to consider their emotions as positive 

characteristics to develop. By dichotomizing our identity as 

either feminine or masculine, be it emotional or otherwise, we 

further cut off the potential for all of us to experience the 

full range of human emotions. 

Anger, Aggression, and Social Change 

In our society, anger and aggression are often considered to 

be closely linked, such that many people fear their own anger, 

thinking that they will be "out of controlN if they give in to 

its expression. These ideas are often encapsulated in themes of 

male strength and female weakness (Fausto-Sterling, 1985). 

According to sociobiologists, humans are biologically determined 

to be aggressive in times of scarcity, hence they postulate a 

biological basis to warfare (Fausto- Sterling, 1985). Wle  

aggression is attributed to male hormones. Explanations for 

female aggression are sorely lackinga8 The study of anger 

becomes very important in this context. 

Anne Campbell (1993), in Men, Women, and Aciqression: From 

Racre in Marriaqe to Violence in the Streets--How Gender Affects 

the Wav We Act, stated that the origins of aggression lies not 

only in biology or in child rearing but in how men and women form 

opinions about their own aggression. Campbell argued that women 

believe their aggression results from a loss of self-control, 

For a fascinating critique of some of the research on 
hormones and aggression, see: Fausto-Sterling (1985) . 



while men see their behaviour as a means of gaining control over 

others. Daughters, she argued, are deeply ashamed when they get 

angry, but sons learn to associate aggression with integrity, 

courage, and triumph. These differing views of anger and 

restraint profoundly affect women and men's actions and 

profoundly affect the ability of men to hear women when they 

speak (Campbell, 1993) . Campbell s interpretation of aggression 

does not, however, provide an in-depth critical analysis of how 

women and men learn these views. 

Feminist psychiatrist Jean Baker Miller (1983) explored the 

construction of anger in women and men. In her analysis, Miller 

considered the constraints on womenfs expression of anger as 

against those for men, noting that women's assigned subordinate 

position generates anger, but if women express anger it can be 

characterized as pathological. In contrast, men are encouraged 

to act aggressively, but as boys they "typically learn to 

suppress and deflect anger so that their genuine understanding of 

the emotional experience of anger is q~estionable~~ (Miller, 1983, 

p. 1). Millerfs approach clearly located the construction of 

women's and men's anger in a social context. 

Miller and Surrey (1990) proposed that: 

. . .  a distinction can be made between anger and aggression. 
Anger can be understood within a relational context as an 
emotion which arises when something is wrong or hurts. This 
emotion can provide the motivation to change the interaction 
within the relationship and thus can lead to a better 
connection. Likewise, in the larger social and global arena 
anger can provide the impetus for concerted action to change 
destructive conditions" (p. 1) . 

Similarly, Beverley Harrison (1985) , a feminist philosopher, 



noted that feeling 5 s  the basic bodily ingredient that mediates 

our connectedness to the world, When w e  cannot feel, literally, 

we lose our connection to the world" ( p .  13). "If we are not 

perceptive in discerning our feeling, or if we do not know what 

we feel, we cannot be effective moral agents. Failure to live 

deeply in 'our bodies, ourselves1 destroys the possibility of 

moral relations between u s N  (Harrison, 1985, p .  13). Harrison 

also argued that there are no right or wrong feelings. "Moral 

quality is a property of acts, not feelings, and our feelings 

arise in action. The moral question is not 'what do I feel?' but 

rather 'what do I do with what 1 feel?"' (1985, p .  14). 

In relation to anger Harrison (1985) stated that: 

Anger is not the opposit 
as a feeling-signal that 
other persons or groups 
is--and it always is--a 
t o  the moral quality of 

e of love. It 
a11 is not we1 
or to the world 
sign of some re 
the social rela 

s better 
in our 
around u 
istance 
ions in 

p understood 
relation to 
. s .  Anger 
in ourselves 
which we are 

immersed. Extreme and intense anger signals a deep reaction 
to the action upon us or toward others to whom we are 
related. 

To grasp this point--that anger signals something amiss 
in relationship- -is a critical first step in understanding 
the power of anger in the work of love. Where anger rises, 
t h e r e  the energy to act is present ( p .  14) . 

Harrison (1985, p .  14-15) cautioned, as did Lyman (1981, p .  

67-68), that "anger--no more than any other set of feelings--does 

not lead automatically to wise and humane action." But Harrison 

(1985) stated that Itwe m u s t  never lose touch with the fact that 

all serious human m o r a l  activity, especially action for social 

change, takes its bearing from the rising power of human anger. 

Such anger is a signal that change is called for, that 

transformation in relation is r e q u i r e d "  (p. 14) . Moreover, 



Harrison (1985) argued that "anger denied subverts community. 

Anger expressed directly is a mode of taking the other seriously, 

of caring" ( p . 1 5 ) .  The important point, Harrison (1985) 

observed, "is that where feeling is evaded, where anger is hidden 

or goes unattended, masking itself, there the power of love, the 

power to act, to deepen relation, atrophies and dies" ( p .  15). 

Emotions and Knowledge 

Emotions can be an important source of knowledge for women 

and men who experience them, and also for increasing our 

collective understanding of the social relations of gender, which 

is far from a tightly-knit system. For example, philosopher and 

political theorist Kant (1929) argued that reason is an 

independent faculty separate from our emotions, feelings and 

desires, and that the latter can in no sense be considered 

genuine sources of knowledge. In contrast, Alison Jagger (1989). 

a feminist professor of ethics, has argued that cognitive 

accounts of emotions end up replicating the artificial split 

between emotion and thought. Moreover, emotions are socially 

constructed on several levels (Jagger, 1989). 

Jagger (1989) stated that: 

. . .  emotions are neither more basic than observation, reason, 
or action building theory, nor are they secondary to them. 
Each of these human faculties reflects an aspect of human 
knowing inseparable from the other aspects. Thus, to borrow 
a famous phrase from a Marxian context, the development of 
each of these faculties is a necessary condition for the 
development of all (p. 165) . 



m t i o n s  in the Context of This Study 

For Jagger (1989) feminist emotions provide "a political 

motivation for investigation and so help to determine the 

selection of problems as well as the method by which they are 

investigatedu ( p .  161). To quote Jagger (1989), "outlaw 

emotionsN may: 

. . .  enable us to perceive the world differently from its 
portrayal in conventional descriptions. They may provide 
the first indications that something is wrong with the way 
the alleged facts have been constructed, with accepted 
understandings of how things are. Conventionally unexpected 
or inappropriate emotions may precede our conscious 
recognition that accepted descriptions and justifications 
often conceal as much as reveal the prevailing state of 
affairs. Only when we reflect on our initially puzzling 
irritability, revulsion, anger, or fear may we bring to 
consciousness our "gut-level" awareness that we are in a 
situation of coercion, cruelty, injustice, or danger. Thus, 
conventionally inexplicable emotions, particularly, though 
not exclusively, those experienced by women, may lead us to 
make subversive obsenrations that challenge dominant 
conceptions of the status quo. They may help us to realize 
that what are taken generally to be facts have been 
constructed in a way that obscures the reality of 
subordinated people, especially womenf s reality ( p .  161) . 

In this study I consider approaches to the study of emotions 

in the fields of feminist and gender studies (*Caplan, 1985; 

Connell, 1987; Crawford et al., 1992; Duncombe & Marsden, 1993; 

Gilligan, 1982; Haug, 1992; Jagger, 1989; Miller, 1976/86; 

Showalter, 1989; Rich, 1979, 1986; *Smith, 1975, 1990; Young- 

Bruehl, 1990) and in menf s studies (fKaufman, 1987, 1993; Hearn, 

1987; Segal, 1990; Seidler, 1989, 1991, 1994) . I combine an 

analysis of how emotions are constructed and interrelated within 

the present social-historical context and I draw attention to and 

analyze how the experience of these emotions may vary by gender, 



and are in fact embodied in one's sense of gender identity. In 

addition, I critically examine the constructed distinction 

between emotion and reason and explore how emotions and feelings 

may in fact create connections with our cognitive, bodily, 

expressive, and gendered experiential selves. 

In other words I move the analysis of emotions beyond 

categorizing, moralizing, and theorizing about emotions 

themselves. I attempt to locate the actual experiences of 

emotions in the personal and gendered biographies of women and 

men. I draw attention to the interconnections and interplay of 

dynamic social processes and practices of which gendered 

individuals are an integral part. 

The Theory of Patriarchy and Practice 

There are numerous references to patriarchy in the 

literature on gender, gender relations, masculinity and 

femininity, custody issues and violence against women and 

children. However, researchers in the field of marital 

separation and divorce rarely address the theory of patriarchy. 

To develop a framework for the larger general analysis of 

this research, I draw on the theory of patriarchy. The theory of 

patriarchy is far from being a tightly-knit logical system. It 

is, rather, a network of insights and arguments about relations 

between various matters. The scope at any one time is defined by 

the reach of this network of arguments and this corresponds to 

its history. It grew out of a complex movement of thought, a 



struggle to identify patterns and connections, develop ways of 

seeing them and invent ways of talking about them (Connell, 

Feminist historian Gerda Lerner (1986) stated that 

Patriarchy in its w i d e r  definition means: 

. . .  the manifestation and institutionalization of male 
dominance over women and children in the family and the 
extension of male dominance over women in society in 
general. It implies m e n  hold power in all the important 
institutions of society and that women are deprived of 
cess to 
ther tot 
fluence 

such power. 
ally powerles 
and resources 

It does not imply that- women are 
s or totally deprived of rights, 
. One of the most challenging tasks 

of Womenf s History is 
f o m s  and modes in whi 
the shifts and changes 

to trace with 
ch patriarchy 
in its struc 

precision the-vari 
appears historical 
ture and function, 
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and 
the adaptations it makes to female pressure and demands ( p .  
239). 

This type of research is most effectively conducted using 

qualitative rather than quantitative methods. 

Summary : Theory and Practice 

In this exploratory study I draw on a theoretical framework 

that integrates the sociology of knowledge, encompassing the 

social construction of knowledge and the social construction of 

reality, as a method of revealing the interconnections between 

the "oughtt1 and "is." I address a theory of knowledge in which 

"knowledge does not reflect an 'objectivef ontological reality, 

but exclusively an ordering and organization of a world 

constituted by our own experiencem (Watzlawick, 1984, p. 2 4 )  , 

that is, in this instance, the lived realities of the w o m e n  and 

men in the process of moving out. Addressing the perspective of 



the sociological as distinct from the psychological, in this 

research I ask not what it is in one's life that formed the 

research participants thoughts, but what were the "currents of 

the timev which formed the background for their understanding of 

their experiences. 

Feminist theory has dramatically altered the sociology of 

knowledge, leading to an intellectual and epistemological shift. 

Integration of emotions into the sociology of knowledge 

transfozms previous theory and can potentially build n e w  ways of 

knowing, seeing and being our-selves together in a more humane 

world. 

We need to get behind what is assumed to be the "known," 

that is, the common knowledge about our lives and see how it is 

socially organized. We need to listen to what we are hearing 

from women and men and "seew where the common knowledge 

originates. We need to go behind the ideologies, stereotypes, 

myths and assumptions that are represented in, for the example, 

the law and the "nuclear familyn ideology, to see how they are 

represented and participant in our lives. We need to consider 

who may be benefitting from the way many of our lives are now 

organized. We need to learn how to organize our lives 

differently. We need to envision new ways of being together. We 

need to work together creatively for healthy social change. 

In this feminist research project, theory and practice are 

not separate but very much intertwined (Cook & Fonow, 1990; 

Foucault, 1977). The theory dictates the practice and the 



practice dictates the theory. In other words, the purpose of my 

research is to explore the social construction of the experience 

of marital separation. My choice of theoretical framework, the 

sociology of knowledge, reflects my understanding that knowledge 

is constructed by people who are in a position to construct 

knowledge, and supports the feminist critique of much of our 

existing knowledge. The method of my research investigation 

includes a feminist sociology-of-knowledge perspective brought to 

the life history approach which integrates both the theory and 

method with the aim of working toward healthy social change. 



Chapter Four 

METHODOLOGY 

The tyranny of methodolatry hinders new discoveries. 
It prevents us from raising questions never asked 
before being illuminated by ideas that do not fit into 
pre-established boxes and forms. 

Mary Daly, 1973, p .  11 

Introduction 

In this chapter I outline the methodological theory and 

describe the applied method I used in conducting the research and 

the analysis of the interview data. I also discuss ethical 

issues that were considered in preparation for and during 

implementation of this study. M y  extensive experience in 

community work, counselling, and my own personal experience of 

marital separation shaped my overall approach to this research 

and my "insider knowledge"' from my "outsiderf12 position as a 

"Insider knowledge" and its use in qualitative research is 
articulated by Taylor and Bogdan (1984) and demonstrated in 
Katherine R. Allen1 s study of Sinsle Women/Familv Ties (1989) . For 
an analytical approach to insider and outsider knowledge see: 
Merton, Robert (1972) . Insiders and outsiders: A chapter in the 
sociology of knowledge. p, of, (1) , 9 -  
47. In this paper Merton argued that: 

When a transition from social conflict to intellectual 
controversy is achieved, when the perspectives of each group 
are taken seriously enough to be carefully examined rather 
than rejected out of hand, there can develop trade offs 
between the distinctive strengths and weaknesses of Insider 
and Outsider perspectives that enlarge the chances for a sound 
and relevant understanding of social lifef1 (1972, p .  40) . 



woman in our society. 

Methodological Theory 

This is an exploratory study of the marital separation 

process, in which emotions became a salient feature of virtually 

all the interviews. It was important to consider how we 

experience our emotions, which includes how we feel our emotions 

in our bodies. I: wanted to examine what we can know when we 

track the emotional content of women's and men's experiences of 

the process of marital separation. What can we learn about the 

social context in which we experience our emotions and about the 

social meanings that are given to our emotional experiences? 

To facilitate my exploratory study, I merged a sociology of 

knowledge approach with feminist methodology because I am 

* According to the doctrine of the Insider, the Outsider, no 
matter how careful and talented, is excluded in principle from 
gaining access to the social and cultural truth. The doctrine 
holds that the Outsider has a structurally imposed incapacity to 
comprehend alien groups, statuses, cultures, and societies (Merton, 
1972, p. 15). The social epistemological doctrine of the Insider 
links up what Merton states that Sumner (1907, p .  13) long ago 
defined as ethnocentrism: "the technical name for the view of 
things in which one's own group is the centre of everything, and 
all others are scaled and rated with reference to it." This 
includes the belief that one's group is superior to all cognate 
groups: "each group nourishes its own pride and vanity, boasts 
itself superior, exalts its own divinities, and looks with contempt 
on outsiderst1 (Merton, 1972, p. 17, re: Sumner, 1907, p. 13). 

Feminists in the western world have argued that women are 
Outsiders in relation to t he  established ways knowledge is 
constructed and indeed, in many ways, outside of the institutions 
that promote that knowledge. This had led feminists such as 
Lorraine Code (*1991) t o  draw attention to a question of 
fundamental concern for feminist theory of knowledge: Is the sex of 
the knower epistemologically significant? Answering in the 
affirmative, Code offers a radical alternative for what counts as 
knowledge and how it is to be evaluated ('Code, 1991). 



interested in discovering what it is we know, how we come to know 

what we know, and how we can know differently. This approach 

approximates Cook and Fonowls view of feminist methodology which 

incorporates a critique of social science and at the same time 

includes reflections on the sources and potentials of possible 

knowledge (Cook & Fonow, 1990) . 

In Cook and Fonowls survey of feminist research over a nine 

year time frame in the 19801s, they note four themes. These 

themes are reflectivity; an action orientation; attention to the 

affective components of the research; and the use of the 

situation-at-hand or concern with the everyday world (Fonow & 

Cook, 1991, p. 2). All four themes are components of the 

research methodology I have employed in this study. In addition, 

my methodology deviates from what might typically be employed in 

mainstream sociological research. I have incorporated these 

themes into my developing theoretical framework. 

Research Design 

If w e  want to explore what we know and how we come to know 

it then we must ask the people who are the knowers - in this case 

the people who are experiencing marital separation. Exploration 

requires an "openness to surprisesn ('Hunt, 1992) , which 

precludes rigid design elements. The design must emerge from the 

research (*Somers, 1992, p. 31) . As Lincoln and Guba (1985) 

point out, it is paradoxical to rigidly design a study in which 

exploration is the fundamental characteristic. 



Therefore, a qualitative research design is best suited to 

carry out an exploratory study of this nature (Arendell, 1986; 

Denzin, 1978b; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Komarovsky, 1987 ; LaRossa 

& LaRossa, 1981; LaRossa & Wolf, 1985; ~ubin, 1976; Taylor & 

Bogdan, 1984). Qualitative research is a method in which a 

sensitivity to the people is maintained and the richness of their 

situation is valued and preserved in writing about it (Berg, 

1989; Rubin, 1976). The specific research approach used in this 

study directs attention to epistemological considerations as 

outlined in my theoretical framework, incorporates feminist 

methodological principles, and follows a life history 

perspective . 

Five feminist epistemological principles, as outlined by 

Cook and Fonow (1990, p. 72-80) , guide my research: 

1. The necessity of continuously and reflexively attending 
to the significance of gender and gender asymmetry as a 
basic feature of all social life, including the conduct of 
research; 
2. The centrality of consciousness-raising as a specific 
methodological tool and as a general orientation or "way of 
seeingN ; 
3. The need to challenge the norm of objectivity that 
assumes that the subject and object of research can be 
separated from one another and that personal and/or grounded 
experiences are unscientific; 
4. Concern for the ethical implications of feminist research 
and recognition of the exploitation of women as objects of 
knowledge ; 
5. Emphasis on the empowerment of women and transformation 
of patriarchal social institutions through re~earch.~ 

See Cook and Fonow (1990, p. 72-80) for a more detailed 
examination of these five basic epistemological principles which 
are discussed by scholars who have analyzed feminist methodology in 
the field of sociology. 



The Researcher as an Instrument 

The idea of the researcher as instrument is valuable in more 

clearly understanding the role of any researcher doing 

qualitative research. Typically, research instruments are 

designed, revised and refined following pilot studies or other 

forms of instrument evaluation. In the same way, interview 

techniques and questions can be revised and refined through 

practice. However, once a questionnaire, for example, has been 

distributed for completion, opportunities for responsiveness to 

the participant ceases, unlike research in which the researcher 

as instrument is able to alter her techniques in direct response 

to an unanticipated individual need or specific issue that is 

raised. years working as community health nurse, mental 

health counsellor, and health promotion activist gave me an 

opportunity to hone my interview skills and facilitated my 

sensitivity and awareness to interview dynamics. 

The interviews were designed to be open to the participants' 

perspectives. I wanted to know their experiences. Therefore in 

my role as researcher in working with the research material, I 

had to be open to hear their experiences; open to understanding 

their experiences; open to making connections between my own 

experiences of marital separation and the various participant's 

experiences; and open to making connections between each of the 

participant's experiences, to come to know and see the whole 

experience of marital separation and how it is socially 

organized. 



But in order to be able to really hear the participants' 

experiences I found I had to continually deal with some of my own 

issues before I could deal more effectively with theirs. In 

other words I am human too. The content of the interviews were 

full of anger, frustration, anxiety, emotional turmoil, caring, 

loving and pain. I revisited these emotions over and over again 

as I worked with the research material. A t  times, the interviews 

reawakened in me some of my own life experiences. 

As a researcher, I continually worked to try to remain 

centred and balanced within myself as well as with the 

participants. This seemed to be a necessary requirement in order 

to be able to hear the participants as themselves, uncluttered, 

as much as possible, with my own issues and concerns. In other 

words, I had to work to be myself in relation to the participants 

in order to facilitate an environment that would encourage the 

participants to be more themselves. This process of being 

oneself in relation to another4 within the interview situation, 

does not preclude feelings of pain, anger, and outrage at what I 

was hearing, nor does it preclude a deepening sense of caring for 

the other as they move through the process of moving out. 

As Griffin states, feminist theory follows a direction 

"determined by pain, and trauma, and compassion and outrage" 

(Griffin, 1979, p .  31) . 

For an insightful analysis of women's growth in connection 
to others, see: Jordan, Judith V. et al. (1991). Women's crrowth in 
connection: Writinss from the Stone Center. New York: The Guilford 
Press. 



Sample Selection 

The participants were to be drawn from an "opportunityw 

sample within a large metropolitan city in Ontario, Canada. This 

sampling technique was chosen because it has been found that it 

is difficult to locate couples from which both partners would be 

willing to participate in the interview process (*Achilles, 1986; 

+Rockman, n . d . ;  Rubin, 1976; Spanier & Thompson, 1984; Vaughan, 

1985, 1986, p. 204-206). While I had acknowledged the potential 

difficulty in obtaining the involvement and cooperation of both 

spouses in the early stages of the separation process, partly 

because of their increased mobility, current distress, and safety 

risks due to the possibility of one or the other partner moving 

out of an abusive relationship, every effort was made to do so 

where there was no perceived risk to the participants. I was 

sensitive to these risks and in many cases the participants 

themselves were able to articulate the safety considerations. 

The results of the study will address the concerns that arose 

when I asked the various volunteers if they thought their 

respective spouses would be interested in participating in the 

study . 

In research of this nature, the sample size is determined in 

response to the availability of subjects and the data collected. 

I interviewed the participants a minimum of two but in some cases 

three to four times within the first six months to a year after 

one or the other partner moved out of the matrimonial home. I 

also interviewed four participants who were separated from one to 



two years. A continual analysis of data was conducted during the 

data collecting period. Due to the nature of this type of 

research, and the amount of data collected over two or more 

intensive and lengthy interviews, I was not sure at the outset 

exactly how many women and men I would interview. I initially 

anticipated that an opportunity sample of approximately six 

couples would be recruited. It was not quantity of data I was 

searching for but quality. As my study unfolded the sample size 

increased to a total of 32 participants, 22 women and 10 men (see 

Footnote 6, p. 88). Within this opportunity sample there were 

five separating couples and one other newly formed couple, each 

having left their respective spouses to live together. 

Finding the Participants 

Attempts to draw on the opportunity sample were made in a 

number of ways. First, I placed a letter, briefly describing iny 

research interests and supporting institution and funding 

agencies, in a Toronto newspaper (See Appendix A). This letter 

drew 26 of the participants, either directly or indirectly 

through their partners or a family member. The remaining 6 were 

either referred by friends who knew of my research interests 

(N=3), or by another participant (N=2) and one participant saw a 

notice posted at the university I attended. 

While I had expected the participants to come primarily from 

a major metropolitan city, surprisingly, the participants who 

volunteered lived in 14 different Ontario communities, both urban 



and rural. I travelled to their cities, towns and communities to 

interview them. Such a spread of small (N=5) , medium (N=3) and 

larger cities (N=3) and small towns (N=2) and rural communities 

(N=2) made the possibility of maintaining anonymity for the 

volunteers somewhat easier and facilitated the exploration of the 

marital separation process in a number of different social and 

economic contexts. 5 

Establishing the Participant Sample 

Following the initial responses of potential participants 

either by telephone or by letter, each interested person was re- 

contacted by telephone, and the study was briefly outlined. If 

the person appeared willing to be included in the study, attempts 

were made to work out an approach that would facilitate the 

involvement of their respective partners. I reassured the 

potential participants that I was not trying to get at the 

"truthn by comparing accounts, for each person's experience is 

what is tltruefl for them. Rather I was interested in capturing 

the varying experiences of women and men at the time of marital 

separation to understand how each tries to make sense of it over 

time, within the societal context. I expected that contact with 

the other spouse could either be made by the first spouse I 

contacted, a method found to be more successful in gaining both 

separating spouses consent (Vaughan, 1986) , or by myself, once 

To designate the populations for the various city sizes I 
used the categories that Statistics Canada developed for low income 
cut-offs for 1987 (The National Council of Welfare, 1990, p. 132). 



the preliminary consent of the "initial contactv1 spouse was 

received (See Appendix C for examples of consent forms) . 

While there were 5 separating couples who did volunteer, 

there were a number of women and men who volunteered to 

participate but whose spouses did not participate. After a 

discussion with each of the potential participants, I decided it 

was important to include all the people who had volunteered, 

regardless of whether their former partners participated or not. 

I felt their contributions would be significant in helping to 

understand the diversity and complexity of the various 

experiences of "moving outw of marriages in contemporary Canada. 

It is notable that the representation of participants for 

this research project varied by gender. Approximately two-thirds 

of the participants who volunteered were women. Initially, only 

two men volunteered directly, one by telephone with a follow-up 

letter and the other by letter. Three men volunteered along with 

their wives, having made the decision to participate before their 

wives made the first telephone call. I was able to contact three 

men through their spouses/partners. Two other men volunteered 

after receiving an invitation, in one case via a new woman 

partner and in another case by one of my friends who knew of my 

research interests. 

Once the initial contacts were made and a verbal expression 

of interest was received from each participant, a letter was 

mailed to each individual acknowledging their interest, providing 

a brief overview of the study, and noting the agreed upon 



appointment time and place for the first interview (See Appendix 

B), followed by a confirming telephone call. The time and place 

of the interviews were arranged to accommodate the participantsf 

schedules and to take into account any other relevant factors. 

Separate interviews were carried out for all the 

participants. I did not share, directly, the information 

received from one spouse with the other participating spouse. 

As part of the consent procedure, the participants were informed 

that upon completion of the study, the research results would be 

reported in my doctoral thesis and professional publications 

only. Following the ethical guidelines for social science 

research, every attempt was made to mask the informants' 

identities. 

The Participants 

I interviewed thirty-two participants for this study, 

twenty-two women and ten men. I have included twenty women and 

ten men in the analysid Included in this group are both 

partners of five separating couples and one other self-identified 

The two volunteers whose experiences are not included in the 
analysis are one woman who understood marital separation as an 
absence of one of the marital partners for prolonged periods of 
time due to work related obligations and another woman was not a 
Canadian citizen, nor was her partner. I thought the experience of 
a non-Canadian might stretch my understanding of the marital 
separation process in Canada because three other participants spoke 
of problems related to Canadian immigration laws in terms of their 
partner's ability to work in Canada. The inability to work creates 
a "socially constructed" dependency on the Canadian spouse for 
financial support, along with a multitude of other relational 
issues. 



"couple" who both left their respective partners to live 

together. 

The age range of the participants was 27 to 58 years. There 

were representatives of working class, middle class and 

professional backgrounds. In total, the participants had 47 

children. Seventeen women had children and all of the 10 men I 

interviewed had children. Five of the women did not have any 

children. 

Sample Representation 

Two thirds of the participants were women and all but two of 

the male participants became involved in the study through their 

partners or female friends. We could speculate about what this 

group of participants might represent. We could simply say that 

these are some people who read The Sunday Star on July 29, 1990 

and who had recently separated. However, if your first language 

is not English or if you are not literate, the chances that you 

would be reading an English newspaper are quite small. In 

addition, notices posted at a university would also fall under 

this explanation. There were no volunteers from the aboriginal, 

disabled, visible minorities or non-English speaking immigrant 

communities. One male participant was a practising bisexual and 

another participant was questioning her "presumedIf heterosexual 

orientation. Clearly, different sampling methods must be used to 

be able to involve research participants who would better reflect 

the diversity of the Canadian population. 



While this is not a representative sample of the total 

Canadian population, I do think we can gain considerable 

understanding of what the marital separation process is like for 

those who shared their experiences. 

One can only speculate about, and hope that future research 

will address, how much more difficult this process might be for 

women and men who make up our aboriginal population, those with 

varying degrees of disabilities, those who are visible minorities 

or newer to Canada, coming from cultures and races that may have 

very different understandings of what women and men's lives are 

Nsupposedv to be and what marriage is all aboutV7 In addition, 

since I1marriageH is only legally sanctioned for heterosexual 

couples at this point in time in Canada, I have not included any 

lesbian or gay couples or common-law couples, nor did any 

volunteer to participate in this study.' 

The Interviews 

The methodological task of this study is to gain access to 

the personal experiences of maritally separated women and men. 

Theref ore the primary 

See The National 

research tool was in-depth unstructured 

Council of Welfare, "Women and Poverty 
Revisitedft (1990, p. 112-125) for an examination of the problems of 
three groups of women [and men], " . . .  who find themselves 
particularly disadvantaged in Canadian society: aboriginal women, 
disabled women, and visible minority and immigrant women. 

See Blumstein & Schwartzl s "American CouplesI1 (1983, p. 307- 
317) for an examination of I1Who Broke Up - and Why" in their 
compelling portrayal of married, cohabiting, lesbian, and gay 
couples. 



intenriews based on a life history approach. Open-ended 

interview research explores people's views of reality; offers 

researchers access to peoplei s ideas, thoughts, and experiences 

in their own words; provides an opportunity for the researcher to 

probe deeply to uncover new clues and to open up new dimensions 

of a problem; maximizes discovery and description; produces 

nonstandardized information that accommodates differences among 

people; and allows the researcher to generate theory (Reinharz, 

1992). In these terms it is argued that a standard set of 

questions are too narrow and would restrict the researcher's 

perspective. 

Nonetheless, as the researcher, I had to establish some 

framework within which the interview could be conducted. The 

framework for the intenriews is based on a non-sexist research 

approach (Eichler, 1984, 1988a, 1988b) , using feminist 

methodology applied to the life history perspective. 

I completed two sets of intensive and extensive tape- 

recorded and fully transcribed interviews with all but two of the 

thirty initial participants, both women and men, including, in 

some cases, both partners of a separating couple (N=5, plus 1 

self-identified couple). Most of these initial two interviews 

were conducted approximately six months apart. In some cases I 

have interviewed people three or four times. Some of these 

additional interviews were at the participants request (N=8) . 

Others were conducted because I was unable to complete the second 

interview due to the participantsf time constraints (N=4). 



The purpose of the first interview was to establish rapport 

with the participant and to begin a personal accounting and 

understanding of their experiences of marital separation. The 

second and/or subsequent interviews were a continuation of the 

personal accounts of the experience of marital separation as it 

unfolded over time. These additional interviews provided an 

opportunity to probe aspects of the earlier interview that held 

promise of greater understanding through reflection on and 

analysis of the meaning of the experience as they related to the 

life history criteria. 

While I had a short set of questions to gather some 

demographic information about the participants (See Appendix 

D & E) and had designed some general guidelines on topics I felt 

might arise during the interview, along with some prepared probes 

(Appendix G ) ,  the main part of the interview was directed by the 

participants themselves. Once I completed the formal questions, 

I began with a fairly open-ended interview, asking the 

participants to talk about their experience of the marital 

separation process in whatever way they wished to, sharing 

whatever they felt comfortable talking about, beginning at 

whichever entry point seemed useful for them. The emphasis was 

on obtaining accounts of experiences of marital separation in the 

person's own terms. I wanted to capture the character and 

contours of the accounts as set by the participant (Lofland, 

1971). 

The concluding interview offered an opportunity to discuss 



any issues that may have arisen in the earlier interview/s that 

were unresolved, and to lead to closure of the interview 

experience for the purposes of this research study. Initially, 

each interview was expected to last approximately one hour, but 

the length of the interview was left to the participant. The 

first set of interviews totalled approximately 87.5 hours. The 

interviews ran anywhere from one and a half hours to five hours 

in length, with the average interview being three hours long. 

Eight of the interviews were two hours long, 7 were 2.5 hours, 5 

were 5 hours, 3 were 1.5, with another 3 at 3 hours long. Two 

intenriews ran 3.5 hours and two were 4 and 4.5 hours. When 

transcribed, the first two sets of interviews totalled over 4000 

typed pages. 

Timing of the Interviews 

I conducted the interviews early in the process of one or 

the other spouse moving out of the matrimonial home, rather than 

obtaining retrospective accounts. Researchers have noted that 

the early stages of separation plunge individuals into an intense 

state of emotional and social anomie--literally, normlessness. 

Old roles have disappeared, but new ones have not yet developed 

(Bohannan, 1971; Goode, 1956; Kitson & Raschke, 1981; Spanier & 

Casto, 1979; Weiss, 1975) . The combination of a messy coming- 

apart relationship, emotional ambivalence, and social ambiguity 

can pose a real condition of crisis for individuals and their 

families. In addition, the necessity of considering issues as 



specific as financial and legal requirements, custody decisions 

and so forth. create further confusion and add to the complexity 

of this process. It is at this point in the process of 

transformation that social systems may become more visible. I 

anticipated that in the early stages of marital separation, women 

and men would be in the process of deconstructing, constructing 

and reconstructing their "realitie~,"~ while at the same time 

attempting to preserve and maintain some level of constancy with 

their past. 

Exactly how early in the process I interviewed the women and 

men was decided by the participants themselves- My initial sense 

was that it would be appropriate to conduct at least the first 

interview as close to the actual "moving outN and or living apart 

as possible, that is within the first 3 to 6 months. However, 

the definition of the concept of early in the separation was left 

to be defined by the participants themselves. 

While I expected many participants to indicate that 

"separation" referred to the actual physical Woving outu of 

their matrimonial home, there could be variations in how people 

understood "moving out." For example, in my case, the decision 

to separate and end our marriage was made in December. Due to my 

Andrea Dworkin (1981, p. 109-110) indicates th 
social; reality is whatever people at a given time 
be. Reality is always a function of politics in gene 
politics in particular--that is it serves the 
fortifying and justifying the right to dominat 
powerless. Reality is whatever premises social 
institutions are built on. . . .  Reality is enforced by 
serves so that it appears to be self-evident." 

.at "reality is 
believe it to 
:ral and sexual 
powerful by 

ion over the 
and cultural 
those whom it 



lack of financial resources, it was not until the following April 

that I "moved outn of the marital home. I did, however, consider 

myself to be separated, though I continued to live in the 

matrimonial home for another four months. Some researchers have 

also noted that some couples who in fact are separated, continue 

to share the same housing unit while living quite separate lives 

(Cassidy, 1982). One or more subsequent interviews w e r e  

scheduled during the  six months following the first interview. 

Location of the Interview 

I took the interest, convenience, safety and comfort of the 

participants into account as the guiding factors in the selection 

of the interview location. Interviews were usually conducted in 

the participants' own home. However, some were held in the 

office of the interviewer ( N = 3 ) ,  and two were conducted in the 

offices of participants. One interview was conducted in the 

researcher's home to accommodate the convenience and privacy 

considerations of the participant. Because of the complex nature 

of this research study, the safety of the interviewer was also a 

consideration. 10 

In addition, the location of the  interviews formed the 

10 If I felt uneasy about where an interview was to be 
conducted or if I was travelling out of town, I made a point of 
informing a close friend of the location of the intenriew and the 
expected time I would be there. Following the interview I would 
call my friend to indicate I had completed the interview and was on 
my way home. If I had not called my friend within a designated 
period of time, w e  had arranged that my friend would notify the 
authorities about my expected location. Fortunately I did not have 
to implement any extraordinary measures. 



backdrop for another potential source of knowledge about women's 

and men's experiences of marital separation. For example, I 

interviewed one woman in three different homes over the course of 

four interviews because of the frequency of her moves following 

her marital separation. At the time of the first intenriew, 

another woman was essentially living in one room within another 

person's home. Her room had only a bed and a chair and all her 

personal belongings were kept in neatly piled boxes in her 

cupboard. It was as if she was trying to contain all her emotion 

and pain so it would not overwhelm her as she moved through her 

separation process. She had not been able to return to her 

matrimonial home to get any of her personal or shared possessions 

since she "moved out." 

Ethical  Issues 

Because of the sensitive nature of this study, utmost 

attention was given to the ethical issues that bear on human 

subject research. First, participants were informed, as fully as 

possible, about what their participation in the project entailed 

and they were asked to give their informed and written consent to 

participate (Appendix C) . Although social science researchers 

try their best not to place subjects in situations that directly 

and overtly jeopardize their health and well-being, research may 

involve some risk (LaRossa et al, 1985), such as emotional 

distress or anxiety. Therefore, while this study began with 

incomplete knowledge of what would transpire during the study, 



making the risks and potential benefits1' of the project 

difficult to assess fully, as close an approximation as possible 

was made. The risks were weighted and compared as carefully as 

possible to the potential benefits of the study articulated 

earlier, both to the subjects themselves and to society. 

Second, the participants were told of the "informed consent 

rule" that states that the subject should feel free to withdraw 

from the study at any time and/or to delimit an area of 

discussion at any time. LaRossa et al. (1985) noted that this 

rule is difficult to guarantee when subjects are in periods of 

stress and transition, leaving them more vulnerable to the 

skilled and/or prying investigator. This consideration may be 

complicated by the fact that degrees of sensitivity can vary over 

time, conditions and location in the process, and even during the 

actual interview itself. 

Building on my own professional and personal experience, I 

remained particularly conscious of and alert to degrees 

discomfort, anxiety, and the complexity of interview 

relationships that could leave the participants feeling 

vulnerable. If these conditions arose, I drew on my interviewing 

and counselling skills to alleviate the participants1 discomfort 

as much as possible. This may have included suggestions to move 

away from a sensitive topic; re-phrasing the subject under 

LaRossa et al. (19'85, p. 109) note that the tern "risk- 
benefit equation is by definition asymmetrical. "Risk" implies 
possibility or probability and thus is not analogous to "benefit", 
which suggests certain payoffs (May, 1978) . 



discussion such that the participant was more comfortable; 

dropping the topic to return a later time if it seemed important 

in terms of the criteria; and/or checking out with the 

participant how they were feeling about continuing with the topic 

or the interview at that point in time. 

Third, following the lead of Furstenberg and Spanier 

(1984), participants were asked to think of themselves as 

5nfoants" rather than respondents- I hoped to facilitate the 

participants' comfort level in the interview process, to 

encourage a more active role in the interview process itself, and 

to help lessen the potential feeling that the interviewer was a 

therapist. One of the reasons behind this is that flqualitative 

family research does [can] resemble a clinical diagnosis or 

assessmentw (LaRossa et al., 1985, p. 103). 

Fourth, included in the area of the risk-benefit equation 

are the two major risks of qualitative research--public exposure 

and self-exposure of the participants--Itor more specifically, the 

difficulty of masking identities and the problem of seeing one's 

personal life scrutinized and objectified" (LaRossa et al., 1985, 

p. 104). Addressing confidentiality of the data, I promised to 

mask the participants identities by using pseudonyms and/or 

fictitious biographies if or where necessary. Strict adherence 

to this practice was essential since the data derived from this 

qualitative study would be transformed into analyses, in which 

lengthy quotations and descriptions from transcribed interviews 

or obsenrations would be presented. Therefore, I informed the 



participants that public exposure was a possibility (however 

small) due to the nature of reporting of research results. 1 

offered to provide each of the participants a summary of the 

research findings at the conclusion of the study. 

LaRossa et al. note that a further complication for 

confidentiality can come from the participants themselves. 

Subjects may publicly reveal themselves, by telling their 

friends, relatives and sometimes strangers about their 

participation in the research (LaRossa, 1985) . An effort was 

made to inform the participants about the kinds of results 

typically generated by a qualitative study and to encourage them 

to consider their own privacy and safety. 

Fifth, because I proposed to gain the involvement of both 

partners of a separating couple whenever possible, I emphasized, 

as did Hess and Handel (1959, 1985,) in doing family research, 

that what one member of the couple said would in no instance be 

repeated directly to the other member. I included this in the 

information letter that was sent to each participant prior to the 

first intenriew. I also altered the identities of the informants 

( e . g . ,  changing their age, occupation and so forth) such that 

each partner would find it difficult to recognize themselves in 

the specifics of data used in reporting the results of the study. 

Sixth, because the interview sessions might reveal or 

sensitize the participants to some aspect of their life that 

could be the subject of discussion long after the interviewer has 

left and raise sensitive emotional issues, additional measures 



were considered. Every attempt was made to debrief the 

participants at the end of the session and at the end of the 

study about some of the emotional issues that were raised 

(LaRossa et al., 1985; LaRossa & LaRossa, 1985). Following the 

first interview, I also gave each participant a selected list of 

reading material on marital separation, divorce and other related 

issues and included a list of community services that provide 

support, counselling, legal and financial advice as needed. 

I was aware that discussion of sensitive issues could 

potentially make the informant feel vulnerable, upset or 

concerned about being accepted and respected by the interviewer. 

On the other hand, discussion of some of the issues could make 

the informant feel less vulnerable, because of the opportunity to 

share some of their experiences in an atmosphere of general 

acceptance and respect, as some researchers have found (Arendell, 

1986; Furstenberg & Spanier, 1984; Goode, 1956; LaRossa & 

LaRossa, 1981; Spanier & Thompson, 1984; Weiss, 1975; Weitzman, 

1985) . The responses of the majority of the participants to the 

interviews verified the latter perspective. 

Seventh, an ethical issue that I did not find in the 

literature when I was preparing for this research project and one 

that arose as 1 was reflecting on the first interview I conducted 

concerned who might be able to gain access to the tapes and 

transcript material. Because of the sensitive content of my 

first interview I had some concerns about both the participant's 

safety and indirectly, my own. My underlying concern was whether 



judges, through legal processes, could subpoena my transcripts as 

evidence for court proceedings. This issue addresses a much more 

comprehensive rendering of the research process, ethical issues 

and power relations that exist in our society. 

I found that my transcripts could be subpoenaed if the judge 

felt they could be relevant to a case that was before the courts. 

whether the researcher would consent to the subpoena is another 

issue. In this additional search for knowledge about social 

processes and practices, I also discovered that a researcher, 

while under the impression that there is some protection provided 

by their sponsoring institution and/or their professional 

association, may in fact find there is very little. 12 

Organizing and Conceptualizing the Interview Material 

The goal of a life-history is to trace an historical dynamic 

which operates both at the personal and the collective level. 

The idea is to get as close as possible to concrete individual 

women and men, picking up the way they express their 

understanding of the world around them, and hopefully to provide 

an analysis of such expressions (Plmer, 1983) . The first step, 

then, was to gather the individual experiences of marital 

separation and provide an analysis using the social-structural 

concepts outlined as a framework for the material. The second 

l2 These facts were brought to the attention of the then 
president of the professional academic association with which I am 
associated. A review of the association's ethical issues and 
policies was initiated and continues to be refined. 
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step was to seek ou t ,  through the lens of emotions and feelings, 

the similarities and differences of the individual women's and 

men's experiences, to explore their collective location in the 

historical dynamic of gender (Cornell, 1989) made visible during 

the marital separation process, and to document it in this 

research project. 13 

Berger and Kellner (Berger and Kellner 1970, p. 5 0 )  

indicated that following marriage, definitions of reality are 

continually shared. I began this study questioning whether the 

reality of married couples' lives is always mutually agreed-upon? 

Jessie Bernard (1971; 1982) found it to be otherwise. If the 

reality of married couples' lives are not always mutually agreed 

upon, what are the points of departure from this socially held 

belief? Are there joint biographies and mutually coordinated 

common memories or are there, for example, an infinite variety of 

perceptions, shifting over time as the relationship develops or 

in case of eventual marital separation, as the relationship 

begins to unravel? Could there be discrepancies between what are 

generally assumed to be normative patterns of behaviour and what 

women and men actually do? Do these perceptions and 

discrepancies vary by gender? Finally, what are the influences 

and/or impacts of family, extended families and social-historical 

l3 Connell (1987) explains that "the historicity of 
personality can be understood as the reconfiguring, by the dynamic 
of social relations [including gender], of points of tension in 
personality development and t h e  politics of personal life. . . .  
This can be done by recognizing emergent sets of pressures and 
possibilities within which the actual diversity of personality is 
composedn ( p .  2 2 4 )  . 



contexts on women's and men's constructed, deconstructed, and 

reconstructed realities during the marital separation process? 

The accounts that women and men presented had already been 

conditioned and limited in a number of ways- For example, there 

are cultural constraints on discussing certain kinds of material 

such as the l'naturalness" of women's and men's roles in our 

present marriage patterns, sexual intercourse or experiences of 

abuse. Therefore, life history material cannot speak for itself. 

As a researcher using life history, I must do the critical work 

of "fashioning the necessary concepts, of making the required 

connections and of piecing the whole life history together to 

make sense plain and scientific communication easy" (Dollard, 

1935, p. 34). I have attempted to integrate the material and 

describe the progress of the individual women and men through the 

cultural % t a ~ e . ~  A vivid and dynamic sense of the person in a 

cultural milieu is necessary in understanding the social 

construction of the experience of marital separation. 

In order to do this, I tried to keep my focus on the 

presenting issue of marital separation, noting the relationships 

between the personality forces of the individual women and men 

and the institutional patterns and processes in our society. I 

outlined the nature of marital separation as a social pattern, 

determined for it an average meaning for individuals in our 

society, and saw how persons with different backgrounds vary in 

their response to it. M y  goal was to capture the similarities 

while not losing sight of the diversity of women's and men's 



experiences. 

The Process of Working with the Research Material 

With the consent of the participants, all of the interviews 

were tape- recorded and numerically coded. The tapes were 

transcribed verbatim, including all the ~ u x r u n ~ ~ ~  and "aghs, t' and 

silences and hesitations in speech, tears welling up or crying, 

and any laughter and so for th  were noted. 

I began to computer code the transcripts of the first 

interviews according to each topic that the participants 

discussed. Then I set up separate computer files in which to 

place each categorized topic. As I moved through this procedure, 

I found this process becoming particularly frustrating. When I 

separated individual topics from the body of the transcript, I 

felt I was losing the essence of the interview transcript as a 

whole. For example, sometimes a participant would discuss a 

particular experience and that experience would precipitate 

another idea, reflection or experience. By setting each topic 

apart, I felt I was loosing the flow of interconnecting ideas and 

reflections which added t o  the depth and breadth of the interview 

itself. I also found that when I was using the computer for this 

type of analysis, I could not contain the material, to see it as 

a whole. 

I then moved to another strategy as it became evident when I 

worked with the material, that before a relevant analysis could 

be carried out I would have to transfer my sense of each 



participant's interview as a whole to the printed page. I began 

by numbering all the pages and lines of the transcripts. Then I 

worked through each printed transcript, colour-coding the various 

topics that the participants discussed. I made a main colour 

code card to use as a consistent reference and to add any new 

coding as various topics arose. Keeping the transcript as a 

whole, while manually colour coding, helped me to know and see 

the interview as a total piece. The colour coding also helped me 

to quickly locate themes. 

After completing this work, I went through each transcript 

and made a one page summary of all the topics discussed by each 

participant, noting the topic, for example, marital separation 

process, children, custody, violence, emotion and so forth, and 

the page, and the number of times the topic was discussed on the 

various pages of the transcript. At the top of each of the one 

page summaries, I included, in abbreviated f o m ,  the demographic 

information, age, number of years married, length of separation 

and so forth. I also used four major headings : how each 

participant started the open-ended segment of the interview; how 

each participant concluded the interview; why each participant 

volunteered to be part of the study; and noted the major topics 

of the interview. Below these headings I included every issue 

that was raised in the interview, including any emotions that 

were evoked in the process. I noted the pages where these issues 

were raised and counted the number of times they were discussed. 

I then counted the totals for each topic and listed the five main 



and listed the five main topics under the heading "the major 

topics of the intexviews . " 
Following this procedure I began to draw lines between 

interconnecting topics, noting the interplay of the various 

issues in the participant's total interview. This method of 

working with the data for the individual intemiews helped me to 

contain and see the total picture on one page. It also helped 

with the development of the major themes of the thesis itself. I 

then transferred the major topics to a master spread sheet, set 

up by participant code number, topic, and ranking of the topics 

by the number of times it was addressed in the individual 

interviews. In this way I was able to gain an overall picture of 

all of the interviews in relation to one another. I was able to 

see the major topics that were raised by all of the participants 

at one glance. These reoccurring topics became the focus of my 

overall synthesis and analysis. I then used the individual 

summary pages as a resource for locating the various topics and 

the pages within the transcripts, as I began to synthesize and 

analyze the research material. At this point I had 30 individual 

pages which represented the sum of the major themes and all the 

additional topics discussed by the participants in the first 

interviews. 

In addition, for the participants whose other separating 

partner was involved in the study, I drew a comparative analysis 

of the major topics of each of the former partners to reveal the 

similarities and/or differences in the major topics of each of 



their interviews, I then created two tables: the first 

illustrating the rank order of the topics of the first interviews 

by gender and the second illustrating the percentages of women 

and men who discussed these topics (See: PART 11, Synthesis and 

Analysis for Table 4-1 6L 4 - 2 ) .  

Throughout this process I continued to listen to the tape- 

recorded interviews, and re-read the transcripts. I developed a 

sensitivity to the nuances of language, to ways of speaking, to 

ways of knowing, to ways of seeing, and being that were similar 

to or quite different from my o m .  I became more sensitive to 

new knowledge being revealed, a broader based knowledge, an 

integrated, more holistic knowledge. 

Wpenness to SurpriaeaW 

As I began to work with the research material and tried to 

make sense of what the participants shared about their 

experiences of marital separation, I found I was having 

difficulty sorting out how to deal with the most salient issues 

that were so visible in the interviews. I found the standard 

forms of research analysis were constraining me. I could not 

keep all of the features of any single interview contained on a 

single page on the computer screen, to see a full picture of the 

personal experiences in relation to the whole; the emotions and 

feelings that the women and men shared with me were somehow 

getting lost in the words as I attempted to write about their 

experiences; the amount of abuse and violence that women and men 



had experienced both within some of their marriages and within 

some of their birth families deeply perplexing and troubling; I 

found the ways in which w e  as a society sometimes deal with our 

children, through generations of life within families and through 

our social institutions, alarming; 1 found the lack of 

acknowledgment of many of these issues in the literature on 

marital separation shocking; and I worried about how to represent 

the participants' experiences in ways that would honour and 

respect their contributions and at the same time be clear in the 

message that social change is absolutely necessary if we are to 

make our social world a humane, safe, habitable, and peaceful 

place for all of us to live - 

In this process, an unfamiliar experience occurred. The 

struggle I was having with trying to contain all the experiences 

of the women and men who talked with me, both in my mind and on 

the computer screen; the thoughts and ideas that w e r e  developing; 

the emotions I felt and the pain I endured as I re-experienced 

the interviews over and over again; all of this was becoming 

distilled in poetry form. 

The poetry that introduced this thesis came as I began to 

explore the deeply troubling experiences of many of the w o m e n  and 

men I interviewed. The developing theoretical perspectives that 

are a part of this thesis process emerged within the context of 

the interviews, working with the research material, synthesising 

and analyzing the data, and giving birth to the poetry. Audre 

Lorde (1984) states in Poetrv  is not a Luxurv: 



The quality of light by which we scrutinize our lives 
has direct bearing upon the product which we live, and 
upon the changes which we hope to bring about through 
those lives. It is within this light that w e  form 
those ideas by which we pursue our magic and make it 
realized. This is poetry as illumination, for it is 
through poetry that we give name to those ideas which 
are--until the poem--nameless and formless, about to be 
birthed, but already felt. That distillation of 
experience from which true poetry springs births 
thought as dream births concept, as feeling births 
idea, as knowledge births (precedes) [parentheses in 
the original] understanding (p. 36) . 

I found I was able to synthesize difficult and conflicting 

material in poetry form and to begin to develop the emerging 

theoretical component of the study itself. 

The poetry was a surprise. I had never written poetry 

before. The poetry became very significant both as a part of the 

research process, as another methodology, and as a further 

example of the researcher as a research instrument. l4 The use 

of creative ways to understand 'data" and to synthesize it for 

the researcher, readers, other researchers, and for the 

participants themselves can be regarded as yet another tool to 

convey research results in clear and concise form. As my 

thoughts flowed in poetry form the directions for future research 

and possibilities for social change were revealed. The 

participants' experiences were the inspiration and motivation to 

create a piece of work that featured feminist epistemology and 

its refusal to ignore the emotional dimension of the conduct of 

l4 Others in a number of different fields of endeavour have 
found poetry to be a resource for synthesis and analysis. An 
example is provided in a recent book by David Whyte (1994) The 
heart aroused: Poetry and the  reservation of the soul in comorate 
America. New York: Doubleday. 



inquiry. Fonow and Cook (1991) explain: 

Feminist researchers often attend specifically to the 
role of affect in the production of knowledge. To some 
extent, this is an outgrowth of women's greater 
familiarity with the world of emotions and their 
meaning. A t  another level, however, this feature is 
also analyzed for the purposes of scholarship and 
innovation. Thus, this aspect of epistemology involves 
not only acknowledgement of the affective dimension of 
research, but also recognition that emotions serve as a 
source of insight or a signal of rupture in social 
reality (Cook, 1988a) (p. 9) . 

The interconnectedness of emotions and knowledge is at this point 

not fully developed in theory. This project is a move in that 

direction. 

s-ry 

This is a qualitative study in which womenls and men's 

experiences of moving out are explored through in-depth 

interviews using the life history approach. The primary 

components of the study are the participants1 experiences and my 

interpretation of those experiences. I have approached the 

research with the attitude that all participants1 subjective 

experiences and knowledge are of value in attempting to 

understand the phenomena under study, including those of the 

researcher. 

In PART I1 of the thesis I present an overall synthesis and 

analysis of the content of the interviews followed by five 

chapters in which I analyze the significant themes that emerged 

from the woments and men's experiences of marital separation. 

The interview transcripts totalled over 4000 pages. Therefore, 



in the presentation of the material in some instances, I have 

selected for analysis short excerpts from the various 

participants' interviews to support my thesis. I have also 

developed some case studies to provide a more indepth analysis. 

I have used selections from two of these case studies in the 

different chapters where they were pertinent to illustrate the 

interconnections between the various themes raised in the 

interviews. In this way I have integrated aspects of all of the 

interviews, with a more indepth analysis of a selected number. 

This method of selection and presentation of the research 

material helps to make visible the complexity and diversity of 

women's and men's experiences, while also revealing the 

interconnectedness between the various themes that arose in the 

overall analysis. Because of the enormity of the data base, I 

have focused primarily on the first interviews for this thesis 

with passages from the second or subsequent interviews to provide 

some sense of the process of moving out over time. The second 

and subsequent interviews will be analyzed in more depth in the 

near future. 

I conclude PART I1 by integrating the emergent themes, 

analyzing their relevance to theory and practice, and providing 

some recommendations arising from the research. 



PART I1 

INTRODUCTION 

This exploratory feminist qualitative study has revealed 

that when we ask participants to talk about their own experiences 

of moving out, within a framework of their own choosing, there is 

potential for generating new knowledge leading to new theories. 

It is within this new understanding that I chose to use the 

sociology of knowledge framework for this thesis and to focus on 

emotions as an entry point into the synthesis and analysis of the 

participantst experiences. 

Of the five major topics, two themes were prominent in 

virtually all of the thirty interviews, the process of marital 

separation (N=28) and emotions (N=29). These two themes were 

closely intertwined, such that when the participants were 

discussing their experiences of marital separation, the emotional 

component of their experience could not be separated from the 

experience itself. Moreover, emotions were intricately 

intertwined in all of the other themes that were raised in the 

interviews. For the twenty-five participants who had children, 

the third major topic w a s  children (N=19) . This topic developed 

into a theme in which I captured a much more complex rendering of 

my understanding of children in the social context. Violence was 

the fourth and by far the most disturbing topic (N=10). The 

fifth major topic encompassed relational issues between the 

partners themselves (N=10). This topic was included as a part of 



the theme of the process of marital separation, although in some 

respects the discussions about husband and wife relationships had 

quite distinct and unique qualities that were similar to yet 

different from, the moving out process. 

A sixth topic, that of the process of transformation (N=8), 

was directly related to my overall approach to this research and 

as the analysis unfolded, it became a much more important focus 

of my work. During periods of both personal and social 

transformation, social systems become more visible and this 

proved to be true in my research. The seventh major topic 

addressed the participants' discussion of their birth and 

extended families (N=8), both in terms of their support or non- 

support during the marriage and "moving outtt process, and in 

relation to other aspects of their lives with their families. In 

some cases, there were connections between this topic and some of 

the other issues, such as violence, that were addressed by the 

participants. 

In the next five chapters I will introduce the participants 

and discuss the major themes that emerged during the analysis. 

In published research on marital separation and divorce there has 

been a scarcity of critical analysis on two of the major themes 

of my interviews: emotions and violence. Emotions, the most 

prominent theme along with that of the marital separation 

process, were also a common denominator for all the other major 

themes in this study. Emotions expressed, emotions suppressed, 

emotions controlled, emotions experienced, emotions contained, 



emotional support or lack thereof, roller coaster emotions, and 

variations of all of these and much much more. Emotions were 

such a salient feature in all of the interviews that I found it 

surprising that so little attention had been given to emotions in 

the research on marital separation and divorce1 or, for that 

matter, any research that addressed the human condition. 

Therefore, I chose to use emotions and feelings as a lens2 into 

the analysis of the socially constructed and gendered experiences 

of moving out. 

1) In Chapter Five I briefly introduce the participants as 

"Key People1' and include some of their explanations for 

participating in this study. I outline some descriptive 

statistics about the sample and provide some cursory analysis of 

the statistics. 

2) In Chapter Six, I address the process of marital 

separation by focusing on the process over time, rather than as 

an event which is separate and apart from one's whole life 

experience. Through the lens of emotions and feelings, I begin 

to consider how women's and men's experiences of moving out are 

socially constructed and gendered. 

3) Another topic that was prominent in all of the 

A notable exception is Spanier and Thompson's (19841, 
sensitive portrayal in Par t in s :  The aftermath of se~aration and 
divorce. 

A lens is a piece of glass or other transparent substance 
ground with one or both sides curved so as to refract rays of 
light, and thereby modify vision (Webster l s Dictionary, 1878 ,  p. 
216). 



interviews, although it was not always a dominant feature in 

terms of the frequency in which it was addressed, was the notable 

place the legal system played in women's and men's experiences of 

marital separation. Every participant was very much aware of the 

often articulated requirement to "Get Yourself a Lawyer." This 

theme was so often mentioned in the interviews that in Chapter 

Seven I address the relevant issues that arose in the 

participants' interviews related to the law and how it was 

practised. In addition, I have included some sections that are 

associated with custody and the legal system, in Chapter Nine, 

"Parents and Their Children." 

4 )  Violence, the fourth theme, is so closely 

interconnected with emotions that neither theme can be analyzed 

without including the other. Violence is the focus of Chapter 

Eight. It continues to astound me that the amount of violence 

that was revealed in my interviews has not been a dominant 

feature in the mainstream literature on marital separation and 

divorce to date. 

5 )  Parents and their children are the focus of Chapter 

Nine. The ways in which socially constructed knowledge about the 

impact of divorce on children together with some of the 

prevailing ideologies of the nuclear family, motherhood and 

fatherhood are represented and participant in the experiences of 

the participants is the focus of this chapter. 

6 )  In Chapter Ten, I present an overview of the salient 

themes in my research on the social construction of the 



experiences of moving out. I then provide a summary of what we 

knew before, what the participants shared of their experiences, 

what we know now, and consider the implications of this new 

knowledge. Some recommendations for social policy, practice and 

future research are presented. 



Table 4-1 : Rank Order of the Topics of the First Interviews by Gender 





Chapter Five 

Introduction 

In this chapter I briefly introduce the participants as "key 

people", include some of their stated reasons for participating 

in this research, outline some descriptive statistics, provide 

some initial cursory analysis of a segment of the research data, 

and note where the participantst children where living at the 

time of the first interview (See Appendix H & I for more 

descriptive details about the participants and their process of 

moving out). 

The K e y  People 

The participants are what I am calling "key people112-- 

people who were willing to go beyond their own experience and 

talk to another person, to someone they have never met before, in 

the hope that they would learn more about themselves together 

with the hope that their experience might be helpful for others 

See Appendix G for a brief description of each of the 
participants and the major topics from each person's first - 
interview. 

* I refer to the participants as "key people.I1 This concept 
came from my work in a community development, health promotion 
project, which I later explored and evaluated in my mastert s 
thesis. The idea of key people was given to me by one of the 
creative people who encouraged me to participate in that project, 
Elaine ~oilett . 



who are moving through the process of marital 

"key people" were willing to help 

themselves, and the nature of 

separation. 

some doors 

their participation, 

These 

and open 

open others 

to new understandings of the marital separation process. Their 

participation also lead 

our lives as women and men 

new possibilities of awareness 

are organized socially both within 

how 

families and outside of families. 

Reasons for Participating 

When Carol mentioned she saw the notice in the paper, she 

was looking for a support group to help her cope with her process 

of moving out. She explains: 

It was really just fate. Because I don't buy The Star that 
often. But I bought it that day and I was specifically 
looking for something on that page - a female support group. 
It was really weird. There was this "marital separation 
. I was going . . .  whee . . .  the way it happened (11-#1-2- 
6 8 > 7 5 ) .  

[Carol is a 36-year-old, university educated, 
professionally employed woman, married for 13 years and 
at the time of her first interview she was separated 
for 5 months. Carol has 3 children who reside with 
her. Their father sees the children regularly, 
although the process has been problematic at times. 
Both Carol and her husband Craig participated in the 
study. Topics: emotions; marital separation; children; 
husband and wife relationship; legal process.J3 

Becky had just moved from her matrimonial home the day the 

notice was in the newspaper. She said: 

I have never responded to an ad before. I just moved 
Sunday. It caught my eye. I sat it on my desk for two days 
and I thought. "Why not." The more you talk about it the 

Together with the participants identifying information. in 
this section of the study I have I have included the major topics 
of their interviews. 



easier it gets. My partner might be interested. We are not 
at war. I'm sure he would co-operate. It is a scary 
thought. So many friends are separating. Things are 
changing (05-Notes taken during initial telephone call). 

[Becky is a 32-year-old, high school graduate who is an 
independently-employed mother of one school age child. 
She was married for 12 years and at the time of her 
first interview she had been separated for 3 weeks. The 
child resides with Becky. The father has liberal access 
to their child. Both Becky and her husband Bernie 
participated in the study. Topics: family; children; 
marital separation; emotions & money; affairs.] 

Other participants indicated that the interview might be 

onally helpful. For example, Matt said: 

I enjoyed talking about it because it makes me . . .  realize 
that I've learned each time I do talk about it--that you 
learn a little more about yourself--or a little more about 
your feelings. . . .  I feel the more I talk about it the more I 
get out. The more my wife and I...discuss our situation--it 
makes it a little easier--a little bit easier every day (26- 
#1-70-2723~2736) . 

[Matt is a 38-year-old, high school graduate, self- 
employed, and the father of two school-aged children. 
He was married for 16 years and at the time of his 
first interview he had been separated for 5 months. 
Both Matt and his wife Marlene participated in the 
study. Topics: marital separation; husband and wife 
relationship; children; emotions; self-esteem.] 

Paul, twice married, spent considerable time reflecting on 

his own life in relation to the marital separation process during 

his first five hour 

asked, What was 

interview. 

that caught 

the interview concluded I 

your eye? What was that made 

you think you would like to respond?" 

Paul explained: 

Just because the experience...twice, and I've had so many 
emotions over it and I've had to reflect so much on myself 
over these ...y ears that I don't know, it just struck a chord 
with me when I read that article--your ad in the paper. 1 
thought, that's really interesting. I'd really like to talk 
to somebody who's interested in writing about this. I ' d  
like to talk . . .  and tell them my feelings, my story...in any 
way that can help, you know. I took a strong interest (17- 



#1-73-3031>3038) . 
[Paul is a 44-year-old high school graduate who is 
employed in the industrial sector. He is the father of 
2 children who live independently. Paul was married 
the first time for 15 years and the second time for 1 
yaar.  He was separated for 2 1/2 months. Topics: 
emotions; marital separation; ideologies; sex; husband 
and wife relationship. I 

Phyllis, who survived an incredibly abusive relationship 

started into the first interview by saying: 

Well I was really looking forward to speaking to you because 
I...I just had this thing about going and speaking to a 
counsellor or going in front of a group. U r n ,  I wasn't very 
comfortable with it and m...  it was very very difficult 
trying to deal with my husband. So it is refreshing to talk 
with someone I felt would be more of a neutral person. 
Maybe I could just tell my story and maybe it would be 
therapeutic as well. I guess one can get pretty desperate 
(01-#1-1-2>10) . 

[Phyllis is a 37-year-old, high school educated, 
professionally employed mother of two elementary school 
children. She was married for 16 years, and at the 
time of her first interview she has been separated for 
4 months. The children reside with the father- 
Phyllis is fighting for custody of their children in 
the courts. Phyllis1 new partner, Ben, participated in 
the study. Topics: violence and abuse; emotions; jobs; 
children; alcohol. ] 

When I asked why Ben had participated, he explained that 

originally he thought he was participating, hoping that by 

telling his story it would be helpful for others. But then he 

stated that if he was really honest, the interview experience had 

been very helpful to him personally, so in fact he may have done 

it for tlselfishtl reasons. 

Benls comment made me think about the social meaning of the 

word Is participating in another's project and 

finding the 

If so, does 

experience valuable for you as an individual selfish? 

this understanding also indicate that the personal 



risk, growth, and meaning that may have come from the interview 

experience can only be understood as selfish versus exploring new 

ways of learning about oneself in new and different contexts? 

Knowing that one's experience will be shared with others in print 

form is a risk-taking enterprise. That in itself speaks to the 

kind of person who volunteered. 

Many of the people who shared some of their experiences with 

me felt it important that others would "knowN what this 

experience was like for them. Sylvia said: 

When I saw your ad in the paper, I thought if this lady 
can do anything in this area, I will help her . . .  Because 
I think that's important . . .  On a more personal level, I 
think it's two years that I...I don't know that I've 
totally come to terms with everything. And I think 
sometimes my greatest fear is that 1% going to wake up 
and think it was all my fault . . .  and I 1 m  still wracking 
my brain saying, you've got to clear out the garbage 
. . .  what did you do wrong--this type of thing (21-#1-9- 
2 8 8 > 2 9 9 )  . 

[Sylvia is a 56-year-old college graduate with some 
university education. She is a self-employed woman, 
married for 28 years, and separated for 2 years. She 
has 4 children, two of whom live with their father, one 
who lives with his mother, and one who lives 
independently. Topics: emotions and ideologies; 
marital separation; transformation; children; 
counselling. ] 

Another participant, Helen, was struggling to make some 

sense of the separation process after 39 years of marriage. She 

was also dealing with society's devaluing of older women. She 

quoted a "wisen minister she admired who she said, ''knew what it 

was about" when she addressed the reasons she participated. 

Helen stated: 

"Don't ever get caught up in numbers or anything. Really 
only look all this through . . .  in terms of what you're doing 
in your life. If there is one person that you've helped, if 



you've done one positive thing for somebody then you've 
accomplished--something--something that some people don't 
ever get that often." It's very subtle and it's very quiet 
and it I s  very personal. 

And so that's really where 1% coming from. If I can 
open one door for somebody, somewhere down the line-- 
something that you write through my words or somebody else's 
words that can unlock that.,.Let them think ahead-- so that 
I could go back to the feeling that I don't have a problem 
that I'm fifty-eight (43-#1-44-1706-1720). 

[Helen is a 58-year-old high school graduate who is 
employed at three jobs, two of which are clerical. 
Helen was married for 39 years, and separated the first 
time for 7 months, followed by a second separation of 6 
weeks. She has 5 children, all of whom live 
independently. Topics: emotions; marital separation; 
violence and abuse; money or lack thereof; self- 
esteem. ] 

Other participants felt it might be helpful for other people 

to be aware of what the experience can be like--so they would not 

feel so isolated in their pain and their ever-changing reality as 

they move through this experience of marital separation. Elaine 

discussed her sense of what the research project was about. She 

had already developed some analysis around her own process and 

volunteered to go public through the medium of a research study. 

Elaine explains: 

And I think the concept of what you're talking about here 
too is the vulnerable . . .  the "vulnerable leadership". Your 
paper will be, umm... on the cutting edge of vulnerable 
leadership ...umm, of addressing those issues that aren't 
talked about . . .  and bringing them out of the closet. Because 
I ' m  sure the psychiatrists have a formula. . . it s probably 
called valium. 

. . .  And what we were talking about and I guess why I 
started talking about it was, I want to de-mystifv 
[participant s emphasis] the process. Urn, that ' s why I was 
initially so willing to talk to you. Oh, okay, I read that, 
and, "Oh, I'll be a volunteer." 1 mean I don't volunteer a 
lot, but it's not against my nature to do so. 

Because--make that public. Drop down all of the veils 
and let's see what's going on here. I don't want my name 
necessarily on it but I'm willing to have ...y ou know, in 
certain contexts for that-exposure of people's pain because 



there's pain all around us. Some of the people that you 
know well that have been in these long term relationships 
for twenty years, there is rocking smouldering pain--within 
that relationship. You know it and I h o w  it--but is it 
talked about? Not very often. It's the exception--and 
when the exception can become more of the norm, that's when 
we'll have change (53-#1-63>64-231822353). 

[Elaine is a 43-year-old, university educated, 
professionally employed woman. She is the mother of 3 
high school aged children, married for 22 years and 
separated for 6 months. The children reside with 
Elaine. They see their father when they are invited. 
Topics: marital separation; emotions; children; jobs 
and social construction; violence and abuse.] 

Elaine provided more insight into the experience of moving 

out when she indicated how her own experiences have affected her 

relational connections. 

There is a part of me though that says that I don't want to 
be a leader and I don't want to teach . . .  (pause) but m, 
that actually, umm, comes from blame. I want to blame other 
people that they don1 t know what I feel. And when I take 
responsibility for what I feel--it's my responsibility to 
share it and in the sharing is teaching. So it really moves 
in cycles. But theref s an enormous part of me, I1Well, how 
come you don't know? How come you don't know I'm hurting? 
How come you don't know that I wanted to be invited for 
dinner on the weekend?" (53-#1-64-2360,2368)- 

It seems many people do not realize the loneliness and 

isolation that can result from the experience of marital 

separation. It is as though the separated person has the plague 

and even well-meaning people keep away from the "diseased 

person." The valium that Elaine referred to, may be offered to 

kill the pain of the experience not only for the separating 

person but perhaps for the psychiatrist. But all the valium does 

is cover up the problems--the social problems. What is needed is 

to make the underlying social processes and practices that shape 

the experience visible so we can work to bring about some much 



needed constructive changes. The "key people'sft contribution to 

this study advances this possibility. 

A Descriptive Statistical Overview of the Participants 

In this section I outline descriptive statistics for the 

research participants: their ages, date of their present 

marriage, age at the time of their present marriage, length of 

marriage, length of separation, whether they lived together 

before they were married and for how long, their religion, 

education, their full-time and/or part-time paid work, and the 

number and ages of their children. I also include some data from 

the first and second interviews to illustrate the similarities 

and quite marked differences in the experiences of the women and 

men who participated in my study. For example, the development 

of new relationships following marital separation reveal some 

marked discrepancies between the experiences of the women and 

men. 

Age Range 

At the time of the first interview, the age range of the 

participants was 27 to 58 years, with the majority in their 30's 

or 40's (No=25). Hence, there was quite a spread in age (see 

Table 5-11, with no volunteers falling into the age group of late 

teens to early twenties, or any from the age group of 60 and 

above. 



T a b l e  5-1 

Frequency of Participants by Age Categories 

Female 

Total 20 

T o t a l  

Age at Time of Present Marriage 

The participantst ages at the time of their present 

marriages were from 18 to 42 for the women and from 21 to 43  for 

the men. Six of the participants, 3 women (W) and 3 men (MI, 

married at age 21; 4 (W=2; M=2) married at age 2 3 .  There were 2 

participants in each of the age ranges of 19 to 26, with one 

participant for each of the remaining ages. The median age at 

the time of the participant's present marriage was 23. 

Length of Marriage 

The marital separations represented in this study were for 

the first marriages for all but three of the participants, one 

man and two women. The length of the participants1 present 

marriages ranged from 1 to 39 years. There were 2  marriages each 

of 2 years, 17 years, and 20 years duration. There were 3 

marriages of 9 years, 11 years, 15 years, and 22 years duration. 

The average length of time the participants were married was 9.3 

years and the median length was 15.5 years. 



Length of Separation 

The length of separation, defined as the time one or the 

other partner had moved out of the matrimonial home in relation 

to the first interview, ranged from 3 weeks to 2 years. The 

majority of the 30 participants were separated for seven months 

or less (N=26, 87%). The largest number of participants had been 

separated for four to seven months (N=15, 50%) , while the 

remainder were grouped in one or two's over the 3 week to 2 year 

period time span. 

When I began to do this research I had wanted to capture the 

early stages ( e  . g . ,  approximately 6 months) of one or the other 

spouses "moving outn of the matrimonial home, seeing this time as 

significant for revealing social structures that underlie the 

marital separation process. However, when 4 participants who had 

been separated for between 1 and 2 years volunteered I felt their 

insights were very important to include. Denzin (1978, p. 11) 

points out that as "a social process, the interview relationship 

assumes emergent and not wholly predictable dimensions." M!y own 

research certainly validates this claim. 

Number of Participants Who Lived Together Before Their Marriage 

Eighteen of the 30 participants (605) had not lived together 

before they were married, some attributing this to the social- 

historical context of the times in which they were partnering. 

However, 12 had lived together prior to their marriages. Those 

who did live together before marriage were not clustered in any 



particular age group, indicating that certain cultural mores of 

the time were meaningful or relevant for some participants and 

not so for others. Of these twelve. 7 participants had lived 

together for periods of 2 to 7 months. Three participants had 

lived together for 1 to 2 years, and the remaining two for 5 and 

9 years. 

It is interesting to note some discrepancies that occurred 

between the two separating couples who responded affirmatively 

when asked if they had lived with their spouse at any time before 

their marriage. In the first case, the discrepancy was only for 

2 months, with one of the former spouses qualifying the time 

frame by saying they lived together for approximately 5 months 

and the other saying 3 months (married for 11 years). In the 

second case, there was a 1 year discrepancy. One former spouse 

said that they had lived together for 1 year and the other said 

that they each had separate apartments but were frequently 

together over a 2 year period (married for 13 years). It should 

be noted that Ifliving together" is defined subjectively as is 

"moving out. 'I 

Religious Preferences and Practices 

The religious preference for the largest number of the 

participants was Protestant (N=15. 50%). Twelve participants 

were United (W=10; M=2) , 2 men were Anglican and 1 woman was 

Mormon. Six participants categorized themselves as "Otherft. 

Three participants (W=2; M=l) categorized themselves as 



Spiritualists, 2 women noted a belief in a higher or spiritual 

power, and one woman indicated that, while she was raised as a 

Catholic, she had no particular religious affiliation, though she 

had very strong and meaningful values that she drew upon to guide 

her life. For the remaining participants, 6 were agnostic (W=3; 

M = 3 ) ,  2 were Catholic ( W d ;  M=l), and 1 man was an atheist. 

In general terms, the majority (N=23, 77%). (W=16, 80%; M=7, 

70%) of the participants indicated that they were slightly 

religious (N=7) or not very religious at all (N=16) and that they 

seldom (N=7) , (W=3; M=4) if ever attended religious services or 

activities (N=15) , (W=12; M = 3 )  . There were 3 women and 3 men who 

considered themselves to be religious or somewhat religious, 

which included attendance at religious services, twice a week to 

at least once a month. 

Participants' Education 

There was a gender difference in the participants' 

education. Five of the male participants (50%) had completed 

grade twelve ( N = 4 )  or less (N=l) , whereas over half of the female 

participants had completed not only high school but additional 

college or university education as well (N=ll). Three of the men 

had university degrees and one had a graduate degree in two 

different fields of study. The remaining half of the female 

participants had university degrees (N=9) with some of the women 

(N=3) having acquired additional university preparation in a 

second field of study (See Table 5-2). 



T a b l e  5-2  

Frequency of Participants by Educational Attainment 

Women Men Total 

High school 
Some 
Completed 

College or Trade 
Some (1 year) 6 
Completed 1 

University 
Some 
Completed 
Additional 

Graduate School 
Completed 

Total 20 

In this opportunity sample, far more women than men had 

educational preparation beyond high school and there were more 

women than men with university degrees. In terms of how this 

sample relates to the general Canadian population, the percentage 

of women with a university degree has increased over the 1981- 

1991 period, rising from 7% to 10%. While the proportion of 

women holding university degrees is still smaller than that of 

men (13%), this gap is likely to close since women presently make 

up the majority of undergraduate students in Canada (Ghalam, 

Paid Work 

At the time of the first interview, all of the men were 



working full-time (100%) and 17 of the 20 (85%) women were 

working full-time. Two of the women were working part-time and 

one woman was retired at the time of the first interview 

( A g e = 4 8 ) .  One of the woman who was working full-time also worked 

at two part-time jobs to earn enough income to pay her rent and 

daily living expenses (Age=58)  . 

The Legal C o n t e x t  

During the first interview, the participants were asked 

whether they had yet thought about or begun to make plans to 

divorce or remain separated (See Table 5-3) . Some of the 

participants had already contacted a lawyer to begin proceedings 

for a legal separation, support and custody arrangements or in 

preparation for a divorce (N=13, 43%). However, many had not 

contacted a lawyer (N=15, 502). Some of the participants 

preferred to begin the process of support and custody 

negotiations with their former spouses, without legal counsel 

(N=14) . Others were hoping for a reconciliation with their 

former partners (N=4) or were still struggling with the whole 

idea of the marital separation itself (N=2). The latter 

participants felt they could not cope with any more decisions 

until they began to deal with or at least accept some of the many 

dramatic changes that were already taking place. In addition, 

two Catholic participants were planning to apply for an 

annulment. 



Table 5 - 3  

Plans for Divorce 

Women M e n  Total 

Already divorced 
Plan to divorce 
Probably will divorce 
Plan for an Annulmentf 
Plan to remain separated 
Plan to get back together 
Do not know 

Total 

* Brackets indicate that 2 participants planned to get an 
Annulment from the Roman Catholic Church and a legal divorce. 
Annulments are seldom processed or granted until the applicant 
has received a legal divorce. 

Some Initial Analyses 

New Relationships 

New Relationships: The Men 

At the time of the first interview, 4 men were in a new 

relationship (40%) and 5 were dating (50%) . Only one of these 

men was actually living with a new partner. At the time of the 

second interview all the men had dated or were in a relationship 

and four men were cohabitating with new partners (See Table 5-41  - 

O f  these 4 men, 2 were living with their new partners in new 

housing, and 2 had moved into "her" home. Of the latter 4 men, 2 

were also living with their new partner's children. 

New Relationships: The Women 

A very different scenario with regard to new relationships 

was revealed for the women participants as compared to the men. 
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While all of the men had dated or were in a relationship by the 

second interview, sixteen of the women I interviewed had not 

dated at the time of the first interview (80%) and fourteen had 

not dated by the second interview (70%). Of the four women who 

had dated by the first interview, one was in a new relationship, 

and one w a s  in a new live-in relationship at both the first and 

second interviews. The latter woman eventually married her new 

partner. 

At the time of t h e  first interview, one separating couple 

had decided to reconcile and I interviewed them individually. 

They separated again before the second interview. She moved to 

her own apartment. Shortly after the second interview, she 

remarried and moved t o  another city. She called t o  request a 

third interview after her remarriage. Recently, she told me she 

was moving back to her former community with her new husband. 

Following the second separation, and before the second interview, 

her f i r s t  husband moved to another community where he was living 

with his new partner and her two children in her home. 

Table 5-4  

Frequency of New Relationships at the Time of Interviews 

No Dating Dating New Relationship Live-in 

W M W M  W M W M 

Interview #1 16 1 2 5 1 3 1 1 

Interview #2 14 0 4 1 1 5 1 4  



Moving O u t :  A [Safe] Place to Go 

The number of physical moves from one residence to another 

during the separation process was quite extraordinary. With all 

the other phenomenal changes tha t  occur during marital 

separation, the sequence of planning, searching for, financing, 

packing, unpacking, and changing residences can be totally 

disruptive for everyone concerned. Complicating the moving out 

process even more, in cases where violence has occurred in the 

marital relationship, is the need to find a safe and supportive 

place to live. 

I did not ask specifically about the number of residential 

moves that each of the participants experienced during the time 

frame of my interviews. However, during the course of the 

interviews, each participant volunteered the housing information. 

By the first intemiew, there had been a total of 21 moves. 

By the second interview, the total number of moves for all the 

participants, excluding 10 still living in their own homes, was 

thirty-seven. Of the 30 people I interviewed, only eight women 

and two men (1/3), were still in their matrimonial homes 

following the second interview. 

Sixteen of the women discussed violence or abuse that their 

former spouses inflicted on them, as contributing to their 

reasons for moving out of their marriages. None of the men moved 

out because of being subjected to violence or abuse by their 

former spouses. (See Appendix H for details and reasons for the 

moves) . 



Houses Sold 

At the time of the participants' marital separations, 20 of 

the participants owned and lived in their own houses. This in 

itself is a reflection on the economic status of the opportunity 

sample in terms of the joint incomes of the separating couples. 

Subsequently, there were 3 houses sold by the first interview, 

and another 3 by the second interview, with another 4 listed for 

sale. This situation reflects, I think, a sad state of affairs 

for the women, the men and their children who, among all the 

other profound changes they have to undergo during this painful 

process, must deal with the loss of their family home.4 Five 

houses were retained by the participants, 3 by their partners ( 2  

males and one female) and one home was retained by the child of a 

participant. Ten of the participants did not own a house at the 

time of the marital separation. They lived either in rented 

apartments, rented houses, or lived in co-operative housing. 

In the following chapters I will be focusing on, among other 
prevailing ideologies, the prevalent belief that the tlpublic worldu 
of economics and work has little to do with the "private worldt1 of 
family and households. In the situation where so many homes change 
ownership during the marital separation process, it seems clear 
that the two worlds are very much interconnected. For example, the 
way the New Family Law A c t  (1986) is structured at present creates 
a great boom for the real estate market and provides additional 
income for the lawyers who service the sellers and the purchasers. 



The Children 

The thirty people I interviewed had a total of 47 

childrenS5 There were 15 females and 30 males. Of the twenty 

women, fifteen had children (N=37). The ten men I interviewed 

all had children (N=20) . Ten of these children are repeated in 

the count for the women. Two people had more than three 

children, one had 5 and the other had 6. Five people had 3 

children each, ten people had 2 children each and four people had 

1 child each. Five women had no children. 

A t  the time of the first interviews, the children's ages 

ranged from 1 to 38, with 23 in the age range of 1 to 11, and 

another 13 in the age range of 14 to 20. The remaining 12 were 

spread over the age range of 22 to 38. The age range for the 15 

females was 1 to 30 and for the males was 2 to 38. 

The Men and Children 

Only two of the men, Ron and Matt, had their children living 

I use the term "childranll to refer to all the children and 
young adults whose parents were participants in my research 
project. "Childrenw hardly seems appropriate as a term for young 
people who are independent of their parents, and some of whom are 
married with their own children. In fact, our society has not 
created an appropriate word for children who are now adults. 
Perhaps this reflects an ongoing social sense of parental ownership 
rather than an understanding that children who should be respected 
as unique individuals who we have the privilege of "raising" until 
they can be independent and self-sustaining. Perhaps, if we as a 
society valued our children more, and thought about the "raising" 
of children as an important social responsibility, both for the 
parents of the children and for all of us collectively, we would 
treat children and their concerns with more dignity and respect. 



with them on a regular basis (20%). Ron has custody of two of 

his three children following a custody battle in which he 

declared his wife an "unfit" mother. An assessment through the 

Official Guardian's Office and a court case w e r e  part of this 

process. In Matt's case, a joint custody arrangement was 

arranged between Matt and his wife Marlene without t h e  assistance 

of lawyers. The two children remained in the matrimonial home 

while the parents moved in and out on alternate weeks. 

Two other male participants, Jim and Paul, had children who 

were living independent of their parents, though one of Paul's 

children lived in his former matrimonial home. Paul and his 

second wife found new housing in another city. The remaining six 

men's children resided with their mothers and the fathers had 

access through a variety of visitation arrangements. One of 

these men, Bernie, had very liberal access, an arrangement he and 

his former spouse Becky had worked out independently of an 

outside party such as a lawyer. 

The Women and Children 

Of the fifteen women with children (75%), ten had the 

children living with them (50%); Marlene and Matt had equal 

access with the parents moving in and out of the matrimonial home 

on alternate weeks; and Jane's children moved between their 

parentsf two residences on alternate weeks. In this latter case, 

her husband charged Jane w i t h  mental cruelty and declared her to 

be an "unfit" mother. During the first interview, Jane told me 



that the lawyers had suggested that: 

The best thing to do right now is to go week to week. We're 
going through a psychiatric assessment to see who'd be best 
fit. husband wants. . .he wants to keep it week to week 
but I don't. I don't know where to start..-I'm going to cry 
(55-#1-5-130>133) . 

[Jane is a 28-year-old college educated mother of 2 
pre-school children, who was married 8 years, separated 
for 6 months,] 

Becky and Bernie worked out an arrangement between 

themselves for free and liberal access to their child, with the 

child's principal residence being with the mother. Of Sylvia's 

four children, one lived with her, two with their father, and the 

older t w o  children lived independently. JilLand Helen had older 

children who lived independently, although in Helen's case, one 

son had returned to live temporarily with his mother following 

his own marital separation. 

Phyllis had been trying to gain access to her two children, 

including overnight access, since she left a most abusive 

relationship. Phyllis had been to court five times. Her husband 

had not yet agreed to an assessor to investigate which parent was 

more "fitu to care for the children. Phyllis described some 

horrendous experiences of violence that she was subjected to by 

her husband. Many of these experiences had never been revealed 

to another person before the interview situation. 

The "Separating Couplesn with Children 

A variety of accommodation arrangements had been planned by 

the separating couples with children. In Becky and Bernie's 

case, the child's primary residence was with the mother, but the 
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father had very liberal access. Another couple, Marlene and 

Matt, had equal access to their two children through a joint 

custody arrangement. In another situation, the two children 

resided with their mother Ellen, and their father, Ed, saw them 

when it is convenient. Ed lived with his new partner and her two 

children. None of the three couples had sought legal advice in 

these matters, choosing instead to work out a mutually agreed 

upon arrangement. 

In Carol and Craig's case, their children resided with the 

mother. Craig typically saw them on alternate weekends, although 

this process had not run smoothly over the early months of the 

separation and legal counsel had been sought. Jill and Jim, the 

last of the separating couples I interviewed, had 2 children who 

lived independently of their parents. 

The "self-identified couple,' Phyllis and Ben, each have two 

children but neither had custody of the children. I have already 

discussed some of the concerns around the custody of the children 

for Phyllis in relation to the 'good father." Ben, her new 

partner, had been able to work out an arrangement with his former 

wife in which he is able to have his two children every other 

week-end and maintain regular contact with them. Shortly after 

the initial separation, Phyllist former husband and Ben's former 

wife joined forces and created a great deal of havoc, not only 

for each of their former partners, but also with their former 

partner's working colleagues, lawyers, extended families, and 

friends . These events were apparently ins tigated by Phyllis ' 



very abusive ex-husband. The custody arrangements during this 

period of time were incredibly contentious and stressful. This 

particular situation will be discussed and analyzed in more 

detail in Chapter Nine. 

The Women Who Do Not Have Children 

Five women did not have children (25%). Ginny referred to 

her husband of two years as a child. Anita spoke of one of her 

dogs a "surrogaten child. This dog was replaced by two puppies. 

Anita told me that she and her husband had "made a commitment" to 

raise these two dogs. Anita also stated that, Itmy husband did 

not particularly . . .  care to have a family. I was ambivalent, I 

guess and just, you know, basically it never happened" (27- 

#1-39-1488>1490). She was married for 10 years. 

During Joanne's 2 year marriage, she experienced a 

miscarriage. This pregnancy was denied by her husband. He said 

she was probably suffering from menopause. Another woman had an 

abortion within my research time frame. This unplanned and 

unwanted pregnancy occurred with a new partner, following her 

marital separation. She was married for four years. Pat, the 

fifth woman, indicated that both she and her husband had made the 

decision not to have a child. She was married for 15 years. 

These last three women were emotionally and psychologically 

abused by their former husbands and in two of the three 

relationships the women were also physically battered. 



s-ry 

With this summary of the participants1 characteristics and a 

snapshot of some of their experiences, I now turn to a more 

complex set of relationships, the broad social-structural, 

collective, and embodied aspects of the process of m a r i t a l  

separation i n  our s o c i e t y  and the social meaning we can derive 

from those processes and practices. In the following chap te r s  I 

track the emotions and feelings of the participants in the 

various contexts, deepening the analysis of their experiences to 

shed light on the ways we live and the forces that control our 

lives. In Chapter Six I begin by analyzing moving out, the 

process of marital separation over time. 



Chapter Six 

MOVING OUT: T&g MARITAL SEPARATION PROCESS 

Gradually those flashes of insight, which at times 
could seem like brushes with madness. began to demand 
that I struggle to connect them with each other. to 
insist that I take them seriously. 

Adrienne Rich, 1986, p .  3 

Meaning is not a quality inherent in certain experiences 
emerging within our stream of consciousness but the result 
of an interpretation of past experience looked at from the 
present Now with a reflective attitude. 

Alfred Schutz, 1962, p .  210  



Introduction 

Elaine: Well, let me think. Where would I start? I 
actually think that divorce and separation happen...a long 
time before the actual moving out process. And it happened 
for us over a period of about six years. And it was, you 
know, llDo 1 have the guts?11 You know this isn't in our 
social histories. Itour families don't expect this kind of 
behaviour. Agh, we're really not getting along. You're not 
beating me up or locking the door and keeping me out of the 
house." And there's not a lot of strong verbal battles 
going on. U r n ,  there's a lot more that's unsaid. 

And in that process, separation had been continuing for 
many, many years prior to the actual moving out (53-#2-8- 
252L263)  . 

[Elaine is a 43-year-old university educated, 
professionally employed woman. She was married for 22 
years, separated for 6 months and is the mother of 3 
adolescents. I 

Regina: I remember the first hour I spent with my 
therapist. She said, "Why are you here?" I couldn't at 
that point say, "I'm here because I need to be stronger to 
get out of my marriage." Although it existed at some plane 
without words. I said, "1 have to get rid of all this 
anger. " 

And I was angry. I was angry about him abandoning me 
when I had the miscarriage, around the whole circumstances 
of my son's birth, my illness ... everything following. I 
knew I was really angry and I knew I had never been taught 
how to be angry. My attempts at showing anger had always 
been unsuccessful. And that's what was so good about going 
to a therapist with my son, because 1 didn't know how to 
deal with his anger either. So it was good to go to learn 
from his techniques. But that vocabulary of feelings 
that . . .  that . . .  (33-#1-57-2097>2112) 

. . .  So much about women's anger has been trivialized by 
men. What's the matter? Are you having your period?" 
Where I grew up if you had a legitimate complaint, you were 
having your period or else you're a "bitch." And there is 
no where . . .  I guess in my experiences...no where in my 
experiences have I ever been allowed to be angry (33-#1-58- 
2128,2141) . 

[Regina is a 39-year-old, university educated, 
professionally employed woman. She was married for 9 
years, separated for 7 months and is the mother of one 
child. I 



Craig: Okay. Lets go back . . .  maybe we could start with the 
first one [separation three years earlier]. Because I feel 
that I've had-two distinctly-different experiences. I was 
in another province on business and found out through a 
series of..-errors that my wife had run off with somebody 
else that weekend. Now this was a complete . . .  total shock to 
me. And the events that followed that one were 
distinctively different then what happened this time . . .  for 
me personally . . .  the experiences that I went through. 

And on this occasion 1 was the one that l e f t  on my 
initiative. The first time it was enormously difficult. It 
was like my whole world collapsed. You lose your family 
. . .  at that time w e  had a family business too . . .  and you just 
felt like you've lost everything. It was no longer possible 
to keep the business . . .  which was a dre arn...y our family. 
You realize suddenly it s gone. Everything you ve worked 
for is essentially gone. Your friend, everything, the 
works. So what I experienced was very traumatic. 

The pain that that one brought about was . . .  it took 
months to get over before I could actually feel . . .  self worth 
again. And over a period of roughly the six months that w e  
were separated . . .  we eventually got back together . . .  we worked 
something out. We tried it for . . .  roughly a period of three 
years and this time I was not happy with the way it was 
working out and this time I left. 

And so that experience was different because I knew it 
was coming . . .  and it-had happened over a period of three or 
four month's worth of thinking about it and planning about 
it so when I did move out the-shock was much-less dramatic. 
You've already dealt with . . .  the loss of your kids almost. 
The things that you're going to lose and give up you've 
already dealt with. The marriage in my eyes was a 
failure . . .  and some of that loss you've already experienced 
the loss and well, so what. But I know the experience for 

spouse th 
[Craig 
profess 

is time. 
is a 34- 
ionally 

. .it was 
year-old 
employed 

- 
tough for her. 
university educated, 
man who is the father three 

school-aged children. He was married for 13 years, 
separated the first time for 6 months, reconciled for 3 

followed by a 5 month separation. The children 
reside with their mother. Craig sees his children on a 
regular basis, although the visiting process has been 
problematic at times.] 



The primary theme in all of the interviews, together with 

emotions, was the marital separation process itself.' With a 

focus on emotions, in this chapter I will provide some examples 

of the variety of ways the marital separation process can unfold 

over time, followed by an indepth examination of two case studies 

which illustrate how the marital separation process is socially 

constructed, and conclude with an example of a transfornative 

process which involves attempts to move out of some of the 

present stereotypes of masculinities and femininities. 

The Process 

Marital separation is a process, not a static life event 

(Riessman, 1990). It often is a prolonged process with early 

signals that begin, at times, even before the marriage itself, 

and it may continue long after the legal divorce. Marital 

separation can be a transformative process as women and men 

deconstruct, construct and reconstruct their lives as separate 

Marital separation was not one of the top five "specificn 
topics for two women who were subjected to horrendous abuse by 
their husbands. But it was clear from the interviews that the 
abuse was integral to these woments decision to move out. One man 
did not include marital separation as a specific topic. His major 
topics included emotions, followed by his job, his children and 
violence. In this man's case the violence he spoke about was not 
experienced within his marriage and was not related to his decision 
to separate. The violence he spoke about occurred following his 
separation, in relation to his new partnert s abusive husband and in 
relation to what occurred at his place of employment following his 
disclosure of his new relationship. Therefore, while marital 
separation was not in the top five specific topics, it was the 
number one theme of his interview. 



and apart from their marital partners1. Inevitably it is a 

process fraught with intense and riveting emotions. 

Anne: nYou N e v e r  Think T h a t  It's Going to Come to Thism 

Even though statistics reveal that large numbers of people 

separate or divorce, few of the women and men I interviewed had 

considered the possibility, when they were married, that they 

would ever separate or divorce. 

Anne: I don't know. U h . .  . [pause]. Well you never think 
that it's going to come to this. When you get married, you 
don't thi *...that it's ever going to ... end up being 
separated or divorced or whatever. You know but when it did 
happen . . .  it's funny because a lot of people weren't 
surprised that we did separate . . .  like people could see 
things differently than I saw them (41-#1-7-203>209) . 

[Anne is a 29-year-old, college educated mother of one 
pre-school child, who did paid work in her home. She 
was married for 6 years and separated for 4 months.] 

Anne had left an abusive husband who was convicted for 

assaulting her. Her feelings of sadness and disappointment about 

the w a y  her marriage unfolded are mixed with a realization that 

witnesses to a marital relationship may see the evolving process 

more clearly than the participants themselves. 

Jane: A Rocky Foundation 

Upon reflection, others noted that their marriages started 

on a rocky foundation. For example, Jane had been very close to 

her father. Along with other members of her family, she had 

often tried to help him deal with his personal struggles, 

including alcoholism, struggles which had plagued him for some 

time. Jane and her husband decided to marry just a short time 



after her father had killed himself. 

Jane: I dont t know where to start. (pause, sigh) I'm going 
to cry. (nervous chuckle) I guess I knew even before I 
married him, that it was wrong. Umm...That year . . .  (crying) 
1'11 just cry for a bit and then 1'11 be fine. I had my 
first good day on Tuesday and I see a therapist usually 
about once a week and I went in there and I was so happy and 
I said, "This is the first day since I've separated that I 
feel great and I was all just ohhhhhhh, I could enjoy this 
day because it's the first one that I've had. 

And yesterday was a pretty good day too so that's two 
in six months that I've had. So it's a start and it makes 
me realize that awhile back I thought it was the end of the 
world type deal and now it makes me realize I can look ahead 
(55-#1-6-159>175) . 

[Jane is a 28-year-old college educated service sector 
employee, married for 8 years, separated for 6 months. 
She is the mother of 2 pre-school children.] 

Jane was in tears as the interview started. The accumulated 

pain and hurt was evident throughout the interview. Nonetheless, 

Jane begins to see that even though I1a while back she thought it 

was the end of the world,' now she "can look ahead." With the 

help of a supportive family and therapist, she is coming to grips 

with her father's suicide compounded by the difficulties in her 

marriage and in her process of moving out. 

Diane: Roots into Earlier Experiences 

The marital separation process can have roots that stretch 

back into childhood and early adult experiences. Diane reveals a 

history of silences and accumulated pain as she explains some of 

the complexities of the moving out process. 

Diane : 
him. I ' 
about hi 
drinking 
covered 
covered 

told them the b 
.e protected him 
manic stages. 
I covered for 

or his parent's 
or my own sake. 

loody truth because I had protected 
for seventeen years. I told no one 
I told no one about the tremendous 
him for the children's sake. I 
sake, who asked me to do this. I 
Well, four years ago when the 



girlfriend...they said, "Let's keep this under wraps.'' I 
covered up for everybody and what did I get? I got a kick 
in the teeth. I got someone who said, "Isn't she a chump. 
Boy, she doesn't ask any guestions. She doesn't make me 
tell her where I've been and what I'm doing when I don't 
come home." And of course he was lying, "1 was at a 
meeting. 

- 

Marg : Sure. 
Diane: And if he said he was at a meeting, I believed he 
was at a meeting. "And this is wonderful, I can keep her 
dancing by giving her a gift." 1 mean, I got a car this 
year for my birthday and he was well into this affair. And 
last year was the surprise party of course. "And I can just 
keep her dancing around here while I go on my merry way." I 
don't know really if he knows what he's done. I think he 
does but he's so sick now that . . .  as everybody says, he's 
crazy. I mean he's just gone nuts (31-#I-23-896,917). 

. . .  And so this separation is really not the 
disintegration of this marriage to this man but also what it 
has done is brought out the horrendous pain of forty years 
ago that I never dealt with. And the anger that's directed 
at my husband, the anger at my parents, my mother for 
dying . . .  which is irrational. 
Marg : No, it s not irrational. You lost someone who cared 
for you. That's not irrational. 
Diane: I mean everybody. And I had a lot of boyfriends but 
I had one deep romance and he ended that with . . .  that was at 
the end of first year university. So all I've had is 
abandonment all these years. So while 1% talking to you 
now, I'm talking just not about really a marriage that's 
broken up but a whole life of abandonment and that is what I 
have to deal with. And that's why it's going to take a 
while (31-#1-33-1315>1328) . 

[Diane is a 47-year-old, university educated woman, who 
was professionally employed in the past, and was 
working part-time when she separated. She was married 
for 22 years and separated for less than 4 months.] 

Diane's mother had died when she was ten years old. She 

reveals that forty years of accumulated pain and unresolved loss 

and anger together with the "disintegration of this marriage1' is 

at root of her present situation. She had learned very early in 

her life that it was not okay to talk about her personal hurt and 

pain. In fact, it appears that she did not have anyone who could 

really hear her hurt, her sense of loss and grief when her mother 



died. Because she lacked what she understood to be a family, she 

worked extraordinarily hard to keep her marital family intact. 

Diane explains: 

I also have 
family, and 
proportion t 
lack of root 

a very strange 
so this family 
o what it shou 
s, the death o 

background where I didn't have a 
took on proportions quite out of 
Id have been, Because of my own 
f my mother, my father being 

absolutely useless--I supported him emotionally, a terrible 
second marriage, a hateful stepmother who's hated me for 
thirty-five years--there's nothing there. This family took 
on this immense, enormous importance to me. So that's why I 
did what I did (31-#1-24-937~946) . 

. . .  So when you talk about my separation or divorce or 
whatever, it's pretty hard to talk about it just in terms of 
my husband. I almost have to put the whole thing into this 
enormous life experience, history of a person who, as a 
little girl, coped and she just kept coping and never 
expecting very much because she never got it after she was 
ten (31-#1-35-1410>1417) . 

Diane's testimony reveals how difficult it can be to finally 

face the reality of an unhealthy marriage and, that some of the 

incredible pain individuals feel may have roots in earlier 

experiences. Our society often does not provide supportive 

passages through our life processes. In many cases, both the 

"witnesses as well as victims are subject to the dialectic of 

traumaff (Herman, 1991, p .  2). For example, when Diane 

experienced her mother's death, her father was also experiencing 

his wife's death, thus complicating the possibility of her father 

being available to assist Diane through her own grief and loss. 

If not facilitated, these passages can become blocked, only to 

surface again as new crises present themselves. 2 

Herman (1991) discusses the course of recovery from post- 
traumatic stress noting that, "The course of recovery does not 
follow a simple progression but often detours and doubles back, 
reviewing issues that have already been addressed many times in 



Alice Miller (1988/1990, p .  6) argued that children need 

Itenlightened witnessesw in their lives, potential helpers who do 

not shrink from unequivocally taking the side of the child in 

protecting the child from power abuse on the part of adults. 

Diane could have benefited from such a witness at the time of her 

mother's death. In the same way, adults in the midst of major 

crisis in their lives, such as marital separation, need to feel 

safe to experience their emotions and pain and to be able to talk 

about them in the presence of enlightened witnesses, such as 

informed and encouraging friends , family, therapists and other 

community members. 

Diane reveals that, "The pain is so awful, I can't stand 

this. I should have put up with it [that is, stayed in the 

marriage] . "  "How long is the pain going to go on?" "Yesterday 

was good. Maybe three days ago wasn't so good" (31-#1-37- 

1496>1498). The process of moving out can be bewildering. 

Diane: It rolls. It keeps rolling. I go over in my mind, 
over and over what he's done to me. And it's so 
unproductive. Terribly unproductive. It's ludicrous. 
Because I think what I1m trying to sort of say, "You did the 
right thing. You did the right thing." I know I did the 
right thing [throwing her husband out] (31-#1-39-1580>1584). 

People need to talk about their experiences, and continue to 

talk until they have sorted out some of the meaning of their 

experiences (Herman, 1992) . In this way, their experiences can 

be integrated in constructive ways into their present and future 

lives. Herman (1992) argued that "recovery can only take place 

order to deepen and expand the survivorls integration of the 
meaning of her experience" ( p .  213) . 



within the context of relationships; it cannot occur in 

isolationu ( p .  133) . 

The 
the 
her 
ass 
of 
rea 
mv 

first principle of recovery is the empowerment of 
survivor. She must be the author and arbiter of 
o m  recovery. Others may offer advice, support, 
istance, and care, but not the cure. ...In the words 
an incest survivor, 'Good therapists were those who 
.lly validated my experience and helped me to control 
behaviour rather than trying to control me1 l' 

- A 

(Herman, 1992, p .  133) . 

Helen: Avoiding Confrontation, Burying the Pain 

Marital separation can be a slow and simmering process until 

a catalyst finally brings it to a boil, flinging the lid off and 

leaving raw and vulnerable gaping wounds which can be very slow 

to heal. Helen relates such an experience: 

I didfilt really want to address, get into the real 
confrontation and this is probably what was . . .  I buried it 
all over and over and over again. So when it became 
blatantly open [her husband's most recent affair] and I 
could no longer not address it. This is why the impact 
would be a little stronger. And a little more devastating 
and little more a little wrenching my life asunder, is 
totally how I feel. Urn, and I'm dealing with that and a 
lot of the time I'm dealing with it relatively well. 

On a day like yesterday where I end up with everything 
fragmented--nothing. I can't concentrate; I1m crying; I'm 
scared; I have a rapid heart beat; I pace and I feel like I 
just want to jump right out of my skin. And I finally 
reached out to a friend and went to her house from about 
1:30 until about 10:30 last night. And then came back and 
was calm . . .  And 1 never know when that anxiety is going to 
attack me. When it does, it's just totally debilitating. I 
can't get over the impact and I think, Wow long is this 
going to go on?" No one can answer that (43-#1-36- 
i385>1402) . 

[Helen is a 58-year-old high school graduate, who is 
employed at three jobs, two of which are clerical. 
Helen was married for 39 years, and separated the first 
time for 7 months, followed by a second separation of 6 
weeks. She has 5 adult children.] 

Helen's parents were alcoholics. Very early in her 



childhood Helen's parents told her not to talk about the problems 

that were occurring in her family. She carried these secrets and 

unresolved hurt and pain into her marriage. She had learned to 

present a strong front, to cover up all of the difficulties both 

she and her husband were experiencing. When it finally became 

"blatantly open,lr the impact was "a little stronger," "a little 

more devastating," "a little more wrenching my life asunder." 

During the course of the first interview, Helen also 

discussed the recent suicide of her friend Noreen. The intensity 

of her own pain together with the memory of her friend's death 

had raised the possibility of thinking about ending her life too. 

But Helen has a history of being a survivor. She sought the help 

of her friends and a supportive and insightful doctor and a 

therapist. She confronted these feelings head on as she recalled 

the devastation that she and her friends felt following their 

mutual friend's suicide. She did not want her family and friends 

to deal with such a trauma as a result of her actions. 

Thoughts of suicide reveal the extraordinary disruption, 

intense pain, and bewildering anomie that can be part of the 

process of moving out. The lack of constructive guidelines to 

facilitate moving out of old ways of living can make this an 

individually devastating and privatized experience. 

Anita: "It Came Right O u t  of Left Fieldn 

mrital separation can appear to be totally unexpected by 

one or even both parties. Anita describes her experience: 



Oh it was a total state of shock though (nervous chuckle), I 
mean, it came right out of left field [her husband's sudden 
"moving out" to live with another woman in another city]. I 
mean I thought we had one of the most secure relationships 
going. So when this whole thing transpired, I mean it 
took . . .  I was numb for two weeks. I mean it basically took 
me two weeks--1 didn't know what day it was to put it quite 
bluntly. I would have to remind myself consistently during 
the day what reality was. Because I found myself being 
lulled into almost believing that this was not happening and 
that I had to be imagining it. 

And it was the same thing I mean, when I slept at 
night. I mean I would wake up and I would be so confused 
and 1 wouldn't know over what and I would have to rethink 
everything that had transpired over the previous week or 
two, to try to set some . . .  make some sense out of it and 
determine what again was real and what wasn't. And 
sometimes it's still like that you know; I find myself...I 
mean I shake my head at times. I can't believe that the 
past two months have gone by (27-#I-7-211>230) . 

[Anita is a 48-year-old, college educated, professional 
woman, who has retired. She was married the first time 
for 3 years, the second time for 10 years, and has been 
separated 2 months. She has no children.] 

Anita is in a state of shock. She is numb. She can barely 

believe what has happened to her. She was totally unprepared for 

what transpired, since she had been given no warning. Her 

husband had been married before. His first wife had killed 

herself some time after their marital separation. Anita said 

that her husband had met a woman who reminded him of his first 

wife and he precipitously left his second marriage, his job, and 

his country to live with his new partner. 

Patterns of violations and disconnections, if left 

unresolved, can continue to influence our present interactions 

and relationships (Miller, J. B., 1988) . Our inattention to 

these elements of our personal history is socially organized. 

For example, social guidelines to deal effectively with loss, 

death, grief, pain, and violations are often limited in western 



culture (Kubler-Ross, 1969). We are more likely to celebrate 

success but we often deny the gifts of knowledge and insight that 

can be received from working through what is experienced as 

personal pain, anger, loneliness, trauma, and grief (Herman, 

1992; Miller, A . ,  1988; Moore, 1992) . 

By denying our emotions, especially sadness and anger, we 

curtail the possibility of knowing ourselves and others in a much 

more complete sense. For it is in the process of reconstruction 

that "the trauma story undergoes a transformation, but only in 

the sense of becoming more present and more real" (Heman, 1992, 

p. 181). Herman states that "the fundamental premise of the 

psychotherapeutic work is a belief in the restorative power of 

truth-telling1? ( p .  181). Testimony can become the ritual of 

healing. 

Testimony has both a private dimension, which is 
confessional and spiritual, and a public aspect, which 
is political and judicial. The use of the word 
testimony [emphasis in the original] links both 
meanings, giving a new and larger dimension to the 
patient's individual experience (Herman, 1992, p. 181). 

Talking about our personal sorrows and our personal delights 

can promote a sense of connection between individuals themselves, 

between the individual and the community, and between the private 

and public worlds, thus making our personal experiences 

political. 

Ed and E l l e n :  Differences in Perceptions 

The process of separation can take shape over what seems to 

be a recent series of events that eventually motivates one of the 
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partners to leave. This departure often leaves the remaining 

partner in a confused and disorganized state. When Ed, for 

example, knows he wants to move out of the marriage, he enlists a 

counsellor to get some help with this process for himself and for 

his wife, Ellen. 

Ed: Umm. . .And I wanted to sit down with somebody who said, 
tlOkay, now that you're separating let's understand what the 
process . . .  involves.ll When I go through this life again, 
Margaret, 1'11 know much more about the whole process than 
what I understand now. And I feel it's more than 
appropriate to find a professional who has taken . . .  many . . .  
people . . .  through this process. When I need glasses I go to 
an optometrist. when I need help . . .  that's the direction I 
lean to. I ' m  not nearly as mechanical as it sounds. I'm 
not as clever as I think I am and I think there are other 
people out there who can help me. 
Marg: Or you had also indicated that . . .  when you are in a 
relationship you can't be as objective because you're very 
much involved and it's very hard to pull . . .  out. 
Ed: Yuh. I needed somebody to help us with the separation 
(20-#1-20-739>755) . 

[Ed is a 43-year-old, graduate-level university 
educated, professionally employed father of two school- 
aged children. He was married for 22 years and 
separated for 1 1/2 months.] 

Ed's wife, Ellen, knew that their marriage was in trouble. 

However, she was struggling with the very idea of separating. 

The marital separation process can be especially difficult for 

women and men who cannot even conceive of being separated. 

Conflicts between socially constructed ideologies, "until death 

do us part," and women's and men's realities are often difficult 

passages to navigate. For example, Ellen explains: 

It's just sort of . . .  I don't know . . .  whether it's a bad 
marriage, you don't get along but you never separate. You 
just don't do that. And I used to sit there last year and 
it got worse and worse in the fall and maybe that's when my 
husband decided he'd leave. But it would be worse...I1d 
just stay away from him. I would be so upset with him. I 
don't know how I thought he would . . .  how this would end... 



without anything happening. I guess maybe I just thought 
he'd just atomize and it would be gone and.. . (laughter) 
Marg : Just dissolve. 
Ellen: Dissolve. Like it would just go away one day or . . .  
it wasn't supposed to be me. This was supposed to resolve 
itself (19-#1-28-1089>1100) 

[Ellen is a 43-year-old university graduate who is 
professionally employed on a part-time basis.] 

Ed looks for someone to guide him through the separation, at 

the same time his wife, Ellen, thinks her husband would "just 

atomize," that the problems they were experiencing would somehow 

resolve themselves. Ellen goes to the counsellor in a search for 

someone to help fix the marriage. 

Ellen: M y  husband said he wanted counselling on how the 
separation goes, what . . .  That's what he said he wanted out of 
counselling--how to do the separation. I'm going to the 
counsellor like, Tell me what's wrong so we can fix it." 
Marg : Two different ways of looking at it altogether. 
Ellen: Yes. That's it. Like I said, "1 want you to stay 
in." And my husband said to the counsellor, "1 want out." 
We didn't go back because the guy wasn't talking about what 
my husband wanted. So the guy said, " S o  basically you two 
need to decide whether you're working on a separation or 
whether you two are going to work on a marriage contract and 
getting it together." That what the guy basically 
said . . .  figure out what you're up to (19-#I-30-1176>1187). 

Joanne: Coming to Terms with Abuae 

Moving out can also be the culmination of a long and 

formidable struggle to come to terms with the reality of ongoing 

abuse that one has been subjected to and for the need to find a 

safe place to be oneself. For example, Joanne begins the first 

interview: 

Joanne: Talking about abuse is really personal, you know. 
Ah, well I separated from him because he was abusive 
(uneasy chuckles) (07-#1-10-325, 332,333) . 
I started going out with him and within the first month that 
I knew him and ah . . .  say within the first couple of months I 



got the first signs of the abusive.. .side, but I didn't 
recognize them. Ah, because I had never really had any, you 
know. . . 
Marg : Experience? 
Joanne : . . .  experience. Well I had experience with people 
who were abusive because you know, the person who I was with 
before could be abusive but not to the extent that this one 
turned out to be. Beyond that I suffered abuse but I didn't 
put that name on it and I didn't know about . . .  what the 
counselling people call the cycle of abuse. 
Marg : Hum um. 
Joanne: And when he . . .  were to get abusive . . .  when I first 
wanted to criticize or whatever or challenge, I thought . . .  
and he thought that it was just t h e  emotional ups and downs 
that some alcoholics suffer and that's what I thought it was 
right through the first year that I knew him (07-#1-11>12- 
389>406) . 

[Joanne is a 44-year-old, university educated, 
professionally employed woman, who w a s  married for 2 
years, and separated for 6 months. She has no 
children. 1 

Joanne reveals her understanding that talking about the pain 

that resulted from the abuse she was subjected to by her husband, 

is very personal. Joanne has absorbed the socially constructed 

norm which Alice Miller (1992) has noted: "They've made the 

telling of the suffering itself taboon ( p .  165). Women often 

respond to relentlessly abusive situations with feelings of 

helplessness, powerlessness, and experience a diminished sense of 

self (Walker, L. , 1984) . 

Talking about the abuse, sharing the  experiences of t h e  pain 

and hurt with a community of people, makes t h e  whole process 

public (Herman, 1992) . People can then have the opportunity to 

know that their experiences are not unique, that many others have 

also been subjected to similar kinds of abuse, that the abuse is 

socially organized and indeed supported. Joanne came to know 

about the Itcycle of abusem after she sought the support of a 



battered womeni s shelter and counsellors. 

Knowledge about abuse is socially organized in various ways. 

For example, Joanne noted that in her battered women's group, the 

women who had been physically abused seem to command more 

attention within the group, from each other, and from the group 

facilitator than those who had been mistreated emotionally or 

psychologically. The women who had been physically abused had 

wounds to show, thus making the reality of their experience more 

visible both to themselves and to others. Despite the socially 

organized hierarchy of validation that was apparent to her, 

Joanne struggled with the insidious and penetrating forms of 

abuse she experienced from her husband, abuse at the emotional 

and psychological levels that was so debilitating and so painful 

that she was having a difficult time even describing her 

experiences. 

While Joanne was able to talk about her husband's actions, 

she was much less able to talk about how what he did to her 

impacted on her sense of self, both in the short and long term. 

It is very difficult to find a language to convey fully and 

persuasively what one has experienced. To complicate this 

situation, many who try to describe the trauma they have 

experienced also risk their o m  credibility. To speak publicly 

about one's experience is to invite the stigma that attaches to 

victims (Herman, 1991, p. 2). And as one of the participants, 

Regina, said, she did not want to be known as that kind of 

victim. 



The present socially organized language of abuse seems to 

facilitate the knowing of Rphysicaln abuse. As a result of 

feminist struggles, this knowing is receiving more support, all- 

be-it far from complete support, from the police, legal, and 

social service systems (Walker, G. 1990) . 

While our social knowledge of physical abuse is more widely 

shared, our knowledge of other forms of abuse, such as 

psychological, emotional, sexual, and spiritual abuse, is less 

publicly known. Definitional problems about these forms of abuse 

complicate this situation (Gelles, 1994). M y  research results 

show that we require a much more expansive knowledge of various 

types of abuse and a language to- convey it, so that people will 

recognize that what they are experiencing or subjecting their 

partners to is abuse. For example, Joanne learned more about 

abuse and the cycle of abuse when she went to the shelter. Many 

still are not aware of the existence of shelters, many never go 

to a shelter when they have been abused, and many smaller cities 

and towns do not have shelters or safe houses to access in times 

of need. For some shelters are not the answer. Some women may 

go to the homes of friends and family or find a new place of 

their own when they need a safe place to be. Moreover, abuse and 

violence will continue until there is mass political will to end 

all violence. 

Craig, Gord, & Paul: Reconciliation 

Some women and men attempt to reconcile following an initial 



separation. In one of the introductory quotes to the chapter, 

Craig describes his initial experience of separation and 

reconciliation. Others were less clear about reconciliation. 

Similarly to Ellen in an earlier example, one partner may already 

be actively tlmoving out, " while the other partner is still coming 

to grips with the changes that are occurring in the relationship. 

Gord discusses his perspective: 

Yeah, that was the whole lawyer's thing. It was sort of a 
quick--an unannounced thing. (pause) It was done in the 
process of . . .  an attempted reconciliation. I was wanting to 
reconcile and she was . . .  in the process of selling the house 
(45-#I-10-296>299) . 

[Gord is a 30-year-old, university educated, 
professionally employed man who is the father of two 
young school-aged children. He was married for 8 years 
and separated for 7 1/2 months. ) 

Still others are very clear that once you have separated 

there can be no reconciliation. For example, Paul states: 

I don't believe in separation...itself. I don't think it 
works. Okay, people separate agh, ...with the notion that 
they are going to try and work things out . . .  and agh, as far 
as I'm concerned the time to work things out is when you're 
still together. Because once you separate you're not 
sharing the same house, the same home agh, . ..and you're 
going to drift apart...Because you're not seeing each other 
on a day to day basis so therefore you can't really...it 
just doesn't work. That's my opinion (17-#1-6-208>217). 

. . .  Because when somebody decides to separate they've 
already decided that they've had enough. They just feel 
that the situation is so desperate and so hopeless that they 
have to get out of it. And I believe that they've already 
made their mind up before they actually leave that they are 
going to . . .  so I believe that they've already given up. And 
even though they may say . . .  they want to try to work things 
out, they have already previously made their mind up . . .  
already given up (17-#1-7>8-255>262) . 

[Paul is a 44-year-old high school educated, industrial 
worker, married for the first time for 15 years, the 
second time for 1 year and separated for 2 1/2 months. 
He is the father of 2 adult children. 1 

The process of moving out can be occurring on many different 



levels, in many different stages, and can include a variety of 

views on the process of rec~nciliation.~ The emotional turmoil 

that can accompany these processes can vary depending on the 

individual's preparedness for the changes that are taking place. 

Jill: New Patterns of Interacting 

Following a one month separation, Jill and Jim had decided 

to reconcile just before the first interview. Two weeks after 

the first interview they separated again. Jim moved in with his 

new partner and her children and Jill remarried after t h e  second 

interview. 

Moving out, in Jill's case, created new patterns of 

interacting with both her husband and her friends. While 

discussing her reconciliation and whether she should participate 

in the research project now that she and her husband had 

reconciled, ;ill says: 

I think because we are back together and . . .  when we were 
separated there was so much talking going on . . .  I was talking 
to my husband every day. And...usually he would come to me 
because I had a thing that I didn't want to contact him. I 
felt very uncomfortable doing that. So . . .  I was talking to 
him every day; I was talking to friends at work; I was 
talking to friends outside. I just never shut up and this 
is the first time in my life I've ever done this . . .  much 
talking about our relationship because previously it had 
always been a very private thing. Which is a big mistake. 
And I'm finding out I ' m  sliding back into that and it was 
going to be opening everything back up again. And I think I 
was reluctant--to do that even though I know that I have to 

- 

See Vaughan (1986), for an analysis of the role each person 
assumes in the leave-taking. For example, most often one partner-- 
the initiator--wants out of a relationship while the other wants it 
to continue. Vaughan indicates that both partners go through the 
same steps in t he  dynamics of uncoupling, but at different times. 



do that (29-#1-8-264>276) . 
[Jill is a 41-year-old high school graduate with some 
college education, who is employed in the service 
sector. She was married for 22 years and separated for 
1 1/2 months, followed by a two week reconciliation. 
shew has two adult children. 1 

Jill has moved out of her marriage and out of old patterns 

of keeping her relationship private. But the day before the 

interview Jill and her husband had reconciled. She is already 

noticing a closing down of the freer and more open communications 

that she had recently started. Jill feels it is important to 

continue to talk. Therefore she decides to participate in the 

research project as a way of continuing her process of moving out 

of old patterns of relating. 

Paul: A Second Marriage: "A L o t  of Anger, A L o t  of Resentmenta 

Emotions and feelings are a dominant feature of the marital 

separation process. In cases of moving out of a second marriage, 

the emotions and feelings experienced can be similar to, or in 

some 

Paul 

circumstances even more unsettling 

explains his situation: 

than the first time . 

If you want to talk about . . .  the things that a person feels 
when your marriage ends, I believe basically, I experienced 
the same feelings I did with my second marriage that I did 
with my first marriage. Agh, a lot of anger and a lot of 
resentment towards my spouse because in both cases they were 
the ones that left the relationship. 
Marg: Umm. 
Paul: I felt a lot of anger and a lot of resentment towards 
them for . . .  I felt . . .  like I was betrayed, okay. (pause). 
Agh, I felt, I felt I had a lot of feelings of emptiness, of 
loneliness, of apprehension, of mistrust, . . .  of feeling... 
that I wasnl t . . . 
Marg: Mistrust towards them or mistrust in general? 
Paul: I felt a lot of mistrust for women, a lot of 



apprehension about getting too intimately involved with 
somebody else . . .  about getting too close to somebody else. 
You know, fear and apprehension of that. 
Marg: Hum m. Because you have been hurt? 
Paul: There's a real tendency to put a wall up, okay. 
Like, not isolating myself from women because I don't want 
to do that, but just putting a wall up and allowing myself 
not to get to close . . .  to not let them get to know me too 
intimately. A lot of feelings that I wasn't . . .  loveable or 
that I would never find anybody to . . .  love again or that 
would love me- (pause) I worked through most of those 
feelings . . .  agh, I thought I had worked them through after my 
first marriage because it was an alcoholic situation, I 
went to ...Al- a-non ... which is for family and friends of 
alcoholics (17-#1-11-399>426) . 

. . .  Agh, as I said, I'd thought I'd worked out all 
those, all those feelings until I had got into my second 
marriage and then when we started having problems I realized 
that . . .  some of the things I thought I ' d  worked out . . .  were 
still there . . .  Such as . . .  allowing yourself to get too close, 
mistrust wnm, and so on (17-#1-12-460>463). 

Paul's experiences with his first and second wife have left 

him with fears and mistrust of becoming intimate with women. He 

appears to be blaming his two wives for his difficulties, for 

betraying him. He thought he had worked through his emotions 

when his first marriage ended. Now that he is moving out of h i s  

second marriage he finds that some of the "thingsf' he thought he 

had worked out are still there. He fears he is unlovable and 

that he may never be loved again. 

Paul and his second wife saw a counsellor. However, not 

only did Paul and his wife have very different reasons for 

attending the counsellor, but the gender of the counsellor became 

a contentious and anger-producing issue fo r  Paul . 

Well, I went, I went to the marriage counsellor with the 
intention of . . .  and it was a woman . . .  I think, I think there's 
something there too with counselling with the third party 
being there. agh, a woman tends to feel uncomfortable if 
it's a male counsellor and a man feels . . .  I felt a little 
intimidated with a woman counsellor because, I couldn't seem 



to get through to her to try and understand my point of 
view, okay. And my wife felt really comfortable with her 
and that she understood her. Which is natural because  she's 
a woman as well. 

Agh, . . .  but I did go for marriage counselling with the 
notion that she was going to try and help us work o u t  our 
differences- As it turned out . . .  what happened was . . .  
according to my wife . . .  she made her see that our situation 
appeared to be hopeless. M y  wife claimed that the marriage 
counsellor was instrumental in helping her to make her 
decision that she didn't want to get back together again. 

And I was going with the intention that she was going 
to try and help us work things out but as w e  got into it 
with her I was starting to feel more and more alienated in 
the fact that she just wasn't understanding my feelings, my 
point of view . . .  this was the marriage counsellor I ' m  talking 
about . 

And I was getting to the point where I found her not to 
be very helpful, especially the last session we went through 
which was basically just a week or week and a half before my 
wife said to me that she had made her mind up she didn't 
want to try anymore, that she didn't want to get back 
together again. And I felt that agh . . .  that particular 
marriage counsellor just agh, she wasn't h e l ~ i n ~  ME, okay . . .  
and I even mentioned to my wife that we should explore the 
possibility of getting somebody else. A friend of mine had 
mentioned . . .  this was the person who was separated for six 
months ... it was a male marriage counsellor and he helped 
them and they got back together again. I had mentioned this 
particular counsellor to my wife and she didn't want 
anything to do with it because he was a man (17#1-9>10- 
319>354). 

Paul is clearly angry, but it is controlled anger. He feels 

that his experiences were not heard, that the female counsellor 

was not helping him. But Paul also feels that his wife was 

having her needs met by the counsellor. Paul wants the marriage 

to continue. His wife, it seems, does not. Paul felt the issues 

underlying his concerns were not being examined and dealt with, 

leaving him frustrated and angry. Unless there is an opportunity 

for people to have their experiences really heard and understood, 

these feelings can simmer unresolved, complicating any future 



relationships. 4 

Jean Baker Miller (1983) believes "that it is the suffering 

of an experience, but then not having the wpermission" to truly 

suffer it--that is, not being able to go genuinely through the 

experience, know it, name it, and react with the emotions that it 

evokesn ( p .  7) that may be one of the most destructive 

psychological phenomena. Such experiences make it almost 

impossible to know what you are experiencing and can be terribly 

confusing for adults. Miller (1983) claims "that our problems 

with anger are due to an insufficient real experience of anger 

and insufficient allowance for its direct expression at the time 

and in the ways in which it could be appropriate--when it need 

not have the connotations of harm, abuse, or violence" (p .  7 ) .  

Paul is angry. His personal pain and the ways that it can 

be resolved are eluding him. While Paul is talking about his 

anger, he does not appear to be owning his anger. He is 

deflecting his anger and pain on others by blaming both of his 

wives and the woman counsellor for not hearing or understanding 

him, for betraying him. Harrison (1985) points out that: 

Anger denied subverts community. Anger expressed directly 
is a mode of taking the other seriously, of caring. The 
important point is that where feeling is evaded, where anger 
is hidden or goes unattended, masking itself, there the 
power to love, the power to act, to deepen relation, 
atrophies and dies (p. 15) . 5 

* See Herman (1991) for an indepth discussion about the 
ongoing process of resolving personal trauma and reconnection- 

Clearly there are circumstances where anger, for example, is 
not an authentic mode of "political speechn. For example, Lyman 
(1981) outlines a number of objections "that must be considered 



Our society does not provide us with many opportunities to 

really grow through our emotions, and most especially for men. 

Tontemporary feminism has also understood that if you undermine 

or invalidate a person's emotions and feelings. you undermine a 

person's sense of self. . . .  Feminism can help us grasp that our 

individuality is as well expressed in our feelings and emotions 

as in our thoughts and ideasN (Seidler, 1994. p .  33). 

Marlene: Fitting the Pieces of the Puzzle Together 
6 

The moving out process can be a time when people review 

their lives, taking stock of where they have been, where they are 

now, and where they want to go in the future. Marlene describes 

her experience this way: 

Part of it has to do with . . .  me feeling like I'm in a steady 
state. Like I've got . . .  I'm mostly whole. And agh, . . .  
putting back pieces. Taking out a little episode in my life 
or a piece of me, rolling it around; twisting it around; 
trying to understand; and putting it back in to get like an 
integrated whole. And I'm not there yet--not . . .  I don't 
know . . .  It's not perfection I'm looking for. I ' m  just 
looking for a little more. . .  
Marg : A littlemoreunderstanding? 
Marlene: Yeah. Like a little more confidence in . . .  because 
it really does shatter your confidence--shatters your 
estimation of yourself and your sense of who you are in the 
world (25-#1-62-2413 > X X )  . 

[Marlene is a 37-year-old university educated, 
professionally employed mother of two school age 
children. She was married for 17 years and separated 
for 5 months.] 

The process can be like fitting the pieces of the puzzle of 

your life together. Weeping what is good and discarding what is 

before discussing how anger might lead to political action" (p. 67- 
68) . 



not . . .  but not sure which is which . . .  never being quite sure. Is 

this what I want?" (25-#1-63-2474>2476). As one works through 

the process of moving out, the ground seems to keep shifting and 

one is never too sure of their direction. The emotional turmoil 

that accompanies the separation process can lead to a loss of 

self-confidence. It can be so unsettling that a "steady state" 

seems to be a very desirable goal. Without social and emotional 

support, and without some constructive social guideposts to 

facilitate people's process of moving out, individual women and 

men struggle to come to grips with their experiences and to 

navigate a course whose destination is unknown. As Marlene says: 

l11 don't know where I am going but I sure ain't lost" (25-#1-44- 

1672>1673) . 

Case Studies 

In this section I will use two in-depth case studies to 

illustrate how the experience varies between individuals, yet at 

the same time to note some salient emotional features that are 

common to most. In the first case study, I analyze an example of 

llthose flashes of insightn (Rich, 1986, p. 3) which began to 

demand that they be taken seriously in the midst of the process 

of moving out. In the second case study, I analyze an example of 

how "meaning is the result of an interpretation of past [layering 

of a number of hurtful] experiences looked at from the present 

Now with a reflective attitude1! (Schutz, 1962, p. 2101, which 

eventually led to moving out. Tracking the emotions opens more 



windows of understanding about how this process is socially 

structured. 

Carol: "It's Just Not Fairn 

In my introduction, I noted that gender dichotomies make it 

difficult to know, see, and understand variations of emotional 

experiences which do not fall neatly into feminine and masculine 

categories. There are a wide variety of femininities and 

masculinities and mixtures of these within and across cultures 

(Segal, 1990). In fact, some of the existing theories on 

violence deny the diversity of experiences of women and men and 

children. For example, one of the women in my study on marital 

separation was particularly angry, so angry in fact that she 

struck her husband on two or more occasions after ffmoving out" of 

her matrimonial home. She was subsequently charged with assault 

by her husband. As I listened to Carol's experience, 1 began to 

evaluate some of the theories on violence, realizing that many 

would not adequately address her experiences ('DeKeseredy & 

Hinch, 1991; *Thome-Finch, 1992; Yllo & Bograd, 1988) . 

The experience of marital separation left Carol so outraged 

that she continued to call me for additional interviews [N=4]. 6 

She wanted to keep me updated on her experiences of moving out 

and to try to understand the roots of her strong, persistent and 

During the first interview, I invited the participants to 
call me if they had any additional experiences of moving out that 
they wished to share. Carol also initiated regular counselling 
sessions to assist her in dealing with her process of moving out. 



riveting anger. Her experience reflects a number of social 

processes and practices that are represented and participant in 

the marital separation process. MZmy can be gathered under what 

I refer to as the social relations of violence--the socially 

organized inequalities that are present and persist in our 

society. Carol. a 33 year old woman, married for 13 years, and 

the mother of three children, discusses her economic situation: 

We'd just bought a brand new house; I paid the mortgage 
payments--he didn't pay the mortgage payments. He said he 
did, but his money actually went to pay bills for the two 
months previous. And the mortgage payment was more than my 
total income combined for the month. So I didn't have any 
money since the end of April. And then when he wanted to 
sell the house--he didn't want me to stay there--'cause 
neither one of us could afford it. And if he missed one 
support payment then I couldn't pay the mortgage. 

And then when I had to move I had to pay first and last 
month's deposit [on a rental house]. I had to pay a deposit 
to Bell Canada because I'd never had a phone in my name and 
they wanted $100 deposit. I paid the phone bill for the 
past 15 years. I never had Hydro in my name. They wanted a 
$300 deposit up front. I paid the Hydro bill for the past 
15 years. There's so many . . .  I told them . . .  "For heaven's 
sake. I'm the one that paid them. name is on there too. 
And they said. V t  wasn't in your name, it was your 
husbandlsn. So at a time when you really need to save every 
penny you've got, that's when you get hit. 

And I was angry about that. That's where a lot of my 
anger started with . . .  was the financial . . .  (ll-#l-9>lO- 
322>343) . 

I interviewed Carol and her husband Craig. They both have 

university degrees. For most of their thirteen years of 

marriage, they both have worked full-time, supporting their three 

elementary school aged children. Carol and Craig had been 

earning living-wage incomes7, being located in professional 

' The Report of the National Council of Welfare (1990, p. 
1321, cites Statistics Canada's low income cut-offs for 1987. It 
is within this framework that I use the term "living wage." 



status jobs. Both had been contributing to the payment of the 

mortgage, household and child care expenses, though in differing 

amounts due to divergent incomes. 

When households change, at the time of separation, the 

social organization of our financial arrangements becomes 

apparent. Even though in Carol and Craig's case the payments 

have been shared, the name on the various bills was Craig's. At 

the time of moving out, it is often very difficult to try to sort 

out which of the former partners is paying for what items of the 

"family expenses." Once separated, each partner is left to fend 

for themselves with their own incomes, if indeed both partners do 

have an independent source of income. 

The dominant ideology of the nuclear family with its 

underlying assumption that the man is the major and perhaps only 

breadwinner in the household (Bernard, 1981; * Eichler, 1988 ; 

Barrett & McIntosh, 1982; *Luxton et al., 1990) and the 

continuing presumption of a "family wagetf persists and is 

represented in this example. When the woman moves out of the 

household and applies for services in her new residence, she is 

considered to be a %ewfl customer and the initial deposit for 

"new service" is requested. In most cases following a marital 

separation, the children's primary residence is with the mother 

(Arendell, 1986; Furstenberg & Cherlin, 1991; *Kruk, 1993 ; 

Weitzman, 1985), which complicates these unfair practices. 8 

In my study, the children1 s primary residence is with their 
mother in all but four cases. 



Because the children's primary residence is usually with the 

mother, the major responsibility, for the care of the children, 

financial and otherwise, most often falls to the mother. 

Moreover, it has been documented that many husbands and fathers 

do not pay support (Arendell, 1986; *Crean, 1988; *Finnier 1993; 

Furstenberg & Cherlin, 1991; *Morton, 1988, 1993 ; Weitzman, 

1985). If they do pay support, it is often not paid on time, not 

paid in full, or is frequently insufficient for the woman and the 

children to maintain the quality of life which they may have had 

prior to "moving out1' (Arendell, 1986; *Crean, 1988; Furstenberg 

& Cherlin, 1991; *National Council of Welfare, 1990; Weitzman, 

The previous example reveals one of many interacting factors 

that can create a great deal of anger. Carol talked at length 

about how unfair it is that, on a daily basis, women tend to be 

left with the major responsibility for the care of the children 

following marital separation. In the following example, Carol's 

experience reveals how the socially constructed experience of 

"moving outn  creates even further financial hardships on women, 

leading to Carol's increasing anger. 

B u t  . . .  something I didn't tell you was that when my husband 
walked out, I had no money for babysitting. All my money 
went to the mortgage. And my baby sitter worked in a 
nursery for the social service and she said, "Apply? I 
think you ought to get on the daycare program because I'm 
already listed." So I called them and they said, "Because 
your expenses are so high--you've got to pay the mortgage 
and all this other stuff--yeah, you qualify for a subsidy." 
So even though I make good money, because of all the other 
bills I've piled up, and the lack . . .  the change of income too 
--well he made $50,000 and I made $33,000 plus all the 
fringe benefits. Do w n . . .  now we're down to $33,000. That's 



a big difference (11-#1-66-2617>2631). 

The discrepancy between the man's and woman's income is 

evident in this example. Even though both people have equivalent 

university education, and both have worked for a number of years, 

the man earns more than the woman. This situation reflects 

Canadian statistics that indicate that women's full-time earnings 

are 67.6 percent of men's full-time earnings ('Ministry of Supply 

and Services, 1992). Carol's situation also illustrates women's 

need for financial assistance for child care. It provides an 

example of one of the ways the state becomes involved in lives of 

women experiencing marital separation when their husbands, t h e  

fathers of their children, do not meet their financial and other 

child care responsibilities. It also exemplifies how the various 

interactions can lead to what this woman describes as "incredible 

anger." Carol earns approximately two-thirds of what Craig earns 

and yet she and the three children are left to live on her salaly 

alone. 

Carol's theme, "It's not fair," exposes another source for 

her socially constructed emotions, intersecting with the 

processes already mentioned above. Carol states: 

I mean women make a lot of sacrifices when they have 
children as far as their career goes. (pause) 
Marg : It's a lot of time and a lot of energy. 
Carol: Yeah. 
Marg : I don't know if one thinks about it. Did you think 
about it in that way when you were first married? 
Carol : (pause) I thought it was going to get us both 
somewhere--kids. And then to have the rug pulled out. ..the 
rug pulled out from under your feet just when you got to a 
point where you are financially stable and you're doing... 
both of you are doing well in your careers. And the kids 
are in school full-time. And then you have to start all 



over  asain. Y o u  know, with everything and have a lot more 
stresses put upon you. 

It just doesn't seem fair if guys can just recycle 
wives. I'm sure that these guys say that women do this to 
men too. But I see so many cases where--you get to a point 
where you are 35 or 36, you know, you get dumped and he goes 
on and it's all over again. 
Marg : Uh-huh. 
Carol: No responsibilities--just go out and have some fun- 
Women just can't do that. Women usually can't do that. She 
just can't--they still have the kids there. And I wouldn't 
give the kids up for anything because I enjoy my kids. But 
it's the fact that I have the k i d s ;  and if I want to date I 
have to get a baby sitter. Whereas, he can pick up and go 
and do whatever he wants. I feel he's having a lot of fun 
right now and I'm working. [pause] That's the way it is 
(11-#1-92-3592,3612) . 

The ideology of the nuclear f a m i l y  is represented in this 

example. Carol says it is women and not men, who make 

"sacrifices" in terms of their careers when both have children. 

The ideological practices participant in images of 9notherhood" 

and how these ideologies become incorporated into our everyday 

experiences have been theorized by Chodorow (1978), ~ i c h  (19861, 

Rothman (19891, and others. These theorists argue that modern 

motherhood rests on deeply rooted ideologies, which include 

patriarchy, capitalism and technology. In addition, they state 

that these ideologies shape what we see and what we experience 

and how others see and experience us. Moreover, these ideologies 

shape what we know. Clearly, for example, ideologies of the 

nuclear family and the family wage, which are at times in 

contradiction to Carolst experience, influence her emotional 

responses, particularly her anger, as she moves through the 

process of moving out. 

Some researchers are beginning to demonstrate that young 



women's perceptions of their reproductive and working lives are 

shaped by these same ideologies. The influence of ideologies is 

evident in decision-making processes about how they plan to meet 

their adult expectations (*Canadian Teachers1 Federation, 1990). 

Moreover, young women's and men's decisions as they approach 

their paid working life reflect how they construct their ideas 

for family life in relation to their paid work (%askell, 1983) . 

These researchers demonstrate the pervasiveness of the 

ideologies, stereotypes and assumptions about women's and men's 

lives in the context of families. Thus Carol's comment that 

"women make a lot of sacrifices when they have children as far as 

their career goes" seems to be the "given" or "naturalt1 or 

*expectedw thing to do. Moreover, this expectation is 

experienced, albeit differently, by both women and men. We fail 

to notice that our expectations and experiences are often driven 

by deeply entrenched, ideologically organized, social- 

historical processes and practices. Code stated that: 

. . .  stereotypical conceptions of women's nature 
persistently count among the most intransigent 
obstacles against which women have to struggle in their 
efforts to bring an end to patriarchal oppression. 
This is a matter of both epistemological and 
ontological concern, because how people are known and 
know themselves through "receivedn doctrine--the 
findings of the acknowledged experts of a society-- 
structures their very possibilities of being (Code, 
1987, p. 195) . 

The anger and frustration that Carol experiences is rooted 

in these very processes and practices. It is not until an 



"irruption of a strange' experiencen (Schutz, 1962, p. 228) 

such as the marital separation experience, that she begins to 

become conscious of how her life and work are socially organized, 

and she is primarily responsible for the care of the children, 

care that is often socially devalued (+OIBrien, 1981, p. 91-92; 

Waring, 1988) in relation to much of men's work. Moreover, at 

the time of "moving out, " Carol is also faced with a serious 

reduction in available sources of income. These income sources 

include her own income, truncated by the ideologically based and 

socially organized responsibility for the care of the children, 

and a portion of Craig's income, the children's father. Carol is 

angry when she becomes conscious of these inequities. 

Carol is dealing with the realities of both her paid and 

unpaid work, her responsibilities surrounding child care, her 

present and greatly reduced financial situation, the intervention 

of the state in terms of a subsidy for child care, the imposition 

of "new service" charges, and a move to new and this time rented 

housing. In addition, she is also having to deal with further 

interactions which complicate, aggravate, and create still more 

anger : 

A comment that was made to me by a friend was, "my husband 
couldnl t figure out why I was angry. l1 And they said, 
"That's because you're in another relationship. And that's 
why she is really hurt." And his response was, "Well, you 
know I 'm really hurt too. At least she has the children. " 
And he tried to equate them. And that's where I said, 
"Well, he's in another relationship, which is all play. And 
1 have the kids, which is all work." They're 

tvIrruptionll is exact spelling of the word Schutz 
in his paper, On Multi~le Realities. 

totaily, 

(1962) used 



totally different tangents. 
But I can see why he would be hurting. I mean if I was 

him, I'd be hurting too (11-#1-92-3616~3625). 

Feelings of anger, hurc and frustration are visible in these 

examples. Moving out of marital relationships and into n e w  

relationships that may develop for one or both partners 

complicate an already volatile and emotionally charged 

situation.1° Which parent has the major custodial care and 

responsibility for the children can become another source of 

emotional confusion. While Carol clearly wants to retain custody 

of her children, she is also aware of the financial and personal 

restrictions that the twenty-four hour responsibility brings. 

How does one reconcile the emotions and feelings of so many 

interacting, often confusing and contradictory, socially 

organized forces? 

Carol also reveals her understanding of her husband's 

perspective in relation to her own. The capacity to empathize 

with their former partner's experience was often a component of 

the women's intewiews. It was also evident in some of the 

interviews with the men, though it was not as prominent. For 

lo All ten men I interviewed had dated or were in live-in 
relationships by the second interview whereas only six of the 
twenty women had even dated, with only one of these women in a 
live-in relationship. It would seem that in many cases it is the 
women who initially have to contend with their fomer partners new 
relationships, before many of the men do. This complicates an 
already imbalanced set of circumstances since it is predominantly 
the women who are left with the daily care and responsibility for 
their children and with reduced financial resources to do this 
work. Moreover, the presence of young children can include 
additional expenses for child care and babysitting and can place 
limitations on the women's ability to date. 



example, Carol s husband Craig notes that he knows "the 

experience for my spouse this time . . .  it was tough for hern (12- 

Craig's new relationship was a dominant feature throughout 

all four of Carol's interviews. Yet on the two occasions when I 

interviewed Craig, he made no reference to his new relationship. 

Carol's perception of Craig's new relationship and how it was 

being conducted in relation to both herself and their children 

became an additional and painful source of anger for her. 

Carol's awareness of Craig's lack of honesty about his 

relationship violated Carol's sense of herself, her inner 

knowledge that there was an appreciable change in her husbandt s 

emotional availability, and her sense of her husband's lack of 

understanding of h e r  contribution to their marriage. 

Carol is ext remely  angry. In the midst of the agonizing 

situation with her husband, together with her growing frustration 

about being left with the bulk of the familial and child care 

responsibilities, and compounded by limited finances and social 

support, Carol explodes. Seeing no alternative means t o  vent h e r  

frustrations, or to validate her experiences of moving out, Carol 

strikes out at the one person she sees as being a major source 

for many of her problems, her husband, Craig. 

Harrison ( 1 9 8 5  ) argues that : 

Anger is a mode of connectedness to others and is 
always a vivid form of caring. . . .  Anger is a sign of 
some resistance in ourselves to the moral quality of 
the social relations in which we are immersed. Extreme 
and intense anger signals a deep reaction to the action 
upon us or towards others to whom we are related. 



. . .  Where anger rises the power to act is present. ...To 
be sure, anger--no more than any other set of feelings- 
-does not lead automatically to wise or humane action 
(Harrison, 1 9 8 5 ,  p. 14) . 

Carol's anger and frustration is visited on her husband 

Craig. Craig called the police and Carol is charged with 

assault. The charges are later dropped. 

Feminist researchers working on theories of human 

development have critiqued past developmental models for not 

attending to women's experiences. Gilliganls (1982) work on 

women's development reframes developmental models by attending to 

the voices of women. This work is expanded upon and further 

developed by others such as Belenky et al. (1986) and Jordan et 

al. (1991) who are working on a relational model of women's 

development. These researchers emphasize connection rather than 

separation and individuation so prevalent in many Western 

psychological theories, as a necessary component for growth and 

development. Their work also notes the capacity of women to 

consider and care for others in relation to themselves. 

Carol's ability to consider her husband's feelings in the 

midst of her own pain, hurt, frustration, and anger represents 

and indeed validates some of the relational theorizing. How this 

relational work is socially organized underlies some, but not all 

of this theorizing. Ideologies of motherhood often reflect 

womenis "naturalw capacity for caring, a naturalness many 

feminists critique (Rich, 1986; Rothman, 1989). This ideology. 

if followed to its logical conclusion, suggests that women have 

an llinnateli ability to care for others, while men do not. 
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It is evident in some of the male participant's interviews, 

that men can also care for and grow in relation to others, 

especially if and when this work is socially valued and 

encouraged. Further, not all women do caring work, though it may 

be expected of them. A major barrier for many men in doing the 

work of caring is the limitation on developing their full 

emotional capacity and having that emotional capacity validated 

by our society. Both women and men require a social historical 

context that is conducive to their growth and development. 

Because I also included men in my research, some of their 

nvoices" speak to a concern for their wives and for their 

children1'. Some of the men along with some women, also reveal 

a deep concern for the way the experience of marital separation 

is organized. Many participants hoped that by cooperating in 

this research changes will be made so that others do not have to 

undergo similar experiences. The developing relational models 

(e.g.. Bergman, 1991; Jordan et al., 1991) and theories of the 

social construction of emotions and gender (Heiss, 1991; 

Hochschild. 1979, 1983; Jackson, 1993; Jagger, 1989; Seidler, 

1989, 1991, 1994) may be instrumental in better understanding 

human emotional and moral development and could lead to 

interactions that are less gendered and more humane. 

Heather: mOur Marriage Was Like a Coffinn 

Emotions are often couched in metaphors used to describe 

See Chapter Nine for some specific examples. 
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certain types of experiences that are particularly painful, 

especially if these experiences are cumulative. The social 

conditions that surround, impinge on, and are embodied in 

personal experiences can contain emotions, thus maintaining the 

"status quo."  In contrast, expressing our emotions in supportive 

environments in the presence of enlightened witnesses can 

challenge the status quo by creating the possibility for people 

to move personal experiences towards reflection, analysis and 

healthy social change. 

The following experience reveals how the choice of the 

coffin metaphor conveys "the hurting processrt that was riddled 

with pain and despair. It also demonstrates that the process of 

marital separation can occur over a long period of time before 

"moving outt1 is completed. Moreover, the process can continue in 

new and quite different ways after physically moving apart, thus 

revealing that this process is indeed an ongoing one. 

Heather, a 44 year old w o m a n  employed as a clerk, has been 

married for 24 years, and is the mother of three children. She 

describes her marriage as a coffin. Upon reflection, Heather 

noted some early signals of problems even before the marriage 

took place. Moreover, she says "We have a history of--this is 

actually our third separation" (37-#1-6-192>193). Heather 

describes her experience in this way: 

It was like our marriage was like a coffin. And it was like 
the nails started going in the lid--over the years--until 
finally couldn't get the lid open any more. Like the 
marriage just sort of died. That's the way I look at it. 
That eventually is what happened (37-#1-12-4362440). 

And umm. . .And you know, to me, I. . . over the years, I 



think we both tried, [pause] but 1 don't know, we just 
couldntt get back on track- I think the love was there, I 
think he loved me, and I know I loved him and I still do. 
But for some reason the communication was not  there. We 
could not . . . .  
Marg : --bridge those increasing problems--. 
Heather: No- And I don't know, even now, you know . . .  even 
if we were to think about getting back together we would 
have to sit down and talk--there would have to be a third 
party there--because I know we can't sit down and talk to 
each other about our emotional problems (37-#1-12-442>452). 

[for example] Well he would go out after supper um, to 
work . . .  in the garage and you know, I ' d  have the kids settled 
down in bed maybe about 8.00 p-m. or 8.30 p . m .  I'd go out 
and bring him a coffee. He wouldn't be there. He'd be out 
drinking or partying. Many nights that happened. And you 
know. . . 
Marg : What do you do with something like that? 
Heather: Well that was like the nail in the coffin. That 
was another nail (37-#1-13-48b489). 

Anger, frustration, hurt, an inability to talk about their 

emotional problems, and a continuing hope for the possibility of 

a better relationship are evident in Heather's experience. Over 

the twenty-four years of her marriage, there had been one 

excruciating and wrenching incident after another. 

If I used only the first section of this segment in which 

Heather refers to her marriage as a coffin, the sense of futility 

and hopelessness would have predominated. Without including the 

portion that directly follows the "coffin" metaphor, in which 

Heather nevertheless indicates that she thinks "the love is still 

there," the depth of caring and hope for Itgetting back together" 

that continues after such prolonged emotional and psychological 

abuse would have been missed. 

A longer segment of Heather's interview reveals the many and 

complex relational issues that people experience as they navigate 



through the process of Ifmoving outw .I2 This section of the 

interview speaks to the layering of the process of separation 

over time. It seems that without adequate supportive 

environments where we can reveal our pain and anguish, the 

layering continues until some crisis breaks through the barriers 

to reveal how it is socially organized. Heather begins with what 

she describes as "a hurting process," in this way: 

Basically, my husband is an alcoholic and he has been in 
A . A .  and (indrawn s igh)  ...therefore, like I've found that 
for years . . .  urn, there has been a problem in the marriage. 
Actually, we were separated just before my oldest boy . . .  who 
is fifteen [was born] . We were separated for a thirteen 
months at that time. 
Marg : Before he turned 15? 
Heather: No. No. Before he was born. 
Marg : Before he was born. Oh my. 
Heather: We were separated for a year and a half. 
We have a history of . . .  this is actually the third 
separation- 
Marg : Oh. 
Heather: We had . . .  another time, that I just got fed up and 
left and was gone a very short time and got back together. 
Marg : A short time meaning . . .  a couple of months? 
Heather: Yes the first time a couple of months. The second 
time was thirteen months, I moved out on my own and urn, ... I 
think basically because of the drinking problems, I always 
thought if he quit drinking everything would be just fine. 
I remember then--when we were going through those problems, 
he went to a place in [a city]--I forget the name of it 
right now--and he talked to a counsellor about his drinking. 
He was going in talking to him, and then I went in. And he 
asked me, What did I feel? Would u m m . . .  if your husband 
quit drinking, do you feel it would solve your problems?lr I 

l2 Catherine Riessman (1990) indicates that as she wrote 
text of her book, Divorce Talk, she "felt a tension between 
sociologistts interpretative voice and letting people's 
understanding speak for themselves, and when I had to choose 
sought to allow those I interviewed to speak on their own behalf. 
Quoting extensively from narratives and other qualitative replies 
allows the reader to see how individuals themselves make meaning 
out of loss--a problem that the methodology of survey research 
cannot addressu ( p .  230). 

the 
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very naively said, llYes. 
And that happened, five years ago. He did stop 

drinking and started to go to A.A. But it didn't solve any 
of the problems. They were all still there. The basic 
personality--and the basic lack of communication that we had 
always had just intensified. 
Marg : Umrn. Intensified when he was sober? 
Heather: Yes. 
Marg : Or became much more visible or whatever? 
Heather: Yeah. Nothing was done to . . .  sort of re-establish 
our relationship. We went through a lot of years where 
was there, but barely. But ... he went to work and brought 
home money. And umm, I was working some, and I had the 
kids. I think basically, looking back on it, I pretty well 
raised the kias on my own, because I really couldnlt count 
on him--for anvthinq--moral support or . . .  You, know 
financially, he was there. I sort of got the money that was 
left--after the drinking. Like he would go out on Friday 
night and drink I would have to ...y ou know spread it - 
over . . .  handle the mortgage. 
Marg : Did you do look after most of the finances around 
the house...all the bills and . . .  ? 
Heather: Yes, if I had to rob Peter to pay Paul, that's 
what happened sort of thing. 
Marg : Juggling it around . . .  
Heather: Yes, and at that time, I didnlt...I wouldn't let 
him have any credit cards, because he was so terrible with 
credit cards. If he had $50.00 in his pocket he would buy 
something for $20.00  and put it on the card although he 
still had a $50 .00  bill in his pocket. I could never 
understand that thinking. Like you know . . .  I hated credit 
cards. He had gotten into trouble when he was single with 
credit cards, gas cards and what-not. So I...did everything 
as far as paying the bills. Sometimes during that time, I 
worked. . . so that was a help as well. Umm [sigh] . . . 
Mars : Was it a little less stressful when you were 
w o r h q  in terms of the finances? 
Heather: Yes, I think so. 
Marg : A more reliable income? 
Heather: Yes, although it did put more strain on me as far 
as the kids because I had the working and looking after the 
kids, as he was never one to help around the house. 
Housework really didn't matter to him . . .  although he liked a 
clean house, he- didn t really care that way. 
Marg : But he wasn't going to participate? 
Heather: That s right ! (chuckle) 
Marg : As long as you were doing it? 
Heather: That was part of our, I guess our. . .his resentment 
towards me. I was always doing housework. But yet he was 
never there. He would say, "Do you want help?" And I would 
ask him to do something and he wouldntt do it. You know, it 
was only a token offer I guess. 



Marg : He didn't see it as his job to do it. 
Heather: No! (pause) And I think it just, I think 
it . . .  was a combination of the alcoholism and over those 
years.. .I like to umm, (pause) 

I think it became such a hurting process. Over those 
years, my husband umm. . .was unfaithful . He had many. . . 
encounters with other women. He would pick them up in bars 
and sometimes he would tell me about that. And that was the 
reason we had . . .  we separated on both of those occasions 
because- -he was cheating. -- - . 

And umm--I think when I came back 
se~arated for the thirteen months and 
ink I thought I was talking to a urn.. . 
rational person--because we discussed 
you know. And he realized how much it 
realized how much he hurt me--and we t 

fter we had 
talked, we sat dow 
fairly, mature 
ings . . . like that, 
.ad- - I thought he 
ked about having a 

family. 
At this time ... we actually had another child. We have 

a daughter who is retarded. She is twentv-three now. She 
was agh . . .  brain damaged at birth. She's in a home in 
[city] . There was eight years between her birth and that of 
my first son. 
Marg : How soon into your marriage was she born? 
Heather: I was pregnant when I got married, so she was 
actually premature. She was born in August...of that yea 
What we didn't know at that time was that I had...a very 
agh, defective heart valve and later on I had a heart 
operation to repair that--and that my blood pressure was 
dangerously high. Now and . . .  I spent a lot of time in the 
hospital during the latter months of my pregnancy and the 
she was born. She was due umm...late in [month], she was 
maybe about three weeks early. 
Marg : Was it a difficult labour? 
Heather: Yes it was. It was very lonq and . . .  I mean...When 
I look back on it after having her, I didn't know what I was - 

going through until I had my first son. 
Marg : In comparison? 
Heather: Yes, we feel that the doctor was negligent. 
Marg : You were you--you were young then? 
Heather: Well, I was not quite twenty-one. 
Marg : Where was she born? 
Heather : In [small city] . . . general hospital . And anyway, 
she had brain damage at birth. So when . . .  She stayed with us 
until she was three and then we put her in a home. And 
agh . . .  she went to the Children's   id, actually...we signed 
her over, . . .  she became a ward of the Children's Aid and 
they placed her in a home. 
Marg : Was that so that the care would be . . .  ? I guess 
there are different ways of going about getting long term 
care. Was having her become a ward of the Children's Aid 
necessary in order to have her . . .  housed on a permanent 
basis, at that time? 



Heather: Yes. And then, they take over all care, and they 
look after, you know, her and you know find the good places 
and group homes. 
So when we had gotten back together and made the decision to 
have more children it was a verv bis decision. because there 
is eisht years between mv daushter and mv oldest son 
[participant's emphasis]. And umm... It w a s  a very big 
decision for both of us. 
Marg : It must have been wrenching. 

I Heather: It was like . . . .  
Marg : Did they do genetic . . .  Were they doing any genetic 
counselling then? 
Heather: No, nothing, you know. 
And there really wasn't that much available for anyone who 
had a retarded child. I went to a few things, umm...y ou 
know Church things, where families with retarded children 
got together but there really wasn't much support. 
Marg : No. 
Heather: And my husband . . .  he blamed himself for some 
reason. I don't know what it was, . . .  we never got into it. 
He just didn't want to have anything to do with her 
and . . .wan (long pause) 

Basically you know it sort of became a decision well 
was either her or him sort of thinq [researcher's emphasis]. 
And we decided you know, that the best thing was to have her 
go to a home because he, I would-he would never have given 
me the support that I would have needed in order to take 
care of her. 
Marg : In the first three years of being at home then, 
were you pretty well doing most of that all by yourself? 
Heather: Yes, I was (37-#1-6>9-183~330) . 

The pain, anguish, frustration, and anger were often masked 

as Heather attempted to placate, make concessions, and 

compromises to maintain a marital relationship which was in the 

main, incredibly distressful, humiliating, and often destructive 

emotionally. 

At the time of the first interview, it had been ten years 

since Heather had last had contact with her daughter. Her sons, 

who know about but have never met their sister, have begun to ask 

questions about their older sibling. The pain and guilt in 

Heather's face as she told me of the loss of her daughter were 



incredible. Lyman (1981) argues that "guilty memories traumatize 

the present with anxiety as a form of self-punishment" (p. 57). 

Heather has experienced prolonged, profound, emotional and 

psychological abuse. She was unaware that there were discernible 

patterns in these experiences. Over the years of her marriage, 

she kept all this pain inside her. Where language and meaning 

are power, silence is oppression, is violencen (Rich, 1977, p. 

xiv-xxiv), a social violence. Prohibiting women from 

recognizing, feeling or validating their anger, prevents women 

from using their anger to realize and respond to their 

oppression. 

I include this long section of an interview to give an 

illustration of the very painful life experiences so many of the 

participants, especially the woman, shared with me. This example 

clearly indicates that in many situations the decision to %eve 

out" occurs on multiple levels, over many years, and is rarely 

taken lightly, at least for all of the participants who 

volunteered for my research project. For the majority, marital 

separation is an incredibly painful, penetrating, and permeating 

process that occurs over time. 

It would be very easy to conclude that Heather's husband was 

an immature person, an alcoholic who could accept little 

responsibility for himself, his wife, or his family. It would 

also be easy to say that this woman was a victim of an abusive 

man and list the ways in which this occurred. Both these 

perspectives hold some validity. But what I saw is an incredibly 



courageous and resourceful woman who was an active agent in 

coping with her circumstances in the very best way she knew how,  

given the lack of supports in the social-historical context in 

which they occurred. Furthermore, Heather feels her husband 

blames himself for "some reason" for the condition of their 

daughter, that he just "didn't want to have anything to do with 

her. Perhaps the use of alcohol is an attempt to blur some of 

his own personal pain, emotional pain that Seidler (1989, 1991, 

1994) and Kaufrnan (1993) indicate very few men have the resources 

to cope with, given the present social organization of most 

masculinities. 

The following segment of the interview also reveals how 

violence has been socially constructed in ways that render 

emotional and psychological abuse less recognizable by many women 

and men. The primary focus on violence in our society has been 

on acts that can be seen and recorded (Walker, 1990) l3 and it 

is the evidence of direct violence upon which we learn to focus 

our attention. Medical, legal and law enforcement practitioners 

require physical evidence of violence and abuse to make assault 

cases easier to expedite. In fact, the lack of knowledge about 

what constitutes emotional, psychological, spiritualL4 and 

l3 For an excellent rendering of the social processes and 
practices of the police and the state, that are part of constructed 
knowledge and that work to neutralize the social relations of 
gender underlying so much of the violence in our society, see: 
Walker, Gillian A .  (1990). 

l4 "Spiritual violenceIt is a term that is seldom used when we 
speak about violence. In my research there are cases where the 
parents of one or other of the separating partners were very vocal 



social violence is pronounced in both the womenls and men's 

interviews. Therefore, it is essential that we bring the 

incredible and profound experiences of violence and the 

repercussions of these forms of violence1* to the public 

discourse on violence. 

The process of marital separation continues long after the 

physical moving out. Heather discusses her concerns about her 

husband's behaviour and use of alcohol. She reveals more about 

the continuing abuse to which she was subjected and the 

unresolved emotional pain made visible in her husband's actions. 

She worries about the impact on her children. 

My husband has a very volatile temper. Like even though he 
didn't drink at home ...m, he had no patience and he would, 
if something didn't go his way, he would just throw things 
and yell and swear and that sort of thing. And the children 
felt that sort of thing, but they never saw the falling down 
drunks sort of thing. 
Umm . . .  (pause) And there was never any violence, there was 
never any violence towards me and there was never--only on 

in their criticism about the differing religious backgrounds or 
practices of their prospective or respective daughters-in-law or 
sons-in-law. In some cases, this criticism had an impact on the 
relationship between the two partners, and in other cases the 
parental criticism meant severing of a possible relationship 
between the in-laws and the couple themselves. A lack of tolerance 
for the variety of ways of experiencing spiritual life seems to be 
at the root of this criticism. This lack of tolerance can also be 
reinforced by various religious institutions. 

For example, my own experiences of emotional, spiritual, 
and psychological abuse were the most difficult to see and 
understand. It was also very difficult to fully comprehend the 
pervasive impact that these experiences had on my own life and on 
my ability to analyze and write the results of my research. 
Through the course of this research I began to fully know and see 
my own experiences of these forms of abuse. This personal 
realization has helped to move my understanding of the various 
forms and complex nature of abuse to much deeper and more complex 
levels. 



one occasion my husband because he was drinking-- hit my 
eldest boy too hard and it was only that once. And he felt 
so bad about it never ever happened again. In fact he went 
the other way--he would not hit him after that even to 
discipline him sort of thing . . .  because he felt so much guilt 
about that incident (37-#1-15-570>582) . 

This segment of the interview addresses the underlying 

understanding this participant has about emotional and 

psychological turmoil. Heather states, Nthere never was any 

violence towards me. l1 She does not formulate or articulate her 

emotional and psychological mistreatment as abuse or violence. 

There is no evidence, in Heather s experience, of any knowledge 

of the larger social historical context in which violence occurs. 

Yet, discussing the benefits to her of being separated, 

Heather reveals the extent, length, occurrence, and impact of the 

abuse. She makes visible the long process involved in her 

attempts to extricate herself from her relationship and her 

relief that the "constant turmoil is gone." Moreover, Heather is 

aware of and expresses real concerns about her children's future 

relationship with their father: 

Well, I think . . .  for me personally, that's the best part of 
. . .  being separated is . . .  his lying and cheating no longer 
will hurt me and that feels really good, you know. It 
really feels . . .  I can handle that. 
Marg : Good. 
Heather: Yeah it does. It feels really good that 
he . . .  those things can't hurt me any more. Unfortunately 
they can hurt the kids and they will. Because hels the kind 
of person that makes promises to them. We've alreaey 
encountered that. Making arrangements to take them and then 
forgetting you know, sort of thing--that he made those 
arrangements. And I can see it down the road. 

I can remember when we first started going together 
that he blamed his parents for all his problems, his mother 
and father. They were the source of all his problems and 
umm . . .  once we were married and I got to know his parents, I 
knew who the source of his problems was. (soft chuckle) And 



it wasn't his mother and father . . .  and I think the last few 
years--Itve been the source of all his problems and now-- 
eventually down the road the kids will be the source of a11 
his problems. He will just substitute from person to 
person. 
Marg : And never take responsibility for--his own. 
Heather: Eventually for whatever reason they will be blamed 
for whatever his problems are. I don't know but . . .  
Marg : Or somebody else in his life. 
Heather: Anyway, like I say, it is a very good feeling 
. . .  that I find now that . . .  although there is so many other 
things to think about like that constant . . .  turmoil is gone. 
And I feel at peace with myself and I thank God that I had 
the strength. Two years ago I wouldn't have had the 
strength to go through this (37-#I-33>34-1279-1308) . 
Heather is clearly articulating her relief that she no 

longer has to deal with the pain she felt as a result of her 

husband's behaviour and his inability to take responsibility for 

it. She indicates that in order for her to make the necessary 

move out of the relationship, she required "the strength to go 

through this.' Further, she states that this strength took a 

very long time to develop--in fact several years. 

In another section of the interview Heather indicated that 

some of this I1strengthtt developed in relation to support she 

received from a group of women she met through her participation 

in Al-A-Non. In this group Heather met other women who shared 

some of their experiences about living with alcoholic partners. 

She began to know that her experiences were not unique. 

Heather's description of her experiences is what I and many 

feminists would refer to as abuse, although Heather herself did 

not use the term. Her description fits with what has been 

revealed in much of the feminist analysis on wife or woman abuse 

(Taplan, 1985, 1993; *DeKeseredy & Hinch, 1991; Martin, 1982; 



NiCarthy, 1986; Russell, 1990; 'Thome-Finch, 1992; Yllo & 

Bogard, 1988). 

Heather's "private feelingsf1 and personal sorrows contained 

in "the coffin" kept her in her marriage. Knowing that her 

experiences are shared by many other women makes visible the 

understanding that personal troubles are in fact public ills, 

that what we perceive to be individual problems can be understood 

and explained only when w e  examine social, economic, and 

political forces (Mills, 1954; Herman, 1992) . Heather credits 

the women in the Al-A-Non group with the start of this process 

for her. 

Many women feel that what they are experiencing is unique-- 

that somehow they are alone in these experiences and that in some 

way they must be responsible for what is happening to them in 

their relationships. The privatization of violence within 

intimate relationships complicates this situation. It was only 

in the late 1970's that feminist researchers began to discuss 

battering as a serious and pervasive social problem (NiCarthy, 

1986, p .  xx) . In the 1980 s t  through the struggles and 

persistent work of women, many of whom were also abused, shelters 

and safe homes were made available for battered women. But in 

the process of making battering visible and recognized by the 

criminal "justice" system, knowledge of these experiences has 

been socially truncated into a focus on physical assault. The 

variety and complexity of the multiple forms of abuse and 

violence, including the interplay and interconnectedness of 



social inequalities with personal life, have been rendered less 

visible to many if not most women and men in our society? 

Issues of violence will be discussed in more depth in Chapter 

Eight, Safe Place To Bef1 - 

Moving Out: A Transformative Process 

Regina: 'I Don't Think of Myself as a Womanm 

Moving out can mean moving out of a marriage or it can mean 

one or the other partner of a separating couple moving out of 

their matrimonial home. But moving out can mean much much more- 

Moving out can include moving out of the constraints of 

ideologies, stereotypes and belief systems, such as our 

understanding of our "rolesn as women and men in relationships 

and in marriages; moving out  of the constraints of gender, that 

is, our socially constructed ideas of femininities and 

masculinities; and moving out of old ways of knowing and seeing 

t o  new ways of being oneself and being oneself with others. 

People can be at various stages in their process of moving 

out when one or the other partner leaves the matrimonial home. 

For example, Regina says: 

. . .  in my relationship with my new male friend, I donft think 
of myself as a woman. I was very conscious when I was 
married, this is what a woman does; this is what a wife 
does; this is what a mother does. And in the last two years 
that has been . . .  not that I was ever the typical mother 

l6 Gillian Walker (1990) systemically and empirically examined 
the process by which the issue of wife-battering was taken away 
from feminists and the women being abused. She revealed that in 
this process society fails to address the question of gender 
inequality as the root cause of wife-battering. 



because I w a s  the one down on the floor wrestling with the 
child and-..you know what I mean? 

But its funny that you should say that1' because in 
the last couple of years I don't think of myself . . .  I used to 
be conscious of thinking of myself as a woman--in the world- 
But now I dont t . . . I just think of myself. Although I % a 
woman but I don't--I don't seem to take any of those 
stereotypes and I don't take it into my relationship with my 
friend. . . or anything like that. Like I m not over there 
cleaning his house! (33-#1-6b62-22552275) . 

[Regina is a 39-year-old. university educated, 
professionally employed woman. married for 9 years, 
separated for 7 months, with one school-aged child.] 

I asked Regina how she understood this change in her 

perspective. She responded with a clear sense of her development 

in relation to another1' and with a vision of future 

possibilities by saying: 

It depends also on the other half. It depends on that other 
person. Part of the relationship is not what I can do for 
him anyway. Only what we can do for each other in some kind 
of emotional thing, but nothing to do with that caretaking 
bit that I was always so good at. That was always so 
unsatisfying (33-#1-62-2279>2288) . 

Regina also discussed some concerns she had about how she 

was raising her son. She had indicated that she felt her son 

needed a male role model, but she was concerned about who the 

role models might be. Regina did not want her son to emulate his 

father. 

l7 Within the context of Regina's discussion about how she was 
raising her son, I indicated that in the preparation for this 
research, one of the things I really wanted to get at were the 
similarities and differences in women's and men's experiences. 
What are the similarities and differences of these kinds of 
experiences and how are they structured socially?" (33-#I-61- 
2249>2250) . 

l8 For an example of the relational approach to psychological 
understanding s e e  : Jordan, Judith V. et al. (1991) . Daphne Kingma 
(1987) uses a developmental framework to help people understand how 
to live through the ending of relationships. 



I don't see anything positive there ... except that he has a 
penis. (laughs) There's nothing there that I would really 
like my son to emulate. I don't want him to emulate his 
materialism, the way he treats other people, the way he 
works, even his attitude towards working and making money. 
I mean, give me a gentler, kinder human being (33-#1-61- 
2238>2243) . 

Regina is aware she is raising her son in ways that may be 

different than many other young men are brought up. She 

expresses some concerns about this process, but she is also 
'i 

adamant about what she sees as a need for change. 

I just only hope that . . .  I know very well that my son is not 
being raised like all the other boys in his class. Like he 
is not a wimplg, he has lots of friends. And . . .a lot of 
his friends are girls. But then girls don't sort of sit 
around and do girlie stuff . . .  like all play is sort of 
unisexual (33-#1-59>60-2191>2196) - 

. . .  I'm worried that he might not fit. But as I said, 
maybe this is my gift to the next generation. (laughs) I 
also promised myself that the dysfunction in my family had 
to stop with me. Because I see the way that my brothers are 
raising their children ... it's terrible. I cry. I see 
myself in their daughters and . . .  and I can hardly stand to be 
there. The boys outside playing, the girls are washing the 
dishes (33-#1-60-2207>2213) . 

Regina has promised herself that "the dysfunction in her 

family will stop withH her. 20 She cries when she see her 

- 

For an challenging analysis of the interplay of masculinity 
and education in relation to "cool guys, swots and wimps, " see: 
Connell, R. W. (1989). 

20 "Dysfunctional familiesu has become one of the new ways of 
explaining the difficulties people experience in families where 
alcoholism and/or other addictions are problems (e.g., Wholey, 
1988) . The term dysfunction is now in such common use that we 
seldom consider the context in which it was socially constructed. 
In my study, one participant framed her own moving out experience 
using this concept. While the term vdysfunctionn can useful to try 
to make sense of onet s experience, the term itself is somewhat 
limited in its scope. The concept of dysfunction leaves the 
problem within the confines of families or individuals and does not 
encourage the investigation of the social interactional processes 
and practices that are very much a part of shaping one's 



nieces and nephews being raised like she was. in sex- 

stereotypical ways. Regina is in the midst of transforming not 

only her own ways of living and being in her world but she is 

also actively trying to raise her son with these new visions in 

mind. 

It is these latter possibilities for transformation that 

ignite my energies and sensibilities and encourage me to continue 

my work. As Adrienne Rich (1979, p .  155) states, we need 

imagination for a new way of being. Creatively envisioning and 

shaping I1a future that is physically and environmentally safe, 

rich in experience and historically open" (Connell, 1987, p. 293) 

and emotionally connected is a challenging adventure. Breaking 

down gender categories without new collective visions to replace 

them can be a very solitary, frustrating and socially unsupported 

experience. 

Summary: Gender, Emotions, Knowledge and Change 

There is no single way of moving out, as the marital 

separation process unfolds. But in all cases, moving out is an 

incredibly complex, multifaceted, emotionally charged process as 

the parties move through the transformative process, 

deconstructing what was once their marriage and constructing and 

reconstructing a new life separate and apart from each other. A t  

times some partners move back together again. attempting to re- 

experiences. See Haaken, Janice (1993) for a challenging analysis 
of the constructs ndysfunctionalw and "co-dependence." 
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establish a relationship that will hold together in ways they 

trust will be of benefit to each other- Many times these 

reconciliations cannot be sustained as the process of marital 

separation continues. 

When there are children involved in the marriage, the 

separation process can be even more problematic, that is, unless 

the partners are able to come to some resolution in which they 

consider the children as being of primary importance. As we will 

see in the next chapters, in situations where there has been 

violence and abuse in the marriage, this possibility is, in all 

likelihood, not achievable. Indeed, the marital separation 

process in these cases can be fraught with even more pain and 

abuse than may have been experienced by one or the other partner 

within the relationship. Concerns for the abused person, which 

is more often the woman, and for the children should be the major 

focus for social action in these cases. 

But moving out can encompass much more than moving out of a 

marriage. Some of the women and men who participated in my study 

revealed that in their process of marital separation, they also 

moved out of old ways of relating to one another and to others in 

their social networks. In addition, they moved out of old ways 

of burying hurt and pain, old ways of avoiding confrontation, old 

ways of containing emotions in the coffin of their marriages, old 

ways of denying the pain and anger of being subjected to and 

humiliated by abuse, and old ways of remaining silent about the 

ways our lives have been lived both within our marriages, within 



our families, and within our social world. 

Underlying many of these experiences are a number of 

ideologies, myths, assumptions, stereotypes, and beliefs, for 

example the ideologies of the nuclear family, motherhood, 

masculinity and femininity and emotions. These bind the process 

together in ways that are often invisible to the participants. 

So familiar are they that we assume the vcomon knowledge" held 

in the ideologies, myths, and beliefs that permeate these 

relationships is "natural," a given. We seldom question the 

"natural" and often we blame ourselves for the "failure" to hold 

the marriage together. Therefore, moving out can also include 

moving out of the constraints of ideologies, stereotypes and 

belief systems, such as our understanding of our "roles" as women 

and men in marriages and in relationships and moving out of the 

constraints of gender. 

Getting behind what is assumed to be the "known" about our 

lives, seeing how that knowing is socially organized by tracking 

the emotions of the participants during the process of moving 

out, opens windows of understanding into the social construction 

and gendering of our emotions and our lives within the context of 

the experience of marital separation. 

In the next chapter, I track the participant's emotions as I 

examine the ways in which the institution and practice of law 

shape the experiences of women and men in the process of moving 

out. 



Chapter Seven 

GET YOURSELF A LAOQYER 

Emotion functions as a messenger from the self, an 
agent that gives us an instant report on the connection 
between what we are seeing and what we had expected to 
see, and tells us what we feel ready to do about it. 

Arlie Hochschild, 1983, p .  x 

It is law's power to define and disqualify which should 
become the focus of feminist strategy rather than law 
reform itself. 

Carol Smart, 1989, p. 164 

Feminism . . .  has the means to expose how law o p e r a t e s  in 
all its most detailed mechanisms. I n  doing this it can 
increase the resistance to law and may e f f e c t  a shift 
i n  power. 

Carol Smart, 1989, p .  25 



Introduction 

Marlene: I think many people feel . . .  I mean that is a 
standard bit of well meaning advice . . .  "Get yourself a 
lawyer." And many people are very afraid . . .  to attempt 
something on their own and the legal community makes them 
feel . . .  encourages that [25-#1-56-177>181]. 

[Marlene is a 37-year-old, university educated, 
professionally employed mother of 3 school-age 
children. She was married for 16 years and separated 
for 5 months. 1 

Anger, pain. frustration, rage, intimidation, humiliation, 

hurt, shock, fear, delight, surprise and misery were some of the 

range of emotions that the participants experienced as they 

interacted with lawyers and the legal system. 

There is a common sense knowledge among many people in our 

society that the law will be fair and just, that individual 

rights and interests are respected in the due process of the law, 

and that professionals know best. Some people believe the 

processes and practices of the legal system and the judgments 

made in Canadian courts by our legal practitioners, both in the 

enactment of the Divorce A c t  (1985) and the Family Law Act of 

Ontario (1986), and in the legal senrices provided will regard 

and treat everyone, women, men, and children on an equal basis. 

Moreover, there is a sense that Legal A i d ,  which has been 

instituted to provide legal counsel for those who have limited 

income, will ensure that everyone has equal access to legal 

services. Hence, there is a common social knowledge among some 

people that "justice1t is equally available to everyone through 
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our present and mdemocraticm legal system. This common knowledge 

is supported by the underlying ideology of the justice system 

(*MBrtin, 1993). 

But there is other social knowledge that has been acquired 

by women and men through experience and interaction with the 

legal system which can lead some people to a more realistic 

understanding of what, in fact, the legal system can and can not 

do for people. There is a "gap between the ideal of justice and 

the reality of unfairnessm (+Martin, 1993, p. 2 6  In fact "most 

legal theorists recognize that law is about making choices 

between competing interests and support the idea that the law is 

not politically neutral in its orientation or operationn 

(*Martin, 1993, p. 20). 

Within this context, women and men describe the often untold 

agony and grief that can result from the state regulating the 

lives of women and men and their children via the "no-fault" 

divorce laws and the "gender neutral" Family Law Act of Ontario 

(1986), with the paradoxical notions of equality entrenched in 

the acts and in their execution. Using emotion as a lens, I will 

consider the participantsf responses to the socially constructed 

message "get yourself a lawyer," analyze what some of the 

participants experienced as they interacted with the legal system 

and its practitioners, and explore some of the issues that led 

other participants to resist the use of the legal system until it 

was absolutely necessary to do so, such as the need for one or 

the other separating partner to obtain a legal divorce. 



In addition, some participants also revealed the 

unanticipated pain and anguish that can arise as a result of 

interactions not only with "professionalized" legal practitioners 

privately retained but also with those employed through the state 

organized Legal Aid system. Still other participants described 

how the state-organized and executed immigration laws impacted on 

relational issues between themselves and their marital partners. 

Socially Constructed Messages: "Get Yourself a Lawyer" 

As I have already argued in earlier chapters, the continuing 

inequalities between women and men in Canadian society, combined 

with socially constructed belief systems, often underlie the 

experience of marital separation. Nowhere is this more visible 

than in relation to the need "to get yourself a lawyeru during 

the process of marital separation. 

As I indicated in the Introduction, few positive social 

guideposts for those experiencing marital separation are 

available and patterns of adaptation are often individually 

constructed. Yet in this void of guideposts stands one of the 

clearest social messages in our contemporary society. When 

married women and men tell others they are separating, one of the 

first things they are advised, indeed urged to do, is to "get 

yourself a lawyer." Underlying this message are a number of 

assumptions. One assumption is that the law will be "fair and 

just"; a second is that the professional "knows best" in dealing 

with the marital separation process; a third is the assumption of 



an adversarial position between the two spouses; a fourth 

assumption is that it is best to get the legal separation and 

divorce over with quickly; or alternatively, that the other side 

will get a lawyer and you will be hurt because the legal system 

is not just. 

This message can be conveyed to women or m e n  by their 

families, their friends, and their colleagues. Matt, a 37 year 

old business man, married for 17 years, and the father of three 

children, relates such a message: 

See I'm in the business world and I have these friends and 
I m in the [service] club right. . . and m y  mother. . . and 
everybody's yelling at me, ltYoulve got to go1' [to the 
lawyer] (26-#1-09-334>337) . 

The message is clear. The context is the marital separation 

process. The need is to "get  yourself a lawyer.'! The emotional 

tone is set. Fear and anxiety are provoked. "You've got to go." 

If one is not prepared for what often follows, women and men can 

become caught up in what has been described as an emotional 

roller coaster, the likes of which many have never experienced 

before. 

While this same message, "get yourself a lawyer," can be 

given to both women and men, the additional message that goes 

along with it can vary by gender. Even the lawyers themselves 

can perpetuate this social message. Bernie, another business 

man, age 39, married for 10 years, and the father of one child, 

discusses the common messages that women and men receive. Bernie 

indicates that women are advised to p$otect themselves, by 

obtaining spousal and, if relevant, child custody and support: 
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Your lawyer, the  guy that you're paying. He says t o  you: 
"You have to look after yourself. [for women] He's going to 
give you--if t h e r e  is children, the least amount of support 
and on and on." And they are the ones that e a t  up at you 
and drag the thing out and run up those bills (06-#1-24- 
861,868). 

Men are presented with a cautionary message--get a lawyer to 

protect yourself from "being taken to the cleanerst1 by their 

wives. Bernie, in co-operation with his wife Becky, was able to 

negotiate an initial agreement without including their respective 

lawyers, but was nevertheless told to: 

. . .  change the locks . . .  and all this other stuff in the other 
home because she could come back and take everything and all 
this other stuff . I gave it some thought and I didnl t (06- 
#1-23-830>832) . 

The general thing I hear is t h a t  the wife takes 
everything, and no matter what--right (06-#1-23-842,844). 

Bernie recognizes the social message, reflected on its 

relevance in terns of his experience and knowledge of his wife, 

his past experiences with lawyers in relation to his business, 

and the potential costs. Consulting together, Bernie and Becky 

choose an a l t e r n a t e  plan of action which incorporated their own 

knowledge and experience. Therefore, they resist the external 

pressure to always use a lawyer. 

B o b ,  a 33 year old tradesman, married for 11 years and the 

father of one child, is quite f r igh tened  by t h e  whole experience 

of marital separation and unsure of who or what to believe. Bob 

states : 

I'm just a bit worried, about what she is going to do ...g o 
after me for everything I ' m  worth. But I don't know if she 
will, or she won' t .  She says she won't. That's the scary 
part for . . .  that . . .  that's a male perspective. That's the 
scary part for a man. . . . [51-#1-98-3125>3132]. 



The social messages in these gendered accounts are clear. 

Women will "go aftern men for "everything they can getn and men 

have to "protect themselvesN from these women. How each person 

makes sense of or responds to these messages varies, but the 

messages persist, even though in many cases the messages do not 

match the reality of individual women's and men's experiences. 

These messages may vary by class, race, ethnicity, age and 

so forth. For example, people who have little or no property, 

and few, if any, a s s e t s ,  other than their ability to earn income, 

may not be as likely to consult a lawyer. Following a one month 

initial separation, and at the time of the first interview which 

occurred just after their reconciliation, Jill, a 41 year old 

community worker, married for 22 years, says: 

I went to a lawyer. After we got back together, I went to a 
lawyer because I was going to divorce him anyways just as a 
matter of principle (chuckle). And it was $750.00 and there 
was absolutely no contest, there was no property, there was 
no custody, there was no nothing. And 1 thought it was such 
a rip off. I thought for $750.00, I don't need to make a 
point that much. And she's . . .  one of the cheaper ones. She 
told me that she was one of the cheaper ones in town. And I 
believe it. She probably is. But I still thought that was 
ridiculous (29-#1-6>7-208>220) . 

Brockman and Chum (1993) argue that the way in "which an 

issue is conceptualized plays a major role in how we respond to 

itN ( p .  5). Social institutions such as law and the ways that it 

is practised can shape the emotions and experiences of women, 

men, and their children even if they choose not to involve the 

legal system in the initial stages of separation. And as the 

participants revealed, these experiences can vary by gender. 



The Legal Practitioners and The People 

Social systems become visible during periods of 

transformation. In this section I explore two types of 

experiences that some of the participants shared. These 

experiences address the law and how it is practised by legal 

practitioners in relation to women and men during the 

transformative period of marital separation. The first type of 

experience involves women and men who have interacted with the 

law in the earlier stages of the marital separation process. In 

this case, there was an expectation that "the lawn would be fair 

and just and that individual rights and interests would be 

respected. There was an expectation that lawyers would "know 

best? I address these people and their experiences under the 

heading, "The Initial Believers." 

The second type of experience I discuss is the attempts of 

some people to resist the power of the law in shaping their 

experiences of marital separation and their economic 

possibilities in the future, both for themselves and for their 

children. I describe these experiences under the heading, The 

Resisters." In two of these cases, the participants had previous 

interactions with layers and the legal system. In the third 

case, one of partners of the separating couple looked into the 

costs of a legal separation agreement and as a result, chose not 

to use the service. An additional separating couple have not 

sought the services of a lawyer. The woman was still in the 

process of adjusting to the separation itself. A t  the time of 



the first interview, her husband had worked out an initial 

support and custody arrangement that was agreeable to both of 

them. 

The Ini t ia l  Believers 

There were thirteen participants who felt the law would be 

fair and just. Two of these participants approached Legal A i d .  

Many of these people became very frustrated and angry at the 

treatment they received as they interacted with the legal system 

and legal practitioners. Some of these women and men expressed a 

wish that the legal practices be changed so that others would not 

have to experience what they did. I draw from the interviews 

with Sylvia, Heather, and Ron to illustrate some of the 

experiences of the initial believers. 

Sylvia: "1 Find This System is Destructivew 

Sylvia, a 56 year old homemaker who also works part-time, 

has been married for 28 years. She is the mother of 4 children. 

Sylvia volunteered to be part of my study because she was so 

angry and frustrated at the way the legal system operated, 

especially with regard to women. Sylvia says: 

I suppose the process that I ' m  in now--the legal process is 
what's frustrating me so much. And I feel that.. .um, for 
the family law practice has probably given me more 
advantages than say if I'd left in the early eighties. U r n .  
I find this system is destructive...agh, to people--the 
games that are played. And I feel that there should be time 
limits if disclosure is ...y ou know . . .  I feel that the court 
should set time limits for disclosure . . .  that I feel men 
have . . .  are still abusing this system (21-#1-7-242,251). 

. . .  When I saw your ad in the paper, I thought if this 



lady can do anything in this area, I will help her. Because 
I think that is important (21-#-7>8-288~292) . 

Sylvia is upset by the "games that are playedv and that men 

"are still abusing the systemN to the detriment of women. Gender 

bias in the law and the legal system is being documented 

(fBrockman & Chunn, 1993; Smart, 1984, 1989a, 1989b) but numerous 

forms of gender bias persist both in the larger context of the 

problem itself and in the legal system which has generated its 

own approach to proof, evidence, and fact finding ('Martin, 1993, 

Sylvia also expresses concerns about a number of women she 

met at a community support group for separated and divorced 

women. She indicates that many of these women are older and had 

had no careers. Sylvia is angry to find that so many women 

shared experiences similar to hers. She relays her concerns: 

So many women there just, . . . j  ust wrung my heart out because 
I thought, I know where they are coming from. They want 
this to be a decent procedure. They don't want to hurt the 
children. They don't want to strip their husband of his 
dignity. They don't want one cent more than what they 
should get or one cent less. And the . . .  I thought that these 
women are trusting their lawyers and that they were naive 
about the system but . . .  I think that they were operating 
honestly. 

And it's punitive because more than one woman said, "I 
had to give up my lawyer because I ran out of money." And I 
thought, "It is not right." And I've heard this story so 
many times, so I think, . . .  if I wanted to see change in the 
system it would be that there were limits set where all the 
data that was required to . . .  to bring about the legal 
solution . . .  that there be tine limits and that it was 
strongly reinforced (21-#I-8-254>272). 

In this segment of the interview, Sylvia includes her own 

experience along with the experiences of other women she had met. 

"So I think . . .  for myself, 1% frustrated and I wish it was 



different for myself and I wish it w a s  different for other womenn 

(21-#-8-285,206). Sylvia had moved from a high income marriage, 

as a result of her husband's financial resources, to a state of 

financial instability which is complicated by the fact that for 

most of her married life she was an unpaid wife, mother, and 

homemaker. Her financial instability is exacerbated by the 

extended legal procedures which she endured while her former 

spouse sought ways to reduce the support for both her and the 

children. Since the first interview, Sylvia has moved three more 

times, each move precipitated by another reduction in financial 

support from her former husband. 

Heather: "1 Need Someone to Work for Me'" 

Heather, a 44 year old mother of two children, married for 

24 years, worked as a clerk most of her married life. Heather's 

income is considerably less than her husband's: "He makes 

$60,000- 00 and I make $27 ,000 .00  . . . (pause) you know! (37-#1-26- 

1027>1028). Heather consulted a lawyer recommended to her over 

the telephone by the Law Society of Upper Canada. 

I think the most frustrating thing I found is the legal 
aspect of it--the uncertainty . . .  and I...have an aversion 
[participant s emphasis] to. . . lawyers anyway. I ' rn kind 
of . . .  terrified by them! Like I feel intimidated by them. 
I feel like . . .  I have no right to stand up and say, I want 
this or that they are not doing it right. I guess that's 
background. That's the way my parents were. I remember as 
kids, my parents saying, "Well teachers are right. Lawyers 
are right." Like professional people were always . . .  they 
were always sort of in awe of (37-#1-53-2104>2112). 

This belief in a prevailing professional ideology (Hearn, 

1988; Illich, 1977/78) that "lawyers are right, becomes the 



backdrop for a series of events that take place in her 

interactions with the lawyer as she attempted to sort through the 

maze of legal and financial considerations that are part of many 

separations. 

Compounding the belief that I1lawyers are right, l1 Heather had 

absorbed the Vommon sense knowledgef1 that continues to be 

powerful and pervasive in our communities--that the Family Law 

Act (1986) provides protection for women and children. "1 had 

talked to people who said, 'Oh donlt worry, the courts are on 

your side'.11 "You won't have to move until the kids are out of 

school19 (37-#1-29-1123>1125) . Before Heather interacted with the 

law, she believed that the llcourts" were on her side. Until one 

interacts with the state controlled legal system, the 

discrepancies that can occur between previously held beliefs and 

the realities of individual experiences may not be visible. 

Heather describes her experience: 

I called a lawyer referral service. I thought if I do that 
I'm going to get someone who is good. But maybe you don't. 
Maybe you get somebody who can't get anybody any other way 
(chuckling). I starting thinking afterwards maybe that's the 
wrong thing to do (37-#1-59-2334-2338). 

I thought like there had been such advances made in the 
family law protecting women and children that I kind of 
thought well, you know . . .  1'11 be . . .  as long as I have a good 
lawyer, 1'11 be fine in court--1'11 be okay. You know what 
I mean, I had confidence. And then to kind of find out it 
is not that way, you know. It1 s not.. .it s not. . .as great 
as you think it is, it is kind of a shock (37-#1-61- 

Heather initially believed, that the Upper Canada Law 

Society would recommend a good lawyer. She also was confident 

that recent advances in family law provide protection for women 



and children. Her experience reveals it to be otherwise. 

Heather describes her first appointment with her lawyer: 

When I first went in for the initial--consultation he asked 
the questions and wrote down all kinds of things. And the 
first thing he said to me was, "Oh 1'11 be able to get you 
$1000.00 per month easily,11 you know, "support payment." 
It was a very misleading [participant's emphasis] statement 
because in reality it doesn' t come down to that at all, you 
know. I found that verv misleadinq. Of course, he made it 
look very --you b o w  verv rosy--and he could do all kinds of 
things for me and . . .  And in reality to have it so totally 
different and not like I say ... I felt before we went to 
court he should have sat down with me and explained to me 
what was going to happen, the whole procedure, you know, I 
was just shocked. I couldnt t believe it. You know I 
couldn't believe it. And then to feel so humiliated by the 
whole thing (37-#1-61>62-2425,2437) . 

Heather is outraged at being misled by her lawyer. She is 

totally shocked and humiliated by what transpired. Heather had 

only one appointment with her lawyer and two more appointments 

with the lawyer's secretary, who was kind enough to assist 

Heather with the completion of her financial statement. 

Heather's lawyer did not review with her either her financial 

statement or the financial statement presumably prepared by her 

husband. 

I was told . . .  I was told 
lawyer and I would have 
financial statement and 
with mine. And none of 
None of the things that 
He said, When we go in 

in the beginning, that we would--my 
a chance to sit down and go over his 
his lawyer and him would do the same 
that happened. None of it ha~oened. 
he told me would happen, happened. 
there we will sit down, and decide 

on certain.. .things1!. "YOU will be at one end of the table 
and he will be at another . . .  and anything we can decide out 
of court is best because once you go into court it starts 
costing money." 

But none of that happened like, I never saw his 
financial statement. I don't know if he saw mine or not. I 
just felt that this lawyer was so incompetent (37-#1-57- 

Heather is angry. What she had expected and was told would 



take place was in stark contrast to what she experienced. But as 

Harrison (1985) has indicated, anger is a sign of some resistance 

in ourselves to the moral quality of the social relations in 

which we are immersed. Her lawyer called to arrange to meet 

Heather in the courthouse. Heather continues: 

But he didn't know who I was. When he phoned me, the day 
before to say we are going to court and to be there at a 
certain time, he said, llI1m sorry but I've forgotten what 
you look liketv you know. And I said, llThatls okay. I know 
what you look like! (chuckle) (37-#1-62-2446>2450) . 

When Heather arrived at the courthouse the next day she was 

stunned at what took place. Both Heather and her husband were at 

the courthouse with their respective lawyers. She tells what 

occurred : 

And urn--it was all done in the hallway in the courtroom. He 
went with his lawyer. I donlt know where him and his lawyer 
were--we never saw each other. M y  lawyer talked to me about 
my personal business sitting i n  a hallway with people on 
either side of us and people walking back and forth. You 
know--and I felt so desraded you know. I felt . . . j  ust . . .  you 
know it was such a horrible feeling. He's talking to me 
about my personal . . .  and he's running back and forth . . .  he's 
saying, "Okay now, he' 11 pay the mortgage1'. And agh, I 
said, "What about support payments for the kids"? llWell, 
. . .  he'll agree to this amount", you know or, W e  can't 
afford to pay this amount . . .  and so why ask for a larger 
amount.11 And agh . . .  then he ran back to ask if that was 
okay. And he came back. . . 
Marg : And this was in the hallway? 
Heather: And this is taking place in the hallway. When I 
spoke to this lawyer on the phone, umm...  he indicated to me 
that what would happen is that we would probably either sit 
in separate rooms or else in one room at a long table--his 
lawyer and him at one end and my lawyer and me at another 
end. And you know--we didn't have to speak to each other. 
That was the lawyer's job. But all this was to save me 
money so that we did not have to go before a judge. Because 
whatever you can decide on beforehand and settle--you know 
out of court, the court time is going to save you the court 
time fee (37-#1-24>25-946>969) . 
Heather also indicates that she had no experience with this 
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strong place from which to dispute with the person she perceives 

to be an authority in matters of the law. 

Heather initiated legal proceedings because her husband was 

starting to come into their home and take tools and equipment 

that Heather and the children require to maintain the matrimonial 

home and property. She expects that by going to court, she can 

curtail these activities, establish regular mortgage payments for 

the house, and arrange for support for her two sons. But she 

finds that her lawyer seems to be siding with her husband in the 

"hallwayf1 negotiations. 

I feel he is not in my best interests. I almost said to 
him . . .  after he said to me, " A r e  you working? I felt like 
saying, "Who is paying you, him or me?" I almost felt he 
was working for him. And then at one point he said, "Well 
he can only pay this amount until he gets settled inft.. . But 
this was from February until July that he had time to get 
his finances straightened up and get on an even keel (37-#1- 
58-2287>2295)  . 

. . .  When it comes to the legal part, I need somebody to 
work for me and when you turn your life over to someone like 
that you want somebody who is soina to have your best 

- - 

interests in mind. And not just shuffle you throuqh and 
bill you for whatever and set on with the next batch of 
people [participant's emphasis] ( 3 7 - # 1 - 6 7 - 2 6 4 6 2 6 5 0 ) -  

Heather is now steaming with anger as she shares her 

experiences in the interview context. Iier concerns and those of 

her children were not being represented in the way she expected 

them to be by the lawyer whose fee she is paying. She believes 

that her lawyer should be working for her, not seeming to take 

the perspective of her husband. 

In a social context of inequality, the power imbalance 

between women and men becomes visible at a time of crisis. 

Heather's needs and those of her children are not being heard and 
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attended to by her lawyer. It appears that Heather's lawyer is 

not only unaware of what her needs and wishes are, but has failed 

to notice that Heather's income is considerably less than her 

husband's. Heather's lawyer had not yet read over Heather's or 

her husband's financial statements nor discussed her financial 

situation with her before going to the courthouse. Moreover, 

Heather, both before the marital separation and in the process of 

"moving out, " has had the sole responsibility for the care of her 

children and for seeing that all the bills for the mortgage and 

so forth are looked after. In addition, she is also paying the 

lawyer's fees without any financial support from her husband or 

the state. 

Many feminists argue that an androcentric view of the world 

permeates much of how our social world is organized PEichler, 

1988; Spender, 1981) . Martin ('1993) argues that this same bias 

permeates the legal system. Carol Gilligan states, "We have come 

more recently to notice not only the silence of women but the 

difficulty in hearing what they say when they speak" (1982, p. 

173). Women's talk is undervalued within the dominant paradigm 

of the legal system ('Martin, 1993, p.28). Moreover, "it is 

curious how, despite the stereotype that women are emotional, 

women are often denied the opportunity to express anger, 

especially anger at men and on their own behalf1' ('Martin, 1993, 

p .  30). 

At the time of her hallway negotiations, Heather is unable 

to effectively challenge her lawyer. Often she was unable to 
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out" of his marriage. Ron believed and indeed had fully 

anticipated that the legal process could be expedited quickly, 

that his charges of his wife being an unfit mother due to her 

continuing problems with alcoholism would be validated, and that 

his claim for custody of the children would be processed without 

delays. 

Ron's experience of moving out were so traumatic, so 

painful, and so disruptive that he revealed that he had 

considered ending his life on three occasions prior to the first 

interview (13-#2-73-2935>2940) . Within this context, Ron says : 

Well first of all I questioned my value to the children. 
And I said if the kids can be looked after well enough and I 
can generate something like one half a million dollars in 
terms of policies . . .  they'd be better off. Urn . . .  now then, I 
guess when my cloud base shifts a little bit . . .  there are 
glimmerings of that feeling but . . .  frankly I guess, I was so 
disillusioned with myself--with the system, umm... (13-#1- 
73-2974>2982) . 

. . .  The system brings out the worst in you (13-#1-73- 
3002>3003) . 

Ron is deeply troubled and disillusioned with himself and 

with the system. He questions his value to his children as he 

considers committing suicide in the process of moving out. He 

indicates that the system "brings out the worst in you." Ron, 

who had a long history of gainful employment, had been out of 

work for a year prior to his separation. He acquired a job 

shortly before the first interview. Ron was aware his marriage 

was not going well, yet he was caught by surprise when his wife 

delivered the separation papers. He describes his experience : 

The lawyer told her 
surprise. S e n e  me 
got the papers on [t 

to go 
with t 
.he dat 

for every 
.he papers 
el (13-#1 

*thing--take me 
at the last mi 
-9-358>360) . 

by 
nute. 



. . .  And as I drove off she shoved this envelope through 
the window with a sad sweet smile on her face . . .  and then it 
was just one horror after the other. She cleaned out the 
bank accounts; tried to kidnap the eldest boy. Again, which 
she said that her lawyer told her boyfriend to do . . .  (13-#1- 
9-367,370). 

. . .  And they gave me twenty-four hours. They served me 
with papers. She wanted $4000.00 per month, she wanted the 
house, she wanted the kids. She didn't tell those poor kids 
what was going on. She took them with her. She had been to 
three or four shelters in the two months before . . .  setting . . .  
the image of an abused and agh, damaged wife. Agh, there 
was certainly lots of mental abuse on both sides . . .  but no 
physical abuse. 

And agh, my son told me this, you know, when she came 
back the second time for ten days. (pause). I said, Why? 
Why?". And she said, "Because my lawyer and the [shelter 
name] told me that, "You have nothing. This is. . .agh, 
almost like a war footing. You have to surviven (13-#1-9- 
346>357) . 

This segment of Ron's interview demonstrates how his wife 

Tessl understanding of the advice she received by her lawyer and 

the shelter staff, Itto go for everything," gets played out in the 

moving out process. The lawyer and the shelter staff may assume 

that Tess and Ron are adversaries and therefore set in motion a 

process that might otherwise have been avoided. 

But to compound this situation, there is now documented 

evidence that the legal system frequently does not meet the needs 

of women (Arendell, 1986; *Boyd, 1993; fBrockman & Chunn, 1993; 

Fineman, 1991; 'Morton, 1993; Weitzman, 1985) --that in order to 

survive women need to learn to use the system more effectively, 

to get their needs met. So the reported advice that the lawyer 

and the shelter staff gave to Tess has some basis of reality to 

it. Yet, rather than helping to change the present system, this 

combative approach perpetuates the ideology that propels it in 

the first place. 



Moreover, Ron's major understanding of violence is confined 

to physical abuse .  The horrendous and long term effects of 

prolonged emotional, psychological and verbal abuse are 

underscored in socially constructed knowledge about violence and 

abuse. 

Images of a 'war footingt1 set the context for Ron's 

experience with the legal system. Ron discusses his part in the 

raucous legal proceedings inside the court room, where he was 

defending the charge of assaulting his wife's new partner, and 

also fighting his wife for custody of their children: 

In the midst of my misery, this thing became a war of wits 
. . .  and I enjoyed outwitting the other side, no matter how 
much pain there was. I never went to court but I disrupted 
proceedings twice and I had her lawyer and the court 
guardian tied up in knots. Nothing to be proud of. This is 
the sad part--you don't win in something like this (13-#1- 
37-1517>1522) . 

. . .  The thing that I didn't like though was that both 
lawyers had both gone to law school together and basically 
if it wasn't for the two fools in between, they would have 
had the whole thing sewn up in twenty-four hours. They 
don't guide. They . . .  emloit  [participant's emphasis] the 
emotional content of the situation (13-#1-38-1560>1664). 

Ron is miserable. Regardless of the pain he endured, Ron 

attempts to relieve some of his misery by "outwitting the other 

side." This is an example of the adversarial approach that the 

legal process appears to encourage. Later Ron realizes that his 

actions are "nothing to be proud of." ltYou don't win in 

something like this." The lawyers themselves appear to be caught 

up in these same processes, seemingly unable to redirect their 

For a more comprehensive discussion of the issues of 
violence and abuse see Chapter Eight. 



client's anger to more constructive approaches. 

Images similar to what Ron describes as his "war of witsv 

are compounded in a court of law where, Martin (*1993) argues, 

the lawyers can "appear as gladiators who, through their proof 

and their witnesses, try to convince the judge that they are 

speaking the truthn (p. 31) . In this process, the "emotional 

content of the situation" of separating women and men may be 

exploited. Women are seldom trained to go to war (Woolf , 1966) , 

though some women that enter the legal profession are trained in 

the confrontation style of that system ('Martin, 1993). More 

often, women are trained to be "the nurturers, the soothers, the 

peacemakers and the steadiers of rocked boatsn (Lerner, 1985, p .  

2) thus creating an imbalance in their preparedness to deal with 

the legal system, its courts, and legal practitioners. 

Ron began to make connections between his upbringing within 

a military environment and his own expectations and behaviour. 

He was able to tfseefl how these processes were interacting and 

interconnected in his relationship with his wife and with the 

legal processes and practices that helped shape some of his 

marital separation experiences. 

Discussing professional networking and service provision to 

clients, Ron gives an example of what happened when he told his 

lawyer about one of his wife's telephone calls for assistance in 

her perceived crisis. When Ron had responded to his wife ' s 

request, he found there was not a real need. He describes the 

situation: 



The rase starts again. And the lawyer starts again, "Well 
alright, you put it in an affidavit." You fall into the 
trap . . .  and the misery and pain. I know that the lawyer 
felt . . .  and to her credit--there were times when she tried to 
s t o ~  the stupidity. (pause) In my own misery and pain I 
wasn't prepared to see that. My urge was to defeat this 
other lawyer. 

..,This irritated me, the way this . . . y  ou s e e - I  w a s  
taught, "Don't hit a man when he is down.lv And this lawyer 
would do all the dirty underhanded tricks. And finally it 
became a raae to defeat her. And yes I caused her a lot of 
trouble but . . .  causing her trouble cost me six thousand 
dollars more that I needed to pay. So who came out ahead. 
Really I would better have spent my time, concentrating on 
coming to grips with the fact this was happening. it's over, 
it's finished and getting on with it (13-#1-38>39- 
1572>1589) . 

Demonstrating the discrepancy between one ideology of 

masculinity, Won't hit a man when he is down," and the reality 

of how some legal practitioners work, Ron sums up this segment of 

the interview by stating: 

But it's divorce American style. It's confrontational. The 
matrimonial lawyers all work for agh, firms that need the 
revenue and the income. And lets face it, for someone who 
is not prepared for this . . .  the feelings of self- 
righteousness, of morality, of rage, of . . .  all good judgement 
you know goes out the window and urrun... all you're interested 
in doing is smashina the livins hell. . . out of your ex-mate 
or anyone who has had anything to do with her, whether it be 
a lawyer or what-have-you. And I fell right into that trap. 
Frankly there has to be a better way. 

. . .  U r n ,  the time of rage and disorientation must not be 
encourased nor supported by the legal profession, upon which 
to make money (13-#I-39>40-162121636) . 

Ron believes that "there is no such thing as justice or 

right or wrong in a situation like this. " Ron and his former 

wife together paid $30,000.00 in fees for a legal separation, 

custody agreement and divorce, all of which were wslammedN 

through the legal process  in the period of one year. The hearing 

on Ron's assault charges had been deferred to a later date so the 



full legal costs would be higher still. 

Ron's experience reveals further socially organized 

inequalities. During the legal process, Ron's father expressed 

his disgust that his son was not managing his affairs more 

appropriately and expediently, whereupon Ron suggested that his 

father contribute to "the war front." His father provided 

$4000.00. In addition, Ron had taken on a new job. His 

superior, his former mentor in the business. was aware-that Ron 

was undergoing some separation and legal "battlesN and 

contributed an interest free loan of $100,000.00 so that Ron 

could clear up the marital separation situation and concentrate 

on his work, work which would benefit the company. 

This series of events illustrate how patriarchal processes 

coupled with capitalist interests interplay with the maintenance 

of "professional" masculinity (Hearn, 1987) and how these 

processes are supported and buttressed. This segment of the 

interview clearly locates the public sphere of work, of law, of 

economics and of violence as interwoven in the private lives of 

women and men. How could this man's wife, who had worked as a 

homemaker throughout their marriage, compete with these social, 

political, economic, and patriarchal forces? This example 

illustrates how men support other men financially and otherwise, 

when their needs are perceived to be paramount. Consideration 

for the best interests of the wife and the children is not 

evident in this example. 

Ron eventually gained the custody of the eldest two of their 



three children, having declared his wife an "unfit motherR, the 

legally constructed catch-all for "righteous" fathers to argue 

for their perceived rights to their children PCrean, 1989; 

Chesler, 1987; Smart & Sevenhuijsen, 1989) . It is interesting to 

note that while Ron describes his wife as 11kidnappingw2 one of 

their children and that he described his wife as llunfit," and 

expects that she would in all likelihood participate in my study 

to "vindicate herself and her behaviour," he also relates several 

situations where she clearly exemplifies the "good mother." This 

discrepancy is an illustration of how one absorbs and embodies 

current frameworks such as "kidnapping" and the I1unf i t mother, " 

to use in accordance with the legal requirements to gain custody 

of children. 

Mary OIBrien (*1981) argues that male participation in 

nurture also has a symbolic social significance: "it confirms a 

right to the child and a recognition of paternity which in fact 

rest on shaky biological foundationsll ( p .  57). Ron believes that 

the youngest child, who is in the mother's custody, may not in 

fact be his own child. This is an illustration of OIBrien's 

"potency principle" (1981, p. 52-55). Hence, for Ron, the loss 

of this particular child to the mother's custody is softened 

somewhat. 

Many factors interplay and are interconnected in Ron's 

* The use of the word llkidnap" is hardly appropriate in this 
context. Ronf s wife, Tess, did not take her child out of the city, 
province, or country, nor was she holding the child for any ransom 
which is the usual context in which "kidnapping" is used. She 
merely took her child to stay with her in her own home. 



experience of the marital separation process. These factors 

include: the legal process itself; the way the legal 

professionals and their clients are pulled into an already 

volatile and incredibly painful situation; masculine ideologies 

that encompass images of battles and war and the need to defeat 

the enemyr3 perceived as being the former wife or her lawyer; 

the self-righteousness that can arise when a partner is 

confronted with the contradiction between beliefs in marital 

fidelity and commitment, and the reality of infidelity and 

custody battles; the involvement of the children in an already 

contentious and emotionally laden set of circumstances; and the 

potential for committing suicide as a way of "moving out" of 

circumstances that may seem insurmountable. These and many other 

factors make marital separation such a difficult process to 

navigate, in what are often uncharted and unfamiliar waters for 

the individual. 

Ron clearly feels that the lawyers should have provided more 

guidance. While there may have been circumstances in which his 

lawyer offered some calming and prudent counsel, the 

confrontational legal style prevails. The circumstances that 

brought these two partners together, the ways in which their 

relationship developed over time, and their eventual "moving 

See Segal (1990) and Connell (1987, 1990) for a discussion 
of Hmasculinitiesfl . In much of the literature on "femininities" 
and ~rnasc~linities,~ there is often a sense that there is one and 
only one "femininity" and wmasculinityn. I agree with Segal and 
Connell that there are several . . initiesm and see these as 
processes that change over time, rather than remain static. 



out," create an inflamed emotional situation which is then 

presented to lawyers. Combative and confrontational legal 

processes and practices compound an already inflamed set of 

socially organized circumstances. 

Complicating this volatile situation, Ron makes it clear 

that he can not reveal the extent of his "pain and miseryw even 

to his few confidantes and certainly not to his colleagues at 

work : 

Because it points to . . .  agh, how should I put it? - -  
instability. There's a certain question . . .  if you can't 
handle your personal affairs, how can you be the key 
resource, agh, you know, to a group of people? Agh, how can 
you lead them effectively if you can't hold your own life 
together? So umm. . .and there1 s a lot of truth to it too. 
When I used to sit on the other side of the desk I used to 
make the same judgement . . .  because you can't devote all your 
energy towards what you are doing. I learned that lesson 
myself. So I'm not bitter about it by any means. It's a 
value judgement you know. Is the guy up to par or isn't he? 
In my case the answer was no, so I don't blame them. You 
can't fight lawyers and fight for your home and kids and at 
the same time run a forty or fifty million dollar division. 
You simply cant t (13-#I-3>4-99>116) . 

Ron's experience provides another example of the 

interconnections and interplay of the "public" and "private" and 

how we as women and men embody and reproduce socially constructed 

knowledge. The socially organized workplace context, in which 

the emotional pain and disruption of one's life during the course 

of a marital separation is not permitted to be revealed or 

discussed, adds to an already complicated situation. Moreover, 

within this context there is no place for a healthy release of 

emotions and a frank discussion of events. There is no place to 

receive some sane and sage advice. In this case, Ron's health 



therefore bore some of the brunt of his "pain and misery. 'l He 

explains : 

I guess two weeks 
ten years....Then 
that.. ,the damned 

ago . . .  I've had a duodenal ulcer for about 
two weeks ago (slight chuckle) I learned 
thing nearly perforated. - - 

. . .  So I ' m  on pretty heavy medication. M y . . .  my company 
doesn't know. Because I just moved in ...y ou can't tell them 
that you1 re sick, you know (13-#1-11-435~443) . 

The interplay and interconnections between so many social 

factors, in Ron's case, clearly demonstrate how the experience of 

marital separation is socially constructed. These embedded 

secrets help to maintain the social structuring of gender and 

gender relations and help to perpetuate and fortify the social 

processes and practices that underlie patriarchal and 

capitalistic interests. Emotions restricted, silenced, and 

contained in the body are revealed in the form of ulcers. 

Suppression or denial of experiences and emotions creates a 

flnormalization of a certain development in men's experience: it 

becomes a norm against which others are to be judged and found 

wantingv (Seidler, 1989, p .  3) . Such social processes and 

practices constitute a limit to men's experience, for they 

preclude them Itfrom grasping the particularities of their 

experience and its social and historical sourcesll (Seidler, 1989, 

p. 7). Masculine ideologies help to reinforce the status quo. 

This interview segment reveals that what we often consider 

to be our personal lives are clearly and inextricably 

interconnected to the public and political. The separation of 

the public and private reinforces and maintains the very social 

processes and practices that perpetuate the status quo. As mry 



0 '  Brien (1985) argues : 

Operating at the theoretical level, it is relatively 
easy to see the separation of private and public as an 
abstract dialectical opposition of particular and 
universal, of individual and social, of domestic and 
biological. standing opposed to political and 
historical development (p  -93) . 

Moreover, the analysis of this case study makes visible how 

our gendered lives and emotions are socially organized. As 

O'Brien points out, "the goal of feminist praxis [must 

be] ...breaking down of the age-old distinction between the 

personal and the political, between the private and public life 

(p.92). Investigating how our emotions and our lives are 

socially constructed is part of this process. 

The Resisters 

Sociologist Carol Smart argues that part of the power that 

law exercises resides in the authority we accord it (Smart. 

1989). However, there are women and men who do not give the law 

power to control or shape their experience of marital separation. 

Four couples had avoided involving the law in their lives at the 

time of the first and second interviews. 

Marlene and Matt 

Marlene and Matt, decided to sidestep the presumed need to 

"get a lawyer. Marlene's earlier experiences with lawyers in a 

significant work-related situation and the trauma that resulted 

for the people involved help to nullify the presumed benefit of 

the lawyer's services. The socially constructed messages are 



clear to Marlene and Matt, and while they both considered these 

messages, still they resist. 

Even though Marlene and Matt do not enlist the services of a 

lawyer, the messages shape their experience. They make their own 

decision to avoid the services of lawyers until they absolutely 

have to do so. If either party decides to remarry, a legal 

divorce would be required by law. Complicating an already 

confusing and complex situation, "legal divorcestt and "legal 

marriages" are also socially constructed and organized practices. 

Marlene captures the essence of these social messages and 

their general impact when she explains her position: 

The reliance and the litigious nature... (pause) the 
which the legal system is held. And unless you have 
how inept it can be and how destructive and hurtful 
divorce proceedings you just agh, . . .as soon as you 
introduce that . . .  that's a power, that's a hananer...i 
leverage and it's a male crame that does not work tow 
resolution amicably. In fact, it incites...aqh-- 
confrontation (25-#1-79-3098>3105) . 

awe 
seen 
it is 

Matt hears his wife's concerns about the impact lawyers 

could have on the potential outcome of a separation agreement. 

But family members, work associates, and others strongly 

encouraged him to seek legal advice. Matt becomes concerned and 

therefore, makes an appointment to reassure himself that his 

initial decision was a good one. He explains: 

And I talked to a lawyer--for an hour--who thought I was 
crazy because we were doing it this way. He spent most of 
the time telling me how much it was going to cost me . . .  if I 
wanted to fight a custody battle and I wanted to do this and 
I wanted to do that. And I just came out of there thinking 
you guys are just so confrontational, I mean everything's 
got to be so confrontational (26-#1-9-323>329) . 
Matt's anxiety is produced in a social context and social 



influences affect Matt's actions. But the images of "fighting 

custody battlesItt and the confrontational style of the legal 

approach confirm his desire to work out an initial agreement with 

his wife, Marlene. Marlene and Matt choose to organize their own 

marital separation agreement, including joint custody and sharing 

in their business assets, under the rubric of "the best interests 

of the children." Matt adds: 

And after I: went to the lawyer . . .  I decided . . .  I ' d  sooner my 
wife had it all. She could have the business; she could 
have the house; she could have the . . .  I'd sooner have her 
have it all, than have the lawyer have it . . .  is what it came 
down to. At least that way I know my kids are going to get 
some . . .  she'll aet some. 1 don't hate the woman or anything 
like that. Rather than paying a hundred, two hundred or 
five hundred thousand to some lawyer . . .  that doesn't even 
know.. . I'm just another file in the cabinet (26-#1-15- 
549>557)  . 

Both Matt and Marlene told me of this experience. Matt 

found that everything Marlene had warned him about occurred, and 

at the time of the second interview he had not returned to the 

lawyer. Their unique arrangement involves, among other matters, 

a joint custody arrangement where the children stay in the 

primary residence and the parents move in and out on a weekly 

basis. Marlene's and Matt' s experience is discussed in more 

detail in Chapter Nine, tlAnd What About the Children." 

Becky and Bernie 

Becky and Bernie, were initially not quite as trustful of 

each other as Marlene and Matt had been, but they have evolved a 

working relationship. Their only child resides with Becky and 

Bernie has very liberal and regular access. Bernie explains: 
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I guess mostly believing a little bit in ourselves, rather 
than believing in what other people told us. You know, 
because you have your own little group of friends that say, 
hell yes ,  he was terrible and you are happy to be without 
him and they fire you up (06-#I-23-815>819). 

Emotions can be worked up in interaction with friends or 

family (Hochschild, 1979). Existing ideologies about raucous and 

contentious marital separations and divorces, images that are 

often reinforced in the media, interfere with knowing that there 

are a variety of ways that individuals experience the process of 

moving out. Both Becky and Bernie are able to accommodate each 

others' very busy schedules and still have maximum time with 

their son. At the time of the Becky's second interview, Bernie 

and Becky had almost daily contact by telephone, checking out 

their schedules and the status of their son. Both say they have 

avoided lawyers because it simply costs too much money. Becky 

and Bernie have had extensive involvements with lawyers over 

business matters and are only too aware of the financial 

implications. They are already in debt and had lost their own 

business through bankruptcy. Becky indicated that her lawyer 

calls periodically to see if he can be of any assistance, and 

noted some specific possibilities where he could intervene if 

required. But the former spouses feel they have managed very 

well without legal advice and will only involve the lawyers if a 

divorce is necessary at some future time. 

It should also be noted that abuse prior to the separation 

was not a factor in these two marital relationships. It has 

become quite evident in the research that the occurrence of abuse 



creates a much more volatile and hostile environment--one in 

which negotiations between the former spouses are seldom possible 

(Dobash & Dobash, 1979; *Ellis, 1988; fMacLeod, 1980; *Smith, 

1986, 1990; *Solicitor General of Canada, 1985). 

In both of these cases, there is a working relationship 

between the former spouses which makes conciliatory arrangements 

possible. The participants1 interest in their children factored 

into these arrangements. 

Jill  and J i m  

A third separating couple, Jim and Jill, have not involved 

lawyers simply because they have no major assets, their children 

are old enough to live on their own, and as Jill explained after 

consulting a lawyer, the cost seemed to be out of proportion to 

their needs. At the time of the second interview, following a 

brief reconciliation, Jill and Jim bad separated again and each 

had moved into separate rental accommodations. They are sorting 

out their new relationship over "an occasional lunch.'? 

While it may seem that these three couple's arrangements are 

ideal, each of these women and men have worked extraordinarily 

hard at maintaining them and two of the women in particular are 

doing a tremendous amount of "emotion workn and "feeling 

managementn (Hochschild, 1975, 1979, 1983) for both themselves, 

their partners, and their children, as they negotiate through or 

avoid social institutions such as the legal system. 

The fact that these three couples along with Ed and Ellen, 



another separating couple who had not yet contacted lawyers, are 

able to initially work out mutually agreeable arrangements may 

also address why they, as separating couples, could agree to 

participate in this research study. For separating couples who 

are in the process of trying to settle a number of contentious 

issues, or where one or the other partner was abusive, the 

working out of an arrangement to co-operate in a research study 

could place one or the other party in a vulnerable position. 

Legal A i d  and How it is Practised 

Women or men with little money or assets often seek the 

services of lawyers through the Legal Aid system. In my study 

there were two participants, one woman and one man, who contacted 

lawyers whose practices included Legal Aid. Both of these 

participants found that the assistance provided fell far short of 

their expectations. 

B o b :  "She W i l l  Go A f t e r  Everything I ' m  Worthtt 

Bob, a 3 3  year old tradesman, married for 12 years and the 

father of one child, had been separated for three months at the 

time of the first intenriew. Bob had attempted to put together a 

separation agreement on his own. He then gave it to his wife who 

took it to her lawyer. Bob was worried that his wife would go 

after all he was worth, although his wife had assured him that 

she would not. Bob discusses his experience with the Legal A i d  

lawyer: 



So her lawyer typed it up and he gavs it to . . .  my . . .  to give 
to my lawyer, and my lawyer was terrible [participant's 
emphasis]. My lawyer was very smart but he . . .  his 
personality towards . . .  or dealing with his clients was very 
verv bad. He got me very upset. Uhm gave me this . . .  this 
thing for custody, you know, this sort of thing for my 
daughter. I took it to her. She blew UD; my wife blew up. ' 

Uhm...like the whole thing was a nightmare (51 -# I -48>49-  
1485>1493) . 

When he shares this experience, Bob's body and facial 

expressions reveal a depth of pain and discomfort that run quite 

deep. The lawyer's treatment causes him considerable anguish, 

but the ability to recognize and describe his feelings or 

understand his emotional response seems to escape him. 

Perhaps Bob was made to feel that he should have been able 

to conduct the whole process more effectively. But without any 

prior experience with legal matters related to marital 

separation, Bob did not know what to expect. Bob was already 

frightened of the legal process, anticipating that his wife would 

go after him for everything he is worth. 

For men who must seek financial assistance, either through 

Legal Aid or through other social services, the situation can be 

very perplexing. In our society, men are perceived to be the 

bread-winners (Bernard, 1981: Ehrenreich, 1983; Weiss, 1990), to 

be knowledgable in the affairs of the "public" world. If they 

are not gainfully employed, or do not earn sufficient income to 

meet the costs of legal senrices, other men can make them feel 

humiliated for not being "man enough," highlighting the pervasive 

struggle to maintain a certain type of masculinity in our culture 



and downgrading others who do not meet this ~tandard.~ 

Lorraine Code ( * 1987) observes that " stereotypes are more 

insidious because they tend to be presented 'straight1, to give 

'the facts1, to sum up just how people of a certain sort really 

are and to fit this person into that slot, without remainder." 

She further argues that a stereotype "closes off interpretation, 

conceals complexity and ambiguity" ( p  . 199) . 

Pam: "They Made Me Feel Like a Worm in the Ground" 

The second participant who consulted a Legal Aid lawyer was 

stung by the treatment she received and vowed never to return 

again. Pam is a 35-year-old, high school graduate who is 

employed full-time in the service sector. She is the mother of 3 

school-aged children. She was married the first time for 2 

years, and the second time for 12 years. The first separation 

from her second husband was for 8 months, followed by a second 

separation of 11 months. 

After her first separation Pam was on Social Assistance, 

followed by Mother's Allowance. Later she was able to find 

meaningful work which paid her less than she received on Mother's 

Allowance. Pam received some subsidy to maintain her dental and 

Hearn (1987) provides an interesting critical analysis of 
men as professionals : "The Professions. the Control of motions and 
the Construction of Masculinity. He argues that men in 
'established professions' engage in selective control of the 
emotions of themselves and others, both workers and clients, thus 
acting as "emotional managers.tt The following authors offer some 
further insights into the construction of wmasculinities": Comell, 
1990; Ehrenreich, 1983; Kaufman, 1987, 1993; Segal, 1990; Seidler, 
1987, 1991, 1994; Stoltenberg, 1989; Weiss, 1990. 



medical coverage and to help with her day-care expenses. Once 

all her monthly expenses were covered, Pam had less money for 

food, clothing and so forth than she had when she was on Mother's 

Allowance. 

Pam was able to capture some of the anger she felt and to 

articulate the experience in a way that also helps to shed some 

understanding on Bob's experience. Pam relates her experience 

with the Legal Aid service in her smaller 

. . .  Legal Aid here, made me feel like 
Legal aid was really horrible here. 
around here, Legal Aid is terrible. 
awful. U r n  . . .  The social workers and 
allowance cannot do enough for you. 

city in this way: 

a worm on the ground. 
Awful! And it's known 
Their attitude is 
welfare and mother's 
They were wonderful to 

me. You know. . .They didn' t make me feel-. . . you know how 
degrading it is. They were terrific. Legal Aid . . .  I ended 
up fighting with them, yelling, screaming, (growling 
sounds) , slamming the phone there - 

The first day I went to Legal Aid. When I left . . .  the 
first . . .  the first thing I ever had to do with Legal Aid, I 
went and sat in the car and cried when I left because they 
made me feel so rotten. Just . . .  (pause) 
Marg: How did that ... how was that . . .  ? 
Pam : I don't even know. I can't explain to you how. They 
just made me feel so bad about myself that I sat in the car 
and cried (47-#2-TlA>TlB.Q-21>1). 

I wanted to gain some sense of her understanding of these 

strong and very painful reactions to the lawyer. Presuming it 

may have been based on her discomfort regarding her lack of 

financial resources, I asked: 

. . .  Because you didn't have the money to pay for it or that 
you had to ask for it ... or ? 
Pam : I don't know. It was their attitude that they have. 
Now there's another girl that works [location]. She was a 
manager of a [location] and she took one of her clients, a 
single mom to legal aid and she was a~oalled . . .  at the way 
they were. Legal aid here . . .  

. . .  I just know they're awful! Hah. I ended up . . .  I 
won't . . .  although I have "Mother's All~wance~~, I didn't go 
for Legal A i d  because I...I...couldnlt. husband and I 



are splitting the costs. 
But I couldn't . . .  I just couldn't. I ended up . . .  That's 

what I thought it was about. But they refused me even 
though . . .  They told me in one breath that as long as you're 
getting any subsidy from ''Mother's Allowance" you qualify 
for Legal Aid and in the next breath they turned me down. 
And this is why I was fighting with them. And I said but, 
"This is what you said." And then they called me into the 
office and . . .  I really have no idea . . .  It just got totally out 
of control and I just . . .  I don't want to have any more to do 
with them. Forget I ever called you! Forget I ever 
dealt with you! Fall off the earth! So . . . (  47-#2-T1B.Q-22)- 

Raging with anger after being told she qualified for Legal 

Aid and then told she did not, Pam is concerned about how other 

women who have accessed the support of women's shelters may 

receive this type of treatment from Legal Aid lawyers. She adds: 

. . .  I mean these women from the centre are abused . . .  I mean 
their emotional state is a mess! They certainly don't need 
this abuse from Legal Aid. They are already beaten down 
(47-#2-T1B .Q-22) . 

In this example, Pam explains how insensitive service 

providers and professionals can impact adversely on an already 

vulnerable individual. Pam was undergoing the stresses of a 

marital separation, compounded by financial pressures including 

the need to support three children, the necessity of returning to 

the workforce, without having been in the paid work force since 

the birth of her children, while seeking help from professional 

services that are supposed to provide assistance needed by 

community members. Compounding this already vulnerable and 

stressful situation, Pam indicates: 

And it's something that I've never been involved in before, 
until it happens to you, you know. I was always one of 
these . . .  high and mighty . . .  women who, you know . . .  I would 
never go on Mother's Allowance and [forced laugh] ...because 
that's the way . . .  I mean I had a husband who made a good 
income . . .  in the union. He had a good income and you know, 



we didn't have to worry about . . .  afiything. Urn . . .  I listened 
to him every year complain about . . .  taxes and you know all 
these people on welfare and social assistance . . .  drain his 
income. Umm...I mean this is what I heard all the time. 

And then.,,then all of a sudden the tables are turned 
and I'm on Mother's Allowance.. .you know (47-#1-28-913>928) . 

1 wondered if Pam or her husband had noted any 

contradictions between the stated ideology of "all these people 

on welfare and social assistance . . . l l  draining their income and 

their present responses to their economic status. Further on in 

this section of the interview, I asked Pam: 

You were talking about your husband's attitude about people 
on Welfare or Mother's allowance, I wondered if he had any 
comments to make about the fact that you are now receiving 
social assistance to survive, because he wasn't paying . . .  
Pam : No, he didn't see the connection at all. No. No, it 
didn't . . .  I don't . . .  It didn't bother him . . .  (47-#1-31- 
1013>1020) . 

Pam's response reveals that neither she or her husband are 

aware of the discrepancy between their earlier beliefs about 

women or men receiving social assistance and their present 

situation. Further, this example illustrates the complex 

interplay and interconnections that exist among the social 

relations of gender, class and the state. Moreover, Pam's 

experience represents how we embody the prevailing ideologies 

about the fears of a social welfare state (Gordon, 1990; 

*McQuaig, 1993; *Ursel, 1986; Waring, 1988) , while failing to see 

how our own experiences are often in marked contradiction to 

existing belief systems about how our lives should be lived. 

Hochschild (1979) indicates that "when an individual changes an 

ideological stance, he or she drops old rules and assumes new 

ones for reacting to situations, cognitively and emotively" (p .  



567). 

One can only imagine how much more difficult this whole 

process could be for a Native Indian woman or man, immigrants, 

people of colour, lesbians or gay men, and older people who do 

not have the advantages of this middle class woman in terms of 

her ability to at least interact with these social service 

systems in her own language and cultural milieu. 5 

In the preceding section, I have analyzed the impact that 

some Legal Aid lawyers had on the two participants who sought 

their services. Now I will move to a discussion of the impact of 

immigration laws on pre-and post-marital relationships. 

Immigration Law, Dependency and Risk 

Three participants spoke about the impact of immigration 

laws on their lives, personally, or indirectly through their 

partners. In one of these cases. a participant discussed an 

additional concern about a potential new partner. In each case 

the participants were able to see, after the fact, how the 

processes and practices of immigration law shaped their 

experience of the process of marital separation. The legal 

requirements around immigration, the allowable time limits on 

Wisitors," and the inability of those being sponsored to work in 

Canada renders the ttsponsoredu person dependent on a partner. 

The marital separation process creates an increased level of 

For an analysis of these issues, see: *Amup, 1988; 'Bear, 
1991; *Fitzgerald et al., 1982; 'Francis, 1985; 'National Council 
Of Welfare, 1990; Wg & Ramirez, 1981, 1988; *Silman. 1987. 



susceptibility to stress in what is an already stressful 

situation for immigrants to Canada. 6 

P a u l :  'We Would H a v e  Preferred to Have More Time" 

Paul is a 44 year old industrial worker, and the father of 

two young adult children. He married a second time for one year, 

and discussed in some detail the role the state played in shaping 

his relationship with his second wife. Paul's second wife, a 

woman of colour from another country, was living in the United 

States at the time they met. He describes how the immigration 

laws affected their relationship in terms of when he and his wife 

"had to get married" and when his wife was allowed to work once 

she moved to Canada: 

Basically we saw each other once a month. I went down there 
for almost two weeks and then, the next month, she'd come up 
here for a week. And we did a lot of talking on the phone 
and her letters and I suggested, "Well, would you like to 
come up and we'll try living together?" So . . .  this is what 
we decided to do but we had to discuss this with 
immigration, okay, . . .  because agh, she wasn't coming as a 
visitor. See if you're coming as a visitor you're only 
allowed to stay for three months, okay. 

So we discussed it with immigration. We told them what 
we wanted to do which is not the proper approach for a 
Canadian wanting to get married to a non-Canadian. . . .  There 
is a procedure that you go through and that is that the 
other person has to apply at a Canadian Consulate outside of 
Canada and apply for a special permit to come here . . .  agh 
with the intention of getting married within a period of 
time that they specify (17-#1-21-789>804). 

. . .  They gave us a three month extension and then we 
went back at the end of three months and they gave us 
another three months extension. And I wanted them to extend 

ti For a critical analysis of approaches to a number of 
situations for immigrants in Canada, see: *Arat-Koc, 1990; 
Valliste, 1989; *Ng, Roxana, 1990; *Ng & Ramirez, 1981; *Pilowsky, 



it for a year because we felt that six months wasn't enough 
time. But they wouldn't extend it any further, they said. 
So actually they only gave us a total of six months, okay - 
no, actually seven months altogether. And umm, so we had to 
make a decision. (pause) Which we did. We made a decision 
to get married ... and . . .  We would had preferred to have more 
time because we weren't really quite sure (17-#1-21-805> 
819) . 

. . .  And immigration wouldn't allow her to work until we 
w e r e  married and she always worked and she wanted to work. 
She didn't want to stay home. So all these things started 
introducing all these problems (17-#1-22-839>842). 

In this example, it is clear that the state is regulating 

the lives of both Paul and his future wife, setting a legal and 

time sequence in which they must conduct their relationship. 

Paul is angry. Paul feels that both their degree of readiness 

for marriage and his wife's inability to work created a set of 

externally imposed, emotionally tense conditions that contributed 

to the relationship problems that developed soon after their 

marriage. At the time of the first interview, Paul and his 

second wife had been separated for t w o  and a half months 

following a one year marriage. 

Joanne: "We Thought W e  Better Not Hesitate to Get Married" 

In a second case, Joanne, a university educated, 44 year old 

woman, married for less than two years, moved out of an abusive 

relationship which included marital rape. Joanne discussed how 

sponsoring her husband created problems for her because of his 

inability to work legally in Canada. At the time of separation, 

she also expressed concern about her increasing vulnerability in 

terms of the potential for more abuse. Joanne explains her 

situation: 



So one of the reasons that I am concerned about 
confidentiality is because I hadn't come to the decision to 
withdraw his sponsorship. Ah, he was an illegal immigrant 
and . . .  ah . . .  one of the reasons why . . .  we got married . . .  without 
waiting very long . . .  was there, because there were signs that 
you know . . .  that he might be discovered...by immigration.... 
So when we decided that we thought we were right for one 
another, we thought well we better not hesitate to get 
married because he could ...y ou know, turn out that he could 
be deported before we got around to getting married (07-#1- 
12-409,422). 

Joanne's experience illustrates how a couple, in their 

attempt to circumvent the state imposed control of their 

relationship, tried to navigate another course for themselves. 

But this course created a potentially explosive situation for the 

Canadian woman. She had sponsored her husband prior to 

experiencing his abusive behaviour. This situation meant that 

she was even more susceptible to abuse following her separation, 

fearing reprisals from her husband should she decide to withdraw 

her sponsorship. While it could be considered by some that 

Joanne is potentially in a more powerful position, since it is 

she who is the sponsor, in situations where there has been a 

history of abuse the relations of power can shift. Joanne sought 

refuge in a women's shelter on two occasions during her process 

of moving out. At the time of this interview Joanne had been 

separated six months. 

Ron: "1 Didn't Mind the Dependency Evan in the Worst of T i m e s t 1  

Ron who I discuss earlier in this chapter, was acutely aware 

of the impact of the immigration laws on his wife's financial 

"dependency. l1 Due to the immigration laws that were in place at 



the time, Ron's wife was unable to work when they first moved to 

Canada. This meant that Ron was the sole support for himself, 

his wife and later their children. The pattern of being the 

single wage-earner in the household had later repercussions 

because Ron's wife was unable to support herself once they 

separated, since 

their marriage. 

she had not had any paid employment throughout 

Ron indicates what his wife told their daughter 

after the separation: 

"For God's sake darling get a very good education, get on 
with the future. Don't be like me . . .  forever dependent on 
sornebody'l (13-#1-31-1254>1256). 

Ron follows this remark by stating, "1 didn't mind the 

dependence and even in the worst times . . .  

revealing a prevailing ideology of the perceived, expected and 

accepted dependency of a wife on her husband. ' fact, Ron 

states : 

Basically the idea was that your wife went so far in school 
and then you looked after her . . .  and agh, certainly not all 
of us were mature enough to do that effectively in the 
Western world, certainly not in North America or Canada (13- 
#1-5-192>195) 

. . .  So this was a big shock for a lot of people. The 
men tended to . . .  run with it. U r n ,  the women tended, I 
suppose, to stay at home and you know, rear the children and 
then find that they were losing more and more of themselves 
as the years went by (13 -#1 -6 -200>204)  . 

During the second interview, Ron began to make some 

connections between the "economic dependency" issues that he had 

' For some historical and critical analyses of the good 
provider role, including its development and changes over time, 
see: Bernard, 1 9 8 1 ;  Ehrenreich, 1983 ; Gilligan, 1982; Miller, 
1976/86; Ruble, 1983  in Cancian p.168 note 3  and p . 4  in her text.; 
and siegel, 1988. 



with his wife and the dynamic that was set up for him in relation 

to how he felt about both his wife and himself. 

And I guess a simple explanation for agh, what happened to 
my wife and myself is that . . .  to one extent or the other she 
was always . . .  agh, in my shadow. And I think that she 
started to suffocate about five years ago. And whatever 
else happened is symptomatic.. . (13-#2-6-205>209). 

Ron's analysis went still further when he foresaw a similar 

dynamic being set up with a potential partner he had met, if they 

decided that she should move to Canada to be with him. She would 

be classified as an immigrant. He would be her sponsor. She 

would be initially unable to work creating a similar set of 

circumstances to that of Ron and his former wife. "You know, 

there are too many parallelsn (13-#2-30-1114). Following the 

second interview, Ron called to tell me he had decided to end the 

budding relationship, feeling he needed more time to sort out 

some of his own personal issues before involving another partner 

in his life. 

It is evident from the above examples that the vlaw,N 

compounded by the interplay of other ideologies, plays a part in 

the social construction of the marital separation process. 

Strong feelings are aroused in circumstances that are not always 

of the participantsf choosing. My research clearly indicates 

that the legal system has a bearing on people's experience of 

marital separation, whether women and men choose to interact 

directly with the legal system or not. 



Discussion: Gender, Emotions, Knowledge and Change 

"Emotion functions as a messenger from the selfv 

(Hochschild, 1983, p. x) . Emotions can facilitate connections 

between what we experience and what w e  expected to experience. 

The role of emotions in the deconstruction of some of the 

"common-sense" knowledge held by many people, for example, that 

the law is fair and just and that individual rights will be 

respected, and the construction and reconstruction of knowledge 

over time, based on experience, have been revealed in the 

examples selected for this chapter. The initial believers, the 

resisters, those who consulted Legal Aid lawyers, and those who 

interacted with the immigration process have all had their 

emotions and experiences of marital separation shaped and 

organized by the legal processes, albeit in quite different ways. 

There is a common social understanding that "the lawn exists 

as a unified conceptfa that it is an objective body of knowledge 

standing on its own, unconnected to the social processes and 

practices of power relations that exist in our society. The use 

of the term "laww denotes a claim to power in and of itself . g  

See Carol Smart (1989, p. 4) "Feminism and the Power of the 
L a w ,  for a excellent critical analysis of the law. Smart warns 
feminists against taking the law too seriously and hence ceding to 
law the very power which enables it to disqualify alternative 
knowledge. 

The meaning of power in our society is often associated with 
"power over. fl There are, however, other concept ions of power found 
in some feminist literature. For example, Miller (1982, 1983) and 
Nemiroff (1987) consider power in terms of the potential to empower 
others, especially women. This means the power to be themselves in 
a society which, more often than not, disempowers women by 
rendering their lives and experiences subordinate to those of men. 



Otherwise, why would people urge women and men to avail 

themselves of the law or lawyers to "protectw themselves? 

But laws are made by people, people who are in positions of 

powerlo which enable them to enact and interpret legislation. 

Laws frequently are developed to protect the interests of their 

creators. They are not neutral in terms of gender, class, race, 

or ethnicity, among other variables. In addition, the laws 

that govern women and men in families are based on an assumption 

of presumed heterosexuality ( 'Amup,  1991). For example, in her 

historical account of nineteenth-century Canadian marriage, 

Backhouse (*1986), reveals that whereas the legislatures were 

prepared to adopt a Rcompanionate model" of marriage, that is, 

equality between the spouses, the judiciary adhered to a 

Itpatriarchal modeln which vested authority in the husband.12 

These ideas shaped a large part of Canadian social history as it 

I like to use the term power to convey the "power to bew 
oneself in community with others. This conception of power 
designates agency to women or other disempowered people, agency 
that ensures that a person receives respect and rights as an 
individual living in community with others--to be for themselves in 
relation to others. 

lo Here the understanding of power is "power over. " The 
history and development of law has primarily resided with those who 
are the owners of capital, be it land or resources, historically or 
in contemporary times, the government and/or owners of 
multinational corporations. 

For a discussion of these variables in relation to law, 
see: *Arat-Koc, 1990; *Backhouse, 1991; +Bear, 1991; 'Boyd 1989 ; 
*Boyd & Sheehy 1986; *Brockman & Chunn, 1993; Finernan 1991; *Gordon 
1988; Mnookin & Kornhauser 1988; Smart 1984, 1989a, 1989b. 

l2 See: The Family Law Reform Act of Ontario (1986) , Bill 1, 
Chapter 4, Article 1, Section 1 - for the legal definition of 
spcuse . 



relates to the law and its practice, and continue to do so as 

demonstrated by this research. 

"The cultural esteem conferred on the legal system [and its 

practitioners] and a widespread reluctance to acknowledge that 

many of our current social structures are deeply dysfunctional 'I 

(*Martin, 1993, p .  19) interferes with much needed work for 

change. The assumption of an adversarial position between the 

two spouses compounded by the confrontational processes and 

practices of the legal system further complicate, rather than 

ameliorate, the situation. We as a society have not created new 

and more humane structures by which to support women, men and 

their children during the transformative process of moving out. 

A complete revisioning of the process of marital separation 

and the social institutions that impact on women, men and their 

children as they struggle to come to terms with the vast number 

of relational changes that occur during the marital separation 

process is necessary. One of the major social institutions that 

impact on women's and men's experiences is the legal system. We 

need a major paradigm shift that puts the needs of women and 

children front and centre in future planning and practice. 

s-ry 

In this chapter I have explored the participants1 emotional 

responses to the socially constructed message "get yourself a 

lawyert1 and their interactions with the legal system. The social 

processes and practices of the legal system as they pertain to 



parents and children are addressed in the Chapter Nine. Violence 

and "a safe place to ben are the  foc i  of t he  next chapter. 



Chapter Eight 

A SAFE PLACE TO BE 

silences had not protected me. 
Your silence will not protect you. 

Audre Lorde, 1984, p. 841 

Violence in any society persists because there is a role for 
it, because it serves a purpose. And violence persists, to 
some extent, because people opposed to it have been 
addressing its manifestations, rather than its root cause. 

Rosemary Brown, 1991, p. 104 

To hold traumatic reality in consciousness requires a 
social context that affirms and protects the victim and 
that joins victim and witness in a common alliance. 
For the individual victim, this social context is 
created by relationships with friends, lovers, and 
family. For the larger society, the social context is 
created by political movements that give voice to the 
disempowered. 

Judith Lewis Herman, 1992, p .  9 

The effects of emotional abuse can be devastating- 
They invariably include lowered self-confidence and, 
often, depression, isolation, self-hate, and a sense of 
powerlessness and hopelessness. There are great 
debates now going on about how to define psychological 
or emotional abuse, and it is not easy to do. But it 
is crucial to begin grappling with the issues of 
defining and recognizing it, because otherwise we are 
prey to those who treat us abusively and those who 
silence us by saying we are lucky to be "onlyu 
psychologically or verbally abused. 

Paula Caplan, 1993, p .  xxxii 



Introduction 

Ginny: So I went to bed and about two in the morning he 
came home and I was fast asleep. And he threw on the light 
switch, pulls off the covers and starts swearing at me . . .  and 
just yelling and verbally abusing . . .  Not hitting me or 
anything like that. But . . .  it's terrifying (15-#1-34>35- 
1354>1358) . 

It was terrible. . . .And another time we were both in 
bed and it was late. . . .  And he spit on me and . . .  he pushed me 
out of bed and basically shoved me down the stairs and sort 
of into a corner. And I thi &...that was the last incident 
and that was partly what ... that, and something that 
happened . . .  I just thought, "This is way out of line." I 
mean . . .  1 just thought, "It's a pattern." And it amazed me-- 
'?How could I be in this situation? How could this be 
happening to me?" It was. And I mean, I guess what annoys 
me too, is he does not see himself as a violent person. He 
got resentful when I really sat down and talked with him 
(IS-#I-35-1377>1391) . 

[Ginny is a 32-year-old, university educated, 
professionally employed woman, married for 4 years, 
separated for 5 months. She has no children.] 

Anne: I talked to my mum quite a bit (about the abuse). 
Well my husband, he was . . .  he was charged with assaulting me 
so . . .  he had to go to court and all that and spent some time 
in jail. So it was good in a way to kind of--get rid of 
him . . .  to . . .  because he was always out here and hanging around 
and talking about getting back-together. It was just too 
much . . .  it just really seemed like he was harassing me and 
just getting him out of here. He wasn't working or anything 
and it was really hard, 

So even when he came back he had to go for counselling 
and probation. And hers still on probation and doing all of 
that. So he was still coming to see my son and was staying 
here with him and we finally . . .  I had to say, "Look, you can 
come and see him but you can't stay here. You have to take 
him and g~ somewhere with him." So he does that now. He 
comes and gets him and takes him back to his house for the 
day. So that . . .  that helps. (41-#1-11-365>382) 

[Anne is a 29-year-old, college educated mother of one 
pre-school child, who did childcare work in her home. 
She was married for 6 years and separated for 4 months. 
The child resides with Anne. The father sees the child 
whenever he can arrange it.] 



Joanne: . . .  I discovered that I was expecting. And then I 
brought that up to him . . .  he put me down for that and said I 
was probably just suffering from menopause . . .  or that you 
know, I was under stress and that it could be just dismissed 
you know, just under stress. . . .  He spent the next couple of 
days . . . . p  retty much . . . u n n n . . .  convincing me that I couldn't be 
pregnant. Then I started worrying that if I wasn't pregnant 
then there must be something wrong with me. So by the time 
I w e n t  to the doctor I was expecting to be told I had 
fibroid tumours or some other thing (07-#1-TlB2-40>58) . 

. . .  I was going to tell you--after the miscarriage I was 
having these dreams that I was going to be abandoned and it 
was like, oh . . .  anyway the doctor told me to abstain from sex 
for three weeks. Because it was an early miscarriage so it 
was only three weeks. 

And not very long into the recovery period he started 
making these well I don't know, very vulgar insinuations . . .  
That he couldn't wait for my three weeks to be over. And I 
wasn't getting any practical help from him and I felt I 
wasn't getting any emotional help. I felt that I was under 
this pressure--with these insinuations all the time . . .  (07- 
#1-b4-130>140) 

. . .The very day the three weeks were completed, . . .he 
pretty much forced himself on me and he caused me a lot 
of . . .  I was screaming in pain and he didn't--stop. And 
afterwards I said to him, you know, Ithow could you . . .  do that 
to me when I was just crying in pain. And he said, I1Well I 
didn't notice. I w a s  just so carried away. I'm sorrym 
(07-#1-b5-172>177) . 

[Joanne is a 44-year-old, university educated 
professional woman, who was married for 2 years and 
separated for 6 months. She has  no children.] 

Regina: Well, my husband's idea of having sex was to . . .  
yell at my son and I all night and then go up stairs and 
just sort of have a five minute quickie. And then he 
couldn't understand why I wasn't interested. I said, Wow 
can I be interested? I ' m  upset, you've yelled. I don't 
feel in the least bit loving kind of mood." 
Marg : Uh huh. 
Regina: So he would usually just call me a Yucking bitchn 
and turn over and go to sleep. (chuckle) He used to say, 
nOh, come on, just give it to me. You' re not interested 
anyway. So you can just lie there . . . "  Well, anyway, that's 
so degrading. I'm embarrassed to even tell it. 
Marg It is abuse on an emotional level, that is 
incredible. 
Regina : It is. It is but those words, abuse . . .  



Marg : . . .  Were not words that you would use? 
Regina: No. And if anybody had ever said to m e ,  wYou're 
being emotionally abused, I would have denied it because you 
don't want to be seen as that kind of victim. You think, 
"I'm suppose to be intelligent, how can I be a victim of 
abuse? How can I allow that?" All those kinds of . . .  ( 3 3 -  
#1-22-776>797) . 

[Regina is a 39-year-old, university educated 
professionally employed woman who was married for 9 
years and separated for 7 months. She has one child 
who resides with her. The father sees his son once a 
week at the most, and never on week-ends.] 

T h e  Experiences of Violence and Abuse1 

Pain, anger, fear, humiliation, hysteria, denial, and terror 

are all words that the participants used to describe the 

emotional experience of violence and abuse. Exploring the social 

construction of the process of marital separation, while it is in 

process, reveals the diverse and troubling experiences of many of 

the women and men I interviewed. With a focus on the social 

relations of gender and emotions, in this chapter I highlight 

some of the experiences of violence and abuse that participants 

shared during the course of the interviews. I consider how these 

experiences, and our knowledge or lack of knowledge of violence 

are socially constructed. 

Constraints on Our Knowledge of Abuse 

At a fundamental level, our knowledge of violence and abuse 

is constrained by a number of factors. For example, Richard 

"Use without consent of the used is abusem (Lorde, 1984, p .  
58). 



Gelles (1994) outlines some constraints in the study and 

treatment of various forms of intimate violence and abuse. One 

constraint is that violence between family members and intimates 

"typically occurs in private, as part of an on-going intimate 

relationship. Privacy shields the behaviour from public vieww 

(Gelles, 1994, p .  I), thereby individualizing the experience. 

Complicating the privatization of experiences of violence is that 

"after thirty years of study of child abuse, wife abuse, and 

sexual abuse we still do not have widely accepted and widely 

applied definitions of the key terms--'violence,' 'abuse,' 

'neglect,' 'sexual abuse,' 'marital rape,' 'date rape,' and so 

forthN (Gelles, 1994, p. 1). Moreover, the ongoing debates about 

what constitutes emotional, psychological, spiritual, and verbal 

abuse, including sexual harassment make it difficult for women 

and men to really know and see that what they are experiencing, 

or subjecting their partners to, is abuse. 

Experiences of Violence Among the Participants 

Sixteen of the 21 women I interviewed described some form of 

ongoing abuse or violence that occurred in their marriages, 

although not all the women used the word flabuse" or uviolence* to 

describe their experiences. Seven of these women described 

moving out of their marriages, and out of their matrimonial 

homes, for a safe place to be. Seven women were able to stay in 

their matrimonial home as they moved out of abusive 

relationships. Initially, two of the 16 women went to shelters. 



None of the ten men I interviewed claimed to have moved out of 

their marriages for a safe place to be. This does not mean that 

these men have not experienced violence in their lives; but they 

did not describe leaving their marriages because of violence 

experienced within their marriages. This is a significant 

finding in terns of the differing gendered experiences of women 

and men in the process of moving out and it is one finding that 

is sadly lacking in the mainstream literature on marital 

separation and divorce. 

Multiple F o r m e  of Violence 

Violence can take many forms. In our society physical 

violence and its results are the most highly publicized. We 

require a much more complex understanding of violence in its many 

forms. In her closing address to the 1991 Canadian Mental Health 

Association Conference, "Women in a Violent Society,lt Rosemary 

Brown stated that, flexploring the scars which violence leaves on 

the emotional and mental health of women [men and children], 

although difficult to obsenre and measure, is sometimes more 

important than treating the physical harms, because they go 

deeper and are more difficult to erasen (Brown, 1991. p. 104). 

Further. Brown said that, "in defining a violent society, we 

should go beyond looking at the physical and psychological 

cruelty and hostility that people visit upon each other, to 

include the social, economic and political ways in which harm is 

done to individuals and groups of people by social institutions 



and the staten (Brown, 1991, p .  104) . 

Within Brown's broader definition of violence, I track the 

emotions and feelings of the participants to discover the social 

context of their experiences of violence. I also explore their 

collective location in the historical dynamic of gender, and 

illustrate how the process of marital separation is socially 

structured. To facilitate this analysis, I have selected 

excerpts from the transcripts to examine publicly visible 

violence, privately experienced violence, and intergenerational 

violence as examples of the multiple forms of violence and abuse 

the participants experienced. 

Public: Violence, Police, and the Courts 

Within the context of the interviews, three participants 

discussed specific cases of assault where charges were laid. I 

consider two of these examples in this section2. I analyze one 

situation where the assault took place after the separation and 

another situation where the assault lead to the wife leaving the 

matrimonial home. 

Ron: The Masculine Front 

Ron told me that his wife Tess left the matrimonial home to 

go to a shelter .  Ron reported that after Tess moved out she 

cleared out their bank account and attempted to "kidnapv one of 

The third situation was described in the case study of 
Carol's experience, "It's Just Not Fair," in Chapter Six. 



their children. Following an emotionally charged altercation 

which involved Ron, Tess, Tessf friend Greg, and the Greg's wife 

Gail, Ron was charged with assaulting Greg. The court case was 

to be heard at some time after the first research intenriew. 

Ron sets the context for the intense emotion that led to the 

altercation. He and Gail arranged to meet at a local restaurant 

to confront Tess and Greg about their relationship: 

But yeah, here we are very distraught. It's freezing cold 
. . .  and I don't know . . .  when you suffer severe emotional 
duress. And this whole thought of my wife being with 
another man, . . .  agh, you know . . .  You know, in college I used 
to be quite an athlete--track and swimming and light heavy 
weight--and there were times when you take a bad beating, 
agh, in the ring, ... and your whole body would . . .  sort of . . .  
collapse. And you'd feel very cold inside. And that's the 
feeling I guess I had when I was out there. Because it was 
the proof. (pause) Agh, here was a man's wife telling me so 
(13-#1-16-628~637) . 

Ron compares his reaction to his wife being with another man 

to a physical body sensation which he had experienced when he was 

defeated as a boxer, boxing being one of the sports that 

epitomizes brute force and masculinity (Kidd, 1987). Within the 

dominant ideology of ma~culinity,~ it is difficult to recognize 

and acknowledge feelings of jealousy, anger and possessiveness 

when men have been taught from an early age to despise their 

emotional selves. Softness means weakness. It can mean their 

masculinity is in question (Seidler, 1989, p .  50) . Ron1 s father 

reinforced this idea of masculinity. Ron explains: 

To locate the dominant images of masculinity and the ways 
they are worked through in men's lives see Carrigan, Connell & Lee 
(1985), Connell, (1987, 1990), Kaufman, (1987, 1993) and Seidler 
(1989. 1991, 1994) . 



To my father, as far as he was concerned...I was a has been. 
My father and I were intensely umm... competitive. And we 
also came to fists a couple of times when we both were a lot 
younger. (pause) Umm, when I lost my son [court custody 
case] , (long pause) umm, I lost whatever there was of him. 
And he had--promised to stand behind me no matter what (13- 
31-47-1945>1953) . 

In fact he had reinforced t h e  battle [the legal battle] 
to the tune of four thousand dollars (13-#1-47-1955>1956). 
. . .  I was not pulling myself together in a coherent enough 
fashion to ...g et rid of the obstacles (13-#1-48-1978>1979). 
I guess my dad was very disappointed . . .  And suddenly, he 
was, by force of circumstances, being pulled into his son's 
Vietnam and his son didn't know what the hell he was about! 
(l3-#l-48-2OOl>2OO3) . 

Men learn to compete with other males, to remain on their 

guard, to fight, and to achieve. Men "link arms through an 

amour that mutes our basic needs and emotions, strengths and 

weaknessw (Kaufman, 1993, p .  7). Ron and his father were 

intensely competitive. When Ron lost his court battle over 

custody of the youngest of his t h r e e  children, a battle Ron 

compares to Vietnam, Ron felt his father's disappointment, his 

disapproval. 

Moreover, Ron's father did not believe in divorce and felt 

"that families [should] keep their difficulties within the unit. " 

Ron had "allowed the situation to get out of hand" (13-#1-47- 

1957-1958; 1966), to become public. Ron and his father held very 

firm religious convictions about marriage which included that 

once you were married you would stay wed "until death do us 

part." Ideologies of marriage can shape our reactions and those 

of many others in response to our circumstances, in the process 

of moving out. 

There is a persistent ideology that men are supposed to be 



able to control their wives (Riessman, 1990). Tess has developed 

a new relationship which challenges not only Ron's control over 

her but also the traditional double standard for male and female 

sexual relationships. Ron also is in a new relationship. 

However, Ron did not view his new relationship in the same w a y  as 

he viewed his wife's. Historically, a wife's adultery has nearly 

always been seen as a profound insult to a man's virility, while 

men's adultery was accepted and condoned (Riessman, 1990, p .  4 8 ) .  

The double standard used for women's versus men's relationships 

as they relate to marriage was also reflected in the law. For 

example, Backhouse (1991) indicates that: 

. . .  the law's perspective on marriage was patriarchal 
and hierarchial, with a double standard that treated 
female adultery more seriously than male adultery built 
into the legal framework, in some cases expressly and 
in others implicitly through the pleading of lawyers 
and the decision of judges ( p .  198) . 

While the law may change over time, the ideologies that shaped 

the  l a w  and i t s  practice in the first place can persist long 

after the law has been altered- 

Coping with the reality that people do move out of marital 

relationships can be difficult enough on the surface. But there 

are much more profound ideological meanings associated with the 

concepts of Vnarriage," and with Rhusbandsll and "wives" that can 

run so much deeper in our psyches. When we react to the 

irruptions of changing relationships over time these deeper 

meanings are laid bare and we may respond emotionally in ways 

that can be quite unfamiliar and frightening. When men and women 

are unable t o  identify and name emotional needs and responses, 



they will have difficulty in taking responsibility for them 

(filler, 1985; Seidler, 1994, p. 1471. In Ron's case, the battle 

image takes over and the war gets fought without any forethought 

or awareness of the long-term consequences for everyone 

concerned. Ron continues with his experience at the restaurant: 

I, I couldnl t accept it. I, well I said, "Well I know my 
wife; lost little lamb; easily influenced; agh, trying to 
find herself." Agh . . .  I was making all sorts of excuses-- 
some of which may have been justified . . .  Urn . . .  And I was 
hanging. . .catching her [Tess] . . .and agh, saying, "Don1 t 
. . . j  ust . . .  let's think; let's think. What we are going to 
say?" And almost as if we were propelled . . .  we [Ron and 
Gail] simultaneously burst through the door and Gail spied 
my wife . . .  and my wife spied her. And my wife is just 
staring at her transfixed and.. . (pause) 

The next thing we were in front of them and the other 
woman [Gail] pushed past me and had her handbag going and 
was using foul language--quite a happening in this 
restaurant--watching this free floor show. 

And agh, all this took place after 10:OO; 10:30 or 
something, I got the times all down. And agh, . . .  this 
fellow was sneering. And agh, . . .  I remember catching the 
other woman by her bag--her coat--and trying to pull her and 
hold her to me . . .  because this bag was swinging--and she was 
calling my wife every name under the sun. 

And at the same time I was politely saying to this 
fellow, "We want to know what s going on; would you please 
come outside? 

And he sneered! (pause) And agh, I struck him. 
Umm. . .And umm, of course then everything. . .all hell broke 
loose. He didn' t get up, but. . .Agh but the cooks came out. 
(nervous chuckle) You know I never had this sort of thing 
happen. 'Ityo cooks on either shoulder and agh . . .  so I flung 
them off and agh . . .  and I wasn't anxious to get to him again. 
He was semi-conscious (13-#I-16>17-640>667) . 

The depiction of Ron's wife as weak and as a "lost little 

lambf1 in contrast to the other woman as shrew, with "her handbag 

going and using foul language1' conjure dichotomous images of 

women. At the same time, Ron's earlier attempts to control the 

situation by trying to anticipate what he and Gail would say when 

they confront Tess and Greg, disintegrate when his request that 



Greg come outside is met with a sneer. The pain and anger Ron 

feels are not easily recognizable and old ways of dealing with 

pain are resurrected. Physical force is used. The police are 

called and charges are eventually laid. 

Ron: Next thing the police car drove up. So the police got 
out and interviewed us and pushed me in the back seat 
because I was the biggest. And agh, I tried to explain and 
then one officer came up to me and said, What actually 
happened?" So I told him. And I said, told you people 
last night . . .  about the kidnapping and you did nothing. 
(pause) U r n  . . .  These people have, you k n o w ,  ripped off my 
money; tried to kidnap my son." In fact  the most painful 
thing of all, that, that, I haven' t mentioned, was that 
during the time that I had vacated the house, . . .umm, they 
were sleeping upstairs in the bedroom there and left their 
legacy behind and umm.. . 

He is a very cruel man. (pause) Urn, . . .  I hate to 
sound prejudiced, but I find any man under five foot eight-- 
there's something wrong with him. But agh, he agh . . .  but 
the cops heard me out and they took down the names of the 
police I had spoken to the night before and agh, they phoned 
them and said, wLook, what happened yesterday?l1 And they 
said, "Oh, yes - - M r .  [ I  was in with his three kids and here 
are the allegations and these are the witnesses--the manager 
and his little girl. 

So the cop came to me and agh, and said to me, "Look 
agh, I think you should just forget all this (whispering) . 
Agh, he said, you are a bloody fool. He said agh, you 
shouldn't have done this in front of . . .  witnesses. I'd like 
you to just to.. .go and have a coffee and settle down (13- 
#1-16>17-628>695) . 

The layering of personal pain, a loss of a sense of control, 

violations and betrayals, and public displays of impropriety that 

violate Ron's principles, "1 was absolutely loyal to my wife. I 

was never disloyal. Never ran her down. Never!" (13-#1-52- 

2158,2159) lead to his increasing unease and anger. Some of this 

anger is displaced onto his wife's male friend. Masculine 

ideologies, "1 find any man under five feet eight--there is 

something wrong with him;" "The police pushed me in the back seat 



because I was the biggest;" and the police officer's comment, 

"You shouldn't have done this in front of..,witnes~es,~ a11 

reinforce a sense of and indeed the legitimacy of male power 

(Kaufman, 1993). In this process, men learn to displace or deny 

feelings, 

. . .  seeing them as intrinsically of less importance than 
our 'thoughts1 and 'ideas.' Embodying this is a way we 
prove our manhood, from the earliest years. Boys do 
not want to be cry-babies. We grow up being 
insensitive to what we are experiencing emotionally. 
We are rarely even aware of what we are feeling. What 
matters is our thoughts and reasoning, because it is 
the foundation of any action. . . .  The insight that our 
emotions and feelings could be part of our identities 
as men and the foundation of our being able to create 
and maintain some enduring sense of individual reality, 
strikes a challenge to the self-conceptions we absorb 
as part of the dominant forms of masculinity (Seidler, 
1991, p. 105) 

Ron1 s experience reveals what Kaufman (1993, p .  8) describes 

as a paradox of power which is at the centre of men's lives. Men 

have social power but pay a devastating price for it. The source 

of men's pain is none other than the patriarchal societies within 

which men have defined their power. Therefore, Kaufman (1993) 

argues that the source of men's problems is "this strange 

combination of power and pain" (p. 9 ) ,  emotional pain. And pain 

can explode in a world of power, leading to violence, which 

Kaufman (1993) describes as "the preferred means to settle 

international and individual disputes" ( p .  159). "The potent 

mixture of men's pain and men's power nurtures aggression and, 

all too often, encourages that aggression to be expressed in acts 

of violence" (Kaufman, 1993, p.161). Violence has also been 

integrated into war and sport (fKaufman, 1993; *Kiddl 1987; 



Woolf, 1938/1966), the images Ron uses to describe some of his 

experiences of moving out. 

In Ron's situation, we see how the orientation to action 

takes precedence over dealing with the underlying emotions and 

feelings t h a t  arise in a social context. "Self-knowledge becomes 

particularly threatening to men, for we risk discovering that we 

are 'other1 than we present ourselves to ben (Seidler, 1994, p .  

xi). Without a social environment that encourages men to become 

aware of their emotions and feelings, to value themselves as 

thinking and feeling persons, and to come to know about 

themselves in ways that expand their sense of self, experiences 

such as Ron's will persist. "As men learn to recognize their 

emotions and feelings they thereby learn what value to give to 

different aspects of their experiencen (Seidler, 1994, p. 118). 

Freud promises an awareness of what we are feeling, 
allowing us to become more aware of what we want and 
need for ourselves. For men, it can have the power of 
revelation, when we first learn to accept our feelings 
and learn how [emphasis in original] to talk about what 
is going on in relationships. That gives us a new 
relationship to our experiences, making us aware, 
sometimes for the first time, of the importance of our 
emotions. We become more i n  touch with how 
relationships are making us feel, rather than simply 
proving ourselves. We begin to question the 
'standards' we had taken for granted as ways of 
'proving ourselves, ' never really aware of what they 
made us feel about ourselves. We become more in touch 
with what gg [emphasis in original] are getting for 
ourselves, so that w e  begin to negotiate with some 
reality in relationships, rather than simply doing what 
is expected of us and then feeling uneasy or frustrated 
without understanding why (Seidler, 1991, p .  106) . 

Men and women need a safe place where they are encouraged to 

explore and recapture the essence of who they are as fully 



integrated human beings. This process involves the synthesis of 

our intellectual and emotional selves. To facilitate this 

process, we must pay attention to the power of the social in 

shaping how people try t o  feel and how people consciously feel, 

for "emotion work refers more broadly to the act of evoking or 

shaping, as well as suppressing, feeling in oneselfw (Hochschild, 

Anne: "Like This Happens to Other People, This Doesn't gappen to 

Me." 

In the second case of publicly visible violence, the police 

charged Anne's former husband with assaulting her and escorted 

Anne and her young child to a shelter. This was the final 

assault that precipitated Anne 's  move out of the matrimonial 

home. Anne's husband subsequently served time in a minimum 

security prison. 

Anne is a 29-year-old mother of one pre-school child, who 

did child care work in her home. At the time of the first 

interview, she had been married for six years, and separated f o r  

four months. A n n e ' s  child resides with her. The child's f a t h e r  

sees the child whenever he can arrange it. Anne describes her 

circumstances on the night she finally moved out: 

So he drinks this bottle of wine and got all drunked up and 
j u s t  gets on m y  case again about something and the whole 
abuse thing and all this. And I went up to bed and I was 
thinking, "This is never going to change. What the hell 
have I gotten into. What's going on here?" And he then  
came upstairs and said, "1 want you out of my house." And I 
said, "Okay, fine." 
Marg: His house? 



Anne: Out of his house. The house is in my name. The 
house is in my name. M y  parents gave us the money for our 
first down payment. . . for our first house in [first city] . 
Gave it. Not loaned it. Gave it. (pause) And now he's 
telling me to get out of his house? So I just went 
downstairs . . .  It w a s  about nine thirty or ten o'clock at 
night . . .  I went downstairs--grabbed my purse and went for a 
walk to the phone booth and phoned the women's shelter and 
said. . . 

I think I had been trying not to admit that this was 
happening to me. Like this happens to other people, this 
doesn t happen to me. 

And I thought, "No, this is happening to me. And t h i s  
is not going to change". 

Denial is a common theme among women who experience and 

begin to recognize that what they are being subjected to is 

abusive behaviour. In this segment of the interview, Anne 

reveals that she began to note a pattern of abuse and became 

aware that it was never going to change. The experience of 

violence and a cognitive awareness of the experience is not 

always enough to facilitate the full recognition that what one is 

experiencing is violence. To really drive home the reality of 

the experience of abuse seems to require cognitive awareness, 

emotional connection, and moral outrage at t h e  undeserved 

suffering, before the impact is fully realized or felt. 

Denial, personal blaming, caring for, and at times excusing 

the perpetrator, are some of the ways we try to cope u n t i l  we can 

deal more effectively with the knowledge that we are being 

abused, that it is really happening to us, and that it is not 

going to change. As Pat, another participant, says "1 ended it 

when I was ready to end it and there was no time earlier that I 

was ready* (39-#1-19-718,719). Anne continues with her 

experience that night: 



This is real. So I phoned the shelter and the next thing I 
know they say, "Okay, you just wait there at the phone 
booth. You just wait there. 
They sent the police. They phoned the police. The police 
came. They got me, they took me. . .  
Marg: How long did you have to wait? 
Anne : Oh, god. About a half an hour. 
Marg: By yourself in the middle of the night? 
Anne: It's [town] . . .  ever ything is . . .  no the convenience 
store where the phone booth was wasn't quite closed down yet 
but they were starting to close down. So . . .  I'm t h e r e  at 
this phone and 1% just standing there. In this town 
everything closes down, you know. 
Marg: Does everybody know everybody in your town? 
Anne: Everybody does, but nobody knew me because w e  really 
hadn't lived there that long and we sort of kept to 
ourselves. 
Marg: Okay. 
Anne: So I didn't know anyone that I could go and see. 
Even the lady I babysat for ... she lived out in the middle of 
the country . . .  so I couldn't go to her house. 

The fact that Anne worked in he r  own home, that they lived 

in a geographically isolated rural community, that their home was 

situated apart from other homes, and that in order for her to 

call for help she had to walk a distance to a phone booth, could 

have contributed to her remaining in her situation much longer 

than was necessary. "Violence isolates any of its victims, in 

psychological terms. But wife assault, given the centrality of 

women's [socially constructed] role in the family, serves as both 

a psychological and social isolatorw PChalmers & Smith, 1987, p .  

15) . Fortunately, Anne was aware that there are shelters for 

battered women. She knew that if she called for help, assistance 

would be forthcoming. 

Anne: So . . .  t h e  next thing I know these two police cruisers 
pull up. I get in the car and tell them the story and I 
said, "You know, my son is still at the house. He was 
sleeping so I left him there." I said you know, "I've got 
to go get him." And they said, llOkay, we'll go." 

I t  was funny because they were both in separate 



cruisers and the windows are down and they're talking back 
and forth to each other. And the one policeman said, "Well, 
m, maybe we should go and see about charging this guy. 
He's got to learn that he can't do this and get away with 
it." 
mrg: So he had actuaIly assaulted you that time. Not just 
telling you to get out of t h e  house. 
Anne: Yes. Earlier, earlier he had physically assaulted 
me. And I think the officers were saying this to see what 
my reaction would be. If I would say, "No, no, no. You 
can't do that. Just take me home, everything will be fine." 
Or if I would just let them go ahead and charge him, which I 
did. I thought, "Okay, if you want to charge him, go ahead 
and charge him." So it was the police that charged him, not 
me. 
Marg: That is the way it's supposed to be now. 
Anne: Yeah. Years ago it wasn't. 
Yuh, because a friend of mine was in the same situation and 
she wouldn't charge him. So they went, the one officer went 
up and woke up my husband and read him his rights and all 
that. The other officer stayed with me and I went and woke 
up my son and got a few things all together for him. They 
drove me to (another city). They phoned a cab and the cab 
drove me out to yet another city w h e r e  the shelter was. And 
the shelter paid for the cab fare . . . $  50 .00  for a cab from 
the first city to the second city. (awkward chuckle) 
Marg: Bow did you feel in the middle of all . . .  
Anne: Just.-.! I felt like . . .  Oh I don't know, 
dragging my son around and it's one o' clock in 
It was just.. .umm 
Maxg: Hell. 
Anne: It was. It was hell. It was really bad 
l9>21-684>769) . 

According to Anne, when the police arrived they 

like I ' m  
the morning. 

had to 

decide whether Anne would cooperate with them if they laid 

charges against her husband. The deliberation itself, as seen 

through Anne's eyes, indicates that the police may still hesitate 

to lay charges in "domestic abuse11 cases unless the battered wife 

clearly wants them to do so. 

Until very recently, Canadian police departments refused to 

take woman abuse seriously. Some of the major reasons for this 

approach were socially constructed ideologies, such as: 



. . .  the "sanctity of marriage" and "privacy of the homef1 
(Pahl, 1985) ; the view that wife abuse is marginal to 
the duties of "realn police work (Faragher, 1985); the 
perception that officers are at risk of physical injury 
(*Ellis, 1987b); the belief that battered wives are 
legitimate victims (Dobash & Dobash, 1979) ; the reality 
that many police officers abuse their own wives (*Ellis 
in press); and police departments are male-dominated 
institutions that espouse a patriarchal ideology 
(Edwards, 1989 ; Snider, 1990) (*Dekeseredy & Hinch, 
1991, p. 31). 

Feminist efforts such as lobbying, educational initiatives, 

and empirical research have influenced police departments to take 

a more pro-active approach to wife abusers. But this work has 

been a major and ongoing struggle, a struggle documented by 

Gillian Walker (1990), among others, in her t e x t ,  Familv Violence 

and the Women's Movement: The Conce~tual Politics of Strussle. 

The lack of a strong social commitment to end violence leads 

to the privatization and personalization of experiences of abuse 

and violence, Chalmers and Smith (*1987) theorize that when 

husbands beat their wives, their blows are felt in at least two 

different ways: 

Women are likely to regard the violence as 'their 
problem.' When family problems are private concerns, 
wife assault becomes a 'private trouble.' Furthermore, 
because the family is an idealized haven from trouble 
and strife, the violence to which wives are subjected 
signifies their personal failure. They are 'failures' 
not only as individuals, but also as social beings-- 
they are truly unique and alone. Battered wives see 
themselves as different from other women. The results 
are loss of self-esteem and individualization of the 
problem ( p .  18). 

It is 

with their 

facilitate 

extremely difficult for women and men to come to terms 

experiences of violence. There is little support to 

awareness of the extent and the intrusive nature of 



violence in our lives. Violence can permeate our very being, 

creating violations and disconnections in our everyday 

relationships. It can impinge on our work, displacing itself on 

the lives of others. It can visit its pain and hurt over 

generations unless someone in the cycle of violence has the 

awareness, courage and support to stop the cycle. 4 

It takes an inordinate amount of courage to leave a 

battering situation (+Caplan, 1985; NiCarthy (1982/86) . The move 

out can be facilitated by enlightened friends, family, 

counsellors and community supports such as shelters.' It can be 

facilitated by co-operative and pro-active police and by justice 

systems that can be moved into place to give a clear message that 

violence is not tolerated. Moreover, women, children and men 

need to know the various forms that violence takes- They also 

need to know that our society is committed to eradicating 

violence in all its forms. 

Shortly after Anne made the initial move to the shelter, she 

and her son went to live with her parents. Anne's parents, older 

siblings, and relatives were able to offer her support to hold 

fast to her decision not to return to her husband. 

Anne's experience reveals another kind of violence, a 

"The cycle of violence" is a term used by Suzanne Steinmetz 
(1977/1978) among others, to describe a number of patterns of 
violent and abusive behaviour that can occur, reoccur, and escalate 
within relational units, families and society at large. 

A t  this point in time, there are no shelters or safe houses 
for men who may be battered by other men or in a limited number of 
cases, by women. 



violence that is also socially organized and experienced 

differentially by gender. Anne sought counselling services in 

her rural community to help her deal with her experiences of 

violence in the process of moving out. She explains: 

. . .  Oh, it's funny but my husband told m e  about it [the group 
for assaulted women] . (chuckle) Yuh, he did. He told me 
about . . .  It's fumy but there's always more help for . . .  the 
umm, criminal than there is for the victim. With him going 
to court and having to go to jail, the judge says, "You have 
to go on probation. You have to get counselling." And they 
kind of [participant's emphasis] all that. They tell you 
that you should go and who you should see. And I really 
didn't have anvthinq like that. I was just kind of left 
hanging. 

And I just mentioned it. I said, Why is it that the 
victim is always ignored?" I was really angry at this 
point. I said, I1You1re getting all kinds of help. I need 
help too. (41-#1-12-408>418) . 

The criminal IT justicef1 system offers follow-up support and 

counselling for the perpetrator, Anne's husband, but few visible 

and concrete social services, particularly in rural communities, 

for the W i c t i m s , "  Anne and her son. 

John McKendry ( '1992 ) has discovered some perplexing 

findings in his study of a treatment program for m e n  who batter 

their wives. It seems that tlideological practices" such as 

counsellors exhorting The men to stop 'externalizing blame,' and 

start 'taking responsibility for their abusive behaviour, mean 

that the men have to "block out their emotion-laden experiences 

of constraint and powerlessness, and recognize themselves as 

fully rational, autonomous and self-possessed agentsu ( p .  61). 

Thus the split between emotions and rational thought is 

reinforced, rather than challenged, and the potential for new 

knowledge about oneself is negated. Therefore, while the 



official discourse in the treatment program drew heavily on 

feminism, ironically it often "seemed to end up reinforcing 

rather than challenging sexist attitudes and behaviourw 

(*McKendry, 1992, p .  61). 

Women's groups and Canadian statistics reveal the high 

incidence of violence against women (f0.A.I.T.H.. 1990; 

*Statistics Canada, 1993). Women are most often the victims of 

violence in intimate relationships. Yet community outrage about 

all the violence that women and men experience in our society is 

missing. Moreover, the lack of availability of a variety of 

support services for these women, and indeed for men who are 

victims of male violence, is appalling. 

Anne describes the problems she has after she receives the 

name of a counsellor from her husband: 

Anne : He said, flOkay, you phone this woman and YOU KNOW . . . 
get a hold of her. She'll help you." And I tried reaching 
her, I don't know how many times and we just kept missing 
each other and you know. And finally one day I just went 
right to her office. I just went right there. And she was 
just about to go into group therapy meeting and she said, 
I'Well, I have this group meeting right now but I have a 
cancellation at three olclock." I said, "Well, okay. I 
have a few things I can do nere in this city. 1'11 come 
back and talk to you then." So that's how I got involved in 
it. I met with her then and she said . . .  I told her my 
situation, what was going on. 

And she said, "1 think you'd really benefit from being 
in my group. I'm just starting up a new group, if you'd 
like to join. " And it works out fine for my schedule with 
work because I'm finished early that day and my meeting is 
in the afternoon, so I just come right from [city] and go to 
the meeting in [another city]. It's for an hour and a half 
in the afternoon. So it's really worked out well. 

But it was hard for me to get this done. like . . .  I know 

For an analysis of the construction of masculinity and the 
triad of ment s violence, see Kaufman (1987) . 
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umm-..that a lot 
I was really ang 
returning my cal 
understand that 

of people would just not even bother. And 
.ry because . . .  it was like she wasn't 
1s. But she was just so busy and I 
now but. . . (41-#1-12~13-408,443) . 

Anger, frustration, determination, and family support helped 

Anne to connect with the counsellor and the group for assaulted 

women. But many women in similar circumstances would not be able 

to persist in their quest for assistance. There were no 

counsellors or groups for battered women in Anne's community. 

The nearest group for assaulted women was located in another 

city. Anne had no means of transportation, nor did she have the 

money to obtain transportation. Anne's parents were able to 

provide Anne and her child with a safe place to live. They were 

also able to buy Anne a car. Without the car, and without 

A n n e ' s  parents offering to care for her child during her absence, 

Anne could not have attended the group. Anne recounts the 

benefit she derives from the group: 

There's about five or six of us in the group and we have all 
been through this to varying degrees. Some are still with 
their partners, some are not. So . . .  it's really helping to 
get other perspectives on it . . . j  ust seeing how other women 
are dealing with it, you know.. . (41-#1-12-4OO>404) . 

~Consciousness-raising begins with the claiming of public 

space and political language for what were private feelings and 

personal sorrows" (Lyman, 1981, p. 69) . Collective awareness 

eliminates the private and isolating experience of violence and 

can point in the direction of the social causes and social action 

for change. Whereas separating the victim from the violation and 

cutting off her moral outrage from the community of speech and 

care which it deserves is a social violence. 
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Private: Violence, Awareness, and Potential for Change 

Other participants did not involve the police or the courts. 

In fact, some who had experienced horrendous psychological and 

physical abuse did not even recognize it as such and, in a more 

than a few instances, had never told another person about their 

experiences prior to the interview. Phyllis's husband shot her-- 

with blanks. Phyllis had never told anyone about that experience 

or many other equally horrific experiences of verbal and physical 

abuse. Unlike Anne, who knew of the community shelter and 

searched for help to deal with the violence used against her, 

Phyllis thought that her experiences were unique. Phyllis was 

not aware that there is an identifiable cycle of violence that 

many women are subjected to over time. I analyze Phyllis's case 

in more detail in Chapter Nine. 

Pat: "It is Safe Here. It Is Happier and 

Violence can be experienced in many ways. Some forms of 

abuse are so subtle and pervasive that it is often difficult to 

see any discernible patterns. Often, the personal humiliation 

can prevent women or men from discussing their experiences, thus 

isolating the person in their own trauma. In a society that 

silences many of our experiences of violence, it can take years 

for a full awareness and the effects of the abuse to become 

visible. Pat is a 40-year-old, university educated, professional 

woman who was married for sixteen years and separated for 12 

months. She has no children. Pat describes some of the abuse 



her husband subjected her to: 

The other issue was something that started to come up in our 
marriage about . . .  I'd say about six years into it and it 
became more and more important to h i m  and it was something I 
really had a lot of trouble finding a compromise around. 
And that was that he became very committed to a nudist 
lifestyle. 

This was not something he was wanting to do on his own. 
It was not something he wanted to do because he was looking 
for other partners or anything like that. It was something 
he wanted us to experience as a couple. 

It became more and more important and the extent of 
participation that he was going to be happy with became more 
and more extreme- ..as his interest in nudism developed. And 
to the point where he was not willing to take a vacation if 
it wasn't to a nudist resort. And he . . .  in the last part of 
marriage he was quite open in saying to me that if I could 
not participate more fully in a nudist life style he was not 
going to be able to find me sexually attractive. 

So it really affected every day of our lives for the 
last few years. And he could not understand why, if I was 
weeding the garden in the backyard, why I had to have a T- 
shirt on. Things that were straight matters of law . . .  to him 
those laws were wrong and I should realize that. I was 
really stumped in finding a compromise because I...would 
say. "1 feel I can go this far and these are the kind of 
things I can do but this . . .  is really, I ' m  uncomfortable 
with. It's such a personal thing (39-#1-15-S55>585) . 

. . .  Another good example would be, we'd go out to a 
restaurant and I would have a dress on and he would be angry 
with me because I hadn't unbuttoned my blouse or my dress 
far enough down for him to be able to see the kind of skin 
he needed to see. So t h i s  would spoil his dinner. And the 
dinner would end on a very nasty note of . . .  his anger. And 
held be . . .  not yelling but just describing to me what a 
disappointment I was to him in the car on the way home. It 
was . . . j  ust icicle kind of environment for a lot of the time. 
He would not accept that my point of view was legitimate, 
that I was uncomfortable. He'd just say that's nonsense. 
He also believed that . . .  six out of ten families were 
practising this kind of a life style [nudism]. I couldn't 
prove him wrong. I didn't think he was right but-- (39-#1- 
26-1002>1016) . 

Pat did not understand that her experiences of humilation 

around the issues of nudism, and her constant concern about 

keeping track of her husband's potential anger, were part of the 

cycle of violence. In fact, Pat states:  



But certainly ...my family are ... very ah . . .  they all agree 
that I'm a much happier, open person now. I had become very 
closed off. And I realize that I was. I would go to family 
events and I would be constantly watching ... is he angry? Is 
this child over here upsetting him? Are we staying much too 
long? Did he think that joke that someone told was funny or 
not?" (#9-#1-19-726>731). 

Even though Pat describes how her family noticed positive 

changes in her since her separation and even though she describes 

emotional and psychological abuse that includes not only verbal 

assaults on her personhood but also her body, and even though she 

describes her  search for safe places to stay following her move 

out of the matrimonial home, Pat does not seem to be consciously 

aware of, or had not yet been able to assimilate the f a c t  that 

her husband was subjecting her to violence. Pat tells how she 

searched f o r  safe places: 

I went into a furnished apartment, then I went to my 
parent's. And 1% very safe here [shared accomodation with 
a good male friend] and I can stay here for a long time if I 
wanted to. But agh . . .  I shouldn't though. (pause) I should 
get out on my own. I mean ... I did have some advantages. I 
had a good job and that was all pretty securen (39-#1-40- 
1529>1534). 

Pat has moved three times in search of a safe place. She 

feels she should get a place of her own, but she continues to 

need safety as she assimilates the trauma that lead her to move 

out of her marriage. Even with the advantages of a "good jobM 

and financial resources, Pat reveals the tremendous efforts 

involved in the process of extricating oneself from an abusive 

relationship. While Pat feels some personal responsibility for 

being on her own soon, there is mounting evidence that while 

separation may decrease the incidence and seriousness of abuse 



for some women, it clearly does not decrease the incidence for 

many others 

In fact, the incidence and seriousness of abuse can increase 

after moving out and some women and their children are murdered 

('Canadian Panel on Violence Against Women, 1993; *O.A.I.T.H, 

Pat discusses some of the problems, including the changes 

from a couple world to the world of singles, and the loneliness 

and intense feelings that confront women who move out of 

marriages after "spending sixteen years working on this 

And it's also just a contrast because for so long you're 
couple focused and then all of a sudden you're single--you 
are on your own. And you really only have to worry about 
yourself so there's just a factual difference there that is 
new. 
Marg: Yuh. Do you have periods of time, or intense periods 
of loneliness? For example, if you are not in "a couple," 
you might be missing the relationship rather than the 
person? 
Pat : There's been a few times where 
this was easier when I was married or. 
of what's known. But . . .  I'm so . . .  certa 
that I did have is, I guess, beyond re 
certain that I gave it my best and tha 
and therefore it had to go--that it's 
wish I was back in that situation." I 

I've thought . . .  well, 
. .I miss the comfort 
in . . .  that the marriage 
trievable . . .  I'm so 
t it didnt t work out 
hard for me to say, "I 
don't. I'm glad I'm 

not in that situation anymore. 
I certainly hesitated before I did it . . .  I hesitated for 

a long time. I can remember this fellow--the fellow who had 
said to me, "If it's not the nudism issue Pat, it'll be 
something else. He's got to have control." He also said to 
me . . .  agh . . .  about a year later . . .  "Pat, you're standing at the 
door and there is a warm . . .  and safe and sunny place on the 
other side. And don't look back.I1 And he was right. 

So anytime I have that feeling . . .  that the other side of 
the door was known and this is a little scary . . .  And it is 
because there's so much stuff you have to take on yourself 
that you shared before and all that. But what was negative 
. . .  there was so much negative, 1'11 never forget it. And so 
I've got these reminders that yuh, there's the other side of 



the door but it's not there for me right now. And it is 
safer here. It is happier and sunnier. (laughs) So, you 
know (39-#1-3b32-1206A238) . 

Pat's experience reveals the ongoing tension that can be 

part of the process of moving out. Pat worked hard over the 

sixteen years of her marriage to make it better. She felt a 

tremendous disappointment about her husband's "unwillingness 

to . . .  compromise. That was really hurtful. He broke my heartw 

(39-#1-37-1417>1418). She is clear that she is safer on the 

sunnier side of the door. What is also obvious is that her 

friends were able to provide the necessary support and validation 

of her experiences of emotional and psychological violence and to 

encourage Pat to move towards and eventually through the s u m y  

door. 

Pat : Yes, there's been a few times when I've been lonely 
but not for very long. And sometimes when I felt lonely, I 
thought to myself, "Experience this feeling, be alone. Live 
through this because you might have a lot of lonely periods 
and learn to find out what it is like to be alone." 

In fact, I have a girlfriend who has really done a lot 
for me in terms of getting into the social scene. And I 
remember one time last March she said, What do you want to 
do this Friday?" I said, "1 want to stay home." She said, 
What? Oh, come on. You've got get out and meet people and 
socialize." And I said, "No, I'm going to do a little PBA." 
And she said,  What1 s that?" I said, "Practice being 
alone. " (chuckle) 
Marg: But you needed that time. 
Pat : You do. And a (pause) I do want to know myself as 
well as I can and that meanst-.and that means that you have 
to spend some time alone. 

Agh ... I would say at the beginning I would have days 
when I was really upset. I would just . . .  I would want 
anything--give me a drink, give me a drink, give me some 
kind of black oblivion because this is too much and I don't 
want to live through it. But as time went along . . .  I 
realized, "Okay, go ahead and feel this badly because . . .  feel 
it now--don't postpone it." So there was times I was very 
conscious and said, "Okay, this is bad but feel it because 
it's there to be f e l t . "  



And in some ways, I felt that one of the mistakes I 
made in my marriage was I did suppress my happiness. I. was 
too . . .  cooperative. I didn't speak up. I didn't really 
allow my feelings to become known. And so one of the things 
that I'm trying to do now is I think, "Okay, this is the way 
you feel so go ahead and feel it. What is the worse thing 
that can happen? Somebody is going to see you cry? You're 
going to say something about the way you feel and somebody 
is going to disagree with you. Go for it. Relax." One of 
the luxuries of the situation that I ' m  in now is that most 
of the people 1 interact with--I haven't know for very long 
so none of them can hurt me the way I've been hurt. I'm not 
really afraid of them ve ry  much (39-#1-32>33-1239,1278) . 

Moving through personal pain and feelings of loneliness can 

lead to new knowledge about oneself. Accepting one's pain and 

tears, experiencing them when they are present to be felt, has 

opened up an awareness for Pat that throughout her marriage she 

has suppressed her own happiness in her attempts to placate her 

abusive husband. As Alison Jagger (1987) observes: 

People who experience conventionally unacceptable, or 
what I call noutlawlv emotions often are subordinated 
individuals who pay a disproportionately high price for 
maintaining the status quo. The social situation of 
sach people makes them unable to experience the 
conventionally prescribed emotions: for instance, 
people of colour are more likely to experience anger 
than amusement when a racist joke is recounted, and 
women subjected to male sexual banter are less likely 
to be flattered than uncomfortable or even afraid. 

When unconventional emotional responses are 
experienced by isolated individuals, those concerned 
may be confused, unable to name their experience; they 
may even doubt their own sanity ( p .  160). 

Pat says her "heart was broken" by her husband, that she was 

not able to feel her own happiness in relation to her husband, 

that she spent sixteen years trying to make her marriage work, 

and that she "had to stop caring for him, even though there were 

lots of good reasons . . .  like he needed to be cared forff (39-#1-37- 

1433>1435). She describes her need for safety, her need to be in 



a Sunny place, yet the full reality of h e r  abusive experience 

eludes h e r .  Carol Gilligan (1982) states that: 

. . .  in the different voice of women lies a truth of an 
ethic of care, the tie between relationship and 
responsibility, and the origins of aggression in the 
failure of connection ( p .  173) . 

Pat continues to be aware that her husband has needs. But 

she also is aware of the impact of his family background and the 

"failures of connections" he experienced not having his early 

developmental and emotional needs met. Experiences of 

disconnection inevitably do violence to the individual's 

experience ( B e r g m a n ,  1991; Miller, 1988) . Pat knows she did her 

best to try to make the marriage work. Miller (1988) states that 

the most important work "on both the personal and global scene is 

not t h e  concentration on how the individual develops a sense of 

an individual, separate self, but on how people can build 

empowering. relationships, which in turn empower all the people in 

those relationships" (Miller, 1988, p. 11) . 

Pat came to understand that her own needs are important too. 

With great difficulty, she has begun to put caring for herself 

front and centre in her life. She acted courageously on her need 

for safety and she has moved out of her marriage. Pat concludes 

her first interview by saying: 

I mean I certainly wasn't a candidate for any of these 
refuge h m e s  . I mean there wasnl t any thing wrong with me- - 
my husband wasn't violent or . . .  I had no reason for a sort of 
a socialized assistance. But where to go ...y ou need to be 
alone. I think that could be a serious problem [for others1 
(39-#1-39-1492>1496) . 

Pat does not fully comprehend that what she has experienced 



is violence. Her experience illustrates how difficult it can be 

to come t o  grips with our experiences of violence when they occur 

in the private domain of our homes or when the assault is on our 

personhood with no outward physical signs to show. It can be 

difficult to feel the anger that is needed to say this behaviour 

towards me is not okay. Jean Baker Miller and Janet Surrey 

(1990) indicate that for "anger to be a resource, we need a 

context of relationships in which we are safe to express anger 

and most importantly the real reasons for it" (p. 3). Teresa 

Bernardez (1988) has described anger as a sign of or a response 

to injustice, which implies a vision of or desire for a better, 

just, o r  mutual relationship. 

But many people, including women, are uncomfortable 

expressing anger .  Derogatory words such as bitch, nag, strident, 

hysterical, and shrew, which are used to describe women when they 

are angry, shape women's experience of themselves when they are 

angry and also shape how others experience them when they express 

anger (Lerner, 1985). Thus, the social context in which we 

experience ourselves and our emotions exerts control over the 

full expression of our emotions and feelings, emotions such as 

Pat's ability to feel happiness in the context of her marriage, 

and therefore shapes the possibility to fully know, see and be 

ourselves. 

Intergenerational: Violence, Emotion, Reflection, and Change 

Participants talked about their lives and their 



relationships in ways many said they had never done before. I 

feel privileged and yet overwhelmed with the stories they shared. 

Some of the violence and abuse not only occurred within the 

context of the marriage but extended well back into the 

participants' childhoods, and in some instances into their 

parentsf childhoods. In the interviews, I did not ask specific 

questions that went beyond the parents of the participants, but 

at times however, individual participants extended their family 

history when they felt it was relevant to their own story. 

Elaine: Family Secrets, Do Not Tell 

There were numerous examples of "family secretsn revealed in 

the context of my research interviews. The following is another 

example of emotions suppressed over a number of years. 

Elaine's marriage was set within the context of unspoken, 

though socially organized violence. The reverberations of the 

violence over three or more generations have had profound 

effects. When the knowledge of how family secrets were contained 

and when the family secrets were finally spoken, dramatic changes 

took place which eventually culminated in the dissolution of 

Elaine's marriage. The case study reveals what is possible when 

emotions are eventually examined, expressed and reflected upon 

constructively, in supportive environments. The potential for 

reflective analysis and possibilities for political movements 

towards change are evident when the awareness develops that 

private troubles are public problems. 



Elaine, a 43-year-old woman, was married for 22 years ,  and 

separated for 6 months. She has three children in their teen 

years. Elaine discusses her relationship with her husband: 

And because I came from a family home where there had been a 
lot of violence . . .  I took enormous efforts to . . .  anytime I 
thought there would be an escalation of anger . . .  I would 
appease (53 -#2-13-441>444)  . 

And as I moved through on my own...movement of my own 
growth, I realized I didn't want to be doing that. It 
didn't fit for me. I didn't want to be doing that. I 
operated all the relationship on being afraid of my 
husband's anger. Umm, until probably the end of last year 
(53-#1-13-447>452) . 

In appeasing her husband's anger, Elaine reveals h o w  

"women's expression of anger is usually thwarted, inhibited or 

diverted in our culture. This phenomenon acquires the character 

of cultural prohibition when we realize that this culture has 

taken as 'naturalt the view that women's anger is a destructive 

emotionif (Bernardez, 1988, p. 1) . In addition, the "appeasingn 

prevents the possibility of knowing and seeing what lies at the 

root of the "appeasal." Noted feminist psychiatrist Jean Baker 

Miller (1976/86) states that: 

Women have been so encouraged to concentrate on the 
emotions and reactions of others that they have been 
diverted from examining and expressing their own 
emotions. While this is ve ry  understandable, given the 
past situation, women have not yet fully applied this 
highly developed faculty to exploring and knowing 
themselves ( p .  39) . 

Elaine has developed an awareness of the violence and abuse 

she has experienced, and has begun to integrate this growing 

knowledge and analysis into her o m  life experiences. She 

continues: 

And umm, that's when I came to realize that abuse prevention 



begins with self. It's not this very merry concept that we 
teach the kids. It actually does begin with an individual. 

And so 1 started to put it in place in my own life more 
and more as a thinking process--and that's where we really 
did end up in an enormous conflict. Because agh, basically 
he felt that he had married someone who was a lie--and in 
many respects I was, but I was unable to speak. I didn't 
have the emotional maturity at the time nor did I feel safe 
to let other people know that umm, this very privileged, 
high achieving woman agh, had been . . .  very agh, emotionally 
scarred, agh, through my life processes (53-#1-14-479>490). 

When a woman behaves in anything less than a totally 

emphatic, non-aggressive, other-serving mannerw (Bernardez, 1988, 

p. 2), the relational dynamics are challenged. Bernardez draws 

on Lyman's work (1987, p. 31 in arguing that the vcollective 

repression of painful memories prevents victims of violence from 

speaking about their injuries. The victims find themselves 

'spee~hless,~ unable to forget, and unable to learn from the 

past." But when Elaine begins to challenge the status quo within 

her relationship with her husband, within the social norms of 

"silencingv women's anger, together with the emotional scarring 

"through her life processes," conflict results. Elaine explains 

some of her life processes in relation to her husband: 

So agh, and he had inklings of it but he had never picked up 
on it, And that had actually been one of the sort of 
tragedies of our relationship but we were very young when we 
married. We got together and decided to marry after m 
mother committed suicide [researcher s e m p h a s i s d  

' In my opportunity sample, one father and one mother of two 
different female participants killed themselves. Both participants 
married shortly after their parent's suicide. In each situation 
there was little to no discussion of the implications of the 
suicides for their lives or their marital relationships. In our 
society, we are not comfortable dealing with death. We are even 
more uncomfortable dealing with death by suicide. The silence 
around suicide is another socially constructed violence. The 
curtailment of the resolution of a parents death is truncated and 



agh, there was an inquest and agh, in the sixties it was 
against criminal law to agh, commit suicide. 
Marg : To kill yourself. 
Elaine: Yes and agh, and because my mother had committed 
suicide . . .  my husband was very aware of it. I was blamed in 
one of the notes. Agh, and my other two siblings who had 
long since left home were praised and extolled and thatls 
why there had been an inquest . . .  because I was responsible-- 
for the death. And my husband had been--you know, we were 
twenty-year old kids and he was very supportive and knew all 
that. And never talked about it again. And it was--and we 
moved out of the community. We got married and moved 
immediately to another city (53-#1-14-479,507) . 

. . .  It was very painful to agh, for me to be . . .  I was a 
university student at this time. My dad had been dead for a 
number of years and, you know, on the front page of the 
local newspaper it said, you know agh, "Daughter is Held 
Accountable in Mother's Suicide," on the front page of the 
newspaper (uneasy chuckle) . It was like, 111 don1 t want 
this. I don't want to go to this school anymore." So I 
decided, "Let's move somewhere else." 
Marg : So your father had died how much earlier than that? 
Elaine: He died when I was fifteen. 
Marg : So you were twenty. So five years later you'd lost 
both of them. 
Elaine: Uh hum. So I had an emotional, very emotional, you 
know, crisis around agh, . . .  loss (53-#1-14>15-514>527). 

In this segment of the interview, Elaine reveals her process 

of coming to know and see her own life history and the social- 

historical context in which it occurred. Elaine's experience, in 

terms of her development, her education, her relationship with 

her husband, and her personal security within the community, is 

another example of the interconnections and embodiment of the 

public in our personal lives. She was unable to speak about nor 

did she feel safe to let other people know that, "this very 

privileged, high achieving womann had been emotionally scarred as 

all of the emotions that could be felt in the process are 
suppressed. The accumulation of suppressed emotions over time will 
eventually, in the words of Audre Lorde1 s daughter, fl just up and 
punch you in the mouth from the inside" (Lorde, 1984, p. 42). 



a result of the violence she experienced in her home. She had 

come to know that in our society w e  do not tell about our 

experiences of violence. Further, we do not reveal that 

"privileged" people are also perpetrators and victims of 

violence. This silencing reflects a common myth that it is the 

poor and working class that are violent or experience violence 

('Kaufman, 1993 ; Yllo & Bograd, 1988) , which can further isolate 

survivors. The perpetuation of the myth also impacts negatively 

on the possibility of developing awareness of abuse and reporting 

of abuse. Moreover, the social relations between women and men, 

the social relations of gender and emotions as they intersect 

with the politics of reproduction, and the social relations of 

violence, are represented in Elaine s experience : 

. . .My  elder siblings w e r e  all married and you know- 
Marg : What 's the difference in age? 
Elaine: Eleven and seven years older. 
Marg : Oh, really. So you w e r e  really- - . 
Elaine: I was very much an afterthought and agh . . .  because 
of being such an afterthought . . .  an unplanned pregnancy was 
w h a t  it was. My mother who agh, was being beaten 
constantly, agh, consequently used me as her punching bag 
for all of her anger. And agh, so I was physically abused 
by my mother most of my, agh, childhood life. 

So needless to say, I was a troublesome burden to her. 
And consequently her suicide note was a very logical 
explanation of blaming me for all of her pain. And agh, you 
know, like I understand that in my emotional healing now, 
but I sure didn't when I was twenty, agh, at the time. I 
did get some traditional psychiatric kind of care ...unan, 
which- - . 

And agh, it was the best process that I knew how to 
seek for myself at that time. And I continued, you know, 
all my life to seek that kind of help. Agh, to develop 
relationships that would be healing and created that for the 
next twenty plus years. So, you know, while I did that, I 
knew instinctively to do that. And agh, . .  .so-- (53-#1-15- 
529>550) . 
Elaine provides us with an example of personal growth over 



time through her process of critical consciousness. H e r  own 

analysis of her life experiences reveals one of the ways people 

learn to cope with their trauma when societal supports for 

acknowledging personal pain are not readily available. However, 

the dominant psychological theories, based in many respects on 

Freud's psychoanalytic theories were founded on the denial of 

women's reality (Herman, 1992, p. 14) . 

Elaine's experience exposes some of the social processes and 

practices in which "family secrets" and "silences" about 

experiences of violence are immersed. She continues: 

And I moved into perfection, scholarship, leadership and I 
got all my validations through the educational system. And 
I...and that was the safest way for me to go because--all 
the threats of bad behaviour was that I would go to jail and 
then my parents wouldn't support me, you know, that sort of 
thing. 

So the reflection...So why that had im~act on mv 
marriaae was because that was all a secret [researcher's 
emphasis]. And my husband didn't ask. He didn't have the 
skills to think to ask. And I didn't have the skills to 
share it. . . .  So we sat in this ...y ou know, for sixteen vears 
of silence around it. And then--there was for him initially 
ah . . .  the crisis came about six years ago because he didn't 
believe any of it. "I don't believe it, you know. Your 
mother wouldn't have done that. Your father wasn't like 
that. . - . 

What I needed the most in my primary relationship 
wasn't there. Like, you know, ''Judges don't do those kind 
of things." Well you know . . .  So he had been brought up and 
there was actually kind of an irony in it. It's a family 
essence thing that . . .  the standard family joke is that, in my 
husband's family was that I grew up on the right side of the 
tracks--and they didnl t (53-#1-17-605,627) . 

. . .  And so there continued to be more and more conflict. 
It's not okay for the executive's wife to do anything that 
smacks of public disclosure. You know, NDonlt...don't tell 
my parents." So it was perpetuating more and more family 
secrets. And that became a topic of argument, dissention, 
disagreement. Why would I want to go to a yoga retreat 
centre? Or why would I want to have body work done? 
"That's a waste of money. You don't need that. Why don't 
you just go back to the psychiatrist, he has valium.'' 



Agh, you know, because that was the traditional 
thinking process that [my husband] had used. And I was 
looking for alternative healing bv this time because I was 
determined that I ' d  had enoush silence that I would . . .  
s ~ e a k  UD and move forward [researcher's emphasis] (53-#1- 18- 
663>676) . 

..So agh, agh, . . .  basically, I knew long before my 
husband knew that the relationship was over. And we had 
many discussions on . . .  really academic shit. So what's love 
(nervous laughter) and we would go into all of this kind of 
stuff. And it was just the safest way we knew to say to 
each other, "Your re not meeting my needs, you know. I don1 t 
meet yours. This isn't working." And you know, great long 
conversations about fidelity in the relationship. All--all 
a dance dealing with the anger and the pain that we were 
both feeling (53-#1-20-722>730) . 
Elaine1 s experience helps us to "knowlr and "seem the 

complexities of the social relations of emotions and gender 

within the larger framework of the interconnections and interplay 

among many dynamic social process and practices. The social 

relations of violence, which perpetuate silences and personal 

blaming and pain; the social relations of work, which reveal 

masculine ideologies of '9professionalism, e .g., "it s not okay 

for the executive's wife to do anything that smacks of public 

disclosure, " intersecting with the construction of forms of 

masculinity and femininity; the social relations of class and 

privilege, e .g. , ''Judges don1 t do those kinds of things l1 ; and 

growing up "on the right side of the tracks," intersecting with 

myths contained in the social relations of gender, e . g . ,  "Your 

mother wouldn't have done that"; the social relations of gender 

and discourse in not hearing women9s different voice (Gilligan, 

1982), e.g., "he didn't believe any of itw; and the interplay of 

all of these socially organized relations, not only in Elaine's 

own life, but in her relationships with her husband and her 



children, who did not want to hear about the violence. 

Lyman argues that "public space is necessary to 

consciousness-raising in order that the process of becoming angry 

can be recovered by the collectivity as part of its own pastm(p. 

69). He refers to four stages - mourning, rage, empowerment, and 

defiance - the four parts of the Women's Pentagon Action 

demonstration in Washington, D.C.. lfMourning is the foundation 

of this task, experiencing the past as a loss, rather than as 

psychological symptoms of guilt or hysteria for having "failed as 

a woman to bear ones1 sorrows" (Lyman, 1981, p. 68). Elaine 

indicated that she "had an emotional, very emotional, you know, 

crisis around agh, . . .  loss." Recovering one's anger, one's sense 

"of righteous indignation", with "a sense of being a self, " 

(Lyman, 1981, p .  70) "opens the way to empowerment, a sense of 

possibility of changing fate; and ultimately, defiance, and 

political action" (Lyman, 1981, p .  70) . 

Feminists have been instrumental in opening up public spaces 

for the recovery of trauma and the process of healing (Herman, 

1992; Jordan et al., 1991; Miller A . ,  1988), by cutting "to the 

core of power relations throughout societyf1 and by breaking Ifdown 

irreparably the screens of mystification between "private lifen 

and "public affairsw (Rich, 1979, p .  196). This work has 

The Womenf s Pentagon Action demonstration in Washington D . C. 
on November 16-17, 1980 was reported by: Johnson, Lynn. (1981). 
Fighting back: Women confront the Pentagon. Win Maaazine, 17 (1) , 
4 - 7  (Lyman, 1981, p. 7 4 ) .  



facilitated Elaine1 s possibility of being Ither selfw . g  

Discussion: Gender, Emotion, Knowledge and Change 

We seldom have an opportunity to hear first hand of the 

experience of violence from women or men who may not have 

accessed community services of one kind or another. The language 

that is used, the constructed forms of telling, and the attempts 

to make sense of their experiences can be a study itself. It has 

been difficult to work out a way of representing the 

contributions of the informants while respecting the need to 

maintain anonymity and confidentially, not an easy task when the 

experiences that were shared have many unique qualities. Many 

participants have indicated that it is worth telling their 

stories. As a researcher, I have felt the weight of 

responsibility to protect not only the participants1 anonymity 

but that of their children and extended families as well. Yet I 

feel compelled to reveal the extent and variety of ways violence 

is used and experienced, and some of the specific social contexts 

of those experiences. 

If we continue to perpetuate the Vulture of silencen the 

vast energy and momentum needed to work towards eradicating 

violence will be taken up in providing short term safety for 

some, while placing the long term saf;ety for many others at great 

risk. Many participants courageously shared their experiences 

M y  thanks to an insightful student, Lenore Ogilvy at Simon 
Fraser University, for the concept of "her selfn. 



and their life histories. In cases such as Elaine's, they did 

share their experiences so that their stories would be told by 

someone else, a researcher. Pat expresses her hope that some 

benefit would be derived from the research results, while her 

personal identity and safety are protected: 

I think that almost anyone who has been through this type of 
thing . . .  ah . . .  not that they're going to answer something they 
see in "The Star," but I think almost anyone who has been 
through it would think, "If I know someone else who's going 
through this, I want to help them. I want to make it easier 
for themn (39-#I-42-1615>1619) . 

The experiences of participants such as Phyllis and Pat, and 

others who participated in my research, really alarmed me. With 

all the information that we think is available about violence and 

abuse, there are still many women and men who are not aware that 

what they are experiencing, for example, the repeated putdowns, 

the diminishing of their personhood, the assaults on their 

emotional, psychological, physical, sexual and spiritual being, 

are violent. TO complicate this situation, women like Regina, 

often are not comfortable with the word abuse "because they don't 

want to be seen as that kind of victim." Further, many men and 

some women are not fully aware that what they are submitting 

their partners to is violent. Confronting our experiences, 

feeling the pain as Pat has described, dealing with the anger 

about the violations and ~ ~ S C O M ~ C ~ ~ O ~ S ,  understanding how 

violence is socially organized and differently experienced in 

most situations by gender, is an essential component of the 

process of coming to know and see and be ourselves in our social 

world. 



Illumination of the ways we have been living, together with 

the deepening understanding of the long-term effects of abuse, 

are incredibly important. They are important not only for the 

person who has experienced the abuse, and for the person who is 

the perpetrator of the abuse, but also important for the people 

who interact with or develop a relationship with those that have 

been abused. The cycle of abuse and the interpersonal impacts of 

the abuse will continue until silences are broken, new awareness 

of violence and abuse is made public, new language is created 

that facilitates everyone's recognition of violence and abuse, 

and new clarifications of our participation in the cycle of abuse 

are made visible. Ron, upon reflection following the first 

interview, developed an awareness of his own potential for 

violence, asking, ftHow could I have reached m y  forties and not 

comprehend what I was capable of?!' (13-Tel.). Few people 

understand how violence is socially organized, structured, 

represented, participant and embodied in our experiences. 

What I have come to "knowN as a result of this research 

project has profoundly changed not only my own personal life but 

my understanding of the complex way our lives are organized, such 

that violence is permitted to exist at the level that it does. 

Tracking emotions and feelings and exploring their location in 

the social relations of gender during the process of marital 

separation, my emotional reaction in relation to the 

participantsf experiences, and my personal revelations of my own 

experiences of violence, pushed me deeper in my quest to know how 



it is all socially organized. 

The lack of attention to the experiences of abuse and 

violence in intimate relationships (*Canadian Panel On Violence 

Against Women, 1993) and the lack of acknowledgement in the 

literature on marital separation and divorce are intolerable. 

The voices of women and those of men recounting their experiences 

make a powerful case for radical change and realignment of 

priorities in research and social action. 

There are some bodies of literature in which researchers do 

include issues of violence, for example, the feminist literature 

on gender, law, and abuse (*Backhouse, 1991; *Brockman h Chum, 

1993; Nicarty, 1986; Russell, 1990; Segal, 1990; Yllo & Bogard, 

1988) , and some of the new ment s studies literature (Co~ell, 

1990; tKaufman, 1987; 1993; Siedler, 1991; *Thome-Finch, 1992) . 

But these issues are not adequately reflected in mainstream 

research. 

If my research is a reflection of social knowledge about 

violence and abuse, then it appears that many women and men 

continue to be unaware that what they are experiencing, and in 

some cases carrying out, is abuse--violence. Even with public 

education campaigns to raise awareness of wife assault, many 

women and men continue to be unaware that wife and woman abuse 

are so prevalent in our society. Many women are unaware that 

shelters are available and that the shelters are for all women 

regardless of class, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, 

abilities, creed and so forth. Far too many women feel the 



impact of socially constructed messages that are conveyed in the 

rhetorical question, Why didnl t she leave? 'I the abusive husband 

or partner. Far too many women are made to feel responsible for 

the violence visited on them by their partners or family members. 

Moreover, they of ten are made to feel responsible for not leaving 

their partners, as if this option is readily available. Far too 

many men and women are not a w a r e  that when we advocate rational 

at the expense of emotional development we curtail the potential 

development of a more holistic and integrated person. Far too 

many women and men are being directed away from political action 

in this process of socially organized and disseminated knowledge 

of violence. 

I am a feminist. I too have been in abusive relationships. 

I too have felt responsible for maintaining the relationships 

under adverse conditions. I too have been raised in a society 

that places responsibility for the marital relationship primarily 

on the wife. I was also raised as Roman Catholic. I was taught 

that once you married, you stayed married, "until death do us 

part." Divorce is not an option for Catholics if they wish to 

remain within the confines of their religious ordinances. I felt 

it was my job to keep working at improving the relationship, 

regardless of the involvement of the other partner. I also 

learned that it was not okay to tell "family secretsn about abuse 

in a number of instances, including being sexually molested by my 

uncle in my pre-teen years, a molestion my aunt was aware of, 

having entered the room while it was occurring. So when I 



experienced abuse in my relationships I was already socially 

"trained." I did not "tellw others. I felt that it was in some 

way my responsibility that the abuse occurred. I had embodied 

the myth that I must have done something to deserve it (*Caplan, 

1985). If I could only be a better daughter, a better wife, a 

better partner, a more selfless woman, the abuse would stop. It 

did not. 

What I did learn however, was how to avoid some of the 

abuse. I would d e f e r  to my partners. Similar to Pat, Heather, 

and Elaine, I would be careful not to arose any anger in my 

partners, by submerging my own dissatisfaction with the 

relationship. I did not tell others what was happening. In my 

professional work as a nurse, I was also Trainedn to be t h e  

helper. This training reinforced what I was taught in my 

religious education, both in my home and in t h e  Catholic schools 

I attended--that it was my "job* to selflessly serve others--to 

put other's needs before my own. Even though not all women have 

been raised in a similar manner, the  prevailing ideology of 

femininity and motherhood continue to shape our experiences and 

those of others in relation to us over time. 

The public discourse on violence must be broadened and made 

known to the wider population. Heather and many other men and 

women, including myself, need to know and have it reaffirmed, 

that it is not okay to be subjected to or to subject o t h e r s  to 

abuse. W e  need to have t h i s  knowledge socially organized and 

supported. We need to make it absolutely clear in our society 



that the perpetration of violence is not acceptable, not allowed, 

nor socially sanctioned. We need to make this information 

available to everyone. Moreover, we need to develop appropriate 

penalties for the perpetrators of violence. 

Violence in any society persists because there is a role 

for it, because it serves a purpose11 (*Brown, 1991, p .  104). 

Various theories have been developed to try to grapple with 

violence and abuse. Overviews in the literature suggests that 

feminist or gender inequality theories of violence against women 

receive the most significant support ('Ellis, 1988; Gelles, 1994; 

*Smith, M. 1990; *Walker, 1990). These theories hold that the 

greater the inequality, including structural inequality, between 

men and women and the greater the degree of social 

disorganization, the higher the rate of assault on wives (Gelles, 

1994; Morley, 1994; Straus, 1994; Yllo & Straus, 1990) . Yllo and 

Straus also found that as the status of women improves, assault 

declines--to a point, after which it increases. They speculate 

that the "upturn reflected increased marital conflict growing out 

of rapid change in gender roles, including the balance of power 

between husbands and wives. As a result, the rate of wife 

beating is also high in states with the greatest economic, 

educational, political, and legal equality between women and ment' 

(Strauss, 1994, p. 8). 

But theories about violence do not in themselves end the 

perpetuation of violence in society or limit experiences of 

violence. "Theory alone cannot liberate, unless it genuinely 



illuminates onef s sorrows in a self critical wayn (Lyman, 1981, 

p. 69). Releasing private sorrows from the "coffinw requires a 

public language about violence that is accessible to the people 

who need it, a language that encourages people to recognize 

themselves and their experiences of violence, and a language that 

facilitates collective action. As Lyman observed, "The tension 

between theory and practice becomes a chasm of alienation when 

private sorrows are suffered silently, unredeemed by collective 

reflection and responseu (Lyman, 1981, p .  56) . lfConsciousness- 

raising begins with the claiming of public space and political 

language for what were private feelings and personal sorrowsw 

(Lyman, 1981. p .  69) . 

Heather's "private feelingsw kept her in her marriage. 

Knowing that her experiences are shared by many other women is a 

precondition to understanding that personal troubles are in fact 

public ills, that what we perceive as individual problems can be 

understood and explained only when we examine social, economic, 

and political forces. Heather credits the women in the Al-A-Non 

group with the beginning of this process for her. Participating 

in this research study is another way of moving what is often 

experienced as a private sorrow to the public forum. 

The violence and abuse that the participants experienced has 

created incredible pain and suffering for them and their 

significant others. The violence and abuse that lead to the 

perpetration of more violence and abuse must stop in order for 

all of us to live to our fullest potential in our social- 



historical world. Deepening our understanding of how violence is 

embodied in our lives and our experiences is one of the ways to 

create possibilities for change. Providing a forum in which 

people feel safe to share their emotions and experiences can 

allow illuminations to be r e f l e c t e d  upon and facilitate "a motive 

and impulse toward a more enduring lucidity, a search for 

honesty, and for a recognition of larger issues of which our 

personal suffering is a symptom, a specific examplen (Rich, 1979, 

p .  215). Without an awareness of our emotions and feelings as 

sources of knowledge and without an awareness of the potential 

for violence that resides in all of us, we as a society will 

continue to recreate violence in its many forms. 

s-ry 

In this chapter I have explored some of the many complex 

issues and concerns about violence and abuse as i t  is experienced 

by some of the women and men who participated in my research 

study. We as a society must work to create the conditions that 

make it possible for a safe place to be ourselves. In the next 

chapter I explore the emotions that were experienced when the 

participants discussed their concerns about their children during 

the process of marital separation. 



Chapter N i n e  

PARENTS AND THEIR CHILDREN 

The "preservation of the familyf1 is quoted as an 
abstract principle without considering the quality of 
life within the family, or the fact that families may 
be held together by force, legally sanctioned 
terrorism, and the threat of violence. 

Adrienne Rich, 1979, p. 219 

Paternal custody is often sought not out of desire for 
the children but as a weapon of vengeance against their 
mother. 

Adrienne Rich, 1979, p. 219 

A woman may be challenged with Vmfitness" as a mother if 
she works outside the home and is thereby able to support 
her children (a threat to the economic basis of father- 
right). A woman who wishes to divorce her husband to marry 
another man is tolerated more readily than a woman who 
leaves a marriage in order to be separate and self- 
sufficient, or because she finds marriage itself an 
oppressive institution. 

Adrienne Rich, 1979, p .  219 

The question of how family law regulates family life, 
and most particularly the lives of women and children, 
has been of concern to feminists since the eighteenth 
century. . . .  At present we appear to be entering a new 
phase of political concern over children, particularly 
the question of custody of children on divorce. 

Carol Smart, 1989, p. xi 



Introduction 

Elaine: Actually when I first read those [studies of the 
long term affects on kids] . . .  I was thinking about leaving my 
husband or him leaving me, whatever we were going to do 
here, it was certainly in the process. And I moved into 
being very scared for a period of time. And then  it was 
like, "Well if these kids are so damn damaged, you know, 
then maybe we shouldn't do this. This is really a bad thing 
to do." And then all of a sudden one day i t  clicked. Well 
there are this other 25% who are fine. So why are those 
kids f ine?" (53-#1-7-214>221) . 

[Elaine is a 43-year-old, university educated, 
professionally employed woman. She was married for 22 
years, separated for 6 months and is the mother of 3 
high school-aged children. The children live with 
Elaine. They see their father when they are invited.] 

Anne: And I think it was because of him [son, 1 year old] 
that I wouldn't stay. You know what I mean? 
Marg: You had a reason to leave? 
Anne: I wouldn't want him to grow up with that [the 
violence]. (begins to cry.) So it's like I had a reason. 
Yeah, so its like . . .  with myself, I could live with it, but I 
didn't want him to live with it (41-#I-24-877>884). 

[Anne is a 29-year-old mother of one pre-school child, 
who did child care work in her home. She was married 
for 6 years  and separated for 4 months. The child 
resides with Anne. The child sees the father whenever 
the father arranges it. ] 

Jane: When I made my decision to leave finally, I thought, 
I can stay in this destructive marriage--for the children 
and let it ruin them and let them end up going through how I 
feel. . . .  Or I can leave and they can go through a hard time 
and they can learn to deal with their problems and they can 
get on with it at a younger age and probably be happier and 
better off for it later. That's how I thought about it you 
know (55-#1-62-2399>2407) . 

[Jane is a 28-year-old college educated mother of 2 
pre-school children who was married for 8 years and 
separated for 6 months. The children move week to week 
between both parents1 homes until custody is finally 
decided through the courts.] 



Ron: The other thing that is a farce is the Court Guardian. 
In my wisdom, and I say that sarcastically (chuckle), as 
soon as 1 got hit with the papers [divorce papers from his 
wife's lawyer] I insisted that there be a...Court Guardian 
to protect the interests of the children (13-#1-40- 
1637>1640) . 

[Ron is a 44 year old, university educated, 
professionally employed father of 2 high school and one 
elementary school age children. He was married for 21 
years and separated for 1 year. Following a court 
decision, two of the children reside with Ron and one 
with their mother. I 

Ellen: [Tears throughout this section] I was really not 
expecting . . .  Part of what hurt when he said he was going, was 
I kept saying, "1 can't do it all. I can't do it all. I 
need you.?' And he turned around and said, "Well I can do 
it all. I can! If you can't manage, if you can't cope with 
the kids, if you can't work and run this house," he said, 
"you leave. You go figure yourself out. Take time, take 
courses; work full time; be on your own--but you leave." 
But he said, "1 can do it." 

H m !  I said, "You can so--because if you don't want 
to be . . .  I'm not leaving this house. That's it! If you 
can't stick the marriage out the way it's still going. But 
you know . . .  I'm not leaving my kids. I have lived for my 
kids. I have been super-mom. I have put my life into these 
kids. Without them I don't know what I would do with 
myself. Because there isn't that much of me left over that 
isn't super mom. And I'mnot ...y ou know, I'm never leaving 
these kids. And if you want out of this relationship . . .  
you'll have to go. I said or you can stay here and we'll 
try to work this out. But to say that, 'I can do it."' 
(whispered, tears) (pause) 

My husband wouldn't . . .  He's never taken them to the 
dentist. He's never taken them to get haircuts. He's never 
taken them to Guides--well he has some--but not much. 
(sniffling) I've been here. I'm the one that's been 
working part-time. I'm the one that's here for the kids. 
For him to turn around and say, "1 can do it a l l . "  "You 
really need me a lot, don't you!" So that was not fun. So 
that got that . . .  I cried a lot more. (sniffling) (19-#1- 
58>59-2377>2408) 

[Ellen is a 43-year-old, university educated, part-time 
professionally employed mother of two school-aged 
children, She was married for 20 years and separated 
for 6 weeks. The children reside with Ellen. The 
children visit their father when they are invited.] 



Pam: Yeah, so . . .  anyway--It was obvious he was telling me he 
was leaving, but then of course he played . . .  the good role, 
and said he couldn't leave until I had a job, and I was able 
to look after us [herself and the children]. You know, he 
would do us a favour of staying around for a few months. 
So ... and really it was just until he could find a place to 
live, is what he was doing. U h . . .  so he really didn't 
actually move out until November. So . . .  he was here from 
August to November. 

And I knew he was leaving, and that was really hard. I 
said to him, "It is like getting your teeth pulled one at a 
time. I ' d  rather have it just done, and get it over witht1 
(aggravated/tense). Really, it was painful having him here, 
but knowing he was going. 

Now the first time he l e f t ,  he l e f t  on Halloween night, 
and . . .  the kids watched him. We sat at the door and watched 
him go. Halloween night, he was moving out. They were 
"trick and treatingw! (short laugh) . 

The second time he left was (cleared throat) the day 
before my birthday, which really didn't matter either. But 
I decided the second time we were going to be out of the 
house, because ...I didn't want to hurt them anymore. So we 
went over to visit a friend, but we came home . . .  at 8:30, I 
put the kids to bed, and he was moving. So they did have to 
see the end of it. And my . . .  my oldest boy . . .  took it very 
hard that night. He cried, and cried, and cried, and cried. 
And that was really, really hard just . . .  because it was the 
second time, you know. M y  daughter is very ang r y . . .  at me-- 
she's very rebellious and very angry (47-#1-1516-487>532). 

[Pam is a 35-year-old, high school educated, employed 
mother of 3 school-aged children. She was married for 
the second time for 13 years and separated f o r  11 
months. The children reside with Pam- The children 
visit their father when they are invited.] 

The emotional tone and content of these introductory quotes 

reveal that considerable pain, anguish, fear, anger, caring, 

apprehension, courage, and frustration are experienced in 

attempting to navigate through the process of moving out with 

some degree of dignity, and with the hope of sparing the children 

unnecessary or prolonged pain. 

For the majority of the twenty-five people who had children, 



the t h i r d  major topic of the interviews, following marital 

separation and emotions, was references to their children. For 

the two male participants where the topic of their children was 

not one of the three to five major topics, their second and third 

major topics were focused on themselves and on their jobs 

respectively. 

Socially Constructed Knowledge 

How children are affect2d by divorce is a very real concern 

and a question many parents and interested parties continue to 

ask. Anxiety, fear, courage, guilt, sadness and real worry 

accompany the decision-making about moving out when children are 

involved, 

Socially constructed knowledge about the harmful effects of 

divorce for children, horrendous child custody disputes, "dead 

beat fathers," and the need to preserve the family bombard us on 

a regular basis in the media. Rhetoric about the 'new father' or 

fathers who are reportedly not being allowed access t o  their 

children often accompany the media portrayals. Movies such as 

"Mrs. Doubtfire,It ( 1 9 9 3 1 ~  create a context that single out the 

needs of the father over the real lives, actual necessities and 

experiences of most mothers and their children upon marital 

The film, I1Mrs. Doubtf ire", portrays a recently separated 
man who dresses as a woman and is hired to be a "nanny" for his own 
children. As a husband, he was portrayed as irresponsible and as 
the nanny he was portrayed to be more in tune with his children and 
their needs. The focus was on h i s  position, not that o f  the mother 
and children, in the changed family constellation. 



separation and divorce. 

In addition, father-absence arguments persist with their 

implicit suggestion that because the father is not present the 

children, both the girls and the boys, are going to lack a role 

model and therefore their development will be curtailed 

(Hetherington, 1972, 1 9 8 9  ; Hetherington, Cox & Cox, 1 9 7 8  ; 

Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980; Wallerstein & Blakeshee, 1989). Aysan 

Sev'er ('1992) points out that: 

This is a simplistic argument indeed, since it 
implicitly equates 'presence1 with constructive input 
into the socialization of children. More importantly, 
the argument equates 'absence1 with lack of positive 
role modelling which might be undertaken by many other 
adults in the children's lives, as well as their non- 
custodial fathers (p. 214) . 

Within the context of this discourse, we often overlook or 

are re-directed from asking what went on between the two partners 

during the marriage that may have led to the marital separation 

and/or divorce. We often neglect to consider traumatic events or 

the earlier life histories of the parties involved in the process 

of moving out. And we almost never examine how the whole process 

of moving out might be socially organized such that individuals 

undergoing this process are made to feel so singularly 

responsible, isolated, and alone in their experiences. 

Furthermore, among the many changes in Canadian society, 

modifications in the Canadian Divorce Act both in 1968 and 1985, 

led to the easing of legal restrictions for divorce. Under the 

1968 Divorce A c t ,  divorce was permitted for either llmatrimonial 

offence," permanent marriage breakdown or a combination of both. 



Matrimonial offence included adultery or physical or mental 

cruelty. Permanent marriage breakdown refers to desertion, 

imprisonment, or that the  spouses had lived apart for at least 

three years. The Divorce Act ,  1985 came into force on June 1, 

1986, making marriage breakdown the sole grounds for divorce. 

Under this Act: 

Breakdown of a marriage is established only if 
(a) the spouses have lived separate and apart for a t  least 
one year immediately preceding the determination of t h e  
divorce proceeding and were living separate and apart at the 
commencement of the proceeding:or 
(b) t h e  spouse against whom the divorce proceeding is 
brought has, since celebration of marriage 
(i) committed adultery, or 
(ii) treated the other spouse with physical or mental 
cruelty of such a kind  as to render intolerable the 
continued co-habitation of the spouses (The Divorce Act, 
1985, subsection 8 ( 2 ) ) .  

Separation for at least one year was cited in 91% of divorces 

obtained under the new law in 1986 (*Adams ,  1988). 

Separation for at least one year, or what some people refer 

t o  as "no-faultn divorce, has some implications that may not have 

been anticipated initially. The impetus behind the changes to 

the Divorce Act was to reduce the levels of animosity between the 

separating partners and to ease the transition out of the 

marriage. While laudable in its conception, one result of this 

new approach has been that there is now no recorded history of 

t h e  problems that may have been occurring within the relationship 

prior to separation. For example, if the husband was abusive 

during the marriage, t h e  abuse would not be evident or validated 

as a causal factor in divorce proceedings when t h e  reason given 

is I1separation for at least one year. When decisions are made 



about child custody, the invisibility of abuse can lead to 

further problems, especially if the woman is declared as an 

Ymfit mother" by her former spouse. 

Through selected case studies that best represent some of 

these issues, in this chapter I draw attention to the ways in 

which socially constructed knowledge about how the impact of 

ldivorcel may affect children, and to how the pervasive 

ideologies of the nuclear family, motherhood and fatherhood, are 

represented and participant in the experiences of the 

participants. I also consider the ways in which our emotions can 

be aroused when there is a discrepancy between what we expected 

to occur and what our experience reveals to be our reality. I 

argue that there is an urgent need for a more positive and 

constructive approach to the process of moving out. 

Violence and Abuse, Moving Out, & the VJnfitU mther 

The issues of violence and abuse are incredibly complex. 

How we understand the ways in which such violence affects 

children is of uppermost importance. Some of the women and men 

talked about their experiences with violence, the apparent 

inability of lawyers and the justice system to deal effectively 

with these experiences, and their increasing concerns for their 

children in these situations. 

Phyllie: *When bty Kids Are Older I ' m  Leaving." 

very first interview for this research project was 



riveting in its emotional tone and substance. Phyllis, a 37 year 

old, high school educated, professionally employed mother of two 

elementary school children was married for 16 years. At the time 

of the first interview Phyllis was separated for 4 months. The 

children live with the father. Phyllis is fighting to gain 

custody of her children in the courts. She descriaes an 

experience with her abusive husband Sam. 

Phyllis: He came home one night and he had guns. He loaded 
a gun and he opened up the front door and tried to push me 
out the door yelling at me to run--he wanted a moving 
target. And ah, I said, "1 have an eleven month old baby? 
And ah, he shot at me.. .I was frozen. I really thought I 
was dead, You know I just, I just, and then I went 
absolutely hysterical. I had long hair then and I remember 
choking on it. He took the hair out of my throat. That's 
how hysterical I was. Urn, anyways he calmed me down. He 
said he only did it to teach me. I never phoned the police. 
I was very scared. And on that day I said, When my kids 
are older, I ' m  leaving. But I can't leave because I've got 
my kids . 

So he says to-day that his only mistake is ah, shooting 
at me. He's admitted this in the last couple of months to 
his brother. He's since told his lawyer. But he says now 
that they were blanks. So that made it okay (01#1-18- 
694>716) - 

Phyllis had told virtually no one about this experience 

before the intenriew. She had held this violence and much much 

more, inside her for years. 

Phyllis: You know for sixteen years, I don't really feel 
that I had anyone to talk to. I don't even like being 
called a "failure . I was very, very good in my workplace 
and I have a very good reputation in the workplace. And 
conversations, professionally, with men and women - -  and I 
got a lot of satisfaction in it. And so therefore I thrived 
on that and on spending time with my kids when I had my 
kids, and I hated my husband immensely . . .  trying to keep the 
marriage together because I didn't want to leave my kids. 
So I find that . . .  it's hard to show emotion around somebody 
else (01-#1-34-1333-1342) . 

Phyllis feels that she may be considered a failure for not 



being able to keep the marriage together and for being subjected 

to abuse by her husband. But she indicates that she stayed in 

her marriage because of her children. She also feared for her 

personal safety because her former husband, Sam, had repeatedly 

threatened her. It took seven more years after the shooting 

incident before Phyllis felt she was able to leave this marriage 

safely. When she finally did move out, she was unable to take 

her children. "1 feared for me, but I didn't fear for them. 

He's a good fatherw (1-#1-28-1110>1111). 

It appears that Phyllis may have embodied the common 

knowledge that we should preserve the family, seemingly at all 

costs. The underlying assumption contained in this ideology is 

that the children need both a mother and a father. During this 

first intenriew, Phyllis still considered Sam to be a good 

father. In her work to keep the marriage together, she 

overlooked Sam's abusive behaviour and its potential impact on 

the children. The ideology of the nuclear family does not 

include an analysis of the kinds of men, fathers, and parenting 

that would facilitate the children's growth to their full 

potential. Moreover, even though Phyllis felt competent in her 

workplace and derived a lot of satisfaction from those 

experiences, she indicated that the prolonged and cumulative 

abuse she experienced led to difficulties in her ability to show 

emotions. This indicates that along with the physical and 

psychological abuse, Phyllis has experienced profound emotional 

abuse, an abuse that curtails her full participation in her life 



and in her new relationship. "I'm afraid . . .  the bubble is going to 

burst. And I feel scared . . .  that something will happen (01-#1-34- 

In the first interview, Phyllis describes some of her 

experiences since she moved out: 

I ve only had them here one week-end and since then my 
husband hasn't let me see them (01-#1-06-195). 

. . .I've got to get into the courts so I can get my kids 
for the week-end. The judge won't deny me access. But in 
court these days, my lawyer said that that's neither here 
nor there. "No he can't, because I leftN! So [it will be 
understood that] I actually abandoned my family (01-#1-28- 
1094>1098) . 

He always told me it would be over his dead body--that 
I would ever get my kids. And actually the woman always 
[participant's emphasis] gets the kids (01-#1-28-1116>1117). 

Phyllis was advised by her lawyer that because she, the 

woman, left her home without her children, a judge, who 

represents the state organized legal system, would likely 

interpret this action as "abandoning her children." This advice 

implies that the incredibly complex circumstances surrounding the 

tremendous efforts and courage it takes to move out of 

dangerously abusive relationships may not be considered in such 

cases. 

Improbable as it may seem, the ideology of Nmotherhoodll 

(Rich, 1976/86; Rothman, 1989; *Caplan, 1989; Cheder, 19887; 

*Crean, 1988; Smart, 1989; Weitzman, 1985; *Backhouse, 1990; 

*Boyd, 1989, 1993) is pervasive. Despite massive evidence of 

horrendous, long-term abuse, including the use of firearms, abuse 

documented in records submitted to the courts by Phyllis's 

lawyer, these facts can be overlooked when the abusive husband 



and father fights for custody of his children. 

In two subsequent interviews, I learned that Phyllis's 

lawyer, whom Phyllis describes as very experienced and competent, 

has returned to court to represent her interests on five 

different occasions. On each occasion he has had a different 

judge. Sam continues to have custody of the children even after 

these five court appearances; he has fired his lawyer and now 

represents himself;* he has been charged with contempt of court 

by three of the five different judges who have heard his case; he 

has thwarted the possibility of a court-ordered assessment to see 

which parent is more "fit" to care for the children by not 

agreeing to anyone on the lengthy list of professionals put 

forward by Phyllisf lawyer. He was to prepare his own list of 

assessors to be submitted to the court and had not done so at the 

time of the third interview, some two years after Phyllis left 

the matrimonial home; he has not allowed the children's mother to 

have their two children overnight since the first interview, the 

one exception being the night of her marriage to her second 

In my study, two of the women who moved out of their 
marriages because of the abusive behaviour of their husbands told 
me that their husbands fired their own lawyers and began to 
represent themselves. In both situations, this turn of events put 
additional pressure on the women in terms of the legal work 
required to sort through the various issues regarding their 
separation agreement. The women's lawyers were not able to gain 
the co-operation of the two husbands and the additional time 
required to do the extra work increased the women1 s legal costs. 
This seems to be yet another injustice to the women who are already 
struggling with the move out of an abusive relationship. In 
Phyllisls case, she is also dealing with having access to her 
children restricted by her husband, who is in violation of court 
orders. 



husband which was two years after she fled the abusive 

relationship; and there have been prolonged periods where he has 

managed to keep the children from seeing their mother. 

Phyllis reported that on the third court appearance, a third 

and in this case, the  first woman judge stated, *It is crucial 

that the children talk to their mother. Generous access should 

be givenv1 (01-#3). At the end of that court session, where Sam 

was again charged with contempt of court, Sam reportedly told the 

judge, "1 have no intention of obeying your ordersw (01-#3). 

Phyllis: What really hurts me the most is that I had t o  
sacrifice a relationship [participant's emphasis] with my 
children . . .  I had been phoning and phoning and phoning and 
every day . . .  and he wouldn't l e t  me talk to the kids. And 
one day he screams and said, "If you come here again, 1'11 
take a baseball bat." 

I couldn't talk to them myself because he would put 
them on the speaker phone and he could hear every word I 
said and then he starts taking pot shots and being very 
vindictive and cruel. And I said, What is this 
conversation about? For me to talk to my children or . . .  for 
you to be vindictive!" He hung up the phone (1-#1-29>30- 
1130>1131; 1151>1153; 1159>1164) . 

Phyllis pays Sam $800.00 per month to help support their 

children. During the third interview, Phyllis's new partner, 

Ben, t o l d  me that Phyllis's daughter had said , "Well you know, 

we'd like to come and live with you and Ben but if we lived with 

you then daddy would be poor (03-#3-5-201-203) . 3  Ben continued, 

"So he has done the kinds of things that would send shivers up 

I interviewed both Phyllis and Ben separately, on two 
occasions about six months apart. At their request, I interviewed 
Phyllis and Ben together approximately two years after each had 
separated and subsequently divorced their former spouses. At the 
time of the third interview, both remarked that I had at no time 
breached confidentiality in relation to what each had shared with 
me during their separate interviews. 



your spinen (03-#3-5-203-204). In my first interview with 

Phyllis, she referred to Sam as a "good father." This is the 

same man who told his wife he wanted a moving target and then 

shot Phyllis--with blanks. This is the man who has managed to 

keep the custody case tied up in the courts so that the 

assessment to see who is the more "fit1' parent has not yet been 

started, let alone been completed. At the time of my last 

interview with Phyllis, some two years after she moved out of her 

matrimonial home, she still did not have a court decision about 

custody. The children's lives hang in abeyance. 

Phyllis initially believed that "the woman always gets the 

kidsn and that "the best interests of the children" are paramount 

in the legal system which enacts the laws related to families. 

In addition, it seems that even very experienced and competent 

lawyers can become bogged down in delays within the present 

organizational structures of our family courts. This situation 

can be complicated by the continually changing judges, some of 

whom are not even trained in family law, who sit for these cases. 

This process is exacerbated by the judiciary's lack of action or 

power to have their orders carried through, as shown in Phyllis' 

case. 

In addition, Phyllis has experienced even more difficulties. 

Following the third court date where the female judge said the 

children must not be prevented from seeing their mother, Sam 

continued to thwart her efforts to see them. For example, the 

children frequently would not be available at the arranged time 



when Phyllis went to pick them up at their father's h o m e .  The 

week following one of these incidents, Phyllis decided to call 

the school her children attended. She asked the principal if she 

could have her daughter, Sarah, come to the phone to speak with 

her. Phyllis wanted h e r  children to know that she loved them, 

that she wanted to see them, and that she was not being allowed 

to see them because of their father's actions, not hers. The 

principal initially refused to allow Sarah t o  c o m e  t o  the phone: 

He got very scolding and said, "1 wish you two could come to 
an agreement, and you know, and I'm concerned about the--the 
reactions this may have on the kids. And I said, "1 have 
been trying very hard." And I said, "1 keep in touch with 
you." And I said, "And in a year and a half, I never phoned 
to ask to talk to the kids". 

And I said, "But you know, I--I--I'm feeling concerned 
that I don't know what Sarah is thinking right now, and I'm 
just getting hung up on, and you know, not even any kind of 
conversation, and he's yelling when the kids are present, 
who know that I'm trying to get throughv. And urn I--I 
really need to talk to her. And he said, "Well, I would 
really appreciate it if you didn't." 

So you know, I thought about it, okay, and I hung up. 
And I thought, no I can't even function. I've got to talk 
to Sarah. So I phoned back, and left the message with the 
Vice Principal, and said I need to speak to my daughter. 

Well t h e  Principal phoned back with Sarah, and he . . .  
they were saying that he . . .  she was in his office, and she 
said, "Mommy, you know, dad sent us away for the weekend to 
Aunt Judy's and (cleared voice) ...and she said that her 
dad . . .  that my Ex. went in and told the principal that he was 
in contempt of court, and he'd have to deal with that later, 
that he wasn't going to allow the children to see or talk to 
me 'till after the court date. The principal was waiting 
until the court date. 

So Sarah called me back, and um...um the Principal 
asked her if she wanted some privacy, he would um, or she 
could go to another room. And she said, "Oh no, it s okay. 
And I can hear he w a s  there, and she told me three or four 
times, "1 love you mom, I miss you mom? And urn um as soon 
as the court case was over, and dad said, "You know, we'll 
be able to see you once the court case is over." 

That's why I think it's about the money issue 
[Phyllis s support payments J . 

And ah she said, "You know mom, things were going so 



well at Least we got to spend our--a day with you. Please 
dont t fight too much in court, because it was going so 
good. " 

So I mean it was good for the Principal to hear all 
this too, because the Principal is only ever hearing his 
side, and that he will now be keeping in touch with how the 
kids are doing (01-#3-T1A-26>27). 

Sam has managed to prevent Phyllis's access to her children, 

access ordered by the court on several occasions; to curtail the 

assessment of who is the more fit parent for the two children; to 

fire his own lawyer; to emotionally involve the children in the 

conflict by saying he will be poor if they live with their mother 

and indicating it is the mother who is at fault in relation to 

the ongoing court proceedings; and to convince the administrators 

in the children's school to refuse to allow Phyllis to talk to 

her children. Complicating this situation is the common social 

rhetoric around contentious custody battles and the possibility 

of a parent kidnapping their children. School personnel might 

interpret this latter possibility as their responsibility if they 

allow the parents to see or speak to the children. Moreover, the 

ideology of motherhood may further compound this situation. If 

the father and not the mother has custody of the children, be it 

legal or otherwise, there could be an underlying assumption that 

the mother must be "unfit." All of these circumstances create an 

inflammatory situation. One must then question in whose 

interests these socially constructed ideologies are being 

perpetuated, that is, who benefits? 

Adding to an already horrendously stressful and offensive 

set of events, Phyllisf former husband, Sam, managed to contact 



her new partneris former wife, Martha. He convinced Martha that 

Phyllis really was a bad person, and created a great deal of fear 

in Martha. Ben reports, "She won' t l e t  them [her children] meet 

Phyllis. Sam has called her every name in the book and anything- 

-made up lies and stories about her too . . .  It's caused real 

problems, you know. It s hurt my mother. It s hurt a number of 

people. She phoned up my mother one night and it just destroyed 

Further, Sam managed to involve 

Martha in a series of events that created incredible pain and 

stress for both Phyllis and Ben. Ben explains: 

It's just been . . .  she's just gone on an absolute slander 
campaign to the point of, my boss and ah, other managers; 
other branches; my mother's next door neighbours; my mother; 
friends; relatives; almost everybody who would possibly 
listen to her. She's gone and told every ah, my every 
mistake; everything; every indiscretion; every problem; 
everything I ever did in my whole life. Ah,  she's told 
absolutely everybody! 
Marg: How do you make sense of what she's doing? 
Ben : Well, part of it is that we went for five or six 
weeks and nothing--no problem. And at some point Phyllis' 
husband urn, and her got together. And it's been a total 
dual campaign to ruin us together. And he is a vindictive! 
Um, the best thing that I've ever heard anybody--from 
Phyllis's friends; to her mother; to our lawyer; to 
everybody who has to deal with him; the real estate agent, I 
think the nicest thing they have ever called him is 
iiassholefl and it goes downhill from there. Just totally, 
totally unreasonable. Urn, quite despicable human being from 
the soknds of it. Right to the point, you know, like my 
wife went out to Phyllis's kids and told them anything that 
I ' d  done wrong in life. And to m e  it's a totally 

Not only has Phyllis experienced continued abuse from her 

former husband since moving out but the reverberations of this 

violence have been felt in many other social situations, such as 

with extended family and friends and in institutions such as the 



workplace and schools. Phyllist experiences also reveal the 

inability of seemingly well intentioned school personnel, or very 

good lawyers, or the legal system to deal with abusive and 

violent men in the course of sorting out the many contentious 

issues regarding custody, access, and support during the marital 

separation process. In addition, Phyllis had to leave her place 

of employment because of a11 the upheaval. 

At the time of the first interview, Ben was also 

experiencing problems at work. He had had a very good 

relationship with his boss. They talked everything over before 

they started each work day. But wItrs--just--been--horrible-- 

what she has done (03-#I-20-725). Ben explains: 

But then just the total destruction of what Phyllis' husband 
is doing and what--Martha is doing. It's . . .  that's the 
hardest part of the whole thing. Um...itfs caused 
problems. I mean, I'm to the point where I'm in a bit of 
trouble. I'm in trouble here. Urn, my boss is mad because 
of my leaving. U r n , . .  
Marg: You are leaving? 
Ben : No, because I'd left my wife. 
Marg: Oh, I see. 
Ben : He'd found that difficult. She had phoned him . . .  and 
ah, . . .  he's very family oriented and a staunch Catholic and 
everything and he finds it a real problem. So I'm in 
trouble here--because of that. 
Um, I was probably not as effective in my job for a couple 
months and urn, hefs taking that out on us. And it's hard to 
keep your mind . . .  this is an $80,000,000.00 operation--80 
people. It's a busy place. There's a lot of stuff on the 
go and it's hard to keep--all the troubles in my life--you 
know. Phyllis has a lot on her plate with all she's got 
going. I've got a lot on my plate . . .  and it's a very 
difficult job. It's hard to keep it up sometimes. 
Marg: Hum. Do you have any sense that there were to be 
repercussions in terms of work for you? 
Ben : Uh-huh. Yeah, Ifm in trouble. . . .  He's going to take 
it out on me and the . .  .therefs a chance I could--I could 
lose, could lose my job. But, you know, that's . . .  something 
I don't know at this point. I ' d  have to see (03-#1-20>21- 
751>771) . 



The tentacles of destruction that Sam set in motion had 

reached into Ben s workplace. All of the turmoil, all of the 

accusations, all of the innuendoes have left their mark. By the 

time of the second interview Ben had lost his job. Ben states: 

It pisses me off--because I don't think he has any right to 
do that--now treating me differently. I don't think he has 
any right to treat me differently--ah, it's my personal 
life. There's two things--my personal life, and secondly-- 
you owe something to a seven-year employee that's bustel 
their ass to ...y ou have a down time . . .  and when they stumble 
a little bit because of all the pressure, you owe it to them 
to help them through. And I've had hindrance--no hel~. And 
it's bothered me and it's really bussed me! And so I'm mad 
at - . .a ticked-off state (03-#I-22-799408) . 

Phyllis1 and Ben's experience reveals the interconnection 

and interplay of ideologies of the family, religion, and the 

workplace intersecting with their personal experiences. This 

clearly demonstrates C. Wright Mills1 (1954) assertion that 

experiences we often consider to be very private and personal 

troubles are in fact very public and political ills. Hale 

(*1990) explains: 

These social forces are socially located far beyond the 
immediate personal settings in which people live, and 
it is difficult for people to see beyond their own 
private reality: their jobs, their neighbourhoods, 
their families. The more that threatening forces 
transcend their direct experience, the more trapped 
people feel ( p .  2) . 

How is it that one man, Sam, can create such havoc in the 

lives of so many people and we in our society seem powerless to 

stop him? What has he experienced in his earlier life that may 

have shaped his perspective on life and driven him to such 

extremes? What has led this man to take such drastic measures to 

retaliate against his former spouse and to display his power to 



undermine the legal system? What underlies his incredible need 

to control his environment, such that all the interconnecting 

systems, e - g . ,  the educational system, appear to be rendered 

helpless? Or are they? 

Perhaps what becomes visible in this case is what structural 

functionalists call maintaining an equilibrium ('Hale, 1990, p. 

19 ; 304-324) . Those who presume to hold power, e .g., a husband 

over his wife, and feel their perceived power to be threatened. 

may retaliate--as in Sam's case, in force. Those with less power 

can seemingly be rendered helpless. As Ben states: 

The emotions; the unfairness of it all; the ah, . . .  the way 
that I...that my wife can slander me . . .  to people; the 
horrible things she's saying; the calling, you know, my boss 
to.. .you know, doing all of these kind of things; the fact 
that I can do nothing about it; the fact that I... 
Marg: Does it give you a feeling of helplessness? 
Ben : Oh, I've never felt this way--I have absolutely 
never--felt--so--heloless--where, after when I found out 
what she'd done with Phyllisls kids and after what I found 
out what she'd done with talking to people--after I found 
out all these things, I just wanted to do something. 
And there's basically nothinq--there's absolutely nothing 
that I can do (03-#1-27-1023>1035) . 

Phyllis1 husband, Sam, pulled Ben1 s wife, Martha, into a 

series of events that played havoc with Phyllis and Ben's lives, 

those of their children, extended families and work colleagues. 

Regardless of Sam's behaviour as a husband or father and 

regardless of the methods he uses, it seems that patriarchal 

forces unite to support the masculine father figure who is 

fighting to retain possession of his children in retaliation 

against his wife for daring to leave him. Phyllis and Ben left 

their respective spouse to live together; patriarchal, 



capitalist, and religious interests combine to judge Phyllis1 and 

Bents behaviour as unbecoming to an employee and an executive 

respectively, and both lose their jobs.* Neither Phyllis or Ben 

obtain custody of their children, although Ben does have regular 

access to his children every other week-end. In all of the fray, 

Phyllis1 voice, the voice of a battered woman, mother, and 

employee together with the children's voices are not heard in the 

onslaught- 

Jane: .They Will Probably Be Happier & Better Off f o r  It Later." 

Jane is a 28-year-old college educatcd mother of 2 pre- 

school children who was married for 8 years and separated 6 for 

months. The children move week to week between both parents' 

homes until the custody situation for the children is finally 

decided through the courts. 

Jane moved out of the matrimonial home with her two children 

to stay with her mother. Within a couple of days of her move, 

Jane's husband arrived at the doorstep with some flowers, telling 

Jane he loved her. Then she states, " M y  husband filed five days 

after I left him. Quite the shock! (55-#1-4-113>113) . Jane was 

served with legal papers sent by her husband1 s lawyer to her 

place of employment. She explains: 

. . .  And my boss sent me home. And I went home and sat just 

Both Phyllis and Ben told me that early in their developing 
relationship they went to speak to their employer about this t u rn  
of events. What happened, following what they thought to be an 
honest and appropriate way to deal with their new relationship, 
surprised andshocked them. 



sort of in a daze all day.. .and my sister's boyfriend came 
over and he started reading it [the legal documents] and he 
said Jane, This is going to court on Wednesday!" 
Marg : [reading from Jane ' s file] It says in here. . . that you 
have to do something about it within twenty days after this 
petition is served to you, if it is served in Ontario. And 
if you fail to serve and file an answer a divorce will be 
granted in your absence and without further notice to you. 
judgement will be granted against you or any other claim in 
this petition. You may lose your right to support or 
division of property. If you wish to defend these 
proceedings but are unable to pay legal fees legal aid is 
available to you by contacting your local legal aid. 
Jane: Yes, it was pretty brutal. So I spent all Monday 
night awake, typing up my Affidavit. I couldn't get a hold 
of my lawyer. So Tuesday morning like at eight o'clock I'm 
standing at his front door saying, "here1 s everything I 
could think of and my Affidavit." Urn . . . M y  husband is 
taking it to court on Wednesday. 

So he says, "Don't panic, it's just a scare tactic." 
We'll get it stopped. So he did. But that one was brutal 
(55-#1-12-404>425) . 

Jane was stunned, angry and incredibly upset when she 

received these legal documents at work. She was unfamiliar with 

the way the legal system can work, a system that can be used to 

coerce people to take actions that they would otherwise not have 

chosen. Jane was shocked to learn that divorce proceedings, 

including decisions about her children, could transpire without 

her input. To have these papers delivered to her place of work 

made what many still consider a private experience very public 

and tremendously unsettling. She consulted her lawyer, who 

reassured her that they would stop this action. But this legal 

manoeuvre cost Jane additional fear, anger, anxiety and money 

that she could ill afford to spend. The impact of this manoeuvre 

reverberated into 

extended family. 

consideration for 

Jane's relationships with her children and 

Her husband's approach indicates a lack of 

Jane, and for their children, and is, in fact, 
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another example of the type of abuse Jane was subjected to 

throughout much of her marriage. 

Jane is fighting for custody of her children. At the time 

of the first interview, Jane was in the midst of a what she 

referred to as a "psychiatric asse~sment'~. This assessment was 

suggested by the two lawyers who each represent one of the 

partners i n  the marriage. Jane describes the procedures: 

They were about three [assessments]. They were very, very 
exhausting for me anyways. And then he did these tests with 
my husband separately. And he did some tests with me. He 
also gave me some sheets . . .  that I brought home. I'll show 
them if you like, on the children. I've answered a few of 
them. I've done them in pencil. I haven't answered all the 
questions because I want to think about them. I've got the 
time to think about them this time before I answer them--on 
how they're doing--whether she's slipping in school, or 
whether they are regressing or whatever. 
Marg: But the personality ones, the ones for yourself, did  
you do them in his office? 
Jane: Yeah. Next time it will be, I will finally get my 
chance to talk to him like I'm talking to you now, about how 
I feel it's going and why I don't think it should be from 
week to week. He's booked three hours for me- 
Marg: And he will also see your husband for three hours as 
well? 
Jane: Yes (55-#1-40>41-1525>1542) . 

A great deal of weight could be given to the assessor's 

evaluation of the more fit parent, an evaluation that could set 

out the course of the children's future. As Jane says, "There's 

an assessment and after this he'll decide and it might stay like 

this [week to week] or it might go one way or another" (55-#1-40- 

1515>1517). At the time of the first and second interview, the 

children move from one parent's house to the other each week--an 

arrangement the father insisted upon, and the lawyers encouraged, 

an arrangement which nevertheless goes against Jane's wishes and 



better judgement. 

When Jane moved out she went to stay with her mother, who 

initially helped Jane with the care of the children. But Jane 

was led to believe that the assessor would consider her more 

favourably if she was in her own home. So she located a low 

rental housing unit, furnished it with second-hand furniture 

donated by friends, and moved from the supportive atmosphere of 

her mother's home to comply with what she understood would be 

considered to be appropriate conditions t o  care for h e r  children. 

Meanwhile Jane's former husband and the father of her 

children continued to reside in their matrimonial home which was 

fully furnished. He would not help Jane with the furnishing of 

her home. In fact, he insisted that the children's toys and 

clothing be kept at the matrimonial home. Necessities are packed 

in a suitcase to be brought to Jane's home and returned to the  

matrimonial home with the children (55-#1-20). He is 

"controlling my life, which is exactly like with this week to 

week that he's doingn (55-#1-20-696>697). Jane gives an example 

of this experience: 

Just before this assessment took place, the first meeting, 
my daughter came back to me from a week with her father. 
And as usual, the suitcases had stopped. Forget, don't even 
bother, we'll divide the clothes up and we made a date to 
divide t h e  clothes up, forget the suitcase--I don't want 
this for the kids anymore. Umm...but I had asked him to 
bring a couple of pairs of shorts and whatever, I don't have 
much here now. Just give me a few things for now and we'll 
work out the rest later. 

So he came and my daughter had taken her kite home and 
I said make sure you bring it back. Momy doesn't have many 
toys here and that's one of the special things I brought SO 
try and remember to bring it back so we can fly your k i t e .  
She forgot i t .  So I asked my husband if he would please go 



home and get it and a couple of her other things. 
My daughter came to the door and said to me nMonmty, 

guess what happened over at Daddy's? I said, "What 
happened?" "This girl came over that daddy knows and she 
had bruises all over her. And her husband beat her up 
because she asked him to go to the store to get her some 
cigarettes and her husband said %on and he beat her up, 
mommy, really badtt. I said, Wow do you know that?" She 
said, "Because I saw the bruises all over her mommy, she 
showed them to me." I thouaht I was soinq to emlode. I 
thoucrht I was soina to emlode. 

He came back with the clothes and I tried never and I 
haven't--to show iny anger towards him with the kids there. 
I opened the door and I said to him, What the hell are you 
doing with these kids when you have them over there." 

At which point I went to my lawyer and I said, llthat's 
it." I want those kids. He's drinking. He's partying all 
the time. He's doing this crap." 

And he said, "Just go for this assessment Jane. If I 
take it to court now, they will think you're both crazy". 

Me not knowing the law, I might not still come up very 
well, so I said okay. Anyway, obviously at this assessment, 
my anger towards my husband came out big time which was 
really unfortunate. But it happened. 

After that, god, I cried and I got so depressed and so 
down and so hard on myself. And I thought you're blowing 
it! This is the guy that's going to decide, you know, who 
gets the kids and you're blowing it. (crying) That's how I 
felt. And I went into--pretty depressed for quite a bit and 
I would talk and talk and talk a lot about it to my mom. 
But you can't always talk about it to her--because it gets 
too much for her too (55-#1-20>21-712>747, 755,763). 

For Jane, moving out became a massive ordeal, beginning with 

receiving the divorce petition at her office five days after she 

moved out. With so many conflicting interests, financial 

obligations, childcare responsibilities, paid work obligations, 

and family commitments to sort through, together with her former 

husband's ongoing emotional and psychological abuse in terms of 

the arrangements for the children, she must still maintain a 

solid and contained front for the assessor. ItMy lawyer told me 

and my own counsellor told me, "Do not show too much anaer 

towards vour husband [participant's emphasis] 



She must also come up with the money to finance all of this on 

her poverty level5 income. 

Jane was told by her lawyer that having a psychiatric 

assessment would "save money1' in terms of the costs which can 

occur when fighting for custody through the courts (55-#1-14- 

475). This private assessment, arranged through both her 

husband's lawyer and her own, was being conducted by a local 

psychologist at a charge to each of the parents of $1500.00. 

Jane had to raise the money for this assessment, conducted 

because her husband declared Jane an "unfit motherlF. Jane felt 

that the notion of "unfit mother" was encouraged by her spouse's 

parents to gain access to her children. Jane had done nothing to 

block the grandparents1 access to her children. 

In order to pay for this assessment, Jane borrowed $1000.00 

from her recently widowed mother. The remaining $500.00 was 

money she received from an insurance claim that was to go toward 

car repairs. Jane said she sent her money to the psychologist 

right away, "But in the meantime my husband was stalling on 

everything. I sent my money in May and my husband sent his in 

July which was when it finally startedt1 (55-#1-14-482>486) - 

During the time Jane's husband delayed in contributing his share 

of the assessment costs, Janels mother was paying interest on the 

$1000.00 loan she negotiated at her bank and Jane was unable to 

have her car repaired. 

Poverty level is based on statistics from the National 
Council of Welfare, 1990. 



During the second interview some six months later, Jane told 

me that the assessment was still not completed and the 

psychologist had requested an additional $1000.00 from each of 

the parties to finalize his work for submission to the lawyers. 

Jane was enraged. She refused to pay any more money, and 

demanded that the report be completed. However, and at the last 

interview the report had not been submitted to the lawyers. 

Jane receives no support money from the children1 s father 

for the care and housing of the two children. Further, Jane's 

husband insisted that he get every second family allowance 

cheque. Jane also reports that her husband's parents are 

frequently the primary caretakers of the children on the days the 

father is supposed to have the children. 

Moreover, Jane s lawyer told her not to discuss the 

difficulties she had in her relationship with her husband, 

including his drinking problems, during the psychologistls 

assessment. Instead, he suggested that she focus on the "best 

interests of the children1'. This, of course, means that the 

woman's experiences of abuse from her husband are not recorded 

either in the psychologistls report or in the family court 

records on which the judgement about who is "most fit" to care 

for the children is based. The "no-faultt* divorce laws permit 

these cases to move through the professional and legal processes 

and practices without any acknowledgement, in writing, of what 

led to the end of the marriage. In fact, these practices reveal 

the interplay of the social relations of gender, power, and class 
- 



with patriarchal processes and practices that protect the abusive 

husband and his presumptive rights, over and above the rights of 

women and children. Moreover, these same processes and practices 

participate in a profound abuse of the already abused wife, 

through the very system that is supposed to be "fair ~ n d  just" 

and to consider the "best interests of the children". 

One might ask what, in all of these situations, are our 

collective and social responsibilities towards not only women but 

children? 

Ron: Vietnamw Revisited 

The third custody situation that involved the legal system 

was settled rather quickly but not without a tremendous amount of 

rancour and turmoil for all concerned. I introduced Ron in 

earlier chapters. Ron declared his wife to be an "unfit motherm 

and relentlessly pursued a legal settlement which gave him 

custody of the two eldest of his three children. In this 

process, which he referred to as a battle, his Vietnam, Ron 

charged his wife with kidnapping the children; the court guardian 

and social service worker attempted to assess who was the more 

fit parent and Ron himself was charged with assaulting his wife's 

new partner. 

Ron attributed his initial decision to participate in this 

research project to his anger about the assessment procedures 

that were in place. Ron felt that his former wife's drinking 

problem and associated behaviours should be cause enough for her 



to be considered an unfit mother. Moreover, Ron wanted to 

document weaknesses in the systems set up to assess the more fit 

parent with whom the children should reside. Ron was very upset 

by this system, which he sees as having many shortcomings in 

terms of mandate and effectiveness in assessment, given the 

complexities and diversities of experiences of most people who 

live in families. Ron had considerable difficulty understanding 

why the assessors could not see his point of view. He also felt 

that even if they could have seen his point of view, the 

assessors did not seem to have a clear and solid mandate to have 

their evaluation considered and their recommendations 

implemented. This made Ron frustrated and angry! 

Ron describes his experiences with the Court Guardian and 

the Social Service worker who were to assess the more fit parent 

for the purposes of assigning child custody. Hoping to protect 

the interests of his children, Ron made his referral to the Court 

Guardian's office. He explains what happened: 

They reacted six weeks, ah four weeks later. But possession 
was nine tenth of t he  law, and the kids were with me. 

. . .  But the Court Guardian is on a t i m e  schedule and a 
budget . . .  Despite protestations to the contrary she is 
inca~able of enforcing court orders regarding access and 
regarding behaviour during access. She can make 
recommendations. Once she starts to run out of time, she 
turns the situation over to the Social Senrices. 

The Social Senrices are more junior people. They are 
not Court Guardians. They are not as well paid. And they 
have all the time in the world. They are used to dealing 
with the dregs of humanity. So they come in t o  provide the 
. . .  true psychiatric assessment of the situation, the true 
emotional assessment and all that good garbage. And they 
cause invariably more harm than good because . . .  nine out of 
ten times they are used to dealing with perhaps a level of 
adult--I don't mean to sound like a chapter . . .  this is 
university--but they are used to dealing with a level of 



intelligence and . . .  response that demands fairly severe and 
hard action. There is no refinement. And they do some 
stupid things. 

Um, but their idea, their methodology is to run fairly 
quick assessments and come up with a report to support, to 
back up, or to provide information to the Court Guardian 
which is then presented to the court by the Court Guardian. 
Knd that process in itself is very damaging, very painful 
and very harmful. Because many of them aren't trained 
properly. . . 
Marg: Who are they? Are they social workers? 
Ron : Yeah. They devote less than three hours on our side- 
-to the kids. Umm, and yet the long term effects of what 
they do are horrific. And plus they do it in silence. The 
one assigned to us, nice enough lady but I thought she 
lacked the maturity to deal with the situation. She was 
about twenty-four or twenty-five and was pregnant. And she 
drove up in a Jeep and I starting getting worried. And then 
on the phone, she talked about leaving people...making her 
ride wait for her because he or she was late before. You 
know a very polarized style of addressing the situation. 
And ah. . . 
Marg: Do they do a home assessment or . . .  ? 
Ron : They sit and talk. Talk to the kids independently. 
Talk to you independently. 
Marg: 1n your household? 
Ron : Yes. Snoop around. Take a look around. Take a look 
at the rooms. Talk to the kids. Same thing as the Court 
Guardian does. 
Marg: Again, did they come to the household. 
Ron : Yeah. The Court Guardian asked stupid questions. 
Looked at the cupboards. M y  daughter told me that she 
asked, "Does your daddy always keep this much food in the 
house or is it because he knew I was coming." That sort of 
thing used to offend me and . . .  I used to leave the kids with 
the Court Guardian for an hour or so and she'd interview 
them as a group and singly. And at Christmas time she 
congratulated me on what a hell of a good job I was doing. 
And I looked kind of startled and said, "1 don't think I'm 
doing anything special. We just all live in this house and 
we just happen to have a relationship that we've always had. 
Nothing different." 

Urn . . .  But she was looking for. 
nothing constructive. It was more. 
test that you perform on aircraft. 
non destructive testing. Destruct 
take a brick and throw it through 
destructive is when you x-ray it t 
cracks. I didn't find too much su 

And I found that the Court Gu 
rough and when my wife was defiant 
orders--including on her birthday- 

. . cracks. There was 

.,instead of . . .  well it's a 
There is destructive and 

ive testing is when you 
a air craft window and non 
o make sure there are no 
.btlety. 
.ardian, when things got 
ly drinking against court 
-and tried to force my 



daughter and eldest son to drink in the presence of two 
witnesses, the Court Guardian did nothing. 
Marg: Did they have a mandate to do something? 
Ron : Well it was a Court order- 
Marg: A court order for the mother not to be drinking? 
Ron : Precisely. When my wife's male friend was on t h i s  
property neither the  Court Guardian nor the police did 
anything despite the fact that it was a court order. When 
my wife threatened suicide in front of my eldest son and he 
was shaking and trembling in her apartment beside her and he 
phoned me, to say "Daddy, mommy is drinking beer." I phoned 
the Court Guardian. Nothing! 

Then, she said "1 am going to interview this pair to 
make sure they1 re all right. And I said, Why the pair? 
Why are you interviewing him?" And she said, "1 have to 
because I have to know about their ability to sustain. . .  
your children in the event that things go the other way" 
(l3-#1-40>42-f 642>l733) . 

Clearly Ron is dissatisfied with the assessment process 

implemented to help decide who would be the most fit parent for 

the children to live with. What also becomes visible in Ron's 

discussion of this whole process, is how the s o c i a l  relations of 

class, gender, and power come into play in an already contentious 

situation. Ron was angry at the way he was treated by the 

(female) social worker. He felt her attitude and the car she 

drove were not suited to the important work she was supposed t o  

do. He felt he was treated like the "Dregs of humanity." He 

also felt that when he called t o  report his wife's 

transgressions, the (female) Court Guardian should leave her home 

on her time off to intercede on his behalf. And he felt that 

neither the Court Guardian or the police were prepared to uphold 

the restraining order that was put in place to prevent him again 

assaulting his former wife's new partner. Ron was very angry and 

frustrated, so angry that he said: 

And that's where--in my paranoia, I started to feel that the 



system was loaded against me. I was extremely aggressive 
and intolerant of . . .  when I would see them put a foot wrong 
. . .  I would be very quick . . .  and you know despite my 
unhappiness and all, that I wouldn't let her [his wife] get 
away with it. I kept a detailed notebook and the social 
worker remarked on that (13-#1-43-1762>1767). 

One day, Ron telephoned the Court Guardian's home wanting 

her help when his wife and her new partner came to take their 

youngest son from his home. Ron explains what transpired: 

. . .  And the Court Guardian's husband answers and I said "For 
God's sake, I don't know what to do, but . . .  I'm already under 
charges for hitting this man. I don't want to get into any 
more trouble. But she is in my house in defiance of court 
order and she has got my son. " (pause) "1 am sorry there 
is nothing I can do for you . "  (long pause) 

At that time, I could have reached out for him and 
pulled him through it ... and done him an unnatural act . . .  but 
anyway. I phoned the police. The police were quicker. The 
police said, "Sir under no circumstances do anything. They 
suggested, "Let her take the childf1 . And I said, "No. " At 
that tine, I didn't know my wife's male friend was hiding in 
the back seat otherwise I would have gone out and finished 
him off. They said, " L e t  him go." I said "No". 

And then I looked at my son and he had this beseeching 
look on his face. And his mother was standing transfixed-- 
staring at me while this conversation with the police was 
going on. And then, I turned to him and I said, flSon...what 
is it?" And he said, I1Daddy I want to gow (13-#1-43>44- 
1787>1806) . 

In the midst of Ron1 s rage over the ineffectiveness of the 

assessment process and his inability to control the situation, 

other issues are made visible. First, there appears to be a 

delay between the time the initial request for assessment is made 

and the first visit, a delay Ron feels can only exacerbate the 

situation. Ron has custody of the children. It might be assumed 

that if the children reside with Ron, he may be the more fit 

parent. The longer this situation continues the more solidified 

this notion can become. Phyllis1 situation, in which her husband 



had custody of the children at the time of the separation, 

verifies Ron's contention that in some cases possession is nine 

tenths of the law- 

Second, in Ron's estimation, the necessary funding to 

support an appropriate assessment of the dynamics of families in 

the process of change, families already under severe stress, 

appears to be lacking. From Ron's description, the assessment 

process is very short and circumspect, often done within a 

limited time frame. The necessary commitment and supportive 

financial and personnel resources to assess the best interests of 

the children are sadly short-changed. The system may be 

organized to indicate a commitment but if resources are not 

allocated, the rhetoric about the best interests of the child is 

simply cheap talk. 

Third, education and training for these very sensitive and 

difficult assessments may need to be reassessed. Ron has 

described his experiences with both the Court Guardian and the 

Social Service Worker. He is aware of and indeed very frustrated 

by the limitations of their mandate. Some clarity is needed 

about what their jobs actually are and what they can and cannot 

be expected to do in order to avoid unrealistic expectations. In 

addition, in smaller communities even these resources are not 

readily available and people like Jane must hire a private 

psychologist at their own expense. This situation creates a 

major inequity in this already sorely inadequate system. 

Fourth, as Ron indicates, the long term effects of these 



assessments can be horrific if the assessors are not 

appropriately prepared and given the required time and mandate to 

adequately review the various situations they are presented with 

at the time of moving out. The assessment procedures can vary 

considerably depending upon where the parties live and the 

assessor to which the parties are referred. Ron has described 

what he and his children experienced. 

Fifth, Ron feels that assessment procedures do not create a 

constructive environment in which to make the decisions for the 

future placement of the children. Jane's experiences with the 

psychologist recommended to her by her layer reveal a similar 

situation. The assessment procedures and their anticipation 

compound the existing stress and general chaos of moving out. 

Ron's situation is quite different than Jane's. He 

continues to live in the matrimonial home, the assessors are paid 

by government agencies, he receives financial support for legal 

and other expenses from his father and his employer, and his 

children are older and reside with him, The social relations of 

gender and class, and the social relations of emotions are 

clearly visible in these very different examples of the social 

context in which assessments of the more fit parent take place. 

Sixth, in Ron's estimation, the Court Guardian's assessment 

and report do not carry any regulatory weight in terms of having 

their recommendations implemented and supported, at least while 

the assessment is still in process. He expected that when an 

interim court order was made, it was the Court Guardian's 



responsibility to enforce it. Similar to Ben, Ron felt helpless 

to maintain any control over the situation. In their respective 

workplaces, both Ben and Ron had managed large operations and had 

been accustomed to being in charge. These new circumstances in 

which they were not in control left them both feeling ill at 

ease, frustrated and angry. The masculine professional ideology 

was being challenged in an unfamiliar environment. 

Co-operative Parents 

There were some examples, in the research, of women and men 

trying to move through the experience of marital separation in 

ways that build on a pre-existing respect and consideration for 

one another--but pre-existing respect, consideration, and 

underlying trust in one another are key. In other words, some 

people's earlier experiences have shaped their lives in such a 

way that they can anticipate some of the potential pitfalls that 

often present themselves during the marital separation process. 

Marlene and Matt : The Team 

Marlene is a 37-year-old, university educated, 

professionally employed woman. Matt is a 38 year old, high 

school educated, self-employed man. They have been married for 

17 years, separated for 5 months and are the parents of two 

school aged children. During the t w o  interviews with Marlene and 

Matt, conducted six months apart, neither one made any 

disparaging remarks about the other. Marlene and Matt spent a 



great deal of time and emotion work (Hochschild, 1979) planning 

how they would organize their separation with some degree of 

dignity and respect for each other and their two children. In 

this process, Marlene revealed her skills in emotion management 

(Hochschild, 1979) when she described how she made a point of 

avoiding what could be very difficult and contentious issues 

between she and her husband, particularly around their differing 

views of their sexual relationship. She wanted to get through 

the moving out process with as much dignity as possible and to 

avoid any more trauma than was absolutely necessary for their 

children. Marlene discusses some of these endeavours: 

Ah, and there was on both our parts--we will work very hard, 
the two of us, for our children who matter. sister went 
through a divorce and urn . . .  the children were the pawns and 
they are still . . .  they are divorced . . .  she's remarried but 
they are still joined at the hip. (chuckle) There are still 
old games. 

So both of us . . .  we are different ... our essential 
differences--and to allow that person to be different . . .  and 
still try to work as . . . p  artners . . .  in the raising of our 
children. So it took a long time to really . . .  to get all 
that out . . .  to um . . .  formulate how the heck we were going 
to . . .  How we were going to accomplish this? How were we 
going to do this? (25-#1-13-502>515) 

(sigh) So for both of us there was a. . .you know, 
finally coming clean and I ' m  not suggesting that were ever 
. . .  anybody entirely comes clean. I just don't think that. 

Urn . . .  but sufficiently so that we could get to "How are we 
going to . . .  work together urn . . .  for the sake of our kids?" 
For their health and our own health in the long term. So w e  
can get on with our lives (25-#1-14-531,537). 

Prior to the physical separation, Marlene and Matt would go 

for walks each night after dinner. During these walks they would 

discuss the fact that they wished to separate. They also 

discussed the ways they could do this while maintaining some 

respect for one another and for their two children. These walks 



continued over a period eight months until they felt they had 

sorted through a process they could both agree on and also 

arrange the various responsibilities that each of them would 

have. Matt describes this process: 

W e  went out for a walk every night--for an hour--for a half 
an hour to an hour. And the kids were old enough to leave 
for that length of time. And we talked, talked and talked. 
W e  discussed everything...we got out how each other was 
feeling and stuff like that. We almost became...better 
friends than w e  had been. I think we're friends. 
W e  discussed how this was going to work [the separation] and 
how. . . we were going to work the kids [shared custody] . And 
we came to this . . .  arrangement of a week there [new 
apartment] and a week here [matrimonial home]--back and 
forth. Ah . . .  and we decided the house . . .  [would be the 
children1 s principal residence] (26-#1-8>9-291,302) . 

We can work this out together. If we keep away the 
outside influences, I think we can come to ah . . .  an 
agreement. Which we have. We've discussed things and w e  
decided about the kids and other things... 

Well basically what we decided was when another person 
comes into ah . . .  my life or her life . . .  at that point we 
should let the children decide . . .  where they want to stay. 
If they want to stay with mummy, so be it. If they want to 
stay with me, so be it. It's not that we are dragging them 
away--that they're not going to see the other parent again. 

But to live, you know--at that stage we can't 
see . . .  Part of the reason we did it the way we did was 
because we don't want to yank our kids out of somewhere, 
especially right now . . .  and put them in that position (26-#1- 
101352,367) . 
Marlene and Matt had witnessed contentious separations both 

within their family network and elsewhere. They wanted to avoid 

many of the problems that they saw others experience in an 

attempt to do what was best for themselves and their children. 

They also wanted to keep outside influences to a minimum. They 

agreed that it would be disruptive initially to move the children 

from their neighbourhood and school, feeling the ongoing 

relationships their children had with their friends, their 



teachers, and leisure activity instructors would help to ease 

their adjustments to the changes that  were occurring in their 

immediate family . 

Marlene and Matt worked out an arrangement where they would 

do t h e  moving in and out of the matrimonial home on alternate 

weeks. Marlene found an apartment which she and Matt used when 

the other partner was staying with the children in their 

matrimonial home. Both felt this arrangement was puke well 

accepted by the children, as either Marlene or Matt had often 

been away from home for periods of time due to their differing 

work responsibilities. 

Included in the planning stage was some time spent with each 

other providing instructions on some of the household chores for 

which the other had had primary responsibility during their 

marriage. In addition, Marlene and mtt sorted through such 

issues as who should have the family pictures, both deciding the 

ownership should be shared by the  children, how they would deal 

with special days such as Christmas, Easter, Halloween, and 

birthdays, where they would have their mail delivered, and who 

would be responsible for paying for the newspaper delivery. 

Marlene explains her perceptions of the  benefits of all these 

arrangements for their children: 

The legacy . . .  urn, the lessons that they will learn--some of 
them are very positive. I'm quite pleased with . . .  the co- 
operation and the . . .  civility and all of that (25-#1-46- 
1781>1783) . 
A t  the time of t h e  first and second interview, Matt had been 

dating. Some of these dates were arranged by friends and 

3 3 3  



business acquaintances. Marlene and Matt decided that if dating 

occurred, any entertaining of new partners should be conducted at 

the apartment until such time as a serious relationship 

developed, in which case other arrangements would be made. They 

felt that in this way the children would not be involved in the 

everyday changes that new relationships can present, particularly 

when women or men are newly separated. Matt found this 

arrangement suited him because new friends would know he was 

still quite involved with his previous partner and that their 

children were a primary concern to both of the parents. Matt 

also said this arrangement gave him some time to get used to the 

new dating experience, not having done any dating since his 

marriage to Marlene seventeen years earlier. Similarly to many 

of the women I interviewed for this project, Marlene had not 

dated at the time of the first or second interview, nor had any 

arrangements been made by others to facilitate this process. 

B e c k y  6 Bernie: "1 W a n t  M!y Son t o  Have a Relationship w i t h  His 

Father. a 

Becky is a 32 year old high school graduate who is self- 

employed. Bernie is a 39 year old high school graduate who is 

professionally employed. They have been married for 12 years and 

at the time of their first interviews Becky had been separated 

for 3 weeks and Bernie had been separated for 9 months. They a r e  

the parents of one school aged child. Both Becky and Bernie 

appear to value the best interests of their son. Becky says, "I 



have official custody . . .  I mean in both our eyes . . .  1 mean we are 

cooperating because we don't want to spend all of our money on 

lawyer s fees . So we re working this out amicably between us 'I 

(05-#1-6-196>199). Bernie has easy access within the limits that 

both of them have agreed upon. Becky explains: 

Well his father wants to see him regularly and we have an 
understanding--you just can't pop over here anytime you want 
to pick him up. But we don't need to hash this out with a 
lawyer. Because, I want my son to have a relationship with 
his father. I don't for one instance--want to come between 
them in any way. And I think it's good--I almost--I 
encourage his father to try and do whatever he can and spend 
as much time with him. Because if he doesn't do it now it's 
going to drift and drift and eventually his son won't care. 
And I don't want that to happen. 

You know, he'll stress over and over the importance of 
his son and how he would never do anything to hurt him--And 
how he would never do anything, you know, except for what's 
good for him. Which i s  true--I believe him. It's just too 
bad he waited until it was too late to really get involved 
with him. Like my husband's big thing on a Sunday was to 
wash the car for six hours. How many times did I come out 
of the house shaking my head and thinking "six hours of 
washing the car with a toothbrush but you won't take your 
son to a ball game or just walk in the park or something." 
I said, vItls really unfortunate." But he wouldn't change 
and so I couldn't get him to change. (05-#1-20>21-773>795) 

Bernie indicated that he and Becky call each other almost 

every day to see how their son is doing. In terms of the custody 

arrangement, Bernie indicates: 

We just--call . . .  which has actually worked out quite well. 
You see one weekend 1'11 take him and I'll take him one day 
during the week and then take him to school, like I had him 
last night (06-#1-8-241>246) . 

. . .  I still have her and him--my son. Always will have 
that, at least him. We seem to be getting along quite well. 
We've both come to accept what has happened. Urn, I think w e  
both admire each other still--to a certain extent (06-#1-16- 
578>581) . 

. . .  I feel sorry that my son is not going to have--the 
family unit together, you know, that it will be a different 
situation. But it doesn't seem to have affected him that 
badly. He's ah, very unique like her, with the personality 



and very friendly, and very intelligent. He'd like to see 
us together but ah, . . .  he knows that is not going to happen 

Although the circumstances around the separation were 

particularly painful, especially for Bernie, because of the 

numerous affairs Becky had which included a number of Bernie's 

own friends, they both continue to have an underlying admiration 

for each other, This mutual admiration and respect forms the 

foundation for their ability to work out a flexible child care  

exchange. However, at the time of the first and second 

interviews with Becky, Bernie was under considerable financial 

constraints. He was not required to pay regular support for his 

son, Once this comes into place and once either one wants to 

remarry, they will have to consult with a lawyer and the 

situation could change. But for the time being, their son seems 

to be benefiting from their mutual interest and accessibility. 

Discussion: Gender, Emotions, Knowledge, and Change 

Investigating the social context which lies behind the 

emotions experienced by the participants during the process of 

moving out reveals how marital separation, while often considered 

to be private and individual, is profoundly public and socially 

organized. The experiences of the participants reveal the many 

complex layers of this process, layers that are at times very 

difficult to see as intricately connected and interacting. Often 

the most difficult feature of these experiences to know and to 

see is the social construction of knowledge and reality. 



Knowledge and the Children 

The right wing political discourse, represented in such 

articles as "Dan Quayle Was Rightw by Whitehead in the widely 

read middle class publication, The Atlantic, report that the 

 dissolution of two-parent [heterosexual] families, though it may 

benefit the adults involved, is harmful to many children, and 

dramatically undermines our societyN (1993, cover). In this 

article, we are informed that disrupted families and divorce are 

linked to increasing poverty for children, increases in teen 

suicide, increases in juvenile crime and violence, higher risks 

for emotional and behaviourial problems, school dropouts, teenage 

pregnancies, physical and sexual abuse, decreases in school 

performance and decreases in the quality of the nation's future 

workforce (Whitehead, 1993, p .  47-48). While this report focuses 

on the American context, it is also directed at a Canadian 

readership. Intact "(by which I mean two-biological-parent) 

families," (Whitehead, 1993, p .  4 7 1 ,  that is, nuclear families, 

are touted to be the stable backbone of the nation. Any other 

familial arrangement is said to lead to the social ills described 

above. 

One of the major underlying assumptions in much of this 

rhetoric is that moving out of nuclear families is not good. 

Moving out, which may be of some benefit to individual women and 

men, is generally not good for the fl family, It and certainly not 

good for the children. An additional underlying assumption is 

that children need both a father and a mother and that if 



children have both a father and a mother the social ills 

described above would not be occurring. 

But what is life really like in contemporary families? Is 

'divorce1 the culprit for all the dilemmas that are uncovered 

when women and men decide to move out of their marriages? What 

do children require to grow to their fullest potential? Do 

children need a father? Do children need a mother? If children 

do need a mother or if children do need a father, what kind of 

mother or what kind of father do children need? The "role" the 

mother or the father plays in "the family1' is seldom outlined, 

revealed, or analyzed in the rhetoric about the problems that 

divorce can cause that is so dominant in the media to-day. 6 

The participants' decisions about whether to move out or not 

to move out and the socially organized processes and practices 

that became part of these experiences, reveal ideologies, 

stereotypes, and beliefs that are all part of some common 

knowledge. These ideologies profoundly shape the process of 

moving out and can have very definite and potentially traumatic 

impacts on the lives of children. 

Knowledge and the Fathers 

It is often assumed that if a father declares a mother to be 

unfit and if he has custody of their children, then the Vactsl' 

.proveu that the mother is wanting. What better way to exhibit 

See Connell (1987, p. 47-54) for an insightful critique of 
role and sex role theory. 



control or power over the woman than to hit where the hurt will 

be the greatest--to question her ability and socially assigned 

'rolet to care for her children. Clearly, there are some women 

who are not what others might consider to be adequate mothers. 

Just because women are born women does not mean that they are 

endowed with natural talents for mothering. But what I am 

referring to here is the use of the term "unfit mother" in the 

legal and social rhetoric around custody, access, and support of 

children. 

In Jane's case, her former husband demanded that he have the 

children every second week, yet his parents are doing the 

majority of the children's daily care. In addition, Jane 

indicates that the children often are returned to her over-tired 

and sick. Jane then returns them to health only to fear a repeat 

of this cycle. Compounding the situation, when the children 

reside with the father for periods of time, the father receives 

social recognition above and beyond that of the mother who has 

the children living with her. 

In all of this rhetoric, the hard. time-consuming. and often 

ignored work that most mothers and a few fathers do in caring for 

their children is not visible, valued or socially supported. 

Moreover, the possibilities for fathers to truly become involved 

in the daily care and diapering of their children is juxtaposed 

with the ideology of the new fatherhood, with fathers1 rights 

movements, and with other socially constructed images and ideas, 

making the actuality quite difficult for truly interested and 



involved men. Complicating these prevalent ideologies are very 

complex and transforming understandings of masculinities and 

femininities (Segal, 1990; Cornell, 1990) . 

The number of men, in fact, that are participating on a 

daily basis in the day to day care of their children is still 

relatively low (Hochschild, 1989; +Luxton et al., 1990; Segal, 

1990; Waring, 1988). Yet the images of the new father and the 

rhetoric of the men's rights movement, two quite separate but 

interfacing phenomena, are very pervasive. These images are 

directed at women, men, and children, which complicates the 

situation when decisions about child care, custody, and support 

get flushed out during marital separation. Who gains from these 

images and who loses? I argue that most women, children and many 

men lose when we embody and act upon socially constructed 

knowledge about fathers that is ideological and idealized. 

Knowledge and the Mothers 

In the midst of all these socially constructed, idealized 

images of the father, which in and of themselves are confusing 

enough to distinguish one from another, is placed the image of 

the 'bad mother'. The 'bad mother' can include a woman who has 

moved out of her marriage but is unable to bring her children 

with her, a woman who does not want joint custody, or a woman who 

may express concern that her children could be damaged by contact 

with neglectful or abusive fathers. A woman who argues against 

joint custody or generous access for fathers can now have her 



concerns interpreted as a sign of selfishness or a lack of 

maturity, and hence as a sign that she is not a fit parent 

(Smart, 1989, p .  10; Thery, 1989; *Boyd, 1989, 1993). 

An accusation of abuse made by a mother--be it physical, 

mental, or sexual abuse--by a husband or a father has a reduced 

chance of being taken seriously by the courts in these contexts. 

Phyllist situation is a case-in-point. Five different judges 

have failed to deal effectively with her abusive husband, even 

when he had fired his own lawyer and had been charged repeatedly 

with contempt of court. The judges have in their possession a 

lengthy record of Sam's behaviour, behaviour Sam had told his 

former lawyer before he dismissed him. Yet this violence appears 

to be overlooked or ignored when judgements are being processed 

in family courts. 

Moreover, there are very serious repercussions for the 

mothers of children who do disclose experiences of sexual abuse 

(+Carter, 1990). In addition, women who leave abusive 

relationships and who are unable to bring the children with them 

are understood to be 'bad motherst because they leave their 

children, rather than as survivors fleeing an abusive husband or 

partner and a potentially life-threatening situation. 

To complicate the already contentious atmosphere of many 

marital separations, there is now a growing backlash against the 

fact that sexual abuse has become a widely recognized phenomenon. 

Social constructs, such as the "false memory syndrome," widely 

publicized by the media throughout the United States and Canada, 



are used by groups of accused parents and other such socially 

organized forces, to discount or disqualify claims about abusive 

experiences (Briere & Conte, 1993; Freyd, 1993; Herman & Harvey, 

1993) . 

In this context, then, mothers are becoming defined as the 

main obstacle to the promotion of father-child relationships. If 

women attempt to challenge or resist male authority, as some of 

my participants have done, in their homes, in their marital 

relationships, and in the larger social context, they can become 

defined as vengeful mothers, bitter wives, and selfish [and 

hysterical7] women (Smart, 1989, p. 10). In some cases, women 

who challenge the status quo or women who become overwhelmed with 

the work-load socially assigned to them, are labelled mentally 

ill (Chesler, 1972; 'Caplan 1985, 1989; 'Penfold & Walker, 1983; 

Showalter, 1987) . In my study, there were two specific cases of 

these occurrences. 

In one case, at the point of extreme exhaustion, when all of 

her children were very young, Sylvia was labelled a schizophrenic 

and put on psychotropic drugs for eight years. Through her own 

courage and resources she managed to discontinue the drugs and 

began to rebuild her long lost confidence in her own abilities to 

care for herself and her children. 

Sylvia continues to be battered by her former husband, both 

financially and psychologically. She reports that he persists in 

' See Elaine Showalterls (1987) The Female Maladv for a 
wonderful critique of the psychiatric label of hysteria for women 
and men. 



telling all who will listen that Sylvia is a schizophrenic, when 

clearly she is not. Assigning responsibility for the problems in 

their marriage to Sylvia, her former husband deflects attention 

away from his part in the process of moving out. In addition, 

Sylvia reports that her former husband continues to reduce his 

financial support payments. As a result, Sylvia has had to move 

to less expensive housing four times in the period of two years. 

Ellen, following bouts of depression and continual put-downs 

by her husband which slowly and relentlessly eroded her self- 

esteem, was prescribed anti-depressants by her doctor. While her 

husband, Ed, was delighted with the effects of the drugs, finding 

her to be more malleable and pleasing to him, Ellen, was not 

happy having her life mediated by medication. m c h  to her 

husband's displeasure, Ellen chose to discontinue the drugs, 

preferring to experience her life and whatever came her way. 

The circumstances surrounding Ellen's marriage have eroded 

her confidence over the years, such that she often felt she could 

not manage to care for her children on her own. In fact, as was 

witnessed in both interview situations, she has not only managed 

to care for her children, she has enthusiastically dug into her 

work at home and in her paid employment and has extended her 

social networks to facilitate more pleasure in both her children 

and her own leisure activities. 

Certainly there continues to be considerable pain over the 

recent turn of events in their lives, but both Sylvia and Ellen 

have struggled and continue to struggle to make sense of their 



lives without their spouses. Moreover, they both have made it 

their special mission to be sure their children meet the 

challenges life will bring them. 

Confounding the circumstances of these and many other women, 

practitioners in the Canadian legal system and courts have not 

had a good track record for hearing the real experiences of women 

when they speak of their lives, either in the context of their 

marriages and relationships, or in society generally (*Backhouse, 

1991; 'Boyd, 1989, 1993; *Brochan & Chunn, 1993; *Crean, 1988; 

*Maloney, 1993; *Martin, 1993; +Mossman, 1993; * Razack, 1991; 

*Wilson, 1993). What is even more troubling is that when women 

discuss concerns regarding the care of their children, these 

concerns are often not heard or acted upon- In fact, the very 

social processes and practices that are proclaimed to "protect 

our rights, that are touted to be "fair and just, " and that are 

supposed to be working for "the best interests of the childrenn, 

work against the possibility of having women's, men's, and often 

their children's experiences of their marriages and families even 

recorded in the divorce or child custody records. 

4 

Current Research 

A recent, excellent review of the current research in a 

number of related disciplines was conducted by American 

sociologists Furstenberg and Cherlin (1991) to help understand 

how children are affected by divorce. These researchers found 

that the most important factors in assuring the well-being of 



children after divorce are, "that the mother be an effective 

parent, providing love, nurturing, a predictable routine, and 

consistent, moderate discipline, and that the children not be 

exposed to continual conflict between the parentsn (Furstenberg h 

Cherlin, 1991, p. 118). Furstenberg and Cherlin (1991) note that 

these are the same conditions that "maximize the well-being of 

children in intact, nuclear families in which the mother does 

most of the childrearingtl (p  . 118) They add: 

Perhaps we shouldn't be surprised that in divorced 
families, frequent interactions with the father seems 
to matter less for children's development than does an 
effective mother and an absence of conflict--the same 
probably holds true for most intact families. We may 
be attempting to engineer a direct role for fathers in 
divorced families that doesn't often exist in nuclear 
families. And if so, we shouldn't be surprised that 
the effort has had limited success so far (1991, p .  
11919. 

These well-known and acknowledged American scholars indicate 

that this is the current knowledge from the available research 

about Families Divided: What H a ~ ~ e n s  to Children When Parents 

Part. Why then, we might ask, has "the power of the rhetoric of 

equality, or equal treatment, which has led to the presumption 

The nuclear family continues to be the dominant ideology of 
family, even though many researchers have drawn attention to the 
transformation of the family, noting a wide range of options for 
living in families (fEichler, 1988 ; Furstenberg, 1988 ; Furstenberg 
and Cherlin, 1991). Many researchers who have noted these 
transformations often continue to use the nuclear family as a 
reference point in their work, which in-and-of-itself indicates how 
pervasive this ideology continues to be in our social world. 

Included in both these scenarios is the assumption that 
mothers, in the main, have been and will continue to do the work of 
childcare. The dominance of the ideology of the nuclear family is 
also visible in the second quote by these same researchers. 



that any recognition of women's special relationship to children 

is unduly to favour women over men1' (Smart, 1989, p. xi) become 

so prominent in the current marital separation and divorce 

discourse? Why is it that the ongoing, time-consuming, and 

incredibly important work that most women and some men do in 

raising children is still not given the social recognition and 

value that it deserves? Why is it that when women talk about 

their lives and concerns about their children that their voices 

and experiences are not taken into account during the moving out 

process? 

The work that women do is not represented either in 

traditional economic theory (fcohen, 1988) or in the United 

Nations Systems of National Accounts (Waring, 1988) . In fac t ,  

Waring argues that economic theory constructs reality in quite 

the opposite direction. Waring argues t h a t  theory is used "in 

order to decide what facts are relevant to an analysis. . . .  

Overwhelmingly, those experiences [and models used t o  convey 

those experiences] that are economically visible can be 

summarized as what men do [emphasis in original]" (Waring, 1988, 

p. 17) . Waring states : 

Clearly, if you do not perceive parts of the community 
as economically active, they will not be in your model, 
and your Itcorrect conclusionsn based on the model will 
not include them (1988, p. 17) . 

Yet women are the primary workers in caring for and raising 

our nation's future workers. Women's work in child care, among a 

wide variety of other unpaid and unheralded work that women do, 

has  made it possible for men to work in the paid work sector 
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unencumbered with the daily toil of 24 hour care of children. 

Women have been doing double, triple, quadruple the work that 

most men have done for years. Even United Nations reports 

indicate that this is so (Waring, 1988). Yet social theories, 

social policies, social programs, and the laws that govern 

families at the time of moving out of marriages do not take this 

work into account. In fact, it seems quite the opposite occurs. 

Therefore, this is yet another example of the interplay and 

interconnections of social structures created by men in positions 

of power, that are embedded in social institutional processes and 

are embodied in the people whc carry out the institutional 

practices. If women's work is not in the theory, be it economic, 

family, or legal, then it is not represented in the very 

mechanisms that construct women, men and their children's 

realities as they move out of socially constructed families. 

Current Research, Recent Developments in Child Custody, h 

Father's Rights 

Recent developments in the area of child custody and 

fathers' rights are shown to be profoundly anti-progressive and 

anti-women (*Boyd, 1993 ; Chesler, 1987; *Crean, 1988; Smart, 

1989). In fact, these developments complicate the possibilities 

for men who are genuinely interested in participating in 

constructive ways in their children's lives. These developments 

may promote unnecessary and quite harmful conflict, which should 

not be exacerbated in what are extremely difficult times in 



people's lives. As Furstenberg and Cherlin (1991) state in the 

conclusion of their study of current research: 

. . .  for the near future, our chances of improving 
children's adjustment to divorce are probably better if 
we concentrate on supporting custodial parents and 
reducing conflict . More assistance to mothers and 
children and changes in family law carried out with 
those aims in mind will help the one million American 
children per year who must cope with their parents' 
divorce (p .  119) . 

Summary: Gender, Emotion, Knowledge and C h a n g e  

To restate what Elaine said in the introductory quote to 

this chapter regarding the children who survive marital 

separation and divorce, 'lWell there are this other 25% who are 

fine. So why are those kids fine?" Elaine had absorbed the 

socially constructed knowledge, knowledge that is reported in 

many studies (Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980; Wallerstein 6. Blakeslee, 

1989, among many others) of the long term negative effects of 

divorce on kids. She was very scared for a period of time, 

frightened to leave the marriage, feeling she and her husband 

would create even more problems for their children if they moved 

out. Then she began to consider alternative interpretations to 

the social rhetoric and the findings in the studies. Many intact 

families are also undergoing considerable stress. "You know and 

I know it--but is it talked about? Not very often. It's the 

exception--and when the exception can become more of the norm, 

that's when we'll have change" (51-#1-64-2350>2353). 

More research is required to explore relationships within 

intact families with children, as well as with families in the 



process of moving out, so they can be compared and contrasted. 

Perhaps this would finally put to rest the rhetoric of the 

preservation of the family without considering the quality of 

life within families, or noting the fact that families may be 

held together by force, legalized terrorism, threats of violence ,  

financial considerations, religious ideologies and much more. 

Tracking the participants1 emotions revealed that Elaine was 

scared to move out because of the children; Anne left her 

marriage because she feared for her son, not for herself; Jane 

felt it would be better to move out and have her children learn 

to deal with their problems and get on with their lives; Ron was 

outraged to find the Court Guardian, legal and social services, 

reported to consider the best interests of the children, to be 

sadly lacking; Ellen was frightened that she would not be able to 

manage to care for her children on her own; Pam felt like she 

was having her teeth pulled out, one at a time in the process of 

moving out, particularly when the children had to witness their 

father leaving not once but twice and that her son cried and 

cried and her daughter was angry at her, very rebellious and 

angry; Phyllis stayed in her abusive marriage because of the 

children; Marlene and Matt, Becky and Bernie and others tried to 

circumvent the social systems, such as the law, hoping to make 

the moving out process less traumatic for themselves and their 

children. And these were only a sampling of the many experiences 

that were shared w i t h  me by the participants. 

Therefore, the focus of future research must include not 



only the problems that are presented during the moving out 

process, but also explorations of the ways that some women, men 

and children cope with major transformations and move on with 

their lives. An investigation of the social and personal 

dynamics of our individual lives and of our lives in families, 

not only at the time of moving out but during the everyday course 

of our lives, could shed new insights into the lives of women, 

men and children in contemporary families. These investigations 

could be conducted within the framework of the sociology of 

knowledge, which includes emotions as an integral dimension of 

knowledge. 
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Chapter T e n  

MOVING OUT : NEW POSSIBILITIES 

Moving Out 

Moving o u t  of old ways of living together 
Creating new ways of being together. 

Margaret Malone, 5 August 1993 

ality of light by which we scrutinize our lives 
rect bearing upon the product which we live, and 
he changes which we hope to bring about through 
lives. It is within this light that we form 
ideas by which we pursue our magic and make it 
ed. This is poetry  as illumination. 

Audre Lorde, 1984, p .  36 

Chaos 

Out of chaos 
come new patterns 
new connections 
new possibilities 

of being. 

Margaret Malone, 5 August 1993 

We do have a choice in directions. 
The directions we chose 
will ultimately determine 

what kind of society we live in. 

Linda McQuaig, 1993, p. 8 



The restoration of social bonds begins with 
the discovery that one is not alone. 

Judith Herman, 1992, p. 215 

Personal change is inseparable from social and 
political change. Intimate relationships cannot 
flourish under conditions of inequality and unfairness 
Indeed, all our intimate relationships will look 
entirely different to us in a future where women are 
truly valued and equally represented alongside men in 
every aspect of public life. 

Harriet Goldhur Lerner, 1989, p .  2 

The power politics of the relations between the sexes 
long unexplored, is still a charged issue. To raise it 
is to cut to the core of power relations throughout 
society, to break down irreparably the screens of 
mystification between "private lifen and "public 
affairs. " 

Adrienne Rich, 19?9, p .  196 

The children of mothers who are able to take their 
lives in hand and confront the institutions that 
oppress them, are our best hope for a future in which 
human existence will no longer be ruled by hypocrisy 
and force. 

Adrienne Rich, 1979, p .  222 



Ventures in the transfer of the unknom to the known. 

Robert Nisbet, 1976, p. 15 

Introduction 

In this exploratory qualitative study of the social 

construction of women's and men's experiences of moving out, a 

number of compelling themes were revealed. It became evident, as 

I moved through the synthesis and analysis of the research 

material, that to honour the contributions of the participants it 

was essential to let their voices be heard. In addition, it was 

important to find a way to shape the analysis while maintaining 

the integrity of the material, and to create some order from the 

chaos that accompanies the marital separation process. 

approach began by listening to and really hearing the 

participants1 deeply troubling and incredibly emotional 

experiences from their own perspectives and remaining close to 

their experiences in my analysis. In this process, I became 

engaged with the research material in ways that led to some 

surprises, the most prominent one of which was the assimilation 

and unification of the major themes of the interviews that 

emerged in poetry f o m .  Audre Lorde (1984) speaks of poetry as 

"a revelatory distillation of experience, . . .  as a way we help 

give name to the nameless so it can be thought" ( p .  37) . The 

poetry led me through my analysis and directed my attention 



towards the theoretical and methodological approaches of this 

study . 

The existing literature on marital separation and divorce 

did not address, in most instances, the social ordering of our 

life experiences. Therefore I needed a theory and method that 

would facilitate this exploration. I began by asking women and 

men who were experiencing marital separation what the experience 

was like for them, from their perspective. I used an open-ended 

interview, the focus of which was on understanding each 

participant's experience. I also wanted to move from the 

personal experience to explore the interconnections between those 

experiences and our social historical world. I used a life 

history method, modified to facilitate the exploration of the 

data I received. I also wanted to be open to surprises, to new 

developments of ideas, and to any new processes that might emerge 

during the study. 

In the preceding chapters I discussed the major themes that 

originated from the women's and men's experiences and developed 

an analysis from that reference point rather than identifying 

themes which seemed important from an "objective" perspective. 

In this process, I addressed a theory of knowledge that does not 

reflect an objective ontological reality, as defined by 

positivist researchers, but rather attends to the social and 

emotional organization of the everyday lives of the women and men 

who participated in my study. In this chapter I intend to 

explore the theoretical and methodological implications of this 



study and outline some recommendations for social policy, 

practice and future research. 

Feminist theory has dramatically altered the sociology of 

knowledge, leading to an intellectual and epistemological shift. 

Integrating emotions into the sociology of knowledge transforms 

both theory and practice and therefore makes a contribution to 

building new ways of knowing, seeing and being ourselves in our 

social world. It became clear, in this research, that emotions 

are an indispensable, even if unrecognized part of all knowledge, 

in science as well as daily life. 

This research has a number of theoretical and methodological 

implications. Prominent is the developing theory which addresses 

the interconnections among gender, emotions, knowledge and 

change . 

Theoretical and M&thodological Implications 

Sociology of Knowledge 

I began this research project searching for meaning in human 

activity. I noted that the very search for meanin9 in social 

situations changes the experience. Further, 1 drew attention to 

the fact that human knowledge is a constructed form of experience 

and therefore a reflection of our minds, our nature, and our 

social world. Knowledge is created by people, not simply 

discovered. The forms through which we represent our conception 

of our social world have a major influence on what we are able to 



say about it, and also influence what we are likely to 

experience. 

Sociological theory or, more broadly social thought, has 

been concerned with a number of debates: what is the nature of 

social order, how is society possible, how are social control and 

regulation achieved, and what is the nature of the individual in 

relation to society? But sociological theory has frequently 

overlooked humans as thinking, feeling, bodily beings who are 

actively involved in creating their world. 

Framing this study within the context of a feminist 

critique of the sociology of knowledge, the social construction 

and organization of knowledge and reality provided me with an 

approach with which to explore the multi-faceted socially 

organized processes of moving out. Because social systems become 

more visible during periods of trans for ma ti or,^, I chose to 

explore what we know and how we come to know what we know by 

focusing on the process of marital separation. I formulated some 

initial epistemological questions which focused on women's and 

men's own knowledge and experience. The results of this research 

make visible the myriad ways our knowledge about our private 

lives is, to a large degree, socially constructed. 

Sociology as a Creative Art Form 

I also began this research project with the understanding 

that sociology is not only a social science but also a creative 

art form. The discoveries of science, like works of art, are 



explorations. There is never anything tidy, organized, or 

systematic in genuine discovery. "The belief that techniques 

peculiar to mere demonstration of something can be utilized also 

in the discoverv of somethingw (Nisbet, 1976, p. 21) hinders the 

creative process that can lead, potentially, to new knowing and 

new seeing. "Deeply rooted in this belief is the delusion that 

the creative imagination works logically, or should work 

logically, with everything neat and tidyw (Nisbet, 1976, p .  21). 

As the research study progressed, I discovered that the 

methods of conducting interviews and analyzing research material 

laid out in many of the texts on qualitative research hindered, 

in some ways, my process of coming to know more about the 

participantst process of moving out. Encouraging the 

participants to talk about their own experiences in their own way 

created what initially appeared to be an abundance of seemingly 

disorganized data. Holding not  only each individual interview 

together, but encompassing all of the collective interviews and 

making the connections between the various aspects of what the 

participants so generously shared during the interviews, led me 

to deeper and more complex understandings of the interconnections 

between the variety of experiences they talked about during their 

process of moving out. 

Neither a textbook on theory construction nor the computer 

will ever substitute for what is a t  the heart of true science and 

true art: the individual researcher's own creative faculties. 

When we fragment interview material and divide it up into 



category files without noting the connecting links within and 

between categories, we sever the overall picture and therefore 

the overall analysis.' The use of computers can exacerbate this 

process unless we remain cognizant of the purpose of research. 

We live in a world in which knowledge can be used to 

maintain oppressive relations (Kirby and McKenna, 1989, p. 8) . 

With feelings and emotions that seem similar to those Adrienne 

Rich describes in Of Mother Born (1976/86, p. 17), "1 write with 

a painful consciousness of my own Western cultural perspective." 

I feel pain and anger because so much about our social lives as 

women, men, and children has been buried under an avalanche of 

contrary knowledge and information, so many of our experiences 

have gone unreported and unrecorded, and so much of our culture 

has been fragmented and torn asunder by what Rich !976/86) refers 

to as the dominant "male cultures, boundaries, and groupingsn ( p .  

17) in which we as women, men and children live. 

"Research means gathering and making sense of information 

and acting responsibly with that informationIf (Kirby & McKenna, 

1989, p. 7-8). Methods of analysis must be formulated to capture 

the wholeness of being and the fullness of living in our social 

world. People's lives are not well-ordered, though some would 

wish them to be. In this study, I found that out of the chaos of 

the participantsf experiences of moving out came new insights, 

Kirby and McKenna (1989) describe one method of organizing 
research data into data categories and making the connections 
between the various categories in the process of living with the 
data and weaving a rich and integrated analysis. 



new patterns, new connections and new possibilities of being. 2 

For example, Regina and her husband Vince had entered into a 

"tacit agreement . . .  that we would never talk about how we felt. 

Anger was never permissable. I1m sure that's why he just never 

talked (33-#1-25-899-911) . She relates how the transformative 

process of moving out has created new possibilities for her: 

I've never been able to talk. We've never been able to talk 
at all. What is really wonderful for me . . .  I donlt look at 
this whole thing that's happened in these last three 
years . . .  it has been absolutely horrible at times but it's 
been absolutely wonderful. Like it's ... I didn't live before 
I had to move throuqh all this. Thinss had to set so bad 
that I would have to make some of those chanses in my life 
[researcher1 s emphasis] (33-#1-28-1016>1022) . 

F e m i n i s t  Research 

Central to m a n y  discussions of feminist research and 

methodology is the notion that the purpose of knowledge is to 

change or transform patriarchy (Cook & Fonow, 1990, p. 79). But 

transformation requires not only knowing what we know, it also 

requires seeing what we know as embodied in our experience of 

ourselves, that is, we must see the connections between what we 

know and what we are experiencing in our everyday lives. Only 

when we make the connections between our knowing and our seeing 

can we work together to being differently in our social world. 

The starting point for both the critique of contemporary 

Building on Mary Dalyl s concept of being, I use the w o r d  
beinq to denote the active, ongoing participation of w o m e n  and men 
i n  the creation of their lives within the social historical context 
in which they live. The English language has progressive verb 
forms, which are verb phrases consisting of a form of & plus an 
-in¶ verb (the present participle) . These phrases denote an action 
in progress (Hodges & Whitten, 1977, p. 63). 



social conditions and the creation of alternatives is the 

dialectical relationship between society and social structures. 

A conventional ideology, which is reflected in some of the 

research on marital separation and divorce to date, will take the 

social structure such as the "family" or law (which the ideology 

is an expression of) as a given and immediate reality. 

Therefore, conventional research and programs will necessarily be 

preoccupied with the progress and well being of people within 

structures. 

A feminist methodology builds on the concept that the 

"personal is political" which emphasizes the collective nature of 

women's personal and political experience. It breaks down the 

patriarchal frame of reference which: (1) requires an authority 

to remain outside the process and comment from a distance; (2) 

forces a distinction between theory and practice, a distinction 

which elevates theory above practice and of course implies that 

it is the province of men (Spender, 1985, p. 70); and ( 3 )  

dichotomizes the public and private, mind and body, masculinity 

and femininity, reason and emotion, and gives rational thought 

the priority in Western epistemology. 

Research methodologies that develop knowledge and theories 

that begin with the real experiences of women and men who are, 

for example, in the process of moving out, are essential to 

understanding the impact of transformative processes for women, 

men and children. Tapping into women's and men's lives early in 

the separation process, and in some cases prior to their 



encounter with the legal system or therapeutic services made it 

possible to open up new windows of understanding into the social 

organization of our lives. 

We require methodologies that can encompass the complexity 

and diversity of human experience, that can open up more 

understanding about the interconnections between women's and 

men's expariences within and without families and that can make 

visible the various social processes and practices that shape our 

lives in quite profound ways. For example, Boyd (*1993) argues 

that, "we require a multi- f aceted research methodology in order 

to unravel the complex relationships that lie beneath, and are 

entangled within, the laws surrounding resolution of disputes 

concerning children after familial breakdown." Further, she 

states that this wmethodology requires us to move well beyond a 

traditional legal methodology . . . "  ('Boyd, 1993, p. 170) and look 

at Vhe structures that shape women's lives and their 

participation in various institutions such as lawn ('Boyd, 1993, 

p .  170). 

When we move well beyond the confines of traditional social 

and/or legal theory and methodology to consider the wider social 

context in which these processes and practices are immersed, we 

can develop new understandings and new theories that will reflect 

significant aspects of the real lives of real women, men and 

children. The life history provides one method of studying 

social structures, collectives, and institutional change at the 

same time as personal life (Connell, 1989). This methodology was 



instrumental in making visible how the legal system, for example, 

interacting with other social systems, not only shapes women's 

and men's lives but the lives of their children. It was evident 

in this study that this shaping occurs whether people 

specifically interact with for example, the legal system itself, 

or whether they initially resist the use of the legal system. 

This exploratory feminist qualitative study has revealed 

that when participants talk about their experiences of moving out 

within a framework of their own choosing, potential for 

generating new knowledge leading to new theories exists. The way 

people talk about their lives is significant. "The language they 

use, [the emotions that they experience, ] and the connections 

they make reveal the world that they know and in which they actv  

(Gilligan, 1982, p .  2) . 

Gender, Emotions, Knowledge and Change 

Emotions : Facilitating the Process of Coming to Know 

How do we make the connections between what we know and 

we are experiencing? The participantsf experiences revealed 

one of the potential facilitators of co~ecting what we know 

what we are experiencing is our emotions. Experiences, such 

the process of moving out, which are painful and at first 

disorientating, can shed new light "on the ways we have been 

what 

that 

and 

as 

living, the forces that control our lives, the hypocrisies that 

have allowed us to collaborate with these forces, and the harsh 



but liberating facts we have been enjoined from recognizingn 

(Rich, 1979, g .  215). Tracking the participants1 emotions and 

feelings revealed their struggles to come to terns with some of 

the contradictions and discrepancies between what they thought 

they knew about their lives, what they were experiencing, what 

they were feeling, and what their lives could become. 

If time and supportive environments for reflection and 

analysis are readily available, emotions can in many cases, 

facilitate new awareness, new clarifications, new knowledge, and 

new motives and impulses toward a search for greater honesty and 

for the tlrecognition of larger issues of which our personal 

suffering is a symptom, a specific example" (Rich, 1979, p. 215) . 

Ebmtions and Bodies 

Emotions are felt in our bodies. There is a bodily 

connection between what we are thinking, what we are 

experiencing, and what we are feeling. Not only do human beings 

have bodies, we are bodies. Few sociologists and social 

theorists have taken the embodiment of persons seriously. Often 

the human person is referred to as a "social actorN or "social 

agent1' (e .g. , Gof fman, 1959) whose character is defined in terms 

of their social location, their beliefs and their values. Bryan 

Turner (1984, p .  1) in The Bodv and Societv argues that "any 

comprehensive sociology must be grounded in a recognition of the 

embodiment of social actors and of their multiplicity as 

populations." 



Moreover, knowledge achieved through Cartesian reason' was 

called objective, in that it was cut off from emotional and 

political considerations, and wuniversal, in that it is able to 

assume a 'bird's eye1 view of the social worldn (Currie & Raoul, 

1992, p. 2). Researchers who espouse a positivist approach view 

both values and emotions "as alien invaders that must be repelled 

by a stricter application of the scientific methodn (Jagger, 

1989, p. 156). In this process, the knower and the process of 

coming to know are dis-embodied. 

Challenging the perspectives of past researchers, some 

feminist researchers have begun to focus on women's struggle for 

their bodies (Currie & Raoul, 1992) and for their emotions 

(Jagger, 1989). We must recognize that all our knowledge is 

bodily-mediated knowledge, that all our knowledge is rooted in 

our human senses. Indeed, Beverley Harrison (1985) argues that: 

We know and value the world, if we know and value it 
through our ability to touch, to hear and to see. 
Perce~tion is foundational to conce~tion. Ideas are 
dependent on our sensuality. Feeling is the basic 
bodily ingredient that mediates our connectedness to 
the world. When we cannot feel, literally, we lose our 
connection to the world. All power including 
intellectual power is rooted in feeling. If feeling is 
damaged or cut off, our power to image the world and 
act into it is destroyed and our rationality is 
impaired. But it is not merely the power to conceive 
the world that is lost. Our power to value the world 
gives way as well. If we are not perceptive in 
discerning our feelings, or if we do not know what w e  

Jagger (1989) outlines a number of Descartesvs most crucial 
epistemological assumptions for which his successors made various 
modifications. She notes these assumptions are accompanied by 
dualist ontologies that "sharply separate the universal from the 
particular, culture from nature, mind from body, and reason from 
emotionn ( p .  3) . 



feel, we cannot be effective moral agents. . . .  Failure 
to live deeply in "our bodies, o~rselves,~~ destroys the 
possibility of moral relations between us [emphasis and 
quotations in the original] ( p .  13) . 

Pat revealed that she could not feel happiness in her 

marriage, that her husband broke her heart. Phyllis said she 

could not feel emotion. Paul and Regina said t h a t  they expected 

and missed emotional substance and emotional support from their 

partners. Ron, Carol, Heather and Sylvia raged at the inequities 

and ineptitudes represented in social systems that became visible 

in the process of moving out. Ginny, Joanne and Anne were 

terrified by the violence their husbands visited on them. Elaine 

and Regina said they could not express anger in their marriages. 

Diane and Bob were at their wit's end, feeling totally violated 

and confused. However, in the process of moving out, the 

majority of the participants spiralled through varying degrees of 

pain, anger, frustration, love, joy, hurt, diminishment, sorrow, 

anguish, sadness, fear, jealousy, devastation, and anxiety and 

many continued to care about their partners, children and others 

in their social networks throughout the chaotic process of moving 

out. 

There were some participants such as Ed and Craig, who found 

it difficult to recognize and identify the emotions they were 

feeling. Indeed, the social language available to describe the 

immense range of emotions and feelings seems to be truncated. In 

addition, the research also revealed that both women and men have 

a wide repertoire of emotions and feelings, but t h e  social 

context in which they experience themselves and t h e i r  emotions 
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varies by gender, among other interacting variables. Clearly, 

emotions are a very important aspect of the experience of moving 

out. 

Significantly, it became evident that emotions are also 

amenable to knowledge, and that without the opportunity to be 

fully aware of and to experience and reflect on our emotions, w e  

lose an essential part of coming to know about ourselves and the 

worlC in which we live. The curtailment of emotions and feelings 

is a violence, a social violence. Our bodies, ourselves are 

sites of t h i s  violence. 

Social Violence - Social C h a n g e  

Inequities represented in the social relations of gender, 

the social relations of emotions, the social relations of 

marriage, the family, motherhood, fatherhood, and the social 

relations of law, economics, and violence are represented and 

interacting in the participant's experiences. And the pain of it 

all seems to be reproduced generation after generation, that is, 

until someone breaks the silence and begins to speak about their 

experiences. 

Regina reports that her father-in-law left his wife when 

Regina's husband, Vince, was approximately 7 years old. Vince 

leaves his own son when he is 7 years old. Other men who abused 

their wives had fathers who either left their wives or fathers 

who left and returned only t o  get the i r  wives pregnant then left 

again. Some of the men w h o  abused their wives had fathers who 



hauled their sons out of bed in the middle of the night to beat 

them. These same men repeated similar behaviours with their 

wives. Some of the men who abused their wives had fathers who 

encouraged intense competition and physical force. This force, 

be it psychological or physical, was then used in relation to 

their wives. 

Some of the women who were abused by their husbands had 

fathers who introduced them to their husbands in the first place. 

Phyllis discussed the set of circumstances that kept her in her 

marriage for so long. Phyllis told me that her father introduced 

her to her first husband, Sam, and said, " 'This is the man who 

should marry yout . . .  I was eighteen at the time . . .  And my 

dad ... and my ex-spouse used to go out drinking and ah, ...p ick up 

women . . . "  (01-#1-9-289,292; 317,318). Phyllis outlines some of 

the complex set of relations surrounding her long-term struggle 

to leave her marriage. 

I never actually picked up and left. I just 
didn't know where to go; 1 didn't want to te 
It was just awful. I didn't think I had any 
I could turn to. U r n  . . .  Sam called me a fail 
really felt like I was a failure. You have 
that even his family . . .  even his mother said 
I could charge him with mental cruelty becau 
talking down to me (01-#1-16-618>626). 

didn't . . .  I 
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These men have not been able to confront their own hurt and 

anger and investigate the roots of their deep and pervasive 

emotional pain. According to Kaufman (1993). the real problem is 

that traditional definitions of male power have brought not only 

privilege to the lives of men, but tremendous pain and insecurity 

as well. And there are so few social supports to encourage men 
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to confront their pain and anger (Kaufman, 1993). Regina 

explains the differences in possibilities to deal with her 

emotional pain for herself as a woman in our society versus for 

her husband as a man: 

When I see my husband like I did this morning--I haven't 
seen him for months--and I think, you know, it's so much 
harder on him. It's not socially acceptable for him to go 
to therapy. If he went to talk to somebody held have to 
hide it from everybody at work. I think that there is still 
a real bias against men getting help--recognizing that they 
need help. And getting it and finding it. And there isn't 
a Canadian men's referral something . . .  right? (33-#1-29- 
1063>1075) 

And it's all fine and nice to say well women need it, 
women are abused. My husband is a product of his 
background, he's just as much a victim. I mean if I allowed 
myself to be a victim, he's just as much as a victim (33-#1- 
29>3O-l063>lO79) . 

And there's less of a way for him to get out of his box 
then there was for me. So all I do. ..everywhere I 
go . . .  well, I don't just blab about it but I always admit 
I've been in therapy, if anybody.. .you know . . .  (33-#1-30- 
1082>1085) . 

Men and women have emotions and feelings. The denial of 

these aspects of our whole selves prevents us from living fully 

in our bodies, our selves and our social world. Some 

contemporary feminist theorists understand that if you undermine 

or invalidate a person's emotions and feelings, you undermine a 

person1 s sense of self (Miller, 1983; Bernardez, 1988) . Our 

individuality is expressed in our feelings and our emotions as 

well as our thoughts and ideas (Seidler, 1994, p. 3 3 )  . 
Unresolved hurt and pain can reside in our bodies and minds and 

come out in anger deflected at others. Ownership of our feelings 

and emotions and consideration of the social context in which 

they arise has the potential to lead to some resolution. But 



women and men need supportive counsel in a society that values 

the emotion work involved in the processes and practices 

necessary to bring these possibilities to fruition. It is 

fighting our emotions and feelings that causes our suffering, not 

our emotions and feelings in and of themselves. The curtailment 

of these possibilities is a social violence. 

In my research, there are some examples of possibilities for 

change. For example, the men who did not abuse their wives and 

who continued to care for and be involved with their children 

indicated that they respected their fathers and/or that they had 

other significant men in their lives who nurtured their sense of 

self and provided places in which they could grow. Moreover they 

also had mothers who they describe as instrumental, loving, and 

supportive and with whom they had an ongoing, respectful and 

caring relationship. 

The importance of emotions in our individual, collective, 

and social lives is evident in this research. The relationship 

between emotions unrecognized, curtailed. denied, repressed, 

diverted or squashed is relevant to the deeply perplexing social 

problem of violence in our society. Emotions that are 

recognized, experienced, validated, supported, encouraged, and 

reflected upon can lead to personal growth and social change. 

E3notions: Past Research & New Beginnings 

In much past research, emotions were studied as a separate 

entity. It was as if they did not belong to us. It was as if 



emotions were not an integral part of being fully human.4 The 

objectification of feelings, that is, the removal of emotions and 

feelings from both ourselves and from the social context in which 

we experience them, is dangerous because it renders invisible the 

social relations that underlie human experiences. The process of 

objectification can turn women and men into owners of emotions, 

not doers, because "having" emotions and feelings replaces 

"experiencing" emotions and feelings. Therefore, the 

objectification and the curtailment of feelings and emotions 

renders women and men powerless to fully uncover the social 

organization of their lives. In this process, the social meaning 

of human activity is left undiscovered and unresolved and social 

control over our everyday lives contimes. 

Regina explains how breaking taboos and going public about 

her own experiences has helped not only herself but others in her 

social network: 

I always talk about the help [e-g., therapy] I have gotten. 
And people say that they admire me for talking about 
it. .-.but I was only trying to.. . 

And my neighbour up the street, her husband told her 
two months ago he wanted to divorce. She's got three kids 
She's worked part-time to put him through his professional 
degree. And there she is finally going to reap the benefi 
of this educated husband and she's going to be alone. So 
she came to me. She said, lVYou1re the only person I thoug 
of ...y ou know, that's gone through it1! (33-#1-30-1087>1095 

So when things get really terrible she calls me. And 
sometimes it's hard because you've lived through...the pai 
again. 

They're the same words and the same thoughts. And I 
keep saying softly to myself, somebody listened to me. 
Somebody listened to the same records, the same words. And 

Human sexuality has been treated in similar ways by many 
social scientists (Valverde, 1985) . 



it's just so painful that if you keep it inside, you blow 
up. But I just canf t see her husband calling up my husband 
for instance and saying, V 1 v e  got to talk" (33-#I-30- 
1095>1104). 

Regina has found the courage to give testimony to her 

experiences, to share them with others, and to hear her 

neighbourts pain. Judith Herman (1992, p .  214) states that 

repeatedly in the testimony of survivors of trauma there comes a 

moment when a sense of connection is restored by another person's 

unaffected display of generosity. But Regina is also aware that 

talking about personal problems and pain can, in many instances, 

be more difficult for men, thus revealing the social structuring 

of the interplay of gender and emotions. 

Experiencing our emotions and feelings and being able to 

share these experiences is a beginning; but it is not enough. To 

know the ways in which our social lives are organized, we require 

an in-depth analysis of the social context in which our emotions 

and feelings are experienced and the interacting factors leading 

to our emotional experiences. Alison Jagger (1989) indicates 

that: 

Like everything else that is human, emotions in part 
are socially constructed; like a l l  social structures, 
they are historical products, bearing the marks of the 
society that constructed them. Within the very 
language of emotion, in our basic definitions and 
explanations of what it is to feel pride or 
embarrassment, resentment or contempt, cultural norms 
and expectations are embedded. Simply describing 
ourselves as angry, for instance, presupposes that we 
view ourselves as having been wronged, victimized by 
the violation of some social norm. Thus we absorb the 
standards and values of our society in the very process 
of learning the language of emotion, and those 
standards and values are built into the foundation of 
our emotional constitution (p .  159) . 



Within a hierarchial and patriarchal society, the norms and 

values that predominate tend to serve the interests of the 

dominant group. Within a capitalist, white supremacist, and 

male-dominated society, the predominant values tend to serve the 

interests of rich, white, heterosexual men. Thus our emotional 

repertoire is coloured and limited by the society in which we 

live. 

Yet within any given society, people do not always 

experience the conventionally acceptable emotions. They may 

experience what Jagger (1989, p. 160) refers to as "outlaw1' 

emotions. Therefore, the control that our society exercises over 

peoples1 emotions and feelings is not total. Herein lies the 

potential f o r  new possibilities for change. When certain 

emotions are shared or validated by others, the bas is  exists for 

forming a subculture5 defined by perceptions, norms, and values 

which are incompatible with the prevailing perceptions, values 

and norms. By constituting the basis for such a subculture, 

outlaw emotions would be politically subversive because they are 

Sociologists do not have clear criteria for designating a 
group as a subculture. A heterogeneous society has many groups and 
individuals who live a variety of lifestyles with often very 
different sets of values, goals and priorities (Warme et al. 1994, 
p .  72). The designation of "subll usually means under or inferior 
to, which then places various groups in relation to those who have 
the power to define others as under them or by inference inferior 
to them. I think the very language that we use to describe various 
groups of people who live their lives with varying sets of 
priorities needs to be revised to reflect the complexity and 
diversity of human possibilities. None of these groups can be 
assumed to be less than  or better than others. The language of the 
group who holds power shapes the experiences of those who they hold 
power over rather than encouraging themselves and others to be - 
themselves. 



epistemologically subversive (Jagger, 1989, p .  160). Outlaw 

emotions are necessary or at least some are required for women 

and men to begin to develop a critical perspective on the world. 

"The most obvious way in which feminist and other outlaw emotions 

can help in developing alternatives to prevailing conceptions of 

reality is by motivating new investigationsl1 (Jagger, 1989, p .  

161). 

It was in such a fertile environment that the seeds of this 

research study began to germinate. l4y own experience of marital 

separation was so crazy-making, so chaotic, so full of a rainbow 

of emotions. that I wanted to explore and understand this major 

transformation in more depth. During times of major 

transformations, people's lives are in disarray, anomie can 

persist, social systems become visible, and we can begin to see 

how our social lives are organized. We try to make sense of our 

experiences as we deconstruct, construct, and reconstruct our 

lives, attempting to bring some balance or some order to the 

upheaval we are experiencing. 

Going Public : Being Political 

Marlene: I am enjoying this [the interview] . It1 s nice to 
be able to talk nonstop and let it all come out--but it's 
difficult. It's difficult to talk about yourself and 
umm. . .  (long pause) ...there is a feeling of . . .  inadequacy in 
somethings. Somehow...you talked about failure but it's not 
that. It's u m m . . .  There's a loss of . . .  a loss of dreams or 
expectations--whatever you wanted. It's that ...g rief--that 
loss--that shattering of the Cinderella myth or something. 
(chuckle) Because we did a lot of things right. 

And . . .  trying to come to terms with...and sometimes 
trying to understand why . . .  the things that we didn't do 
right took on such a significance that it would . . .  have come 



to this (25-#1-46-1786>1796) . 

Marlene articulates the benefits she feels she is deriving 

from the interview, from being able to talk nonstop about her 

experiences of moving out--and feeling supported in doing so. 

She also addresses the shattering of dreams, of ideologies about 

what women's and men's lives and marriage are all about. Marlene 

and Matt worked hard to make their marriage work. They both said 

they worked well as a team. Yet the marriage did not work. 

Marlene is trying to understand how it happened as it did. 

During times of crisis women and men need to talk. They 

talk about their lives in ways they may not have done before. 

They often delve into their past, reflecting not only on their 

own lives but those of their former spouses, their parents and 

extended families and friends. Many, including Marlene, attempt 

to fit the pieces of the puzzle of their life together as they 

try to make sense of their experiences. We need to listen and 

really hear what they have to say and co validate their emotions 

and experiences in order to facilitate their process of moving 

out. 

We are maintaining and recreating patriarchy if we continue 

to silence the voices of women and men, silence their 

experiences, their emotions and feelings, and the way the world 

is organized. Where language and naming are power, silence is 

oppression, is violence (Rich, 1977) , a social violence. 

Preventing women and men from talking about their experiences of 

moving out, from feeling their emotions, their anger, their 



frustration and their caring, can prevent them from using their 

emotions and, in particular, their anger to realize and respond 

to the oppressive conditions of their lives. 

The relevance of this research to life within and outside of 

families is important to consider. The majority of Canadians 

have lived in, continue to live in, or may live in families again 

in the future (La Novara, 1993) . 

Families 

The ideology of the nuclear family and the model of nuclear 

family life has permeated our society in and through its major 

institutions (Barrett, 1980; Barrett & McIntosh, 1982; Cooper, 

1972; Goffman, 1979; Laing, 1969; Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974; 

*Luxton et a1 . , 1990; Oakley, 1981; *Penfold & Walker, 1983) . 

The imagery of idealized family life penrades the very  fabric of 

our social existence and provides a highly significant dominant 

and unifying complex of social meaning, states Barrett (1982, p. 

28). Luxton et al. (1990) argue that, "While a good relationship 

can overcome that structural subordination, the minute the 

marriage breaks down or ends (through death, divorce or 

desertion) the unmeditated structure of control reasserts itselfN 

( p .  33) . The experiences of marital disruption reveal the actual 

inequality of gender roles in the family which are shaped by the 

particular social, economic, and political context within which 

it occurs. Marital separation and divorce, then, are socially 

structured experiences that reflect the gender-based organization 



of our society with all its inequities (Arendell, 1986, p .  157) . 

The move out of marriage leaves many women and their children 

impoverished and in many cases leaves men free of the 

responsibility for t h e  care and financial support of their  

children (Arendell, 1986; *Luxton & Rosenberg, 1986; Weitzman, 

1985). The benefits of this change in family structure remain in 

the public world, the world of men--twentieth century patriarchy. 

The ideology of the nuclear family is an ideology that is 

based on the assumption that households are organized by and 

large on the basis of a division of labour between a primary 

breadwinner (male) and a primary childbearer and childrearer 

( female) --that marriage is indeed a partnership. During a 

marriage many women do the childbearer and childcarer work, 

attend to the household, and extended kin. That women do the 

majority of the unpaid labour is well-documented by many scholars 

(+Armstrong & Armstrong, 1978, 1990; Barrett, 1980; Barrett & 

McIntosh, 1982; Hochschild, 1989; *Luxton, 1980; *Luxton et al., 

1990; +Maroney & Luxton,  1987; Oakley, 1981; Waring, 1988) . 

These same f a m i l y  ideological assumptions form a crucial element 

of the conditions under which women and men are employed, and the 

level of their wages, taxes and benefits (Barrett & McIntosh, 

1982, p. 7). 

When a marriage ends, a woman is apt to discover that her 

unpaid contribution is not documented or inscribed in the 

"financial statementn of the legal process nor is it necessarily 

recognized by the courts or accurately valued in the !*equitablen 



distribution of family resources. It is not included in the 

legal practices because legal practices have in the main been 

constructed and enacted in the public sphere by men. Women's 

experiences have not been an integral part of this process. 

Marital separation and divorce reveal both the patriarchal 

ideology of the family which separates the wpubliclt and the 

"privatew as well as "the current stage of development of 

contradictions in and between state/economy/public on one hand 

and sex/gender/private on the othert1 (*OtBrien & McIntyre, 1986, 

p .  37). It is this separation of the "public't and "private" that 

accounts for the impoverishment of women and their children at 

the time of marital breakdown. The experiences that Carol, 

Heather, Ron, Sylvia, Matt and Phyllis shared reveal that the 

economic and legal processes are two of the many social 

structures that play a part in creating, reinforcing and 

maintaining this major social problem. 

Marital separation and divorce bring the private economics 

of marriage into the public eye as a crisis, at a moment when the 

private exploitation of women becomes public (*Patterson, 1985, 

p. 2 4 4 ) .  Any comprehensive analysis of this crisis should link 

the gender and class-specific issues, for example, women's lower 

standard of living, and the cross-gender and cross-class issues, 

for example, the unfair privatization of the financial burden of 

childbearing and childrearing. Any comprehensive strategy for 

change must include an analysis of the dialectic of the public 

and private and strive to make the private and personal, public. 



Violence and Families 

Most but not all of the violence that is reported to occur 

in families is perpetrated by men on women and children. This 

certainly was the case in the opportunity sample for this study. 

Therefore the use of the term "family violenceIf masks the main 

direction in which the violence that occurs in families flows. 

Moreover, families do not own violence. While violence often is 

used in relational interactions within families, it is part of 

much larger social processes and practices within a system of 

power relations in society itself. By conceptualizing violence 

as originating in families, the separation of the private and 

public is reinforced. They are not separate, as many feminists 

have argued ('Caplan, 1993; Russell, 1990; Yllo & Bogard, 1988). 

They are interactive, interrelated, and an integral part of the 

whole society. Therefore, what occurs in families is a 

reflection of the society as a whole. Moreover, it is possible 

to make distinctions between the structures which foster and 

maintain different forms of violence and those which undermine 

it, between one form of violence and another, and between those 

who carry out violence against others and those who do not 

(Segal, 1991). 

Feminist politics insists on the integration of the public 

and private claiming that the personal, that is, the private, is 

political whether or not it is "legalu (*OIBrien & McIntyre, 

1986, p. 37) l~economic, or violence. 



Knowledge Creation: The Personal and Political 

Patriarchy is the creation and ideological reproduction of 

historical, cultural, legal and epistemological relations which 

have been developed to deal with "their dualist relation with 

nature, with continuity and with species" (*O9Brien & McIntyre, 

1986, p. 38). Mary OIBrien, in her book Politics of ~eproduction 

(+1981, p. 56) has argued that the uncertainty of paternity for 

men explains why men have been so intent upon creating 

institutional f o m s  of social relations of reproduction. Male 

and female reproductive consciousness differ, according to 

O'Brien, in that the male is--and feels--naturally alienated from 

his seed, whereas the female is not; she experiences reproduction 

as a continuous process. This is due to the fact that males 

experience sexuality as disconnected from reproduction whereas, 

for women, the gap is mediated through gestation (*OIBrien, 1981, 

p. 9). Males, according to OIBrien, turn to the theoretical, 

economic and political realms, in order to create artificial 

continuity principles and thus overcome their natural alienation. 

Moreover, males have created the necessary juridical corpus to 

protect the institutions which embody their principles as well as 

the public and private split, all of which perpetuate male 

domination (*OIBrien, 1981; *Lazaror 1986, p. 89). These 

processes and practices could account for the traumatic 

situations that occur when men fight their wives over custody of 

their children. 

But women know a lot about the world and about men, that men 



do not know, argue Stanley and Wise (1983), and Code (*l991), and 

if what women know becomes part of our culturefs general 

knowledge w e  will inhabit a very different world. This occurs 

partly because womenls subordination has relied in large measure 

on women's voices, experiences, and explanations being denied or 

dismissed. When women hold up their own experience as legitimate 

and valid--to make the private, public--to men as well as to 

women--one of the means of structuring subordination no longer 

exists (Spender, 1981, p. 6). When women (and men), name 

themselves and the world (in Mary Daly's phrase), the potential 

for the integration of the private and personal with the public 

and political is possible. 

Rather than separate the personal and political, and the 

rational and emotional, from the production of knowledge, some 

feminists are attempting to bring them together and in this 

synthesis they are striving to construct more accurate, adequate 

and comprehensive explanations (Jagger, 1989; Jagger & Bordo, 

1989; *OIBrien, 1981; Stanley & Wise, 1983) than those which 

emerged under the reign of objectivity and male supremacy 

(Spender, 1981, p. 7) . Feminists are attempting to forge a new 

way of thinking about the world which is more consistent with 

women's and indeed men's experience. Instead of trying to remain 

"detached", feminists are blatantly "involvedn in the knowledge 

which they are producing. By changing the 'Vulesfl that apply to 

the production of knowledge and by establishing alternative 

processes and alternative knowledge, feminists work to change the 



existing social relations of power in our society (*Code, 1991; 

Jagger, 1989; 'Smith, 1987, 1990; Spender, 1981). Through the 

participation in the formation of a political will that addresses 

oppression in all its forms and that sets no limits to the 

principle of human equality, feminis ts  work for social change. 

This project makes a contribution to these endeavours. 

The interconnections and interrelatedness of societal and 

individual levels of analysis create the possibility for this 

process of change to begin. By isolating the basic 

characteristics of contingent patriarchal relations, one can 

begin to make sense of individual experiences. The analysis of 

the dialectical relation of the public and the private, the 

rational and the emotional, and the political significance of 

reproductive consciousness helps to illuminate the complex issues 

that unfold as women and men move through the process of moving 

out a t  t he  time of marital separation and divorce. 

Discussion: Gender, Emotion, Knowledge and Change 

I began t h i s  research with an investigation of the social 

relations of gender and moved t o  a much more complex rendering of 

the social production and organization of knowledge itself. As I 

listened to the participant's experiences, I realized that 

emotions are amenable to knowledge. Hence, to repeat, rather 

than being opposed or separate from knowledge, emotions should be 

seen as an integral part of the sociology of knowledge and 

directly connected to political possibilities for change. 



We must learn to recognize and value our emotions, 

particularly the emotion of anger. We all feel emotions and in 

particular anger at various points in our lives. We frequently 

try to ignore them, to put them aside, to avoid the relevant 

issues they raise and thus the reality of our everyday lives. 

Thinking our way through these complexities is not easy. The 

experience of coming to terms with my own emotions and, in 

particular, my own anger and the awareness that it brought was 

worth the pain of the process. 

Understanding emotions in the process of marital separation, 

from the viewpoint of the actual people involved, became a 

valuable way to begin to unravel the complexities of the process 

of moving out. If anger, for example, is indeed a "mode of 

connectedness to othersv, "a feeling--signal that all is not well 

in our relation to other persons or groups or to the world around 

usu as Harrison indicates (1985), then we must learn to accept 

anger and to use it as a barometer in our relations with our 

world. For Harrison, "the power of anger in the work of loven is 

part of the deeper work of ethics to help us move through all of 

our feelings to adequate strategies of moral action (Harrison, 

1985, p. 14) 

Action for social change can take its bearings from the 

rising power of human anger. Such anger is a signal that change 

is called for, that transformation in relations is required. 

Anger is meant to be listened to. Anger is meant to be 

respected. Anger is meant to be acted upon. It is not meant to 



be acted out. Anger points the direction. We are meant to use 

anger as a fuel to take the actions we need to move where our 

anger points us. With some thought and reflection we can usually 

translate the message that our anger is sending us. Anger is not 

the action itself (Cameron & Bryan, 1992). It is action's 

invitation to bring about change in relation to others or our 

social world. 

But for social transformations to occur, we need collective 

action. Individuals working and acting alone cannot reorganize 

or transform the family, legal, economic, religious or other 

cultural sanctions and bases on which privileged men get and 

attempt to keep social power. To change these relations of 

power, collective action is required. 

In the last three decades, ideologies of the sanctity of the 

traditional flnuclearu family have been seriously challenged. 

Feminist writings have been instrumental in uncovering the myths 

of the ideal of the traditional nuclear family (Barrett & 

McIntosh, 1 9 8 2  ; *Eichler, 1988; *Luxton, 1990; Weston, 1991) . 

Moreover, challenging assumptions of appropriate gender 

behaviours has caused a re-examination of women's and men's 

activities in families and in our society (*Cheal, 1991) . 

Even with this shift in attitudes, the participants' 

experiences indicate that the prevailing views of marital 

separation and divorce are still steeped in the presumption of 

social deviance. Though we are in the midst of a "Divorce 

Revolution", the long held notion that marital separation and 



divorce are inherently pathological cont inues to exist. The 

persistence of these societal attitudes has far-reaching 

implications for those people who go through the moving out 

process. 

Jessie Bernard in The Paradox of the Ha~pv Marriage (1971, 

p. 9 5 ) ,  posed the question: "Could it be that marriage itself is 

sick?" She indicated that the poor mental and emotional health 

of married women, as compared not only to married men's but also 

to unmarried women's, was indicative of some processes within the 

marriage institution that have a detrimental effect on women. 

She argues that we cannot explain the poor picture of married 

women's mental and emotional health on the basis of sex alone 

(Bernard, 1972/82, p .  3 2 ) ,  nor can we imply that we can explain 

it exclusively by marriage alone. The way the social world is 

organized may have something to do with women's plight (Bernard, 

1972/82, p .  37) . If this is the case, the move out of a marriage 

should be seen not as a deviant or pathological process but 

rather as a healthy decision that could lead to positive growth 

and social change. 

Margrit Eichler (1983) argues that families are currently in 

a process of transition that can be expected to continue: 

These changes are touching the very basis of our 
definitions of self and others. We have neither fully 
understood what the changes are, nor have we 
sufficiently tried to describe and analyze them and to 
try to look at some of the implications for individual 
members of families and policy makers. Working towards 
an understanding of some of the contemporary changes 
seems to be the most appropriate response to the 
situation (Eichler, 1983, p .  26). 



Transforming knowledge requires transforming the research 

process. In this process, I started with women's and men's 

experiences of moving out. I considered, reflected upon and 

analyzed what they said and the ways in which they said what they 

said--with considerable emotion and feeling. I considered how it 

was different than what was known or represented in the 

mainstream literature on marital separation and divorce. I then 

considered some of the implications of this new knowing. If one 

considers emotion in relation to the sociology of knowledge, then 

the potential for generating new knowledge becomes visible. 

Recommendations f o r  Social Change 

This study re-affirmed that marital separation is one of the 

most profound transformations women and men can experience. The 

way a problem is conceptualized shapes our response to it. 

Therefore, I suggest that we begin to conceptualize marital 

separation in more positive and constructive ways. In this 

process, special attention should be drawn to the awareness and 

social understanding of violence in the experiences of moving 

out. The essential focus should be on breaking the culture of 

silence, facilitating the testimony of women's, ments and 

children's life experiences and making the connections between 

the personal and the political to work toward constructive social 

change. As Elaine indicated: 

Getting divorced is a passage in life . . .  I believe what we 
need is rituals around it. And while I have to be 



responsible for creating some of those myself . . .  It would be 
real nice if society started to kick in on some too." 

A number of suggestions for policy and practice have been 

outlined in the various theme chapters. In the following section 

I will address some additional recommendations arising from this 

study. 

Social Policy and Practice 

Legal Process and Practice 

Women, men and children are moving through profound changes 

when they interact with or try to circumvent the legal system in 

the process of moving out. Emotions are strong and both 

professionals and separating couples are often not prepared for 

the turmoil that can result when families try to deconstruct, 

construct and reconstruct their social, financial, personal, and 

relational lives. Policies that promote the development of 

educational curriculum and workshops to address the social 

organization of emotions that are so evident during the moving 

out process, and in particular in relation to the legal system, 

would create a valuable resource for women, men, children, 

lawyers, mediators, court workers and judges. These policies 

should be focused on breaking down the ideological processes and 

practices that sustain the underlying assumptions that drive the 

common knowledge that when you separate you must "get yourself a 

lawyer. " 

Business and Banking 



Tracking emotions and feelings led to the visibility of 

family ideologies in a number of business and banking practices 

in the process of moving out. Therefore, it would be valuable to 

re-evaluate policies, for example, for the installation and 

payment of deposits for home services such as the telephone and 

hydro. Carol's experience reveals that in the past, it has been 

assumed that these services are the responsibility of the male in 

the household, thus the name of the man is often registered with 

the company. This practice leaves the female, at the time of 

moving out of the matrimonial home, to make a deposit and re- 

establish credit as a "new customer," even though, as in Carol's 

situation, she was a major contributor to the household expenses. 

In addition, policies regarding bank negotiations, loans, 

and credit card payments should be re-evaluated in light of the 

transformation of families in the process of change. For 

example, when Elaine went to the bank to negotiate a loan, a bank 

she had been dealing with throughout her marriage, she was told 

she had to obtain her former spouse's signature as a co-signer. 

At the time Elaine had been and was continuing to be employed 

full-time; her former spouse was not employed full-time. 

Policies that reflect the realities of people's lives would help 

to reduce the often unfair assessment of women versus men in 

these financial negotiations and arrangements. 

Violence 

Some of the participants1 experiences revealed that violence 



has been socially constructed in ways that render emotional, 

psychological, verbal, mental, emotional, sexual and spiritual 

abuse less recognizable by many women and men. Some of the women 

I interviewed felt that what they are experiencing was unique-- 

that somehow they were alone in these experiences and that in 

some way they must be responsible for what was happening to them 

in their relationships. The privatization of violence within 

intimate relationships complicates this situation. 

It was only in the late 1970's that feminist researchers 

began to discuss battering as a serious and pervasive social 

problem (NiCarthy, 1986, p. xx). In the 1 9 8 0 r s ,  through the 

struggles and persistent work of women, many of whom were also 

abused, shelters and safe homes were being made available for 

battered women. But in the process of making battering visible 

and recognized by the criminal "justice" system, knowledge of 

these experiences has been socially truncated into a focus on 

physical assault. The variety and complexity of the multiple 

forms of violence and abuse, including the interplay and 

interconnections of social inequalities with personal life, have 

been rendered less visible to many 

our society. 6 

The primary focus of violence 

if not most women and men in 

in our society has been 

Gillian Walker (1990) "systemically and empirically examines 
the process by which the issue of wife-battering was taken away 
from feminists and the women being abused" (cover page in the 
introduction). She reveals that in this process society fails to 
address the question of gender inequality as the root cause of 
wife-battering. 



centred on what we can see and record (Walker, 1990) .' The 

medical, legal and law enforcement practitioners require physical 

evidence of violence and abuse to make the assault cases easier 

to expedite. In fact, the lack of knowledge about what 

constitutes verbal, emotional, psychological, mental, sexual, 

spiritual and social violence was particularly pronounced in my 

research interviews with both women and the men. Therefore, it 

is absolutely crucial that we bring the incredible and profound 

experiences of violence and the repercussions of these forms of 

violence to the public discourse on violence. 

Social policies that promote awareness of the multiple forms 

that violence can take and their interconnections to the social 

context in which violence occurs are absolutely essential. 

Educational policies that begin with the perspectives of people 

who have been subjected to violence and reflect the ways violence 

is socially organized should be developed and promoted to 

facilitate the work needed to bring about an end to violence in 

people's everyday lives. 

Children 

Suggestions were outlined in Chapter Nine about social 

policy and practice in relation to evaluating the assessment 

process about who is the most appropriate and responsible to care 

' Walker (1990) provides an excellent rendering of the social 
processes and practices of the police and the state, that are part 
of constructed knowledge and that work to neutralize the social 
relations of gender that underlie so much of the violence in our 
society. 
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for children during and following the marital separation process. 

These recommendations may help to facilitate a more uniform, 

sensitive, financially accessible, and comprehensive process 

which would take into account the short tern and long tern needs 

of the children during the process of moving out. 

Future Research 

Extensive research is needed in all areas of the process of 

moving out. The pain, the anger, the conflicts that this process 

gives rise to need to be better understood. New approaches are 

required to move the isolation of this process, for those 

involved, into a public space where it can be understood and 

dealt with more appropriately. 

Sociology of Knowledge and Emotions 

This study was exploratory in nature. It became evident, in 

this research, that emotions are amenable to knowledge and to the 

process of knowing. In addition, the social relations of gender 

among other variables became visible as I tracked the emotions 

and feelings of the participants in the process of moving out. 

Moreover, the place that emotions can play in revealing the 

discrepancies and contradictions between what w e  know, what w e  

are experiencing and the social historical context in which we 

live out our experiences in the process of marital separation is 

important. This is where opportunities for change can become 

visible. Therefore more research is required to shape and refine 



the developing theory cf gender, emotion, knowledge and change. 

Hochschild (1993) warns that "since emotion is a topic which 

requires subtlety of grasp, we should refrain from counting 

things before we know precisely what they aren ( p .  xii). 

Few studies have explored the dynamics of emotions in the 

workplace. Finemanfs (1993) recent edited work is an exception. 

Ron indicated that he felt he could not tell his colleagues at 

work about the incredible emotional pain he was in as he moved 

through his separation process, nor that his ulcers had ruptured. 

He felt he had no place to go with his emotions and he even 

considered suicide as a way out of his discomfort. The 

interaction between the social organization of work, gender, 

class and suppression or  repression of emotions in some work 

settings should be explored to investigate the impact this could 

have on both the physical, mental and social health of employees 

and employers. 

The development of research methodologies that generate 

knowledge and theories that begin by tracking emotions within the 

context of real experiences of women, men and children are an 

essential component to understanding the impact of transformative 

processes such as marital separation. Studies are also required 

to understand how the social construction of gender and emotion 

interact with or are interconnected with the social construction 

of violence. 

Although emotions are essential to knowledge, they are not 

irrefutable. Therefore, much more research is required to 



investigate the various ways that emotions and knowledge 

interface. For example, insights arose for some of the 

participants when they interacted with the legal system which 

they had initially assumed would be fair and just. When their 

experiences revealed this was not always the case, their 

emotional reaction lead them to note that something was wrong in 

relation to what they expected to happen and what they were, in 

fact, experiencing. They took action to bring about some change. 

Their participation in this study was one of the ways their 

actions were manifest. 

But not all emotions lead to constructive action for change. 

Therefore studies are required that will help to unravel the 

variety of ways emotions are manifest and under which 

circumstances can they contribute to the development of 

knowledge. Jagger (1989) argues that "Just as emotions can 

contribute to the growth of knowledge, so the growth of knowledge 

may contribute to the development of appropriate emotions" (p. 

163). With this possibility in mind, the study of emotions as an 

facet of human knowing inseparable from other facets could be 

very valuable in the work towards, for example, understanding and 

eradicating violence in our society. 

Most sociologists have neglected the study of emotions in 

intimate relationships (Duncombe & Marsden, 1993) and in 

families. Studies that challenge the social organization of 

gender and emotions could contribute to breaking down the 

dichotomies of the private and the public, nature and nurture, 



masculinities and femininities and emotion and reason. This 

type of research can lead to deeper understanding and knowledge 

of the real experiences of women and men and could be seen as 

contributj-ng to developing new ways of being together in 

relationships, in families and in our social world. 

mrital Separation 

At this point in time there is a dearth of longitudinal 

studies on the process of marital separation for women, men and 

children in Canada. These studies are important to understand 

how the moving out process changes over time. The results of 

this research would be valuable for the creation and integration 

of theory, social policy and practice. 

Research is needed on the process of "adj~stment~~ to moving 

out. Questions that address the similarities and or differences 

between those who are able to move out and move on with their 

lives and those who have more difficulty would be useful to learn 

more about ways to facilitate this transfornative process for 

women, men and children. These questions should include 

consideration of the interactional processes of personal and 

social factors. Attention should also be paid to variables such 

as gender, class, race, ethnicity, age and sexual orientation. 

Children's experiences of their parentst marital separation, 

from the childrents perspective need to be studied. All age 

cohorts should be included in research studies so they can be 

compared and contrasted, noting similarities, differences and 



possibilities for constructive social change. 

Studies that address the diversity of experiences of moving 

out for women and men from a variety of social, cultural, race 

and ethnic backgrounds and sexual orientations would be 

invaluable to provide a broader based framework for understanding 

the dynamics of this process and to help in the development of 

appropriate social policies for families undergoing multiple 

changes. 

Few studies have explored the dynamics in intact families so 

they can be compared and contrasted to families in the process of 

change during marital separation. Important factors to consider 

would include the interconnections between the personal and the 

public, and the social historical context in which we live out 

our lives inside and outside of families. This research is 

essential to break down the common knowledge that it is the 

"divorcew and "single parent," mother-headed families that lead 

to all our social ills. 

Evaluation of existing government policies, legal reforms, 

custody procedures, legal aid, court guardians, and financial 

support assessment and practice related to marital separation and 

divorce should be carried out to assess their appropriateness and 

effectiveness in facilitating constructive social change. This 

study reveals the ongoing pain, anger, hurt and frustration that 

some women and men experience as they interact with the legal and 

related systems. 



Violence 

We need to move beyond the individualistic and structured 

conceptual approaches to abuse and violence in all its forms. 

One of the ways of opening up this possibility is to consider how 

emotions which are, in the main, thought to be individual, are 

always experienced in a social context. Beginning to understand 

the social relations of emotions breaks down the very strong 

ideological barriers between individualists and structuralists 

and permits us to try to understand, for example, violence 

against women in the context of social violence. 8 

Even when women and men mouth knowledge about abuse, they 

often do not recognize it in their own lives. Despite a great 

deal of talk and indeed action, violence continues seemingly 

undiminished. As long as acts of abuse and violence are 

individualized and the issues of power and control are minimized 

or denied altogether, some individuals may cease their abuse but 

no general social transformation is likely to occur. We must 

uncover the ways that structures of inequality in our society are 

internalized. We all suffer the effects and realities of 

violence, whether we have been directly involved or not. 

Often researchers have been caught up in quantities, how 

much, how bad, how long, with a focus on defining the parameters 

* M y  thanks to Linda MacLeod, author of Battered but not 
beaten: Preventins wife batterins in Canada, for her constructive 
comments following a session on Family Violence at the Learneds 
conference at Queen's University, 1991. Her encouraging remarks 
facilitated my progress towards the development of the theoretical 
approach to violence as social. 



and characteristics of violence. These exercises do not push our 

understanding of violence and its root causes. The challenge 

before researchers is to break the silences and to insist on 

pushing the barriers of our knowledge so we do not become an 

integral part of the control trend without contributing to the 

demise of what is effective in exerting changes that are 

meaningful to the women, men and children living with violence. 

In other words, if we continue to only focus on describing and 

counting, we may be narrowing, "containing" and strangling our 

understanding of violence. 

While doing this research, we should examine the collective 

repression of emotions which occurs in the culture of silence 

about the extent and the pervasiveness of violence in our 

society. Repression of emotions can maintain the status quo. 

Our work as researchers must break these silences, free emotions, 

create safe places to reflect, analyze and develop strategies for 

change. But in order to do this work we need social supports, 

public places to speak and collective action for change. 

Other areas for research should include studying how 

violence is organized, felt, and experienced. Connecting 

concrete personal experiences of emotion with theories of 

emotions is part of this work. Where there has been a history of 

women experiencing emotional, psychological, sexual and at times 

physical abuse, investigate whether these experiences may have 

interfered with the possibility of these same women having 

children or not. 



In addition, we need research that is directed towards 

understanding and breaking down the hierarchy of violence and 

abuse, which at present gives more public space for experiences 

of physical violence, rendering the complexities of all 

interacting and interconnecting forms of violence less visible. 

In this process, we also need research that is directed towards 

creating some definitional guidelines for violence and abuse to 

facilitate an increasing public awareness of the multiple forms 

that violence can take. The social organization of our emotions 

could be part of these studies. 

Community programs and workshops for men could be developed 

to facilitate their process of coming to know about their lives, 

their emotions, their expectations, their pain, and how these are 

socially organized. These workshops and programs could focus on 

challenging the social construction of masculinities, 

femininities, homophobia and existing social inequalities and 

power relations which are institutionalized and embedded in our 

everyday lives. Research that would encourage the creation of 

new understandings of manhood including the emotional dimensions 

of men's lives, and the potential for freer, non-oppressive 

relationships between women and men both in our homes, 

communities and the workplace would be invaluable in the work for 

social change. 

Conclusion 

We must continue to give voice to women's, men's and 



children's experiences, record the experiences, and render them 

visible in economics, politics, law and in social theories and 

policies. We must speak from the experience of women, men and 

children and not be silenced. Things are beginning to change-- 

but slowly. But slow and incremental change can be more 

profound. We need to focus on the gains that are made to 

encourage the continued work still required for healthy and 

humane social change to take place. 

Further, if the necessary social change is to take place, 

change that could not only move the process of marital separation 

from what has been experienced as unique and quite personal, to 

the public forum, but other social changes as well, then change 

must take place at both the personal and social levels. Each of 

us must be willing to change ourselves and be part of the 

remaking the world that surrounds us. Each of us must encourage, 

support and work for and within environments that foster growth 

and empowerment that create momentum for change to take place. 

Moreover, we all must consider ourselves as part of the solution 

to ending violence in our society. No one can do this work 

alone. It must be a collective social effort. 

Michael Kaufman indicates that social change can lead to new 

possibilities: "There is a new world of connection, security, 

nurturance, eroticism, partnership and redefined power that we 

have to gainw ( p .  274) if we know together, see together, and 

work together, to being differently in our social world. Gerda 

Lerner (1986, p. 229) reminds us that a feminist world-view will 



enable women and men to free their minds from pa t r i a rcha l  

thoughts and p r a c t i c e  and at last build a world free of dominance 

and hierarchy, a world that is truly human. The study of 

emotions in the process of moving out makes a contribution to 

this effort. 
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APPENDIX A 

Letter Requesting Participants for the Study 

URGENTLY NEEDED 

WOXEN AND EXPERIENCING MARITAL SEPARATION 

Many couples experience marital separation yet we still know so 
little about this process. I am conducting a research study of 
women's and men's experience of marital separation in Canada. 
This research is being funded in part, by the Social Sciences and 
Humanities Research Council of Canada and is being conducted 
under the auspices of The Ontario Institute for Studies in 
Education (OISE), University of Toronto. 

I would like to interview both women and men and/or couples to 
learn about their experience of marital separation. If YOU have 
separated within the last six months and are a Canadian citizen 
you are eligible to participate in this important study. 
Everything you share with me will be entirely confidential. 
Every possible measure will be taken to assure you remain 
anonymous in the research reports. Also you are free to withdraw 
from the study at any time should you change your mind about 
participating. Interviews will take place at a time and location 
convenient to you. 

A summary of the results of this study will be available to all 
participants on request. 

If you 
please 

would like 
call me or 

more information or would like 
write to the address below. 

participate 

MARGARET MALONE Telephone: (416) - 

O.I.S.E. 
Dept. of Sociology in Education 
252 Bloor St. West 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5S 1V6 



APPENDIX B 

Letter #1 to Participants 

Margaret Malone 
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, 
Department of Sociology in Education 
252 Bloor Street West, 
Toronto, Ontario. MSS 1V6 

August, 1990 

Dear, 

Thank you for your willingness to participate in my study of the 
experience of marital separation in Canada. This letter will 
provide you with information about my research. 

I am a doctoral student at 
Education (OISE) , Universi 
you to participate in will 
professional publications 
explore the experience of 
understanding of what this 

the Ontario Institute for Studies 
ty of Toronto. The study I have a 
be the basis of my doctoral thesi 
only. The purpose of my research 
marital separation to gain an 

I experience is like for women and 

In 
sked 
s and 
is to 

men. 

The initial intenriew will take approximately one to two hours. 
There may be one or more follow-up interviews over the next six 
months. The interriews will be tape recorded, to be transcribed 
following the interview. The content of the interviews will be 
held in the strictest confidence. Your name will not appear in 
my research findings. Pseudonyms will be used. Specific 
information that could identify you will be altered in written 
reports. If both spouses participate, the information that you 
provide will not be disclosed to your spouse, nor will the 
information that your spouse provides be disclosed to you. E v e r y  
possible measure will be taken to assure you remain anonymous in 
the research reports. 

Your participation is voluntary. If there is any part of the 
interview that you feel uncomfortable with, you can choose to 
move to another topic. You are also free to withdraw from the 
study at any time. A summary of my research finding will be 
provided on request. 

Thank you for your consideration and assistance. 

Margaret Malone 

Interview date and time: 



APPENDIX C 

CONSENT FORMS 

W I T A L  SEPARATION R E S W C H  

Researcher-Participant Agreement (1) 

Name of the Investigator 

Name of the Participant 

I f (Margaret Malone) agree to be 
responsible for ensuring that: 1) the content of all interviews 
are k e ~ t  confidential, 2) the results are used for research and 
prof es'sional publications only. 

T (oartici~ant) voluntarily I f  

agree to participate in this researdk studfentitled : Moving 
Out: The Politics of Gender. An Exploratory Study of the Social 
Construction of Marital Separation in a Canadian Context. 

have been fully informed of the procedures followed. 

I understand, however, that further explanation of the purpose, 
method and results of the study will be given, if I request it, 
following the termination of the study as a whole. 

I understand that there is no reason to suppose that the 
~rocedures involved will cause me any permanent physical or 
psychological damage. 

understand that I may withdraw from the study 

Signature of Investigator 

Date 

time. 

Signature of Participant 

Date 



MARITAL SEPARATION RESEARCH 

Researcher-Participant Agreement ( 2 )  

(re: contacting spouse about participation by phone or letter) 

Name of the Investigator 

Name of the Participant 

(participant) voluntarily give 
permission for (investigator) 
contact my spouse about the research study of the experience - - 
marital separation in Canada. This permission will extend to 

a contact either by telephone and/or bybletter. The letter will 
be written by Margaret Malone. The letter will inform my spouse 
of my willingness to participate in the marital separation 
research study, provide a brief description of the research 
study, and will include a photocopy of the article in The Toronto 
Star, Sunday, July 29, 1990. I (the participant) will personally 
mail the letter to assure my spouse's anonymity should my spouse 
decide not to participate. 

Signature of Investigator 

Date 

Signature of Participant 

Date 



m I T A L  SEPARATION RESEAR- 

Researcher-Participapt Agreement (3 ) 

(re: contacting spouse about participation by letter only) 

Name of the Investigator 

Name of the Participant 

barticipant ) voluntarily give A ,  - ' L 

my permission for 
- 

(investigator) 
to contact my spouse about the research study of the experience 
of marital separation in Canada. This permission will extend to 
a contact by letter only. The letter will be written by Margaret 
F4alone. The letter will inform my spouse of my willingness to 
participate in the marital separation research study, provide a 
brief description of the research study, and will include a 
photocopy of the article in The Toronto Star, Sunday, July 29, 
1990. I (the participant) will personally mail the letter to 
assure my spouse's anonymity should my spouse decide not to 
participate. 

Signature of Investigator Signature of Participant 

Date Date 



MARITAL SEPARATION RESEARCH 

Researcher-Participant Agreement (4  1 

(re: no permission given to contact spouse about participation) 

Name of the Investigator 

Name of the Participant 

I, (participant) do not give my 
permission for (investigator) 
to contact my spouse, either by telephone and/or letter, about 
the research study of the experience of marital separation in 
Canada. 

Signature of Investigator 

D a t e  

Signature of Participant 

D a t e  



APPENDIX D 

Front page 

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE #1 

EXPLORATORY STUDY OF MARITAL SEPARATION AND DIVORCE 

IN TH6 CANADIAN CONTEXT 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Researcher : Margaret Malone 
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education 
Department of Sociology in Education 
252 Bloor Street West 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5S 1V6 

Phone : Loc . 

Date of interview 

Interview Number 

Time interview began : AM . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . .  PM 

Time interview ended : AM . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . .  PM 

Participant Code 



Demographic Interview Guide 

1. I want to begin by asking you some questions about your 
present marital situation. 

. . .  Are you still married but separated? yes ; no 

. . .  Are you still living together? yes ; no 

2. Altogether, how many times have you been married? . . . . . .  

2A. When were you married (the f irst/second etc. time) ? That is, 
in what month and year? 

2B. How did that marriage end lor is i t  your current marriage)? 

2 C .  In  what month and year did that (first/second/etc. ) marriage 
end? 

2D. Was this marriage to your present spouse? 

2E. Which marriage was to him/her? 
Later I may be referring to your previous spouse/spouses. 
What shall I call him/her (or them)? 

2F. Did you, at anytime, live together with your spouse before 
your marriage? 

2G. If so, how long did you live together before you were 
married? 

2H. Did you, at anytime live together in an intimate (sexual) 
relationship with anyone else other than your spouse before 
your marriage? 

21. If so, how often? 

2J. If so for how long? 

3 .  Are you currently living with someone of the other sex (or 
. . . .  same sex)? Yes . . . . ;  No 

4. What is your date of birth? 
. . . . .  Day . . . . ,  Month . . . . ,  Year 

5a. What is your highest grade of school you have completed? 
Elementary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
High school . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
College or trade school . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Graduate or Professional school . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

5b. What is the highest grade of school your mother completed? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  



5c. What is the highest grade of school your father completed? 

6. What is your current occupation? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  what is your job title? 

7. Tell me a little bit about what you actually do at your job? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  What are your main duties? 

8. What kind of company or business do you work for? . . . . . . . . . . .  

9. Do you work full-time or part-time? 
That is do you work at least 35 hours per week or less? 

. . . . . .  Full-time 

. . . . . .  Part-time 

10. Are you self-employed or do you do work for someone else? 
Self-employed........ 
Someone else . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . .  Other (specify) 

11. What is your religious preference, if any? 
Protestant . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . .  Catholic 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Jewish 

Other (specify) . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .  Atheist, Agnostic, none 

12. What denomination is that? . . . . . . . . . .  

13. Would you say you are: 
. . . . . . .  very religious 
. . . . . . .  somewhat religious 
. . . . . . .  slightly .religious 
. . . . . . .  not religious at all 

14. How frequently do you attend religious services or 
activities? DO you attend : 

. . . . . . .  at least twice a week 

. . . . . . .  about once a week 

. . . . . . .  at least once a month 

. . . . . . .  a few times during the year 

. . . . . . .  rarely, or 
. . . . . . .  do you never attend 

15. Not counting yourself, what are the first names of all the 
people 18 and older who are living in your household at the 
present time? Do not include the names of any children (or 
stepchildren) . 



1SA What is (first name) l s relationship to you? 
. . . . . . . . . .  First Name . . . . . . .  Relationship 

1 t 

I I 

15B. In addition to the people we just talked about, are there 
any other people 18 and older living in your household? 

Yes . . . . .  
No . . . . .  

16. Including all children regardless of their ages, and starting 
with the oldest child first, tell me the names of all of the 
children who are presently living in your household. Include 
both your own children and any stepchildren living with you. 

Children who live with you part-time (joint custody) . . . . .  

. . . . . . .  No children living in the household 

16A. what is the (oldest/ next to the oldest/etc. ) child's first 
name? 

. . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . .  Date of Birth : Day ; Month ; Year 

S e x  of the child (if not obvious from the name) : 
. . . .  Male. - . Female 

Who are the natural parents? 

YOU and (spouse) ? 

You and (current spouse/partner) ? 

Your (current spouse/partner) and (his/her) previous mate? 
Other (specify) : 

17. Have you now given me the names all of the children living in 
the household? 

Yes . . . . . .  
No . . . . . .  

1 8 .  Now tell me about your children (and your spouse1 s/partnerl s 
children) who are not living in your household. Including 
all regardless of their ages, and starting with the oldest 
child first, tell me the names of all of the children who 
are not living in your household. 
No children living outside household . . . . . . .  

What is the (oldest/next to oldest/etc.) child's first name? 

What is (his/her) date of birth? 

If not obvious from name of child : Male . . . . . .  Female. . .  



Who are (name of the child) I s  natural parents: 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  you and (spouse) 

. . . .  you and (current spouse) 
your (current/spouse/partner) and (his/her) previous 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  mate? 
other (specify) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . .  With whom is (name of the child) living now? 

Have we missed any children who are not living in the household? 
Yes . . . . . .  
No . . . . . . .  

Questions about the se~aration 

How long have you and your spouse (former) spouse actually 
been separated? Number of months . . . . . . . . . . .  

Up to this point, have you thought about or begun to make 
plans to divorce or remain separated? 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Plan to divorce .. 
Probably will divorce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Plan to remain separated . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Plan to get back together . . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Don't know 

Have you or your spouse actually filed for divorce? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Yes, wife filed 

. . . . . . . . . .  Yes, husband filed 
. . . . . . . .  Yes, both have filed 

No . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Do you or your spouse plan to contest the divorce? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Yes, wife plans to 

. . . . . . . . . .  Yes, husband plans to 
No . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Is there a support agreement? 
Yes . . . . . . . . . . . .  
No . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

(If there are children) Is there a custody agreement? 
Yes . . . . . . . . . . . .  
No . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

The unstructured intenriew 



APPENDIX E 

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 

PARTICIPANT I .D. 

Name : 
Address : 
Postal : 
Telephone ( H I  

(WI 

Two alternative persons' telephone numbers and addresses would be 
helpful. T h i s  i s  needed i n  c a s e  you (the participant) , move and 
overlook informing the intenriewer of the new address. This 
additional information may be required to re-contact you (the 
participant) for follow-up interviews or to send a copy of the 
summary report at the conclusion of the study. 

Alternative person #1 to c o n t a c t :  

Name : 
Address : 
Postal : 
Telephone (H) 

(W) 
Relationship to participant: 

Alternative person #2 to con tac t  : 

Name : 
Address : 
Postal : 
Telephone ( H I  

(WI 
Relationship t o  participant: 

Participant Code : . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  



APPENDIX F 

SECOND INTBRVIEPQ GUIDE 

How are things going since I last saw you? 

THEMES AND QUESTIONS 

In my research I am trying to take a life history approach to 
people's experiences--that is we do not live as isolated 
individuals in this world. We are constantly interacting with 
our social world--at times accommodating to it and other times 
resisting social pressures and so forth. 

I wonder if I could ask you a few questions about your earlier 
experiences to get a sense of how your experiences of marital 
separation fits into or is a part of your life experiences. 
(life-history approach) . If you prefer not to answer any of 
these questions please feel free to say so. 

Institutional transitions: 

Informants Experience 
Understandings 

- Meanings 
- Feelings 
- Emotions 
Resisting and oscillating among social pressures 
Subtle or apparent discrepancies in the accounts 

FAMILY AND FRIENDS 

- early memories of family experiences 
- relationships with your father 
- relationships with your mother 
- relationships with sisters/brothers - relationships with other significant people 
relationships with special friends 

SCHOOL AND WORK 

- school entry elementary 
- secondary 
- additional education 

entry to work experience part-time 
full-time 

DATING AND SEXUAL EXPERIENCES 

initial dating experiences 



- initial sexual experiences - Have you ever been bodily threatened? 
MARRIAGE 

engagement or pre-marriage relationship 
- marriage preparation 
- wedding day 
- initial f i r s t  months 

How did your experiences of pre and post marriage differ from 
your expectations? 

Do you have a sense of where your expectations made have come 
from? 

CHILDREN 

Did you and your 
were married? 

spouse talk about having children before 

if so, do you remember who was the person who raised the i s s u e ?  
- do you recall the context of the discussion? 

Can you tell a little about h o w  the decision about having your 

(a) first child came about? 
(b) second child? 
(c) any subsequent children? 

Mother 
Father 

Self Pre-marriage 
Marriage 
Now 
Future 

Spouse . Pre-marriage 
Marriage 

- Now 
Future 

Assets: Self - Pre-marriage 
NOW 

Spouse . Pre-marriage 
- Now 



RELATIONSHIP WITH YOUR SPOUSE NOW AND PUTWRE PLANS 

REFLECTIONS 

How do you feel about the direction your life is taking since the 
separation? 

What do you that is uniaue about YOU 
(A) that allowed you to move through this experience, trying to 

understand and make sense of it in a positive way? 
(B) and\or that motivated you to volunteer to participate in 

this study? 
(C) and also consent to a second interview? 

What advice would you give to women and\or men who: 

(A) may be considering embarking on a serious relationship? 
(B) and\or considering marriage? 

Considering your own experience of marital separation to date, 
what would have made the experience easier for you 

(a) on a personal level? 
(b) on a larger social level? 

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS OR ISSUES THAT YOU THINK ARE IPORTANT TO 
ASK? 

ANY OTHER ADDITIONS OR CO-S YOUR WISH TO SBARE? 

I will keep you informed about the progress of my research. 
I hope to defend my thesis within two or three years. 
I will be sending all the participants a summary of my research 
findings. 

Please do not hesitate to call if you feel you would like to add 
anything or share further experiences 

i Would you be interested in a further interview if I apply 
and receive funding to extend this research project? 



APPENDIX G 

General Interview Considerations and Guidelines 

Interview Considerations 

1. Given the variation of the marital separation process i 
difficult to be specific about the kinds of questions that 
be formulated. The exact sequence and precise phrasing wil 
to be sensitive to the situation and theoretical framework. 
key to in-depth interviewing is to phrase the questions and 
whole study in a frame the tlworks" for the informant (LaRos 

is 
hould 
have 
The 
the 
a & 

LaRossa, 1581, p .  2 4 0 ) .  

2 .  The constructed accounts during the actual process and those 
that are reconstructed may vary. Construction, deconstruction 
and reconstruction are tricky phenomena (LaRossa & LaRossa, 1981, 
p. 240). Therefore I will remain attentive to the variation and 
sequential timing of accounts. 

3 .  Initially I propose to begin with a fairly open-ended 
interview, asking the informant to talk about what the experience 
of marital separation is like for them. 

4. During the intenriew, I will be 
what is important to the informants 
they seem to be most interested in, 
about, and in particular, what they 
(LaRossa & LaRossa, 1981, p .  241). 
valuable when the analysis is done 

particularly sensitive to 
, what questions and/or probes 
what they may be troubled 
seem to take for granted 
This information will be 
in terms of the theoretical 

framework. 

5. Probes will be used when needed to stimulate the informant to 
continue a line of thought or to attempt to develop and idea that 
was offered. Some probes will be in the form of incomplete or 
hesitant-type sentences while others may be more structured- My 
understanding of the context will help decide the most 
appropriate type of probe. 

Some examples may include: 
Can you, can you tell me a little more about...? 
Can you elaborate...expand a little more . . .  ? 
I am not so sure what you mean. Could you ah . . .  
Can you describe/elaborate a little more on how you were 
feeling . . .  ? 

Can you think about what it is that makes you say that? 
How do you feel about what was said . . .  what occurred...? 
Do you have any sense of how it is you might . . .m . . . f  eel that 



way? (past experiences, formal religious instruction, 
parental expectations etc.) 

6. Other non-verbal probes will be integrated as appropriate. 
These could include gestures such as a nod of the head, smiles, 
facial expressions which reflect the emotions narrated, thus 
encouraging the informant to discuss these experiences naturally 
and freely (Burgess, 1982, p. 108) . 

7. 1 will remain sensitive to the informants1 non-verbal clues 
for a number of reasons including: directing particular probes; 
to ease off a sensitive subject and redirect the topic to reach 
the essence of the meaning without creating too much discomfort 
and so forth. 

8. If and/or when opinions are asked by the informants, I will 
indicate that I can not ethically give my opinion because that is 
not my role as an interviewer nor part of our agreement. In fact 
it could interfere with the research. The goal of my research is 
to understand the process of martial separation from the 
informantsf experience. This does not preclude my sharing common 
experiences as a means of validating the informants1 experience 
but addresses that the primary purpose of the research is to 
obtain the informants ''expertn experience. 

* In print, these considerations, questions and probes may not 
convey the necessary sensitivity related to the person's 
experience. The interactional process helps set the mood and 
framework in which to use them effectively and empathetically. 



F i r s t  Interview Guidelines 

I anticipate that the first interview will be focused primarily 
on the actual experience of marital separation with subsequent 
interviews addressing the life history framework more directly, 
after the analysis of the first interview. 

Establish a rapport with the informant. 

Introduce the study and answer any queries about the 
research and/or procedures. 

Obtain the informant's informed and written consent to 
participate (Appendix C) . 

Obtain some preliminary demographic information with the 
aid of a brief questionnaire (Appendices D & E) 

Begin with some general questions designed to draw from the 
informants "expertN knowledge of their own experiences of 
marital separation. For example, I may begin by asking: 
Can you tell me about your experience of marital separation? 
If this question is to general, I could take a clue from 
their response and ask a more specific question that could 
lead into their experience. Could you tell me when you 
first began to be aware that there was a problem in your 
marriage? Another way of jumping right into the discussion 
is to ask the informant to talk about the day they "moved 
outw. This can be an emotionally loaded question for some 
but may be an effective way to get directly to the issues 
that could be relevant to the research topic for others. 

Probe specific issues of significance and interest throughout 
the interview, using the informants lead as a guide. Probes 
may include exploration of positive and negative feelings 
abbut the experience and so on. 

The broad interview questions will be informed by the ear 
theoretical discussion. For example, could you tell me 
about some of the more significant events in your life, 
e.g., family relationships, entry to school, religious 
rituals/ceremonies, first dating experience, subsequent 
experiences etc. But the interview will not be limited 
to the theoretical discussion. The purpose of the resea 
is to gain new insights and understanding about the 
experience of marital separation and investigate how it 
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socially structured. 



8. Conclude the interview at a natural break in the discussion 
around the set time frame. S m a r i z e  and debrief .  Assess 
when a second interview would be most appropriate and 
advantageous for both the interviewee and interviewer. Set 
a tentative date for a follow-up interview or interviews, 
with a time to confirm the next interview by telephone- 



The Second and/or Subsequent Intemriews Guidelines 

I will re-introduce the study as needed and answer any 
questions that may have arisen since the last interview. 

The second interview will begin with ambiguous questions or 
with non-threatening types of queries. For example, I may 
ask how things are going since the last interview or what 
has happened since I last saw them. 

I will probe for aspects of the first intemiew that need 
clarification or that hold promise of greater understanding. 
For example: The first time we met you indicated... I wonder 
if you could clarify what you meant by that? 

Encourage ongoing dialogue about their experience of marital 
separation as it unfolds. Probe on issues of financial, 
custodv, access, housing, legal, support and supportive 
arrangements and so forth as relevant. 

Encourage reflection and analysis upon the meaning of the 
informant I s experience. 
Probes could include a focus on: - "meaning", e-g.: How do you think about yourself now that 
you are separated? How do you think about or see your 
partner? 
- "power", e.g.: Do you feel you have more or 
now that you are separated?; Who is the princ 
maker in terms of . . .  for example, the children 
finances, the legal arrangements etc. now that 
separated? Some recent research indicates tha 
relationships that existed before marital sepa 
well continue after the separation. I will be 
this possibility and very carefully probe as r 
Experience in my previous work will assist me 
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uaffect", e . g . :  Do you feel more or less intimate with 

your family, your spouse's family and/or friends as a result 
of your separation? If there has been a change--can you 
think about or explain how and why these relationships may 
have changed? 

Often the initial period of marital separation can be quite 
confusing emotionally as well in as in many other ways. 
Many former spouses have had occasion to have sexual 
relations with each other after their separation. Dependi 
on the content and context of the accounts, I will be 
sensitive to this and other possibilities and sensitively 
probe as it seems relevant for affect and meaning. 
Relationships with other partners is also a possibility, 



either same sex or different sex. Sensitive probes will be 
used as relevant. 

7. Probe, when it seems relevant, to follow up leads of 
significance and relevance to the separation process to 
further understand how it is socially structured, both at a 
personal level and in interaction with the social context. 
Examples of some probes could include: - Can you tell me what makes you say that? Can you tell 
more about that? How did you feel about what was said to 
you? Can you tell how you felt when you discussed this with 
you lawyer? . . .  with your spouse? Can you think about why 
you may have reacted that way? Have you had earlier 
experiences that were similar? 

8. If it seems appropriate, ask the informants to compare their 
expectations of marital separation to their "realityn of the 
experience. Probes could be used to reveal the similarities 
and/or differences of these expectations or to understand where the expectations may have come from. 
If an informant tries to provide an historical context 
their answers, for example, "Well you see w e  were mar 
when we were young so . . . . , "  I will encourage them to 
continue. This may be an excellent time to ask about 
past and possibly probe to see how they feel it might 
to their present situation in terms of the framework. 

to 
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10. If and where appropriate, I will ask the informant to talk 
about the changes in self. 

11. If and where appropriate ask the informant about changes in 
self, previous to or since the separation in relation to 
their: 
partner 
children (if they have children) 
parents 
family 
in-laws 
work colleagues and work activities 

- leisure and associated activities 
- health, both physical and mental 
religious understandings or practices 
and so forth as relevant. 

12. If it seems appropriate, I may ask the informant what 
questions they think I should be asking. This would allow 
them time to think about the experience in a different way, 
encourage participation in the make-up of the study and the 
results could prove to be very informative (LaRossa & 
LaRossa, 1981, p. 243). 



13. Retrospective knowledge (if not already addressed) : 
early family experiences, with mother, father etc. 

- other significant family experiences 
initial and other significant school experiences 
significant religious convictions and/or practices 
earlier dating expectations and experiences 
pre-marital expectations and experiences 
marital expectations and experiences 

14. When did the informant begin to experience changes in their 
relationship that came to be understood as 'something was 
wrongn or problematic? 
how were these initially dealt with? 
how did they change over time? 

15 . Confidants : 
did you share your initial concerns with anyone, or 

others? 
- who? 
- at what point? 
what was their response? ..responses? 

- did this experience encourage you to share your thoughts 
and feelings with any others...? 

16. The present experience: 
can you tell me about your present experience? 



Final Interview Guidelines 

Review the interview experience by considering the accounts, 
the process, and the feelings and emotions that were part of 
the process. 

Extrapolate the sections of the interviews that seem to stand 
out as significant to the informant. 

Attempt to summarize the content and new understandings that 
were revealed during the interview process. 

As a f o m  of evaluation of the interviews and the techniques 
used, ask for some input about the process of the interviews 
and whether the interviews were helpful in any way. I 
will ask the informant if there are any questions or issues 
tha t  they think are important and they believe I should ask. 

If the informant asks questions about the study, I will 
encourage them to tell me what they thought about the study, 
how they would have done it differently, what they l iked  and 
disliked. I can then use their  responses t o  f i n d  out what 
they w e r e  most anxious about and hopefully reduce their 
anxiety. I will use this occasion to review the measures to 
maintain confidentiality and again reassure the informant 
that I will not be sharing what they have told me with their 
spouse. 

If I am asked what the final research paper will look like, I 
will briefly tell them, as best I can at that time. 

I will create a closure of the interview process that seems 
most suitable for the informant. 

I will express my sincerest appreciation for the informants 
time, assistance and energy in my search fox an 
understanding of the experience of the marital separation 
process. 

I will indicate a summary of the research will be provided on 
request. 



The Participants 

The key people's biographical sketches are presented 

according to the order in which the interviews took place, except 

that I introduce the women first, followed by the men. I also 

present the Ifseparating couplesv sketches together sc that the 

reader can compare and contrast each of the major topics of their 

interviews. 

The Women (N=14) Race: all white. 

Joanne is a 44-year-old, university educated, professionally 

employed woman, who was married for 2 years, and separated for 6 

months. She has no children. Topics: violence and abuse; 

emotions; marriage and husband; transformation; alcohol abuse. 

Linda is a 27-year-old college educated, professionally 

employed woman, married for 2 years and separated for 4 months. 

She has no children. Topics: marital separation; emotions; 

husband and wife relationship; family; friends. 

G i r m y  is a 32-year-old, university educated, self-employed 

professional woman, married for 4 years and separated for 5 

months. She has no children. Topics: marital separation; 

violence and abuse; emotions; self-esteem and transformation; new 

relationships. 

Sylvia is a 56-year-old college graduate with some 

university education. She is a self-employed woman, married for 



28 years, and separated for 2 years. She has 4 children, two of 

whom live with their father, one who with lives his mother, and 

one who lives independently. Topics: emotions and ideologies; 

marital separation; transformation; children; counselling. 

Anita is a 48-year-old, college educated professional woman, 

who has retired. She was married for the first time for 3 years, 

the second time for 10 years, and has been separated for 2 

months. She has no children. Topics: marital separation; 

emotions; husband and wife relationship in both marriages; social 

construction . 

Diane is a 47-year-old university graduate who was 

professionally employed in the past and was working part-time 

when she separated. She was married for 22 years and separated 

for less than 4 months. Diane's 2 children, who are in their 

late teens, reside with their mother. Topics: emotions; marital 

separation; husband and wife relationship and affairs; 

counselling; family and ideologies. 

Regina is a 39-year-old university educated professionally 

employed woman, married for 9 years, separated for 7 months, and 

has one child who resides with her. The father sees his son once 

a week at the most, and never on week-ends. Topics: marital 

separation; emotions; children; counselling; ideologies. 

Heather is a 44-year-old high school graduate with some 

college education. She is employed in a clerical position, 

married for 24 years, separated for 7 months, and has two 

adolescent children who reside with their mother. The father's 



visiting patterns with his children is sporadic. Topics: legal 

process; emotions; children; alcohol; marital separation. 

Pat is a 40-year-old, university educated, professional 

woman, married for 15 years, and separated for 12 months. She 

has no children. Topics: marital separation; violence and abuse; 

transformation; emotions; husband and wife relationship and 

family . 

Anne is a 29-year-old college graduate and the mother of one 

pre-school child, who did child care work in her home. She was 

married for 6 years and separated for 4 months. The child 

resides with his mother. The child sees his father whenever the 

father arranges it. Topics: marital separation; violence and 

abuse; family; children; emotions. 

Helen is a 58-year-old high school graduate who is employed 

at three jobs, two of which are clerical. Helen was married for 

39 years, and separated the first time for 7 months, followed by 

a second separation of 6 weeks. She has 5 children, all of whom 

live independently. Topics: emotions; marital separation; 

violence and abuse; money or lack thereof; self-esteem. 

Pam is a 35-year-old high school graduate employed full-time 

in the service sector. She is the mother of 3 school-aged 

children. She was married the first time for 2 years, and the 

second for 12 years. The first separation from her second 

husband was 8 months, followed by a second separation of 11 

months. The children reside with their mother. The children 

visit their father when they are invited. Topics: children; 



marital separation; emotions; husband and wife relationship and 

husband's new relationships; money or lack thereof. 

Elaine is a 43-year-old, university educated, professionally 

employed woman, She is the mother of 3 high school aged 

children, married for 22 years and separated for 6 months. The 

children reside with their mother. They see their father when 

they are invited. Topics: marital separation; emotions; 

children; jobs and social construction; violence and abuse. 

Jane is a 28-year-old, college educated, service-sector 

employee, She was married for 8 years and separated for 6 

months. She is the mother of 2 pre-school children. The 

children move week to week between both parent's homes until 

custody is finally decided through the courts. Topics: emotions; 

legal system; children; marital separation; family. 

The 2hn (N=4) Race: 9 are white; 1 is a mixture of races 

Ron is a 44-year-old university graduate who is employed in 

an executive position. He is the father of three children, 2 of 

high school and one of elementary school age. Ron was married 

for 21 years and had just received his divorce after one year of 

separation. Following a court decision, two of the children 

reside with their father and one with their mother. Topics: 

marital separation; emotions; children; violence and abuse; legal 

process. 

Paul is a 44-year-old high school graduate who is employed 

in the industrial sector. He is the father of 2 children who 



live independently. Paul was married the first time for 15 years 

and the second time for 1 year .  He was separated for 2 1/2 

months. Topics: emotions; marital separation; ideologies; sex; 

husband and wife relationship. 

Gord is a 30-year-old, university educated, professionally 

employed man, who is the father of two young school-aged 

children. He was married for 8 years and separated for 7 1/2 

months. The children reside with the mother in another c i t y  and 

G o r d  sees them, when transportation can be arranged, on the 

occasional week-end. Topics: marital separation; children; 

emotion and ideologies; family; social construction. 

Bob is a 33-year-old high school graduate with some college 

education. He is employed as a tradesman and is the father of 

one school-aged child. Bob was married for 12 years and 

separated for 3 months. The child resides with the mother and 

Bob has regular visitation. Topics: marital separation; 

emotions; husband and wife relationship; children; family. 

The aSeparating ~ o u ~ l e s ~ ~  (14; Bk5) Race: All white 

Becky is a 32-year-old, high school graduate who is an 

independently-employed mother of one school age child. She was 

married for 12 years and at the time of her first interview she 

had been separated for 3 weeks. The child resides with Becky.' 

I use the term "separating couplem advisedly. Certainly 
these people can no longer be considered as a ncouplefl since they 
have separated. But for the purposes of this research and to 
assist in clearly identifying them as having been married to each 
other, I will use the term "separating couple." 



The father has liberal access to his child. Topics: family; 

children; marital separation; emotions & money; affairs. 

Bernie is a 39-year-old high school graduate who is 

professionally employed. He was married for 12 years and at the 

time of his first interview Bernie had been separated f o r  9 

months. Topics: marital separation; self-esteem; emotions; jobs; 

transformation and social construction. 

Carol is a 36-year-old, university educated, professionally 

employed woman, married for 13 years and at the time of her first 

interview she was separated for 5 months. Carol has 3 children 

who reside with her. Their father sees the children regularly, 

although the process has been problematic at times. Topics: 

emotions; marital separation; children; husband and wife 

relationship; legal process. 

Craig is a 34-year-old, university educated, professionally 

employed man. He was married for 13 years and he was separated 

the first occasion for 6 months, followed by a three year 

reconciliation. At the time of the first interview, he had 

separated again for 5 months. Topics: marital separation; 

emotions; children; legal process; money. 

Ellen is a 43-year-old university graduate who is 

professionally employed on a part-time basis. Ellen is t he  

mother of two school-aged children. She was married for 22 years 

and at the time of her f i r s t  interview she was separated for 6 

weeks. The children reside with their mother and visit their 

father when he arranges it. Topics: marital separation; 



children; violence and abuse; transformation; ideologies. 

Ed is a 43-year-old, graduate-level university educated, 

professionally employed man who was married for 22 years and at 

the time of his first interview w a s  separated for 6 weeks. 

Topics: marital separation; self-esteem; jobs; emotions and 

husband and wife relationship; ideologies. 

mrlene is a 37-year-old, university educated, 

professionally employed mother of two school age children. She 

was married for 16 years and had been separated for 5 months at 

the time of her first interview. Following a mutual arrangement 

between the parents, the children reside in the matrimonial home. 

The parents move in and out of the matrimonial home on alternate 

weeks. Topics: marital separation; emo~ions; children; husband 

and wife relationship; family. 

mtt is a 38-year-old, high school graduate, self-employed, 

and the father of two school-aged children. He was married for 

16 years and at the time of his first interview he had been 

separated for -5 months. Topics: marital separation; husband and 

wife relationship; children; emotions; self-esteem. 

Jill is a 41-year-old high school graduate with some college 

education who is employed in the service sector. She was married 

for 22 years and separated for 1 1/2 months. At the time of her 

first interview Jill and Jim had had a reconciliation for 2 

weeks. Her 2 children live independently. Topics: Alcohol 

problems and social construction; marital separation; emotions; 

j obs ; children. 



J i m  is a 48-year-old service sector employee with elementary 

and some high-school education. Jim said he was married for 24 

years and separated for 5 to 6 weeks, followed by a 2 week 

reconciliation. Topics: self-esteem; gender; affairs; sex; 

marital separation and husband and wife relationship. 

S e l f  -Identified couplea2 ( W = l ;  H r l )  Race: White 

Phyllis is a 37-year-old, high school educated, 

professionally employed mother of two elementary school children. 

She was married for 16 years, and at the time of her first 

interview she has been separated for 4 months. The children 

reside with the father. The mother is fighting for custody of 

her children in the courts. Topics: violence and abuse; 

emotions; jobs; children; alcohol. 

Ben is a 33-year-old high school graduate who is employed in 

a managerial position. He was married for 11 years and at the 

time of his first interview he has been separated for 4 months. 

He is the father of t w o  young children who live with their 

mother. Ben has his children on alternate week-ends and 

communicates with them on a regular basis. Topics: emotions; 

children and jobs; transformation; violence and abuse; sex. 

"Self -identi£ ied couplet1 refers to a couple who called to 
volunteer as participants in my study. They both left their 
respective partners to live together. They referred to themselves 
as a ncoupleu when they volunteered, thus the classification. 



APPENDIX I 

By the first interview, there had been a total of 21 moves. 

By the second interview, the total number of moves for all the 

participants, excluding the 10 still living in their matrimonial 

homes, was thirty-seven: 

8 had moved once; 

8 had moved twice; 

3 had moved 3 times and 

1 had moved more then 3 times [due to decreasing support 

payments received from her husband of 28 years.] 

Mr>ving Out: The Men 

the first interview: 

4 men were still in their matrimonial home. 

4 men had moved to new apartments, 

1 man had moved to his parent's home, and 

1 man shared accommodation with a male friend. 

the second interview: 

2 men were still in their matrimonial homes- Both own their 

own homes and have custody of some of their children. In a 

joint custody arrangement [ 2  children], one man shares his 

home with his wife on alternate weeks. She has acquired an 

apartment to which he moves on her week in the house. The 

other man "bought out1' his wife's share of the house in a 



quickly executed separation and divorce settlement. He 

received a cash bonus from his employer ($100,000.00) and some 

financial assistance from his father ($4000.00) to help sort 

out his separation and divorce situation so he could 

concentrate on his work. He fought for custody of his 

children in court, declaring his former wife an "unfit 

mother." The two eldest children remained with him and the 

youngest child with his wife and her new partner. 

By the second interview, the housing situation for the other 8 

men was as follows: 

- One man had moved from his first new apartment to his new 

partner's house where she lives with her two children--they 

share the operating costs. His two children were with 

their mother. 

Another man had moved from the rented matrimonial home to his 

new partner's rented home. His two independent adult 

children lived elsewhere. 

One man was still in his n e w  apartment. However, he was in 

the process of searching for a new home to share with his new 

partner. His t w o  independent adult children of his first 

marriage lived in another city. 

- Another man had sold the matrimonial home and moved to an 

apartment on his own. His two children lived with their 

mother in another city. 

One man moved from his matrimonial home to his parentsf home. 



At the time of the second interview he had moved to his own 

apartment. He was planning to move to his new partner's home 

in the near future. He had one child who lived with her 

mother. 

- Another man was in his second apartment. His 3 children lived 

with their mother. 

Significantly, none of the men had to move to avoid violent 

relationships with their wives. One man did suffer two separate 

physical assaults at the hands of his wife following the 

separation. She was charged by the police but the charges were 

eventually dropped. 

Xoving Out: The Women 

The situation for the women was dramatically different than 

for the men. 

At the first interview: 

8 women remained in their matrimonial home. 

4 of these women had been abused by their husbands. They 

demanded that their husbands leave the matrimonial home. 

- 2 other women were in abusive relationships. It was 

only following the separation that they were able to 

begin to come to grips with the reality of their 

experience of abuse over time. In both these cases the 

husband left. The women have remained in the matrimonial 

home. 

2 other women remained in their matrimonial homes. 



7 women moved to a "safe place to bev because their husbands 

had been violent. 

2 moved to shelters. 

2 went to their parents1 homes. 

1 rented her own apartment. 

1 moved to 3 different apartments before the first 

interview. 

1 woman moved into a new apartment with a new partner. 

For the remaining five women, the situation is as follows: 

1 woman moved into the home of a woman friend. 

1 woman returned to her apartment following a brief stay at 

her parents home. 

1 woman moved to a rented house. 

- 1 woman moved on alternate weeks between her matrimonial home 

and her apartment. 

1 woman continued to live in her matrimonial home following a 

reconciliation with her husband. 

A t  the second interview: 

8 women continued to live in their matrimonial homes. 

1 owned the house with her husband but her parents hold 

the mortgage. She had 2 children. 

1 woman owned her home with her husband but her husband 

literally left his job, his marriage and the country at 

the point of separation [no children]. This recently 



retired woman, remained in her home and intended to do so 

until some arrangements were made about both the business 

and household assets .  

- 1 woman had invested some of her own money in the house, 

although the question of who will retain ownership was 

not yet settled. She had 2 children. 

- 1 woman had worked for a number of years prior to the 

marriage and purchased the house with her own money. 

Because of the New Family Law Act she was told she 

would have to re-purchase one half of the home, this 

time from her former spouse. She had 1 child. 

- 1 woman rented a house. She and her ex-spouse had 

separated twice. The first time he left to live with 

another woman in a house within the same block as his 

matrimonial home. Following the second separation he 

moved to a new location with yet another new partner. 

After the first separation, the woman had to go on 

welfare, followed by mother's allowance. She found paid 

work but earns less income than when she was on mother's 

allowance. She had 3 children. 

1 woman, married for 39 years, remained in her rented 

apartment but she subsequently moved because she could no 

longer afford the rent. When she contacted me 

recently she indicated she would have to move again due 

to ongoing financial constraints despite holding three 

jobs to make ends meet. She had 6 independent adult 



children--1 of whom has recently moved back to live with 

his mother following his own marital separation. 

- 2 women were still in their matrimonial homes at t h e  

second interview but their houses were for sale as a 

result of their separation agreements. They had 2 and 3 

children respectively. In one of these cases, the woman 

was absolutely stunned when she found she could only 

remain in her home until it was sold. 

The number of moves for the remaining twelve women reveal still 

more about the lives of the women undergoing the marital 

separation process. 

7 women m o v e d  to a "safe place" because their husbands had 

been violent. 

2 of t h e s e  women initially went to shelters. 

- 1 woman went to a shelter on two occasions.  She had 

no children. When it was safe to do so, that is when 

her husband finally moved out, she moved back t o  

her own home. 

1 woman moved to the shelter and then to her 

parents' home where she continued to live at t h e  

time of the second interview. In this case her 

husband was charged with assault, went to court 

and served time i n  jail. She had one child. 

- 1 w o m a n  went t o  her parents1 home, then moved to the 

home of a male friend because she felt "safe there." She 



had moved to her own place by the time of the second 

interview. She had been unable to return to her 

matrimonial home to retrieve any of her furniture or 

personal possessions. The matrimonial home is still 

occupied by her husband. She had no children. 

- 1 woman moved in with a new partner, feeling the need of 

a protected place following a long history in an 

incredibly abusive relationship. She was not able to 

bring her two children to live with her. Since her 

separation, and following five sessions in court over 

custody, she still had not had access to her children on 

a regular basis. This situation has been compounded by 

the continuing abuse on the part of her former husband and 

delayed even further by the inability of the legal system 

to facilitate any constructive resolution. She had 2 

children. 

- 1 woman escaped to a new apartment, her place in the 

matrimonial home being quickly usurped by a former 

girlfriend of her husband. She had no children. 

1 woman moved out following a lengthy and very complex 

abusive relationship, which also involved the psychiatric 

system. She went t o  stay with a brother, then moved to 

her own apartment. Since the second interview, she has 

moved again because of a decrease in support payments from 

her husband. This woman recently told me she must 

move again as she has been informed of another drop in 



financial support from her husband. She had 5 children: 2 

are independent adult children; 2 stayed with 

their father; 1 went with the mother. 

- 1 woman left her matrimonial home with her two children 

to stay with her mother. Five days later, at her place of 

employment, she was semed with divorce papers in which 

her husband had charged her with mental cruelty, declared 

she was an "unfitn mother, and demanded that she do 

something about it "within twenty days after this petition 

is served to youN (55-#1-12-410>411) . 

She was then subjected to an independent psychological 

assessment to determine who was t h e  more fit parent. With 

borrowed money and government subsidized support, along 

with her full-time employment, this woman moved to her 

own rented accommodation because she felt the assessor 

would find her a more "fitn mother if she was living 

independently. Her children moved back and forth between 

each parent on a weekly basis. She received no financial 

support from her husband. In fact her husband insisted 

that the "baby bonus1' also go to him every second month. 

She stated, "Believe me it's a big deal--for him!" (55-#1- 

4-125). 

The situation for the  remaining five women was as follows: 

1 woman moved from the matrimonial home, which was listed 

for sale, to share a home with a female friend. A t  the t i m e  



of the second interview she was still at her friend's home. 

As a result of a drop in income, she has since moved in 

with her parents. She had one child. 

- 1 woman, the youngest participant, remained in her apartment 

after a short stay at her parents1 home. Following the second 

interview she had moved to a smaller and cheaper apartment. 

In the past year, she moved in order to share housing with a 

new partner. 

I interviewed one woman four times. The t w o  additional 

interviews were at her request. These four intemiews took 

place in three different locations. Prior to the first 

interview, she had moved from the matrimonial home which was 

sold to divide the assets. Hence, first two interviews took 

place in a home which she rented. She then moved to a new 

partner's home, where she shared household costs and child 

care. The last interview took place in yet another household 

with another new and seemingly more permanent partner. She 

had 3 children. This woman was extraordinarily angry with her 

husband and was charged with assaulting him on two occasions 

following their separation. The requested interviews 

reflected her desire to understand some of her o m  anger. She 

wanted to reveal the "unfairnessn of the separation process, 

especially for women. For example, she was angry because 

women frequently carry the major responsibility for the 

children, as she did. 

- Another woman moved from her matrimonial home, a home 



which she stated she never really felt was her own. H e r  

husband had purchased the home before she saw it. She felt 

uncomfortable there because the home symbolized his life but 

not hers. She moved to her own apartment in an area similar 

to the one where she was raised. Both she and her husband 

moved between the matrimonial home and her apartment on 

alternate weeks in a carefully planned and mutually agreed 

upon custody arrangement. The children remained in the 

matrimonial home in the same community where they attended 

school and were involved in various community activities. 

- Following a reconciliation which occurred at the time of the 

first interview, another woman and her spouse separated. 

She moved to an apartment where she was located at the time of 

the second interview. She has since remarried and moved out 

of her original community. She recently moved back to her 

home town with her second husband. 
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